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V 7
PREFACE TO THE PRESENT EDITION

OE THIS VOLUME.

I SCARCE like to speak in one breath of our war

against the Czar Nicholas, and our " war," as some

of us call it, against the Egyptian Arabi ; but lessons

taught in the strife maintained between powerful

nations may of course be applied to the conduct of

those lesser, more humble tasks which, however hght

by comparison, are still in their purpose coercive,

and involve a resort to armed force.'^'^

'Form in peace-time a War Office ready to co-

' operate with your Admiralty in the business of

' warlike administration, and to enter on giant work
* from the moment of taking up arms

;
yet whilst

* Lord Palmerston always refused to dignify any sucli task

with the august name of ' War. ' He for instance once set aside

France, blew up the fortress of Acre, recovered Syria for the

Sultan, repressed Mehemet Ali in the height of his power, and

maintained all the while that his weak, useful word ' operation

would serve well enough to express the full import of what he

was doing.
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* aiming day and niglit at administrative perfection,

' do not fondly expect to attain it, and hope less to

* keep censors at bay by absolute faultlessness than to

' trample their diatribes down by that massive kind

' of success wliich will cover all petty mistakes

;

' In the more or less separate field which you

' choose for your warlike exertions, dispense, if you

* can, with the aid of any independent allies, so that

' he who may lead your army shall be free from

' the stress of joint councils, and hold an undivided

' command

;

' Let your general so govern the writers collecting

* " news " in his camp as to make them do good

—

' do only good—to their country, and harm—only

' harm—to the enemy
;

' In your honourable, your sacred desire to be spar-

' ing of the lives of ouv glorious seamen and soldiers,

' do not fail to remember that it may be more truly

' wise and humane to face the known evil of losing

* men fast during several minutes from fire and cold

' steel, than to await the calamity of losing them

' rather more slowly, yet during perhaps many
' months, from the consequences of a long, tedious

' strife bringing with it the curse of disease

;

' Eemember always that Victory is not a mere

* unfruitful treasure to be hoarded, caressed, and

' enjoyed, but rather a spell of great potency to be

' instantly and daringly used.'

Such are five of the manifold lessons most
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sternly, most cogently taught by our experience of

the war against Russia. And, not taught, we can

now say, in vain; since it happens that at this, the

Lime chosen for once more printing a volume whicli

tells of our old Winter Troubles, and the causes from

which they had sprung, we are seeing full proof of

the wholesomeness there is in such warnings, and

are having indeed laid Ijefore us a sample (though

only a small one) of the power that England can

wield, when provided— after long years of struggle

—with the mechanism of a ' real War Department,'

when unhampered by any allies, when unhindered

by stress of mixed counsels from striking a prompt,

timely blow, or from pushing a victory home, when

so ruling dispensers of ' news ' by the light yet firm

hand of authority as to prevent their enlightening the

enemy, and even make them help to deceive him.

/v-fter happily finding in Wolseley the very com-

mander she sought, and requiring but a few busy

weeks for all the needful preparatives, England landed

a competent force— a force complete in all arms

—

on the distant quays of Alexandria (already subdued

by our fleet), then transferred it—as though by some

magic—into even the sacred dominions of Monsieur

dc Lesseps, brought thither to meet it another

splendid body of troops from the Indian side of her

empire, and then—with some little, but not exces-

sive delay—collected means of enabling the thus

gathered army to move.
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The effort that followed was brief. A silent night-

march of six miles conducted in order of battle by

guidance drawn from the stars ; the entrenchments

of Tel-el-Kebir confronted whilst still it was dark

(though a first streak of dawn could be seen), con-

fronted, stormed, broken, cut through, cut through

and through in their centre by Hamley with the

2d Division ;'"' then (but further away towards their

left) confronted and even assaulted in more than

one place by artillery teams witli their guns tearing

—strange to see—over the parapet; then along the

whole stretch of each wing, confronted, stormed,

carried by Willis t with Graham's brigade, | by

* Sir Edward Hamley was present in person with His foremost

—the Highland—brigade, and personally directed its movements,

having under him, in Sir Archibald Alison, a most able briga-

dier-general. Sir Edward found it essential to call up his sup-

ports under Ashburnham, and to give them the fighting work

which they well and opportunely achieved. See in the ' Nine-

' teenth Century,' 1st Dec. 1882, Hamley's masterly account of

the part taken by his Division. It was he who at Inkerman

(being then a young adjutant of artillei-y) made that opportune

use of three guns which is recorded in my Inkerman volume, chap.

vi., Second Period, sec. iv.

t Operating on our right, and against the enemy's left.

Throughout the great day of Inkerman, there was no more bril-

liant exploit than Egerton's victorious charge with a wing of flie

77th, and no officer of even that regiment more hotly engaged than

the captain of its grenadier company. See Inkerman volume,

chap. vi. sec. xvi. of First Period. That captain, now general.

Sir George Willis, commanded tlie 1st Division at Tel-el-Kebir,

I The Guards under H.R.H. Duke of Connaught were well up

in support, but excluded from all opportunity of what they would

deign to call ' fighting ' by the perfect and rapid success of
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Macplierson with the Indian Contin<>-ent ;
^^ and at

last—from the swift, dazzling use Wolseley made of

his horse, guns, and foot—the victory so driven home

that—with almost dramatic abruptness— it turned

defeat into ruin, brought what was called ' war ' to

an end, and invested-— nay, loaded—our Government

with the virtual dominion of Egypt.

These results too, we now see, were reached in

despite of some very good fighting maintained by

the hapless Egyptians, and maintained during many

more minutes than any practised observer who saw

them attacked by the Highlanders could well have

believed to be possible. The enemy indeed was so

batfied by Wolseley 's famous night - march, tliat,

although made aware by his scouts of the calm,

silent army approaching him, he did not tind him-

self able to besjin cannonading his foes until thev

had come to close quarters ; and besides, in the

latei stages of the action, he neither showed warlike

prowess by the prompt bringing up of supports, nor

Graham's brigade in their front. Yet some of them fell. Colonel

Sterling of the Coldstreams was one of the wounded ; but with

what gladness his friends saw in a supplementary Return the

blessed word 'slightly,' which at first had been withheld! I

have had the advantage of seeing Sterling's journal—a model of

clear, soldierly narrative.

* Having on its right the two adjacent lines of the Canal and

the Railway on which the Naval Brigade was operating. Mao-

pherson operated on our left, against the enemy's right, and tlie

troops of his contingent, with which he led his attack, were the

Seaforth Highlanders.

VOL. VII. I
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by taking any such measures to cover his retreat

as might have liiudered it, or tended to hinder it

from lapsing into a rout : but these were faults rather

implying a want of good leadership than of sheer

hghting power; and certainly along that half-mile

which constituted his centre, and even indeed, it

would seem, at almost every part of liis greatly

extended line, the soldiery defending his front must

be said to have met their assailants—troops all of

the most superb quality—witli a manful and stub-

born courage.

Nor let any one fail to remember that along with

our purpose of guarding the Suez Canal, and forcibly

wresting all Egypt from a strongly established dic-

tator, there remained yet another—another and more

sacred—task that an unforeseen course of events

had imperatively fastened on England,—the task

of saving Cairo from the fate of Alexandria—from

massacre, spoliation, and flames. This also by rare,

though perhaps well-considered audacity. General

Wolseley proved able to compass.

What wonder then that a country thus swiftly,

thus brilliantly served, sh)uld abound in warm grat-

itude to its Army and Navy ? What wonder that

manifestations of so natural, so wholesome a feeling

should even run to excess, and that— laying aside

for a moment its wonted air of impassiveness—

a

nation which confessed itself glad shouhl almost

seem to exult ?
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TIio fault was not in our people. The fault, un-

less I mistake, lay all in those ' showmen ' of ours,

who, because much engaged in the business of what

France calls ' representing,' are deprived of the sense

of Proportion ; and even of these there are some

who can scarcely be charged with the practice of

favouring their country unduly ; for, to do them sheer

justice, they apply the same thousand-fold magnifier

to any petty misfortune, as well as to what the armed

Puritan was accustomed to call ' a small mercy.'

Still, by too big a way of giving expression to what,

after all, was only a nation's good - humour, our

State showmen rendered it possible for any foreign

observers to accuse sober England of swelling with

triumph because her magnificent troops under such

a commander as Wolseley proved stronger than

native Egyptians

!

The notion of any such triumph over Colonel,

or General Arabi was of course beyond measure

absurd ; but, to com])ass the anterior purpose of ap-

pearing before him in arms on the banks of the Nile,

there took place an exertion of power on which a

free, island people refusing to be crushed by con-

scriptions may look with some honest complacency

;

for, with only a small peace establishment, to send

out horse, foot, and artillery, in numbers reckoned

sufficient for the conquest of a regular army some

sixty or seventy thousand strong and—with swiftness

--to plant the invaders on ground some 8000 miles
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diotant from their ports of embarkation, was to show,

though only in sample, that blended command oi

resiiurces both naval and military which, supposing

it to be ever exerted on the greater scale shown

to be feasible, and applied at the right time and

[)lace, might well prove ample enough to sway and

govern the; issue of even a mighty war.'"

Amongst the various criticisms to which the first

edition of this volume gave rise, there was one

undertaken by the ' Edinburgh Eeview ' which,

because contradicting a prominent statement of

mine, should be noticed perhaps in this place.

Whilst explaining the state of our army ad-

ro/inistration, as constituted at tlie time of the

war, I had to show the quaint process by which a

general appointed to command in the field, and at

first simply owing obedience to his sovereign or his

commanding officer, was all at once handed over by

an order in writing to the control of another ]3ower,

and directed to take his instructions from ' Her

' Majesty's Ministers ;'t but omitting to mention the

proof which sustained my account of the transfer,

I certainly made it quite possible for a venture-

* See post, p. 63, an allusion to Lanfrey's high estimate of

the power that this 'blended command ' of resources might have

enabled England to exercise in even 1809, the year of the Wa-
gram campaign. All wU see that that power which Lanfrey

aacribed to the England of 1809 has been hugely augmented by

ateam.

t Post, p. 27.
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some coiumeutator to reni.'iin unacquainted ^itii

the elementary part of liis subject, and therefore

roam free to imagine, nay, continue for weeks and

weeks to go on imagining, that, without any risk of

a fall, he could set my whole statement at nought.

Accordingly, with a singular confidence, the

Edinburgh Keviewer protested that there never

had been such a usage as the one 1 described

;

and that the Letter from the Commander-in-Cliief,

which in terms handed over Lord Eaglan to the

guidance of ' Her Majesty's Ministers,' was not a

public document at all, but a mere private letter

of so little import or use that it might be ' lost

' in the post, or twisted up into pipe-lights,' with-

out any evil consequences. Not after thus giving

judgment did the bold writer lightly pass on to

firmer ground, for he erected a great superstructure

of what purported to be authoritative exposition on

the same chosen, much trusted quicksand.

How many days passed between the publication

of the ' Eeview ' and the correction which followed, I

can hardly be sure—I was away at the time,—but

on the 5th of February 1881 a friend of mine,

signing ' Amicus,' kindly published in my absence

a letter,"^' which not only exposed the mistake of

the ' Edinburgh,' but did this with a masterly touch,

showing first how largely, how boldly this Teacher

had built on his creed, and then gently unfolding

a .st.atement which, though fraught with decisive

* In tlie ' Pall Mall Gazette ' of the above date.
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authority, and open to all tlie world, had not, as it

chanced, been included amongst the things known

to my critic.

The reply was so plainly decisive, tliat till now

I have gladly abstained from adding a word of my
own ; but in this place perhaps there should once

more be mentioned the proof—already adduced by

' Amicus '— on which I based my account of a

strange constitutional usage continued down to our

times.

The proof is none other than evidence given by

the late Lord Hardinge in 1855, whilst Commander-

in-Chief at the Horse Guards—the very officer who

had signed the transferring Letter in question ; and

if anything more were wanting to show the full

weight of authority with wliich he delivered his

statement, I might say that he had prepared him-

self beforehand for the task of enlightening his

hearers on this special subject, and accordingly had

not only drawn from the archives of his Office full

knowledge of what his predecessors had done in

earlier years, but had brought down with him, to lay

before the Committee, a copy of the words, handing

over the appointed Commander to the guidance of

' Her Majesty's Ministers.'

The Committee reported Lord Hardinge's evidence

in these words :

—

' The Chairman : When a commanding officer is

appointed to the command of an expedition such
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as that lately sent out under Lord Raglan to tho

* Crimea, he receives his appointment, does he not,

' under a Letter of Service ?—He does.

By whom is that Letter of Service signed ?— It

' is aigned by me as Commander-in-Chief.

' As soon as the Commander-in-Chief takes the

' command of that force abroad, he is then subject,

* with respect to the movements of the army, to the

' direction of the Secretary of State, and only cor-

' responds with you on strictly military details ?

—

' Entirely so : I had better read to the Committee

* the beginning of a Letter to Lord Raglan, which is

' the same as that which was sent to Sir Arthur

* Wellesley, and also by the Duke of York to

' the Duke of Wellington, when he took the

' command of the English army at the battle of

' Waterloo.' *

Lord Hardinge then read to the Committee the

very document which I cited at p. 29 of the first

and p. 27 of this edition.!

Lord Hardinge's words made it plain that, when

the Reviewer was writing his confident article, and

believing himself to be only a critic of me and my
volume, he in fact—thougli of course without know-

ing it—had been all the while contradicting the late

Commander-in-Chief—a man officially charged with

the very piece of knowledge in question.^

* Seb. Comm., 20,732. t Il-id.

X Lord Hardinge's teatimony waa laid before Parliameut ts
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That the cited Letter in terms handed over Lord

Eaglan from the rule of tlie Commander-in-Chief to

that of ' Her Majesty's ?\Iinisters/ and was meant to

do that very thing, is shown plainly enough by the

words of the instrument as well as by Lord Har-

dinge's statement ; but 1 am able, moreover, to say

that ' the course of business ' preceding and follow-

ing the 5th of April 1854 (the date of the trans-

ferring Letter) was exactly in accordance both with

Lord Hardinge's exposition, and with all that I have

stated on the subject. Between the time when Lord

Raglan consented to accept the command and that

5th day of April 1854, when the transfeiring Letter

was sent, tliere were many occasions on wliich the

Duke of Newcastle (the Secretary of State for War)

and Lord Raglan (the appointed Commander) found

it useful to exchange communications in writing;"""

but they did this invariably by means of private

letters, so that neither of them during that period

ever sent to the other a single Official Despatch.

Then, however, there came the 5th of April, bring-

ing with it the Letter of Transfer, and the change

which thereupon followed was in strict accordance

with the written mandate; for on the 10th of

1855 ; and it has not come to my knowledge that the interesting

exposition he gave was ever brought into question till the Edin-

burgh Reviewer assailed it—without knowing what he assailed

—

in tlie January of 1881.

* That early correspondence, as well as what followed, is before

me.
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April, just live days after the date of the Letter <A

Transfer, there opened a series of Official Despatches

exchanged between the Secretary of State and the

Commander of our Army in the East, wliich con-

tinued without interruption to the end of Lord Rag-

lan's career ;
* and on the other hand, 1 can say that

Lord Hardinge always acted consistently with the

directions contained in his Letter of Transfer, never

making the least attempt, never showing the faintest

wish, to resume any slired of the power which by

that plain, surrendering instrument he had handed

over in terms to the sway of ' Her Majesty's

' Ministers.'

The Eeviewer derived his wild confidence — not

from the contents, but^—from the simple existence of

what the 'undoubted descendants of the Iron Mask,'

and eager, excited insistants of many and various

sorts are apt to describe as a ' Document.' You may

gently disclose an im])ression that the paper rever-

entially opened and submitted to you for your guid-

ance does not seem, or even purport to prove any-

thing ; but these people reply that it is a 'Document,'

and. wish you to say, if you doubt, how that great

truth can be combated ; so that practically, you find

you must treat them like sanguine possessors of

* Lord Raglan's death took place on the 28th of June 1855, and

the last Despatch he addressed to the Secretaiy of State bears date

.so late as the 26th. Even after his death, Despatches addressfd

to him by the Secretary of State (whilst as yet uninformed 0> tbe

event) continued to arrive at Headquarters.
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' Relics.' Now, the ' Document ' worshipped by the

Reviewer was one perfectly genuine, yet leading him

straight into error, because he hastened to use it

without having ready to guide him tlie light of col-

lateral knowledge. He believed, nay, impressively

taught, that the instrument was one which, con-

formably to high constitutional principles, must be

signed by a Secretary of State, showing also, as he

fondly imagined, that it had been so signed accord-

ingly, and on these conclusions based doctrines ex-

pounded in a tone of authority. Yet the actual

truth is that the document in question had never

required, and had never received, the signature of

any Secretary of State.* Next, he taught liis dis-

ciples that the paper had issued from tlie Depart-

ment of the Secretary for War. There again, he

proved wrong ; for it was from a minor Office—

a

money accountancy office—that the document had

issued.t Then, also, he imagined the Paper to be

one of great moment, and there— like the ' un-

' doubted descendants of the Iron Mask '—he was

* We easily see how the critic fell into this error. He observed

that his ' Document ' bore the signature of a Minister—Mr Sidney

Herbert—who afterwards rose to be a Secretary of State ; but

omitted to inform himself that at tlie time when the paper was

signed (the 1st of April 1854) Mr Sidney Herbert was not a Sec-

retary of State, but only what was called the ' Secretary at War,'

presiding over a minor, and—in the main—a financial Office.

t This error was caused by imagining that the Document must

have issued from the Office in which the ' Edinburgh ' contributor

found it ; whereas the instrument had issued from the Office of
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contradicted by his own 'document.'* Again, ho

looked on his ' document ' as one so exchisivcl

y

entitled to a particular appellation—namely, ' Letter

' of Service ' — that to no other document undei

heaven could official authority venture to ascribe the

same name ; and how he fared with that notion we

already have learnt ; because we saw that Lord Har-

dinge, when Commanding in Chief at the Horse

Guards, had given the very same title to that other

instrument which here, for the sake of distinction,

I have called the Letter of Transfer.

The Eeviewer's next escapade was the grand

deviation achieved—not, of course, by so small a

mistake as that of wrongly denying the name of a

given Despatch, but— by jumping thence all the

way to a wondrously distant conclusion, and believ-

ing himself to have proved, as a consequence of the

imputed misnomer, that no constitutional practice of

the sort I described had ever been really existent.

Imagine the scope of a 'judgment' adventured on

that superb plan ! Or, test the range of such logic

by supposing the Eeviewer to try it on some grander

page of history. Then, if only he can make himself

sure—and tliis with him is so easy!—that mankind

the 'Secretary <it War,' and it was only owing to the subsequent

concentration of Offices in Pall Mall—an event of recent years

—

that the Paper (having been brought thither from its ancient and

humbler birthplace) proved so strangely confusing to my critic

* Of this the reader may judge, for the document, in all its

majesty, is given in the Appendix to this Preface.
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have mistaken the name of a cliateau and town in

Moravia, lie will—not merely give himself credit for

correcting a. fancied misnomer, bnt— sing himself

a Tc Dcam for annulling the battle of Austerlitz,

with all its mighty results.

To this curious heap of mistakes tlie critic added

one more ; for he based a main part of his essay

upon the assumption that in speaking of the Letter

of Transfer I had committed myself to the propriety

of givhig it a particular title, though in truth, as

will now be seen, I had gone slightly out of my
way to do the very opposite.

Lord Hardinge, we saw, called the Letter of Trans-

fer a ' Letter of Service
;

' and considering that he

was liimself the writer of the Pajjer, and the Com-

mander-in-Chief at the Horse Guards— the very

Office from which the instrument issued—I might

liave unreservedly followed his decisive, official au-

thority without, I suppose, being liable to have my

carefulness questioned ; but it so happens that— as

though resolving beforehand to keep myself aloof

from any mere question of official nomenclature

—

I described the Paper as ' what men called the

' Letter of Service;' and therefore none—not even

disputants who might like to contradict Lord Har-

dinge's statement on the business of his own office

—will be able to say that the guarded form of des-

ignation I thus chose to use was otherwise than

strictly accurate.
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Thus then personally, of course I stand clear of

that war about nomenclature which tlie ' Edin-

' burgli ' (whilst as yet unacquainted with Lord

Ilardinge's evidence) incautiously atteni})ted to wage;

])ut diligent mortals (if any) who so little dread an

A])pendix as to go down and visit its shades, will

there be able to see how the question of names can

be solved/^

What before had been ' footnotes ' and extracts

from documents have here for the most part been

banished to the more retiring Appendix ;
and I

see with complacency that tlie text of the ' Winter

Troubles ' now happily stands comprised within \mn.

tilan 400 pages.

* See post, p. 3&&.
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THE WINTER TROUBLES.

CHAPTER I.

DETERMINATION OF THE ALLIES TO WINTER ON THE CHER-
SONESE HEIGHTS.—THE IMPORT OF THIS RESOLVE AS
REGARDED THE HEALTH AND STRENGTH OF THEIR
ARMIES.

When the meditated assault of Sebastopol was chap
deferred yet again after ' Inkerman,' General

^'

Oanrobert seemed to cherish a hope that the The hope
^ chensnea

landing of his expected reinforcements would jj^g^^":

enable him once more to go on with liis tlirice-

interrupted design
;
(^) but Lord Raglan, I suppose,

apprehended that the accession of fresh troops

from France might be followed by a new crop

of reasons to warrant yet further delay ; for, if the illusion

harbouring still any vestige of former illusions, ed*hyY„'ra

he at least did not suffer their witcliery to lull
'°""''

his care for the morrow.

And, the morrow he confronted in thouglit

was other than one of the kind that awaits an

army when destined to find repose in some town
VOL. VII. A
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CHAP.
1.

His final

orders to

make pro-
vision for

wintering
in the
Crimea.

Danger of a
winter on
the Cherso-
nese to the
health of
the Allied
ormies

;

after carrying its defences by storm. The winter

— this was his morrow— the winter awaiting

his army, and awaiting it on the Chersonese

Heights.

So early as the 8bh of August—long before

the! invasion began—he had impressively repre-

sented to our Home Goverrmient that the ques-

tion where the Allied armies should winter was

one ' of some anxiety ;' saying also, ' I am aware
' that, if the great operation be undertaken, and
' be successful to the utmost extent, there would
' be room for the two armies in the Crimea ; but

' under other circumstances, it will be very diffi-

' cult to find the means of putting them under
' cover.' And long afterwards, when the con-

ditions proved such, that, instead of sharing

between them the whole Crimea, the two Allied

armies were in danger of having to winter upon

the barren patch of ground where they stood, he

prepared both himself and his Government for

the threatened contingency
;
(^) but what he be-

fore had only deemed probable he now frankly

treated as certain. On the 8th of November,

he instructed his Commissary-General that our

army would winter in the Crimea, and directed

liim to ' make provision accordingly.' (^)

The more purely strategical import of a de-

termination which condemned the invaders to

winter on the Chersonese may be separately

brought under question ; but v/hat here invites

thought is the bearing of such a resolve upon

the health and wellbeing of the Allied armies,

if not upon their very existence.



R?:SOLVE OF THE ALLIES.

Resulting from the policy of the ' flank march,' chap.

and the more and more siege-like measures which _—!_-

_

followed, there had come upon the Allies before enedSJ*'

Inkerman a change of conditions so harsh that *'°°'

they who, on the day of the Alma became

potentially masters—if not of Sebastopol itself,

yet certainly—of all the rest of Crimea, were

now without a spot of ground left them except

what lay under their feet, and had lost, too,

all freedom of movement. Having voluntarily

abandoned to the enemy not only his precious

line of communication, but almost the whole

of the Crimea ; having judged that—at least

for the present—Sebastopol must stop them in

front ; and, finally, having suffered Liprandi to

close round their flank, nay, even to encroach

upon their camp, and warn off our people from

the Woronzoff road,—they had become com-

pletely hemmed in on the land-side.

In surrendering themselves thus to the yoke their conse-
'-' quent waot

of their own chosen strategv, the Allies, amongst of power to
°'^ appropriate

other thinrfs, ventured to put themselves at war theresour.
° -^

. . , . ces of the

with the elements ; and, their armies l}'ing country.

camped for the most part on the bleak, open

wold of the Chersonese, it was there that they

now undertook to confront the approaching

winter. But, moreover, for their place of duress

they had chosen a pittance of ground so small

and so barren that not only did it yield their

soldiery no food, but even denied them what

they needed of forage and fuel— things that

rarely before had been wanting to the victorious

invaders of a country in whicii hay and wood-
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These re-

sources en-

tirely at the
cominand of
the eneu;y.

Tlie Allied
armies
wholly de-

pendent
upon sup-

plies

brought
by sea

;

and con-
sequently
upon the
exertions of
others.

stores abounded. (*) Euriched by that singular

exchange of dominion which he owed to the

two Hank marches of the 25 th of September,(^)

and displaying his command of those very pos-

sessions which our people most bitterly needed,

the enemy sometimes pastured his flocks—his

immense flocks—of sheep under the eyes of our

outlying sentries, and showed to any observers

who chose to put up their field-glasses his stacks

of forage piled up in ranks that seemed miles

and miles long.(^) Nor did ' Inkerman ' alter

this contrast between abundance and want ; for,

when once the Allies had determined that the

battle, though ending in victory, furnished never-

theless a good ground for deferring their intended

attack, and remaining, as before, in close duress,

it followed—however anomalously—that the

products of the country would still be withheld

from the victors, and still accrue to the van-

quished.

When they thus yielded up to tlieir adversary

the resources of the invaded country, the Allied

armies threw themselves wholly upon aid brought

from over the sea ; and more absolutely than

ever before their welfare became committed to

distant Ministers of State, and numberless officers

and public servants of lesser degree, to mer-

chants, contractors, ship-owners, sliip-captains,

and sailors, to artificers of various callings, and

workmen of various races. A default, though

in only one part of all this living machinery,

might cruelly, might fatally aggravate the hard-

ships of a soldiery condemned to be camping
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throughout a Criui-Tartary winter on bleak, open, chap.
storm-swept downs ; aucl it seems right to look

'

at not merely the actual physical means, but

also the two systems of administration on which,

in such a predicament, France and England

would have to rely, when labouring as best they

miyht to keep their armies alive.



THE VVliNTEK TliOUBLES.

CHAPTER II.

THE WAR ADMINISTRATION OF FRANCE.

CHAP.
II.

The French
system of
war admin-
istration.

France—in that respect differing from England
—^had a real War Department—a Department

singly charged with the task of preparing and

maintaining war. Whether constructing fort-

resses, or forging arms, or accumulating military

stores ; whether raising or equipping or training

horse, foot, or artillery ; whether feeding or shel-

tering the men or the horses, ur watching over

their health; whether oiganising or command-
ing the forces thus created, or giving them, with

prepared means of transport, the power to move
as an army ; whether sending them by land or by

sea, with all their thousand needs and appliances,

or bringing them at length into the field, and

there still supplying their wants,—it was always

through the instrumentality of this one great

Department that France maintained present war

or made ready for wars yet to come.

At times when peace reigned in Europe, the

Department, so far as was practicable, had been

wisely accustomed to conduct its multifarious

business by methods that would hold good in
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war; so that, if it should be suddenly called upon CHAP.

to take measures against an enemy no longer ima- 1_
giuary but real, there need not on that account

follow any mischievous dislocation or change of

governmental machinery ; and—with only some

moderate increase of official activity, or, perhaps,

by degrees, some expansion of a few sub-depart-

ments—the appliances of an existing routine

mit^ht be made to bear the new strain. Indeed,

the exigencies that arose when France declared

against Eussia, were hardly so new in kind as

to demand new kinds of exertion ; for she did

not really pass into war from a state of abso-

lute peace. Long accustomed to the piactice

of maintaining great armies, she had also been

devoting her energies for the last twenty-foui

years to the task of either conquering or main-

taining dominions in the north of Africa ; and,

although it perhaps may be true that the habit

of contending with Kabyles and Barbary Arabs

did not constitute a good preparation for the

hour of battle in Europe, it is certain that the

conduct of administrative war-business in Algeria

was a schooling very useful to men who might

afterwards have to feed war in other parts of

the world, but especially so, if their task should

be such as the one now in hand where an army

despatched by sea to a distant shore must be

there maintained in strength by measures deriv-

ing from Paris. If a French soldier reached

the Crimea, if he found there bread, coffee, and

cartridges ; if, when wounded or sick, he was

carried in the invalid's pannier, or the ready
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CHAP, ambulance-cart to be laid on a good bed in
^^

hospital, and brought under medical care, he

througliout owed his fate to the same sort of

measures as those which for years had been

bringing French regiments to Africa, whilst also

maintaining them there in spite of many adverse

conditions ; and perhaps one may say almost

generally that, although the demands of this

campaign in the East gave, of course, a new

scope and direction to the energy of the French

War Department, they engaged it for the most

part in tasks wliich long practice had rendered

familiar.

The French War Department was, of course,

a Department of State ; but, its chief being

always a general, if not indeed a marshal of

France, the spirit in which other generals received

his orders was scarce other than that of battal-

ions obeying the word of command ; and recip-

rocally, tliere was a military element in the

sense of duty, and the wholesome ambition which

impelled him to do all he could towards becoming,

like Carnot, the ' organiser of victory.'

If the chief was always a soldier, so likewise

(as regards the final process) it was always by

the hands of soldiers—though organised in sepa-

rate bodies—that the Department ministered to

troops. To execute works of all kinds, to main-

tain due order in camp, to find means of trans-

port, to bring up ammunition, to provide for the

soldier food, shelter, and clothing, to secure him

medical care, and, in short, to supply every want

of a French army when in the field, there were
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always attached to it some bodies of officers and c HA P.

men set apart for administrative duties and spe- '.

daily trained for their respective tasks ; but

from the officer in command of the Intendance

home down to tlie bakers who baked bread

for the troops, and tlie cobblers who mended

their shoes, these functionaries, although busied

in tasks like those performed by civilians, were

still, in the strictest sense, military men, and as

much a part of the force as any squadron of

horse or any battalion of foot.(^)

In such a Department as the one France pos-

sessed, the best means of enabling troops to live

as well as to fight were likely to be well under-

stood ; and, just as the Minister, when organising

an army for foreign service, fixed the relative

proportions of its cavalry, its infantry, and its

artillery, so also, and with no less care, he

determined the composition and strength of the

administrative forces by which its wants would

have to be met. At a time—the first days of

November—when General Canrobert's numbers

in the Crimea ranged somewhat under 42,000,

he not only reckoned amongst them several

hundreds of engineers and other military work-

men, (2) but also five separate bodies of men

exclusively engaged in ministering to the wants

of the army, and these alone had a strength of

nearly 1700. Nor must it be forgotten, that

even out of the number of combatants which

the conscription brought into the army, there

were always to be found men well qualified for

administrative tasks, and well skilled too in
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CHAP, those branches of industry which concern the
'

maintenance of troops. The supplying hand of

the service was called the Intendance, and com-

manded by a general officer.

The guiding energy of the administrative

system reached down to the hands that were

busied in what— as distinguished from the

combatant tasks of a soldiery—one may call

its domestic duties ; for such cares, far from

being allotted by accident or by mere random

choice, attached always upon men who, though

soldiers, were still in their several ways experi-

enced and skilled artisans. Thus, for instance,

whether serving at home or going through a

campaign, French regiments always owed to the

system one blessing very precious to health ;
for

with them, or rather amongst them, there were

ever in readiness the deft, practised, chosen

hands that could transform sacks of flour into

good leaven bread. (^)

A system thus bighly organised might fail of

course in its purpose ; for the action of the most

])erfect war department may be hampered by an

incompetent monarch who is suffered to meddle

in business ; and besides, none can take it for

trranted that an exertion of human will at the

centre nuist be necessarily obeyed at the extrem-

ities with zeal and care ; but the advantages

secured liy a well -planned and well -united

machinery are obvious, and amongst them must

be reckoned that treasury of apt knowledge

which accumulates in a well-ordered office.
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CHAPTER III.

THE WAR ADMINISTRATION OF ENGLAND.

T.

It mioht be imacrined that Enoland, long accus- chap.^ CO
jjj

tomed to the business of shipping off troops to

all the quarters of the globe, and from time to
^j^g^e^n of^*"

time carrying on wars against distant nations, Slnl^^tTatioD

must have had smoothly working in her capital beforeihe^

every wheel of the official machinery required Rjfs"f
^'^'^

for a seabord campaign ; but the actual truth

is that, since the peace of 1815, all the armies

she engaged in hostilities had been made to

depend upon centres of administrative power

established in India and the colonies
;
Q-) so that

hence it was possible for her to be a fighting

and conquering State during a period of nearly

forty years without having at home in London

or Westminster that mainspring of military

operations wliicli men call a War Department.

Before her quariel with Russia, she indeed had

the Horse Guards—a Eoyal, not ' Government

'

Office, of which we shall have to hear more, and
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CHAP, besides, a pair of JJepartments, which connected
"

themselves witli the mighty word War ' by

three quaintly distinctive prepositions
;

'"' but

their bellicose names were deceptive. Well-

informed people knew—though the printed lists

might not so tell them—that the ' Minister of

Tiie Minis- ' the Colouies ' was also the ' Minister of War ;

'

and Col- and that, though lying dormant in peace-time,

his authority over the conduct of military busi-

ness might at once be awakened, if England

should take the field against a European Power

;

but they also knew equally well that, so far as

concerned its machinery, the Department over

which he presided was only in actual truth what

its more peaceful title imported—that is, the

' Colonial Office '—an office most ably manned,

but devoted to the conduct of our relations M^ith

the colonies, and not versed in the business of

The War wsiT.^^) And again, what men called the * War
' Office,' witli the ' Secretary at War ' for its chief,

transacted, it is true, some matters of business

connected with the uniforms of our troops, and

a few other minor details, but was, under its

general aspect, a merely financial department

entrusted with the duty of keeping our military

expenditure within the limits sanctioned by Par-

liament, and exempt, one may say, from all the

anxious labour of maintaining an army in the

field.(3)

* The so-called ' Colonial Minister ' was also the Minister

of War, or, in other phraseology, the Secretary of State /or
War, whilst the chief of the War Office was the Secretary at

War.

Office.
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There were, however, many other Depart- chap.

ments—some great and some small—which ;

—

had more claim to pass for 'belligerent' than

the innocent, account-keeping ' War Office.' In

the ancient Tower of London, amongst the clubs

in Pall Mall, in the Strand, in Wliitehall, and

besides in the neighbouring purlieus, there were

nests of public servants transacting their respec-

tive bits of England's military business: some,

for instance, in strength at the Horse Guards,

some holding the Ordnance Department, some

ensconced at the Admiralty, yet engaged in land-

service duties, some busied under the roof of

the Treasury, others burrowing in several small

streets, yet somehow providing for our army,

pay, pensions, adjudgment of claims ; the means

of transport by sea ; stores, clothing, equipments,

recruits ; surgeons, surgical implements, med-

icines ; courts - martial, chaplains. Church ser-

vices ; but there was not, until war approached,

any high, overruling authority that bound up

the aggregate number of all these scattered

offices into anything like a real unit of admin-

istrative power. Far from always appealing for

guidance to some paramount chief, they rather

co-operated with one another, and this, too, in

a highly English spirit of independence, each

maintaining with firmness the integrity of its

little dominions, and expressing in able de-

spatches to coequals over the way, or perhaps

at the end of the street, all those delicately

shaded varieties of request, pressure, warning,

remonstrance which diplomatists well know how
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CHAP, to choose when they speak in the name of great
"

States.

II.

Causes
whieli pre-

vented Eng
land from
having a
real War
Depart-
ment.

That which brought England's war adminis-

tration into this dishevelled plight was the

monarcliical surface of her polity—a surface so

deceptive to a succession of princes with minds

which construed words literally, that it en-

couraged them in tlieir tenacity of rights growing

every day less and less fit to be actually exer-

cised in this country. England almost cruelly

tantalised them. With one hand, and in the

name of the law, she gave much, whilst with the

other, and in the name of Cust(mi, or Necessity,

or Common-sense, she hastened to take back her

gifts ; so that, if for example, when welcoming

her first German king to his capital, she showed

him the pastures at Knightsbridge, and told him

Hyde Park was his property, she was sure before

long to warn him that, if over that same Hyde
Park he were to exercise the full rights of

ownership, such a venture would cost him his

crown. She apprised her sovereigns of their

large executive powers in terms so broad as to

give them specious ground for imagining that

they might exercise over our army, not simply a

constitutional authority, but—extravagant as the

pretension may seem in these days—an actual,

personal sway ; and impressions thus created

were all the more dangerous because in mere

law, as distinguished from the higher State
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sanction, they were sound beyoud dispute, chap.

Ambiguous language was rife. People—some '

of them speaking in one sense, and some in

another— could always concur in forms of

speech whicli allowed the right of the Crown to

command and administer such armed forces as

Parliament might choose to piovide ; but this

formidable power— this power by which all

other powers might be trampled down into

nothingness—was it one that could really be

exercised after the manner of autocrats, by the

king himself acting in person, by some son,

some brother, some cousin, some spouse, some

favourite of the sovereign ? Or, was it not

rather a part of that State authority which

appertains indeed to the Crown, yet must only

be exerted through Ministers, through advisers

responsible to Parliament ?

To concede the first alternative fully would

have been to surrender in terms the very kernel

of English freedom ; but, until recent times, the

nation did not prove so clear-seeing as to know
what the principle was which— against the

stress of mere law—it ou;4lit to enforce upon the

Crown. Down to even a period so late as from

the spring of 1870 to 1872, the part of our

constitutional polity which applies to this deli-

cate subject was only forming, not formed.('^)

Our ancestors had been always alive to the

danger of allowing an army to remain continu-

ously under the personal direction of a sov-

ereign ; and in old times— not having then

found any better or less trenchant security
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CHAP, against royal misconduct—they simply provided
'

that there should be no ' standing army ' at all,

or, at all events, none of such magnitude as to

be a fit instrument for enabling a king to play

the traitor. Fondly loving a campaign at short

intervals, and willingly granting the means, they

yet held fast to their liberties, and at the close

of each war, had the heart to disband their army,

or cut it down to an insignificant strength. Of

course, this national habit of alternately raising

and breaking up armies involved an enormous

waste of military power ; and the increasing

complexity of a civilisation ever striving to con-

vert given thousands of recruits into a more and

more brilliant machine, made it every day clearer

and clearer that— despite all the evils and

dangers of such an institution— a ' standing

' army '—whether so called or not—was essential

to the wellbeing of England.(^) Now, concur-

rently with the growth of this modern neces-

sity, our people, though by slow, doubtful steps,

had been approaching the idea of what we now
mean when we speak of ' constitutional govern-

' ment ;

' and the path they thus followed was one

that would bring them in time to a solution

of that problem—that once stubborn, difficult

problem—which sought to reconcile the exist-

ence of a ' standing army ' with the safety of

English liberties ; for, apparently, there could be

little danger of having to see a battalion file in

between the two doorkeepers of the House of

Commons, if our troops—like any other public

servants—were altogether withdrawn from the
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personal control of the sovereign, and placed CHAP.

frankly under his Ministers,—that is, under men _
approved, nay, almost nominated by Parliament,

and to Parliament distinctly responsible.

It so happened, however, that the devel-

opment of the constitutional principle lagged

greatly in rear of the changes which made a

' standing army ' essential ; and the Hanover

princes apparently— dreaming heavy, German

dreams in our palaces—thought to have more

or less the advantages of both modern innova-

tion and ancient prerogative—a standing army

in readiness, and a personal right to command

it without the intervention or counsel of what

we now call the Ministry.(*^) Seen under the

light of these days the contention was nothing

less than that the royal power of commanding

and administering our army should stand ex-

cepted from the scope of constitutional govern-

ment ; and from the time when the rights and

the duties of a responsible Ministry began to be

even dimly apprehended, it proved visibly im-

possible that statesmen of the quality of those

who owe their political existence to the will of

Parliament would consent to form the ' Govern-

' ment ' of a sovereign entrusting them only by

halves—consent to be a mere row of clerks,

with a— possibly absurd— king above them,

disposing of their country's armed forces at his

mere will and pleasure.

If a sovereign after William of Orange had so

relied upon what I have called the ' monarchical

surface ' of our laws as to think of conducting a

VOL. vu. B
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CHAP, foreign or civil war without the guidance or
III . .'

approval of a Ministry responsible to Parliament,

he would probably have undergone such coercion

as must have accelerated the ripening of consti-

tutional principles, and made it plain beyond cavil

that the command of our army belonged to the

king's ' Government/ and not to the personal king.

But this question between kings and states-

men was never pushed to extremities ; and each

side, indeed, had a motive for conceding a good

deal to the other one. Under the reigns of

princes personally incompetent to conduct a

campaign, sagacious courtiers saw that, whatever

right of personal command they might claim for

their masters in peace-time, the business—the

grave business— of war must be entrusted to

responsible Ministers ; whilst, on the other hand,

there was a counter-eddy of military sentiment

running always in the opposite direction—run-

ning always in favour of the ' personal,' as

distinguished from the genuine ' State ' sov-

ereign. In a matter so delicate, so momentous

as the devotion of the army, it was right that

public men should at least hear—though not

blindly follow—the opinions of those who saw

danger in making it too glaringly plain that a

Cabinet formed of civilians was the real com-

mander-in-chief, and of those, too, wlio judged it

important that commissions in the army should

.seem to have a more distinctly royal origin than

appointments conferred by a Minister ; whilst,

moreover, all knew tliat from tlie general com-

manding an array down to even the youngest
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recruit, soldiers gave a more williuf' allef'iance to chap.

a master described in the concrete than to one

shadowed out in the abstract
;
preferred service

under a man to service under the State, and

would rather turn out for ' King George,' than

obey what men called the ' Government.'

This soldier - side aspect of the question

afforded— not, indeed, a good warrant, but at

all events— specious excuses for assenting to

a relaxed application of constitutional prin-

ciples ; and, on the whole, as we shall presently

see, our sovereigns on the one side, and our con-

stitutional Ministers on the other, found a way of

coming to terms ; but they did so by agreeing to

divide the control of our land forces between the

king and ' the king's Government,' thus destroy-

ing, of course, that unity of command which is

necessary for the well working of an office ; and

on the other hand, the partition, as we shall

see, was not so effected as to lay the founda-

tions of even a clear dual system ; for, there

being a severance of the royal authority with-

out a corresponding allotment of the establish-

ments under it, the two masters (by means ol

'requisitions') might be bawling, as it were,

both at once to the same servants, and distract-

ing them with double orders not only of differ-

ent import, but likely enough to clash.

Thus it was that our war administration fell

into the disjointed state we have had to observe

;

and, as satrapies become petty kingdoms when

the paramount authority is divided and weak-

ened, so also amongst tlie military offices dis-
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CHAP, persed over LondoQ at the outbreak of the war,

L^. there were some found enjoying the bliss of

being almost independent, because during many

a year they had been left altogether ungoverned

by a ^Minister really chief over all.

If the endeavour to keep our army apart

from the governance of responsible ' Ministers

'

had achieved full success, the polity of this

country must have crystallised into a monarchy

after some Continental model, and in that case,

of course— whatever the fate of our liberties

—there might have been constructed a highly

efficient War Department ; but, being only half

won, the Court victory brought about and pro-

longed that dismemberment of our military ad-

ministration for which we have had to account.

The ' personal king ' (in late times) having never

been suffered to handle a complete War Depart-

ment himself, was yet always unhappily strong

enough to prevent the genuine ' State king ' from

having one in his stead ; and tlius, owing to

wliat yet survived of the old contention between

Courtiers and Parliamentarians, between Divine

Eight and Liberty, England, falling between the

two stools, was left to toil on as best she could

without the great engine required for an efficient

administration of war.

III.

The instrument by wliicli George III. and his

successors kept a pei'sonal grasp on our army

was one called the ' Staff" at Headq^uarters/ but
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more sfenerally known as the 'Horse Guards.' chap
III

Not forming any part of the ' Government,' hut \

wielding, nevertheless, a large share of the sov- Gua"^""

ereign's military power, this Office held some of

the functions whicli are commonly entrusted to

a War Department but it also performed the

duty of a Headquarter Staff, commanding all

our cavalry and infantry. With due warrant

as regarded expenditure (for which concert with

the ' Government ' was necessary) this same

Royal Office provided for the raising, the train-

ing, the equipment, and the discipline of horse

and foot ; and besides, undertook other kinds

of administrative business, for, by means of

' requisitions,' it had power to set in motion

several other departments of State. As though

to complete the unwliolesome severance, and to

withdraw our army absolutely from not only the

rule but from even the fair enticements of con-

stitutional government, custom suffered—with

a strange equanimity—that the Commander-in-

Chief at the Horse Guards should alone take

his sovereign's pleasure upun the choice of all

officers, from the field - marshal down to the

ensign.(^)

The Horse Guards served as an Office in

which the ' personal king ' transacted his army

business, and was scarcely in any large sense a

Department of State, having in it not even one

member of the responsible Government, and

owning simply the king—tlie ' personal ' king

—as its master, with, by way of vice-master, a

general or field-marshal, wlio, in plainly -cou-
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CHAP, fessed derogation of the constitutional principle

L applied as a rule to State counsels, was allowed

to advise the king behind the backs of his Min-

isters, and from the king—the actual personal

king—had always to take his orders. Whether

owing its conception directly to a foreign de-

signer, or only copied by natives from some

foreign model, this establishment in its structure

and attitude was so military that it seemed hardly

English—seemed indeed a stiff plant from Ber-

lin grafted into the life of free Westminster,

As though for a civil war already begun, the

field -marshal or general commanding in chief

was supported by a well-chosen Staff, with an

organisation which he always maintained upon

the footing of a Headquarters Camp, having

under him his adjutant - general, his quarter-

master-general, his military secretary, his host

of efficient though subordinate officers, his aides-

de-camp personally attending him, his cavalry

orderlies waiting to fly off at a word with de-

spatches
;
(^) and—whether importing a vow to

* have it out, some day or other, with the damn-
' able Parliamentarians,' or for some other less

warlike purpose concealed from enquiring civil-

ians—there sat all day in alcoves, open only on

the side of the street, two ponderous troopers on

horseback—riding each about twenty-two stone

— who eternally, steadily, cheerfully looked

across the gay road at Whitehall towards the

site of the historic scaffold.

The power of tlie ' personal ' king thus

wielded by him at the Horse Guards was not
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much abridged in peace-time by the coinpro- ^^^^'•

mise we shall have to record ; for except when '.—
war raged or was threatening, our regiments of

cavalry and infantry remained always withheld

from the control of the responsible Government,

and kept ready in the hands of the sovereign.

It was well that the liberties of the people

depended upon something stronger than mere

legal defences ; for, so far as concerned its law-

fulness, the Prerogative in force at the ' Horse

' Guards ' was quite unassailable, and yet the

Horse Guards in peace-time kept all our institu-

tions, including what men called our ' Govern-

' ment,' at the mercy of force, at the mercy of

royal whim, at the mercy of royal treason.

The relations between the Crown and the

Parliament have long been so good, that the

contingency of a rupture between them could

hardly have been made the subject of grave,

solemn warning in recent times without bring-

ing down ridicule on the alarmist ; but the

mountains and mountains of obstacle which

rendered the hypothesis so extravagant, were

other than legal—were other than ' constitu-

' tional ' safeguards. The well-meant expedient

of authorising the maintenance of troops for

only a year at a time did not long suffice to

prevent them from constituting a real ' stand-

*ing army ;' and our public men—put off their

guard by the stealthiness of the encroachment,

or the specious contrivance that veiled it

—

neglected to take care that the formidable in-

stitution thus becoming substantially permanent
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CHAP, sliould ha withdrawn from the control of the

l^}: personal— that is, the irresponsible sovereign.

Out of all the three arms it was over our artil-

lery only that the lulled Constitution of Eng-

land kept even one sentry at watch. (^) The

other two arms of the service were under the

personal sovereign, and not ruled by what men

call the ' Government.'

Living—happily—in the reign of a sovereign

who never played false, our people are, moreover,

so strong that the contingency of their being

trampled down into a state of subjection by

their own English army seems too absurdly

remote to be worthy of a busy man's thought;

but, if passing through the Romagna, one would

scarce grudge a look at the rivulet which once

sliowed where lawfulness ended, where usurpa-

tion began ; and so here, having come on a

landmark in constitutional England, one per-

haps ought to spare it a glance. This is how

the old border line ran :

—

A king, who was traitor at heart, and in-

tended to undertake civil war, might have

looked with some complacency upon the mili-

tary opportunities at his command ; because

having in his own royal hand, as distinguished

from tlie hand of his 'Government,' not only

his Staff at the Horse Guards—a ready and

whetted instrument for the conduct of hostilities

—but also all the cavalry and infantry within

the four seas. All this power, I say, he would

find ready gathered in his own hand, without

having yet ventured upon any one act of law-
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lessness ; but before proceedino- to measures for chap.
. Ill

suppressing Parliament, and securing the purse
'

of the nation, he miglit naturally wish to feel

easy in the artillery arm, and would perhaps

send a company, or a corporal's guard to drive

in, or capture, the outpost which ' Government
*

kept at the Ordnance. Doing that, he of course

would be passing—overtly passing—the Kubi-

con ; but he would enter upon his civil war

with great military advantages, because choosing

his own time, taking tlie country by surprise,

and assailing an unarmed people with splendid

troops long accustomed to regard him as their

one supreme commander.(-^^)

Regarding all such dangers as fanciful, and

not caring to learn that the division of authority

between the ' personal ' king and his ' Govern-
' ment ' had liampered the machinery needed for

administrative business, our people calmly en-

dured that this anomalous condition of things

should go on existing in peace-time ; but within

living memory, no English sovereign has judged

that the Prerogative represented at the Horse

Guards could be suffered to use its power freely

in time of war ; for all saw that the ' Ministers

'

(through whom means of fighting would have

to be obtained from Parliament) must be the

men held to account for the conduct of any

military operations undertaken by the State,

and that along with tlie burden there must

needs be corresponding power. Accordingly (sin-

less times of peace could be expected to last for

ever) there was but one way in which the Pre-
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OH AT.
TIL

Standing
compromise
liotween

the Horse
Guards and
the ' Gov-
' emment.'

Quaint ex-

pedient of
the Letter
of Service.

rogative exerted at the Horse Guards could be

—even partly— preserved, and that was by

throwing it into abeyance so often as occasion

required,—by, in other words, taking care that

when used for high State purposes, and especially

for the great purpose of war, it should be sub-

ordinated to the will of the ' Government.' So,

upon the whole, there resulted a compromise

between the Crown and the ' Government,' which

was from time to time renewed, and almost, one

may say, continued as an accepted tradition.

Under the terms of this compromise the ' per-

' sonal king ' retained ostensibly the whole of his

power, but the successive commanders-in-chief

at the Horse Guards who there represented his

interests, were accustomed to engage verbally

that for any of the higher commands down to

that of a brigadier-general inclusively, no name

should be recommended to the sovereign until

it had been approved by the Secretary of State

;

and that from the moment of taking up arms,

the whole conduct of tlm war, including, of course,

the disposition of our troops, should rest with

the Ministry.

Tlie change of masters to which a general be

came subjected, when accepting a command in

the held, was pointed out to him by the chief

at the Horse Guards in a document of time-

honoured form which men called the Letter of

Service—a letter which began by apprising him

that the king had been ' graciously pleased to

' appoint him to command a detachment of his

' army to be employed upon a particular service/
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and then at once handed him over to his chap.

country's Parliamentary sovereigns by enjoining
'

him ' to carry into effect such instructions as he
' might receive from his Majesty's Ministers.'(^^)

These contrivances bore the true Englisli stamp,

being visibly, overtly resultant from opposed

volitions trying hard to endure coexistence, and

withal completely evasive of everything like a

' sound principle,' yet apt for the need of the

moment, and successfully dealing with a problem

which close reasoners would reject as insoluble.

It was wholesome, some thought, that the army

should deem itself the servant of the personal,

as distinguished from the Parliamentary sov-

ereign, and appear to receive its orders through

a chain of strictly military commanders ; (}^)

whilst all statesmen, on the other hand, judged

that the power of freely wielding that same

army in war-time or in time of civil contention

must be exercised without let or hindrance by

Ministers responsible to Parliament. So, what

people wished was in substance to make our

troops hold with one master, yet faithfully serve

the other ; and, however rude, clumsy, or equivo-

cal the reconciling process may look, these two

seemingly incompatible objects were, both of

tliem, really compassed.

From these mutual concessions it resulted General

that whilst outwardly and legally retaining its standing
. conipro-

whole power over the army, and preserving a mise.

real autonomy in matters of discipline and in

much of its patronage, the prerogative of the

'personal king' was subordinated to the lule of
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CHAP, his 'Ministers' in tlie conduct of any war
III.

"onig on.

Upon the return of peace, our polity always

relapsed, withdrawing from responsible Ministers

the largely augmented control over military

business which they had had during the war,

and restoring to the 'personal king' that meas-

ure of sway in things military which he had

been able to exercise before the breaking out of

hostilities.

Lord Hardinge, the Commander-in-Chief at

the Horse Guards, was no less willing than his

predecessors to act upon tlie terms of the com-

promise already stated
;
(^^) and indeed one may

say that lie practically conceded some extension

of the engagement relating to military patronage

;

for, although his promise in terms gave the

Government a power of exclusion only, and not

of selection, he was always, it seems, so willing

to meet the Minister's wish that the Duke of

Newcastle, by a little insistance, could enforce

the nomination of any generals whom he and

his colleagues might choose. (^^)

rue ord- Upon the ' Ordnance ' in war-time there at-

'"'"*'*^

tached huge and manifold tasks; for it not

only had to maintain in a state of efficiency the

Artillery, the Engineers, and all men and things

relating to fortifications and sieges, but to fur-

nish, as Sir Hew Eoss expressed it, ' the whole

'material of war for the army and the naval

' services
;
\^^) and concurrently with the change

from peace to active hostilities which all at once

threw on the office enormous burthens, it lost
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the <fuidin<'- hand of a chief better skilled tliaii CHAP.... Ill
any other then living in the transaction of our

'

country's military business ; for the ' Master-
' General ' was no other than Lord Eaglan, then

commanding our army at a distant seat of war.

This double trial at first seemed to weigh down
the struggling Department

; (}^) but it happened

that the responsible ' Government ' was there

ably represented ])y one of its members, and

through him—Mr Monsell (^7)—the will of the

Duke of Newcastle was so et'lectually impressed

that, with only a natural sigh at the thought of

its expiring independence, the Board, whetlier

approving or not, gave way to his requisi-

tions
;
(^^) nay, even—though with yet one sigh

more—to his peremptory, verbal demands. (^^)

There were two sub-departments of the Ad- The victual-

miralty which had a large sliare in minister- Transport
"

ing to our land - service troops when ordered ments^ofuie

for duty abroad. One of these, called the

' Victualling ' Office, provided many kinds of

supplies, including biscuit, rum, and salt meat

;

whilst the other, the ' Transport ' Office, engaged

the vessels required for carrying men and stores

over sea.

There was a department subordinated to The Arm?

several others which, nevertheless, must be service.

examined. The London or Headquarters Staff

of the united Army and Ordnance Medical

Departments consisted of a Director- General,

with one assistant, and (in general) about six

clerks. This humble little office was in itself

well ordered, and Dr Andrew Smith, its able,
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CHAP, laborious chief, did not merely use wisely and

L_ well all the power he had by strict right, but,

whenever occasion required, stepped freely be-

yond his marked bounds. He was never, it

seems, overruled when nominating for medical

offices and commissions, Imt in other respects he

had little or no autonomy, and lived always in

acknowledged subjection to at least five depart-

ments of State
;
(^^) whilst, on the other hand,

his power to command unquestioning obedience

from administrators of inferior grade could

hardly be said to extend beyond the six desks

of his clerks ; for the very purveyors imagined

that, as against a man called indeed a ' Director-

' General,' yet subordinated to many masters, and

meagrely provided with salary, they might set

up an independent authority
;
{^^) and although

he might be wanting supplies kept in store by

another department, he could not go thither

straight in order to lodge his requisition, but

had to set it travelling circuitously, and begin

by a prayer to the Horse Guards.

The truth is that our economic reformers

when discomfited in their earlier enterprises, had

so absolutely inverted the cry of ' Peace to the

' cottage and war to the throne ' that, having

failed to bring down the strong, they went and

attacked the weak. They left standing the

emptiest pomps and vanities of their country,

and applied their nipping parsimony to strictly

useful institutions, including that medical ser-

vice upon which, in the times then to come, the

health and the lives of our sick and wounded
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soldiery would have to depend. The service chap

became depressed. State parsimony, it is true, 1

did not blunt the professional skill, did not tire

out the generous devotion of our army surgeons,

but it weakened their self - confidence and

authority, and to weaken their self-confidence

and authority was to deprive them of that

power of bold innovation which is hardly less

needful than gunpowder at the beginning of a

war. In departments not animated by political

ambition, public servants are prone to imagine

that they can measure the official authority really

vested in one of their number, by seeing how

Government labels him in the figures denoting

his salary
;
(^^) and, whether men applied that

coarse test, or looked merely to the Government

rules for distinguishing master from servant,

they in either case saw ground for judging that,

despite the ' mere importance ' of his duties, the

Director- General of the Army and Ordnance

Medical Departments could hardly be a poten-

tate entitled to earnest attention. We shall see

the result. We shall see the Director-General

preparing early for the adoption of measures

soon perceived to have been exactly those needed

for the care of our stricken soldiery, yet—be-

cause poorly armed with authority—striving

always, or too often, in vain.(-^)

In other ways, the parsimony of the State

had prepared an evil time for our sick ami

wounded troops. By not only stinting the re-

muneration of its medical officers, but keeping

their numbers so low as to have to refuse them
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CHAP, too ofteu a short leave of absence, even when

_J:^ health and life were at stake—by turning a

deaf ear to their painful appeals— and, tinally,

by resenting, or seeming to resent their com-

plaints,—it brought down these good public

servants to a habit of mute, soldierly resigna-

tion, which, because carrying with it a tendency

to endure the most terrible evils instead of

struggling fiercely against them, was destined to

prove but too baneful under the trials of war.

And again, as concerned all the functionaries

empowered to expend public moneys for the

medical wants of our army, they had been so

constantly, so rigidly schooled by a straitening

system of audit as to become cramped by long

habit, and incapable of launching out sudden-

ly into free, unrestrained expenditure.(^*) The

effect of this cramp on his soul was frankly con-

fessed by the Director-General when he said it

took him five months to make himself believe

that he was really, really empowered to expend

immense sums of money.(^^) This dread of

disbursement was destined to prove a grave

evil.

On the whole, then, we see that the medical

officers of our army were able, devoted men, and

headed by a sagacious Director -General who

showed men what ought to be done ; but the

State—cold and frugal in its dealing with this

branch of the service—neglected to arm it with

power ; and to leave it wanting in power was to

foredoom our stricken soldiery.

Amongst the many and dispersed offices
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taking part in the transaction of military busi- chap,

ness, the Treasury had a prominent place, be- __—

_

cause that great department of State stood

charged with the formation and maintenance of

our Commissariat Service. This Service— ne- The com-

glected and depressed in former years—had

been liappily raised up into an excellent state

by the alile hand and strong will of Sir Charles

Trevelyan, the Assistant Secretary of the Treas-

ury : but despite his repeated appeals, its field

of operation had been persistently kept within

the territorial limits which he found estab-

lished when he came into office ; and accord-

ingly, at the time when this new war with

Russia had already become closely imminent,

there was indeed a Commissariat force for

Ireland and for the Colonies, but none for

England or Scotland, and none for foreign

service, nay, not even the nucleus or rudiment

or framework of any such body
;
(^^) so that

statesmen at the outbreak of war who might

be charged to organise the Commissariat force

required for campaigning in b^irope, would have

to create it anew from head to foot. To a

Government preparing an army for foreign ser-

vice, and seeking out anxiously tlie names of

a few Commissariat officers not already on duty

lieyond sea, and not retired on half-pay, the

Army List was an absolute blank.

There not being in all Great Britain any

embryo of a Commissariat force, it became nec-

essary to form one in haste out of scattered

elements ; and, Authority having laid it down

VOL. VIL C
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CHAP.
III.

Commis-
sariat forc(

for foreign

service.

flatly tint for such a creation not weeks, not

months, but even years would be needed, there

seemed to be ground for discouragement
;
(^^)

but, on the other hand, there were some favour-

ing circumstances, and the rare energy of Sir

Sir Charles Charlcs Trevclyau proved equal to the occasion.
Trevelvan's
rapid crea- The half-pay list included the name of Mr

Filder, an officer sixty-four years of age, yet

vigorous, active, and of commanding ability, who

had been present at Talavera, Albuera, Sala-

manca, Vittoria, ' Pyrenees,' Nivelle, Nive, Orthes,

Toulouse ; and if the first of those battle-fields

—

Talavera—was a name of glory for our arms, it

was also one that suggested another kind of

experience very terrible and yet very precious

for a Commissariat officer.(^^) The Treasury

appointed Mr Filder to serve with our army in

the East as its Commissary-General ; and, to

form part of his staff, there were drawn from

the same retired list a few other excellent officers.

In the search still continued for men not devoid

of experience. Sir Charles Trevelyan's next ex-

pedient was to recall some of our best Com-

missariat officers from the Colonies ; but this

last resource was one that, by reason of the

distances requiring to be traversed, could not, of

course, produce its full effect all at once.(^^)

Still, in amply good time there were collected

Commissariat officers to the number of forty,

and these of such excellent quality that Sir

Charles Trevelyan was able to say—and this

from him is high praise—was able to say he

felt ' proud of them.' This judgment did not
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mislead him, for both these, aud the other Com- CHAP.

missariat ojfficeis who subsequently acceded to _
the force, proved to be not only (as might have

been taken for granted) men of high integrity,

but extremely able and active. The number of

officers, much too scanty at first, was soon ren-

dered more and more insufficient, not only by

illness and death, but also by those changes

of the Government plans which increased the

strength of the army sent out from 10,000 at

first to 26,000 soon afterwards, and ultimately

to a yet greater strength ; so that the accession

of officers from time to time returning from the

Colonies was always much more than counter-

poised by the augmented demands of an aug-

mented army.(^^) Again, it proved difficult to

raise in these islands a fitting number of the

' subordinates ' through whom the Commissariat

officers would have to perform their work ; but

some competent men were obtained by drawing

them from the ranks of the police, as well as

from other sources ; and in the end there resulted

a Commissariat force much too scanty, it is true,

in the number of its officers and English ' sub-

' ordinates,' and, of course, as a body, much want-

ing in that priceless experience which their chief

and a few others possessed, but, upon the whole,

.

so able and willing that (with the aid of the

foreign assistants from time to time hired) they

found means to achieve an amount of difficult

and intricate work which, in proportion to their

numerical strength, may be soberly described as

immense, and this too (so far as I know) with-
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CHAP, out committing any grave failure tliat could

'_ justly be laid to their charge.

Duties, Although the Commissariat body thus collected
powers, and no- • j t j. j j
.status of a for forBigii service was a new and almost sudden

san"a't'foice crcatiou, it fell at once under the code which

fng toan^'^' had long before stated the duties of any force

amyin SO engaged. The burthen was huge. Upon the

Commissariat serving with an English army in

the field, there devolved charge of the military

chest with the task of meeting all the needed

expenditure, including the pay of the troops,

and of entirely supplying the army—supplying

it with food for man and beast, with fuel, with

light, with the means of land-transport—land-

transport for not only all kinds of stores, but

for heavy guns and siege materials, for ammu-
nition, for field equipments, for the needed

supplies of provisions and forage and clothing,

for the removal of the sick and the wounded.

These were all of them tasks which normally,

and as matter of course, attached upon the

Commissariat; but besides, it was their duty to

purchase or hire and bring up every manner

of thing which the unforeseen necessities of the

army or the orders of its chief might require.

Of course, the performance of duties thus

momentous involved the efficiency, the welfare,

nay, tlie very existence of the army, and it was

of necessity that any man undertaking such tasks

should be armed v,'ith great power. By the

authority of his own will, and with the purse of

the United Kingdom in his unrestrained hand,

the Commissary-General could ransack for the
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needed supplies any country in tlie world that chap.

lie chose— any country at least except one. 1_

And even from England — for that was the

excepted country—he might endeavour to draw

supplies ; but the difference was that, when doing

so, he would not be commanding subordinates or

directing mere agents, but addressing himself to

the Treasury—in other words, to his official supe-

riors, and by them his expressed desire to have

things despatched from home to the army might

be criticised, disapproved, and resisted. The

practice thus in one respect limiting Mr Filder's

authority was destined to be a source of evil.

The Commissariat, officers and men, serving

with our army were amenable in a general way

to military rule, and enjoined to obey any order

that might be specially given them by the mili-

tary chief, or by any other man so placed over

them by his military rank and seniority as to

be their ' commanding officer
;

' but, subject to

that obligation, tliey owed all allegiance to their

civilian chiefs in Whitehall; and accordingly,

the Commissary-General corresponded direct with

the Treasury. He was armed with authorit}'

to address, when occasion required, the Govern-

ments of foreign States. From the Commissary-

General down to the clerks of three years' ser-

vice, every Commissariat officer in the field had

a rank which (according to his grade), corre-

sponded with either that of a brigadier-general,

a lieutenant-colonel, a major, a captain, a lieu-

tenant, or an ensign, and they all wore a military

uuiform.(^i)

432734
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CHAP.
III.

The old
army offices

without ex-

perience de-

rived from
recent cain-

paiijns.

Cliauges
made in our
system of
war admin-
istration.

The Duke of
Newcastle
Secretary of
State for

War.

The author-
ity he ex-

c raised.

Thus, tlieii, the War Ijranch of the * Depart-

' ineiit of War and Colonies,' the War Office, the

Horse Guards, the Ordnance, the Victualling

Office, the Transport Office, the Army Medical

Department, and, finally, the Treasury—these

all were departments which, along with many

others doing duty in narrower spheres, undertook

the great business of maintaining within the

limits of Europe, though still far away beyond

seas, the land-service part of the war ; and, our

system having always been such as to prevent

the metropolis from being a centre of action for

the sustenance of conflicts in Asia, our adminis-

trators in London and Westminster had to enter

all at once on their task without any of the

priceless experience derived from recent cam-

paigns.

IV.

In June 1854, our Government determined

that the business of 'War' and ' Colonies' should

no longer be charged upon the same Minister

;

and the Duke of Newcastle—the then holder of

the double office—being left free to choose be-

tween the two functions, gave up the ' Colonies,'

and was thenceforth (as he had been from the

first), the Secretary of State for War, but no

longer charged with colonial business. As an

instrument for preparing and conducting hostil-

ities, the authority of the office he thus retained

had indeed been long out of use, but still was

by all fully recognised ; and the good sense of

his colleagues, and of public men generally, did
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not fail to streiiiJ'tlieTi his hands ; so that, wliether CHAP.
. . Ill

by actual force of law, or by virtue of tlie gene- L_
ral understanding tliat obtained, he was able to

press very cogently upon all the other military

departments, and either in terms to command
them, or in other ways bend their will. Indeed General

, . ,, 1 , ,

1

readiness of
one may say, speaknig generally, that there was theoidarmy

not amongst the old army offices any really per- under his'

, . ... •
i.

^ guidance.

nicious desire to maintain inconvenient privileges,

and, on the contrary, so general a determination

to toil zealously in the business of the war under

the guidance of the Secretary of State that,

except at the ' Ordnance ' (which proved at one

time somewhat restive),^*' the Duke of Newcastle

was but little embarrassed by obstructors. He
always, sooner or later, proved able to enforce

compliance by formally applying the united will

of the ' Government ' as his lever for constrain-

ing a department.(^^)

In authoritv, therefore, as we have now plainly want of

,
_^."'..-. nil- If official ina-

seen, the JJiike of JSewcastle did not nnd himself cinneryat
. . tlie disposal

wanting ; but it was otherwise as regards the of the Duke

appliances of office ; for upon quitting the Colo- castie.

nial Department, he did not carry with him the

men of great and well-proved ability who then

formed part of its staff,(^^) and found no other

staff awaiting him in what was to him a new
realm. To use, until better lodged, he borrowed

a set of rooms that formed part of the Treasury

building, but rooms at first empty, having neither

within them the men nor yet the cherished tra-

ditions tliat make a great department of State

;

* See ante, p. 29.
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CHAP, and, even upon the supposition that he could
"^'

at once treat tlie military offices at Westminster

as sub - departments all liound to obey him,

there still remained the fact that he had not

the central machinery required for directing their

energies. A AVar Minister without a War Min-

istry, he was in a predicament analogous to that

of the French general wlio found himself sud-

denly called upon to act as the commander of

an army in the hour of battle without having

a headquarter staff.(^'^)

His capacity Howevcr, the Dukc did not bend under the
as a war

• , n ^ ^ i tt- •

adminis- wei<^ht of the cares he assumed. His impetuous
trator.

direction to go and ' lay siege ' to Sebastopol is

a fitting subject for criticism, and the course

we shall see him adopting against Lord Eaglan

in a time of dire peril and misery, will have to

be painfully judged ; but as an administrator,

striving hard night and day to meet the wants

of the army, he certainly brought to his task zeal,

boldness, prodigious activity, a healthy ambition,

and—in many, if not in all matters—a fairly

sound, rapid judgment, which did not desert him

until he became disturbed by the roar of the

popular voice.

Further Our public lucu. Seeing the mischiefs of a dis-

lillX^Tn persed administration, endeavoured after a while

trYtive'ma-^' to couccntrate official power— as, for example,
ciinery.

^^ withdrawing the Commissariat from the

Treasury to place it within the War Depart-

ment
;
(^^) and at a later period, by annexing

to that same War Department the hitherto

independent Board of Ordnance.(^^) In the
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Aduiiralty, however, a change in the opposite ^'.'In-

direction was effected; for there, the suh-depart- '—

nient transacting the business of sea-transport

was re-elevated into a ' IJoard ' with the degree

of autonomy which had belonged to a similar

dependency of the Admiralty in former times. (^'')

It seems right to mention these changes, but

tliey did not alter our system in time for ' the

' winter troubles.'

And, whilst making these organic changes,

men omitted to effect some practical improve-

ments which in reality were mucli more imper-

atively needed. Thus, for instance, although

requisitions demanding means of sea-transport

flooded heavily down upon the Admiralty from

seven distinct sources, no one seems to have

perceived the expediency of collating these

applications in the War Department, with the

object of there determining their comparative

urgency ; and the consequence was, that sup-

plies of the kind most imperatively needed by

the army might be awaiting the result of Cap-

tain Milne's ceaseless endeavours to charter fresh

vessels, whilst other stores not so much wanted

were about to be shipped forthwith on board

vessels already engaged.(^^)

V.
The «ay

It seems fitting to know how the offiees dis- inwiiiyi'
^ the oHice-s

parsed over London and Westminster endeav- s<..ightto
•t Iierform the

oured to work out between them the tasks of tasks of w^i
auimnistra-

a real War Department. Towards performing tion:
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CHAP, any husiness entrusted to it, each office exerted
III. . .

such powers as it happened to have of its own
;

and for what remained of tlie task, addressed

' requisitions ' or less formal requests to some

other department of State. Thus, for instance,

if it were the will of the Government that their

general commanding in the Held should under-

take a hostile operation, the Secretary of State

for War could himself give the needed instruc-

tion by means of a simple despatch ; hut, wlien-

ever the object was to do acts of war adminis-

tration—such, for instance, as sending out troops

with guns, cartridges, clothing, provisions—the

War Minister (being armed with no machinery

of his own that could be used for such purposes)

had to shoot off a set of ' requisitions
;

' one to

the Horse Guards for cavalry and infantry ; a

double one to the Ordnance for not only ar-

tillery and engineers, but also for equipments

and munitions of war ; one, again, to the Admir-

alty for shipping to carry our men over sea

;

and, finally, one to the Treasury enjoining the

execution of measures for ensuring all the

needed supplies, and the requisite means of

land-transport.

And it was not by the one single shower of

a War Minister's ' requisitions ' that the whole

of the work required could always be j)Ut in

train ; for the offices which received these

appeals were, some of them, so circumstanced

that they could not achieve the whole business

committed to them by their own inherent power,

and therefore (whilst performing themselves such
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part of the task as they could) they handed on ^'^AP.

the rest of the burthen to other departments _
by discharging a second liight of ' requisitions.'

Thus the Horse Guards by their own power

could furnish out horse and foot; whilst the

Ordnance, too, witliout aid from other depart-

ments, could contribute artillery, ammunition,

and some kinds of stores ; but for means of

sea-transport, both the Horse Guards and the

Ordnance always necessarily appealed to the

Admiralty : yet the Admiralty, if thus seem-

ingly oppressed, could retort, so to speak, on

the Ordnance, making giant demands for guns,

stores, munitions of war. The Treasury (if no

English provisions were wanted) would only

have to instruct their own ofhcer (the Commis-

sary-General) ; but, whenever it happened that

the provisions required were of a kind that

should be supplied from England, a further

step was necessary, and in that case the Lords

of the Treasury made a double appeal to the

Admiralty, demanding from its Victualling sub-

department the needed supplies— salt meat,

perhaps, or biscuits, or rum, or tons upon tons

of pressed hay—and demanding also from its

Transport sub- department the means of ship-

ping off those things to a port near the seat

of war.(^^)

Though ostensibly only requests from one

department to another, and therefore from equal

to equal, tliese demands still expressed so con-

clusively the will of the aggregate Government

that the recipients in general met them with a
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CHAP, loyal compliance; and accordingly it may be said

^^^'
that the anomalous state of our military offices

at the outbreak of the war did not really involve,

after all, any actual clash of power.

Still, though treated as authoritative, these

appeals were almost of necessity less cogent, less

swiftly compelling than the peremptory ' word

' of command ; ' and the evil of the system was

specially conspicuous in the cases where a depart-

ment subordinated to others, yet called upon to

initiate measures, had to work, as it were, uphill,

by appealing to one of its rulers. Thus, if the

Director-General of the Army Medical Depart-

ment wished to furnish to our liospitals in the

East some kinds of supplies, as, for instance,

wine, sago, arrowroot, he had to send his pur-

pose revolving in an orrery of official bodies : for,

first, he well knew, he must move the Horse

Guards, and the Horse Guards must move the

Ordnance, and the Ordnance must set going the

Admiralty, and the Admiralty must give orders

to its Victualling Office, and its Victualling

Office must concert measures with the Transport

Office, and the Transport Office (having only

three transports) must appeal to our private

shipowners, in the hope that sooner or later they

would furnish the sea-carriage needed ; so that

then the original requisition becoming at last

disentangled, might emerge after all from the

labyrinth, and— resulting in an actual, visible

shipment of wine, sago, arrowroot—begin to

receive fulfilment.

When, so early as the 11th of May 1854, the
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Director-General submitted to the Horse Guards, chap

in writing, a well-considered plan for ensuring L_

the careful removal of the wounded and sick by-

appropriating for the purpose beforehand due

means of sea-transport ; when he showed the

expediency of stationing in convenient ports

ships prepared for the reception of patients;

and when, finally, speaking out in good time,

he urged the establishment of hospitals at weU-

chosen spots, his appeals remained unanswered,

and apparently provoked no attention.(^'^) When
he asked that competent and able-bodied men

should be taken from the army to act as hospital

orderlies, he was overruled.(^-^) When, as a

substitute for the English soldiers thus refused

him, he proposed recourse to a people whom he

judged to be apt for the work, he was met by

an objection which, unless put forward in jest,

was itself fair game for the jester.(^2) When,

speaking with ample knowledge of the subject,

he urged his well-founded conviction that men

taken from the class of ' pensioners ' would prove

grossly unfit for the tasks of hospital orderlies,

he gave the warning in vain ; and from the

pensioners— from the pensioners only— the

hospital orderlies were chosen.(^^) The officer

primarily answerable for the error of disregarding

these appeals was the Commander-in-Chief at

the Horse Guards
; C^"^)

but the Prime Minister,

the Duke of Newcastle, and many more, though

not chargeable in the same distinct sense as

Lord Hardinge, might still have been called to

account for not having pressed the adoption of
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CHAP, some such wise, opportune measures as those
III

recommended by the Director-General ; and the

responsibility of public men thus became so dis-

persed, that just blame, if descending at all, fell

in gentle and harmless spray.

A delinquent more guilty than any has been

found, as we saw, in the State—in that State

which had deadened the impact of an able

director's will by making him a servant where it

ought to have made him the master, by diffusing

amongst many the power that should have been

concentrated in his hands ; and, finally, l)y hold-

ing him out to Whitehall, in the expressive lan-

guage of ' salary ' columns, as a public servant,

hired cheaply to do an everyday kind of work

—

a public servant not empowered or encouraged

to exert a wide sway in even the routine course

of business, still less to become the disturber

—the bold, headstrong, ruthless disturber— of

forms, habits, customs, regulations, that England

beyond measure needs when she passes from

stagnant peace to court the troubles of war.

their work- Upou the whole, it may be said that the

come'toT machinery of our war administration never came,

buuiivoived as many people imagined, to anything like a

powen° ' dead-lock,' but its action—much wanting in

smoothness—made grievous waste of that force

which is beyond measure needed in war—the

force of a strong human will.
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VI.

We have said that the business of conducting chap.
liostilities against Eussia was entrusted to de-

"^'

partments unpractised in recent campaigns ; but

it must be added, that not even so much as a

leaven of precious M'arlike experience was ac-

cepted from the great India Company. Owing England's

largely, of course, to distances, but yet more to a fo?eg^?ng°^

tenacity of customs no longer wholesome, and a indfanofn-^'

never-remitted pressure of selfish interests, the mSsteators

resources of a sovereignty wliich England had

established in every quarter of the globe were

kept so distinctly apart that scarce any one

recognised the possibility of ever transposing

them as occasion might require. In one book

—

a pink one—there was a list of officers belonging

to the royal army which, so far as concerned the

vital work of Intendance, was meagre almost to

nothingness ; whilst another book— a crimson

one—contained a list of officers belonging to

what was then the service of the East India

Company,—men, some of them, the most able

campaigning administrators then known in the

world who had been engaged in great warlike

operations ; but—as though there were some law

of heaven forbidding it—our authorities sincerely

believed that of the gifted and experienced men
in the crimson book not one, although present

in England, and not needed for work in India,

must be called to take part in a European war.

Reminding one of the nations discovered by

Gulliver, they imagined that, happen what might.
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CHAP, they must never go beyond the pink book ; and
'

from this curious superstition it resulted that,

thir^*"*^
for the purpose of ministering to an army in

Europe, the Power which, since the peace of

1815, had waged greater wars than any other,

was condemned to take the field as a novice.

Our troops Departments charged to nurture a soldiery
tended upon ^ '^

the'resi- tliiulv scattcrcd ovcr all quarters of the globe,
'mental' -^ ^

.

° '

system. could hardly, of course, take large units as the

objects of their administrative care ; and it was

not on any collected army, or any collected

divisions, or any collected brigades, but simply

on each one of our regiments, regarded as a

separate entity, that the State bestowed its care.

In peace-time, this plan sufficed ; but it was

evident that, if a number of the regiments thus

separately tended should be collected into an

army, and charged with the tasks of war, the

dispersive method of administration would be

likely to find itself baffled ; because troops

brought together for service in the field require

not only care vastly greater than that which

would suffice them whilst scattered, but care

differing also in kind ; and besides, are so cir-

cumstanced that they cannot be advantageously

reached—perhaps cannot be reached at all

—

by any mere clubbing together of the several

administrative lal)Ouvs which, before concentra-

tion began, had well enough answered the

purpose. Under such conditions, no mere in-

crease of the old habitual toil performed by

the Westminster offices was calculated to meet

the new exigency. Accustomed to disperse
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their power by tending each regiment separately, chap.

they had not the kind of means needed for ^ '

ministering to an army assembled in the field,

wanting even, as it were, to begin with, what a

factory man calls his ' plant '—the basis of a

power required for putting other power in mo-

tion—the machinery for making machines.

Still, the Westminster Departments between The one

them had been rendering the State one good ou?1)ffices"^*

service. Amidst all the havoc resulting from ^^^ ^'^' '

political exigencies they had still kept alive the

prime element of Wellington's Peninsular array

;

for, although not allowed to preserve so much as

even the framework of his administrative organi-

sation, and left wanting in all the machinery for

supplying and moving and tending troops sent

out to undertake a campaign, they yet had up-

held in full vigour our famous, time-honoured by always

* regiments ' with the glory of the great days "the re!|i-°*

yet clinging to their names, their traditions,

their colours ; and accordingly, these clusters of

offices, however quaint, rude, and ill suited for

maintaining strong armies in the field, gave a

curiously faithful expression to the mind of our

strange, wayward people—a people not choosing

in peace-time to stand prepared for war, yet

determined uevertlieless to be always prepared

for a fifflit.

VOL. vn.
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CHAPTER IV.

A RETROSPECTIVE ENQUIRY.

CHAP. Few will say that in outward appearance, th€

; old official machinery which England brought out

for use when taking up arms against Russia was

a set of State engines well fitted for carrying on

with effect the administrative business of war

;

but ' did not some such system exist, and was
' it not made to work brilliantly, in what have
' been called the great days ?

'

Many not only ask the question, but, until

they are answered, prove loath to think ill of

administrative institutions which sufficed, they

imagine, for Pitt, and furnished means of action

to Wellington. On the whole, it seems right

that, although inviting a glance thrown back

into earlier times, tlie question should not go

unanswered.

First, then, did not some such system exist ?

Our system We sliall sec. The ' personal kino- ' then, as
of War ad-
luiniatratiou aftcrwards, througli his own Royal Office—the
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Horse Guards—was accustomed to administer chap.

military business ; and altliough, on the out-

break of hostilities, his 'constitutional' rival
^^[{J^^'^^^.

displaced him, and acceded by force of the ^anM*'"^'"

' standing compromise ' to a real belligerent

power, the ' Government ' thus newly invested

with warlike authority could not wield its new

strength to advantage, being still, as before, un-

furnished with any apt State machinery already

formed for the purpose. There were then—in

1793—only two Secretaries of State, one for

Home, one for Foreign affairs. No War Depart-

ment existed
;
(•^) and even the actual commence-

ment of hostilities in February 1793 was not

immediately followed by changes af!'ecting the

structure of our official system ; but in the follow-

ing year (1794) a new office was established,

and placed under a third Secretary of State,

called the Secretary of State for War. (2) The

then new office long afterwards became in a

sense the nucleus of that great Department

which now holds sway in Pall Mall ; but the

task imposed on its Chief was not at first

strictly administrative, being mainly that of

corresponding un behalf of the ' Government ' at

home with the generals handed over to its rule

by force of the ' Letters of Service.'(^) The new
Department was destined to have cast upon it

in 1801 the Colonial business of the country

(then withdrawn from the Home Office where

l)efore it had been conducted), and to exist

thenceforth as the ' Department of War and

< Colonies ' for more than half-a-century—that
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CHAP. is. till the time when we saw it at last divided in
IV '

the summer of 1854.

The creation of this ' third Secretaryship

'

with narrowly limited functions was not in itself

such a measure as could promptly ensure great

improvements of our administrative system ; but

the inherent mischiefs of a divided rule were

partly masked, partly lessened by the twofold

authority which Pitt had acquired ; for whilst

ruling as a great ' constitutional ' Minister, sup-

ported alike by the country and by great

majorities in both Houses of Parliament, he

was also the sovereign's favourite, charged to

' save him from Mr Fox,' and for tliat purpose

largely, though not unstintingly, trusted with

the power—then very great—which the ' per-

' sonal ' king could exert. By this junction of

a twofold power in one man, the evil of discord

was averted ; but it must not be supposed that

the advantage thus gained made the ' two kings

'

quite equal to one. Pitt indeed, by his own

mere authority, could well enougli move the

Admiralty, and those other Departments of State

which belonged to what men called ' the Govern-

' ment,' whilst also in the name of the king he

could make the Horse Guards conform ; but he

had not, to aid him, that modern State mechan-

ism which was imperatively needed for giving

full effect to his will. If he had proposed to

form such a Department as that which now in

Pall Mall directs our military business, the king,

it is certain enough, would have sturdily refused

his assent, unless he could have the new engine
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placed under his personal orders; and, since Pitt chap.

of course could not have yielded to such a con-
'

dition, our country, thus weighed down, and

hampered by its own institutions, was left to

fight on as best it could without the machinery

needed for effectively conducting a war.

Nor in causing all the misfortunes which

directly resulted from administrative weakness,

did our I'olity exhaust its capacity of doing

harm. It affected the choice of war measures

It affected the choice of commanders.

II.

But however defective the mechanism of our

War administration, was it not somehow made

to ' work ' brilliantly in the great war between

France and England ?

Well, certainly under the sway of their two How the..... system

rival 'kings,' with a military administration 'worked'
" '' during the

scattered loose in the way we have seen, and first seven-
•^ teen years—at first—without any such a force as Europe of the war.

would count amongst ' armies,'(^) a valiant, wild,

dare-devil generation of Englishmen carried on

a war to the knife against revolutionised France,

whether driven by the raging Convention, or

handled by the tamer Directory, or led by the

mighty Napoleon ; but although—thanks to seas

and strong fleets— England always escaped

the worst penalties of military rashness, it is

not, for that, the less true tiiat during many a

year, the stress she put on her foe by all her

land-service efibrts bore scarce any proportion
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CHAP, at all to the power of the troops she employed,
'. and rather indeed corresponded to the puniness of

tlie odEicial machinery which sent them into the

field.

Her great naval victories, her arduous struggles

maintained by small squadrons or single ships,

her resulting dominion of the seas, with all its

magnificent consequences, her wonderful mariner

enterprises on many a shore, the ever-extending

sway of her great India Company, her commerce,

her riches, her vast and growing authority on

the continent of Europe,(^) and withal, though

too often wasted, the splendid fighting of her

soldiery—all these, the brilliant concomitants

of the war she maintained against revolutionised

France, might suffice to console her when failing

in numbers of land - service enterprises. But

fail she too often did, in that first part of the

strife which lasted nearly seventeen years.(^)

In the kind of war which then raged, the

power England had of despatching land-forces to

chosen coasts was equivalent, if judiciously used,

to the strength conferred by great armies ; and

since also, though in moderate, yet always in-

creasing numbers, she soon had a matchless

soldiery, with besides a command of vast wealth,

it was scarce possible that the numberless land-

service efforts she made in the seventeen years

should all prove so barren as to yield no splendid

exploits. But (apart from attacks against hostile

colonies, of which I will afterwards speak) the

* splendid exploits,' speaking generally, were not

effective achievements. Thus, for instance, Sir
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Ralph Abercroiiiby's descent upon Egypt in the chap.

face of a French army, the victory he won— '.

won even wliilst mortally vi^ounded— at the

battle of Alexandria, the successful operations

under Hutchinson,—these exploits, although not

counterbalanced by any reverse, were followed

by an agreement with tlie enemy which made

the whole enterprise of the invasion an example

of wasted power. ('') Thus, again, in Calabria,

after winning their brilliant little victory at

Maida, our people showed so strange an absence

of any further purpose or wish that they almost

seemed guilty of having effected their landing

and delivered the battle in fun. And, although

the close of the period was illumined by several

victories which made in some sort a beginning

of the famous ' Peninsular war,' these yet be-

longed, all in their character, as well as by

actual date, to the barren time then expiring

;

for Vimiera (to the rage of our people) was

half undone by the Convention of Cintra
; (^)

Corunna, with all its glory, was only a feat of

defence by an army which had sought to attack

;

the passage of the Douro was a wonder itself,

yet not made to work other wonders ; and if

Wellesley gave adornment to the next of his

enterprises by winning the two days' battle of the

27th and 28th of July, this was all he proved

able to do ; since, strategically, his Talavera cam-

paign resulted in discomfiture—in discomfiture

cruelly aggravated by administrative collapse.

On the wliole, and considering the immense

opportunities accruing to her in the course of
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CHAP, those seventeen years, the examples that Eng-
'

land gave of power effectively wielded by means

of land -service troops were few and slight in

proportion to the long, long series of ' expedi-

' tions ' in which she wasted her strength.

It is plain that all this baffled enterprise was

simply what might be looked for as the conse-

quence of default in preparatives
; (^) that default

in preparatives resulted from administrative

weakness ; and finally, that administrative weak-

ness, with all its dire consequences to the State

and to thousands and tens of thousands of its

splendid, neglected soldiery, was the perfectly

natural attribute of an official machinery such

as that which had long been contended for by

our two disputing kings, and between them left

scattered in fra;^ments about the streets of

London and Westminster.

Along with that sentiment of loyalty lor a

popular though untoward king, which did cer-

tainly then give to patriotism both concentration

and strength, the majestic ascendant of the

second Pitt was one of the causes to which

England owed her decisive resolve, carrying

with it great weight on the Continent; and we

have almost a right to believe, that with State

engines apt for his task, the great Minister

would have waged war by laud as well as by

sea with the force that belonged to his char-

acter ; but a simply instinctive power to choose

the best theatre of action, to plan a campaign

with wisdom, and to sustain it with vigour and

skill, or even with constancy, was not one that
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Nature had given him: and, the machinery of CHAP.... 1 IV
our War administration remaining in the state [_

we have seen, he nowhere could hope to find

that stafif of men versed in preparing for hostile

enterprises, that treasured, that registered ex-

perience, that co-ordinated knowledge, that care-

fully sifted 'intelligence,' that perfected collec-

tion of surveys and military plans, of ' army-

' states,' maps, and reports, which gathers in a

sound War department. Thus almost of neces-

sity the basis on which he rested his warlike

measures was information snatched up for the

nonce, and furnished to him often hy men act-

ing either from interested motives, or under the

warping effect of some eager hope or strong

bias.(iO)

From his own room in Downing Street, with

an ample map spread out before him, and too

often at his elbow some zealot enforcing the last

new idea, he directed in this or that quarter the

impacts of a far-reaching war.(-'--^) To protect

him from visions and visionaries, he had no wary

mentors like those whose minds have been dis-

ciplined in a well-ordered War Department ; and

accordingly, wlien not either forming his great

coalitions, or breaking up some league against

England,(^2) he was a man drawn hither and

thither by numbers of sanguine advisers with

their souls in all parts of the world,—some full

of the opening there was in the patriotism

of Holland invaded ; some, liowever, soon after

resolved that, instead of defending the Dutch, it

would be better, on the whole, to attack tlieiii

—
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CHAP, to attack thein in Ceylon, attack them in the
IV
,_ Banda Islands, or Surinam, or attack them at

the Cape of Good Hope ; some yet later reverting

to Dutclimen as a people (then called ' Bata-

' vian ') who ought to be invaded at home ; many
warranting a French Restoration witli only a

little help on the seabord ; some, however, in-

viting our people to the north, and others to the

west, and others, again, to the south coast of

France ; then some, again, eager to attack the

French fishing - stations in Newfoundland far

north ; others savage against the French flag

for displaying itself in the tropics, and pointing

to the Isle of Goree ; some planning a hunt

against Frenchmen in the kingdom of Naples,

others seeking to chase them in the States of

the Church ; some urging a small expedition for

the alluringly mischievous purpose of cutting the

dikes in Belgium ; others pressing tlie invasion

of Spanish Galicia and the seizure of Ferrol

;

some wanting our troops to be sent away yet

further south—to land on the coast of Andalusia,

and there lay hold of Cadiz ; others urging that

Bonaparte must be stopped in his Eastern adven-

ture, and the French troops thrust out of Egypt

;

others pressing for an occupation of Swedish

Pomerania, or showing that the half - hearted

King of Prussia could be trusted to save himself

from tlie fate of being devoured separately by

aiding the defence of Germany, and that there-

fore, to act alongside him, a strong British force

should at once be sent into Hanover ; and all

this while, tlie inciters, whose policy avowedly
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lay in the acquisition of ' islands,' were busily

importuning the Minister—some, for instance,

entreating him to accept the proffered Corsica,

others bent on Minorca, and others again on

Malta, whilst yet others again in design tran-

scended ocean expanses, pointing out the diminu-

tive speck which marked Teneriffe on the charts,

and maintaining that our people were for some

reason bound as mariners to go out and seize

the lone rock. Much more wondrous, however,

than the number and variety of these counsels

was the fact that every one of them had in

turn such strong sway as to make Pitt give it

effect : {^^) and not now, even now, have I yet

filled the curious list; for— worst of all— in

those days came sons of Mammon intent upon

what were then called ' Sugar Islands ;
' and, the

grossest of the tempters prevailing, troops bitterly

needed elsewhere were from time to time hurried

off to die of yellow fever in the West Indies.

Such of these repeated aggressions as pointed

at colonies belonging to France or the nations

she drew in her wake, were a mere bringing in

of the spoils which our Navy had substantially

won by acquiring dominion at sea ; for the task

of the soldier, when employed on such service,

was only, if so one may speak, to go and pick

up the small whelps which the sailor had cut

off from their dams ; but other attacks aiming

higher were delivered in Europe against either

the enemy's territories, or those he grasped as

his own ; and these not only, all of them, failed

one after another, but failed sometimes under

CHAP.
IV.
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CHAP, conditions which could scarce be remembered
'

by generous Englishmen without a feeling like

shame ; for the ' bitter end ' more than once

showed that they had been kindling insurrections

which they could not keep alive, and must leave

their Eoyalist friends—men but yesterday their

companions in arms—to the mercy of frenzied

Republicans.

Of the lesser expeditions which England from

time to time undertook, it may almost be said

that their failure, one after another, was too

often assured beforehand by the want of sufficing

preparation, and this, too, so visibly that they

did not even serve to distract a keen-witted foe,

who, well knowing the slightness of the means

employed in each effort, could generally foresee

its collapse.(^^)

The second Pitt, as all know, was so far from

being by nature a desultory or a volatile man

that, along with the support of the nation, the

dominion of the seas, and the command of vast

treasure, his lofty, resolute nature, deriving from

an illustrious sire, was what in truth made him

the Titan—the baffled, yet unconquered Titan

—still wildly remembered by France
;

yet, not

having, to guide him, that oracle which rulers

now commonly find in some well-ordered office

of State, he fought, as it were, in the dark, or

under a dim, fitful light ; and seemed year after

year to be wielding the land-service strength

of these islands as though their happy immunity

from perils then rife on the Continent had—not

merely enabled, but—tempted him to trifle with
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the business of war. Whilst the country fought CHA.P

under his guidance, and indeed during several L_

years afterwards, its utmost land-service efforts

were in general so weak, so ill fitted for putting

hard stress on the enemy that, apparently, until

otherwise accounted for, they implied in the

ruler conceiving them a want of strong sense

or fixed purpose ; but what thus at first sight

hardly differed from a strangely persistent fri-

volity was rather in truth the stumbling— the

inevitable, continuous stumbling—of a Minister

vainly trying to conduct modern war without the

light and guidance afforded by modern appli-

ances—without, in a word, that resource of a

sound War Department from which, as we saw,

his country had been debarred by the always

clashing exigencies of its ' personal ' and its

proper ' State ' kings.

Whilst thus keeping our people in want of

any fit warlike machinery, their ' personal king,'

we shall see, could also prevent them from find-

ing, or even trying to find, a competent general

;

and it was under the twofold weight of condi-

tions thus visibly apt for almost ensuring mis-

carriage that England—eager, careless, unarmed

—staggered into the great war with France.

The beginning was characteristic, and so ex-

travagantly feeble that the gravest account of

what happened has an air of caricature.

In conformity with the—quite legal, quite

grotesque— doctrine that our army, like the

' perquisite ' of a cook, was a thing coarsely
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UHAi'. owned by the 'personal' as distinguished from
^^'

our genuine ' State ' sovereign, the honour of

the English arms was shamelessly entrusted to

. a Eoyal Duke who, though having, it is true, a

real aptitude for giving uniformity and sound-

ness to the structure of regiments at home, was

not only conspicuous for intemperance in that

madly intemperate age, but garrulous, untrust-

worthy, and utterly without the brain-power

required for command in the field.(l^) To strive

under that sort of leadership against the far-

famed Dumouriez,(l^) some 1700 of our Guards

— not one Line battalion yet ready!—were

huddled into such empty colliers as could be

found in the Thames ; and from that character-

istic beginning of a mighty war, on the 25th of

February 1793, down to 1809, the year of the

Walcheren disaster, there stretched a long series

of military ' expeditions '
{^'^) which so often

afforded examples of wasted valour and strength,

that during that period— a period of nearly

seventeen years— our rudely formed War ad-

ministration, and the fruitless campaigns it

prepared, may be said to have ranged in a se-

quence which would rather import the relation

of natural ' cause and effect,' than furnish ground

for maintaining that the system had ' worked

'

at all well.

III.

The Wei- So far, therefore, the assailant of our adminis-
iu.gt/;n LT.i.

^^^^^^g machinery is not confronted by facts

which tend to impugn his conclusion ; but at
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length, after nearly seventeen years of land- chap.

service fighting, which, however magnificent, was 1_

too often a fighting in vain, there came on a

mighty change. That wild, impetuous England

which in 1793 had flown at the throat of the

enemy with her then utmost hundreds of men,

was now in 1809 a great military Power—

a

Power indeed still baffled by unskilfulness and

defective institutions, but not by want of troops.

From superbly ' improvident ' nuptials adven-

tured in earlier years there had long been de-

scending so rapid, so full a stream of recruits

that, as always before in quality, so also at last

in numbers, our army by this time was strong (^^)

—was strong enough, some have beheved— if

only it could be wielded with skill—to govern

great issues in Europe, nay, to govern them in

that very year—the year of the Wagram cam-

paign.(i^) Moreover, after a while, England

—

guided in the way we shall see—found means

to conduct war more ably than in earlier years

;

and whoever condemns the old labyrinth of our

Army administration as existing at the com-

mencement of 1854 may receive some such

challenge as the one already supposed, and be

asked to say how it was that, with that same

official machinery, ' or machinery apparently

' similar, she during more than two years stood

' single-handed in conflict with the mighty Na-
' poleon, maintained her ascendant against him,

' and at length, when the prostrate nations of

' the Continent had risen once more to their

' feet, took that signal part in delivering Europe
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CHAP. ' which is almost sufficiently shown by uttering
•

' the mere name of Wellington.'

The air of argumentative cogency which such

a challenge puts on is thoroughly English in

character, and must not he read as indicative of

any great logical strength ; for, because a strong

man finds means to accomplish his task, it does

not of course therefore follow with absolute

certainty that the tools he made use of were

good.

Even during those years— the latter years

of the war—in which England was gaining a

decisive ascendant, and marching towards final

victory, her War administration, though improved,

and improving, was still far from adequate, and

only at best such a makeshift as by strong,

compelling hands could be brought to answer

the purpose. It was not by the excellence of

her official machinery, but rather in spite of its

weakness, and by resorting to other means

vastly greater in power, that she really achieved

her end.

However, towards answering the question,

and beginning to show how it was that England

after 1809 proved able to achieve what she did

in the great war with France, we may first per-

haps speak of the immensely long time she had

spent— scarce less than seventeen years—in

])reparing and maturing her strength ; for whilst

llightily sending out ' expeditions ' to combat on

many a shore, our people were also recruiting,

were drilling, were arming at home,—were try-

ing, by such means as they knew of, to provide
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for continuous war; and the administrative CHAP
makeshifts to which they resorted could scarce !_

fail to prove more and more serviceable with

the progress of time. Then, again, the experi-

ence gathered in the course of nearly seventeen

years had of course a great worth—for incor-

rigible indeed must England have been, if after

so lengthened a discipline she had not begun

to mend ; and there was one of her lessons

—

the one she learnt when called to arms for re-

sistance to a foreign invasion—which especially

helped to repress her strategic frivolity, and to

steady her in the conduct of war.

But again— and, if well based on fact, this

denial concludes the whole question—it is not

true, as supposed, that after 1809, England

still carried on her great war without other aid

than that furnished by the weak administrative

system on which she before had been leaning.

Far from being left helpless after 1809, and

condemned to go on still floundering in the

meshes of her old institutions, she even before

the year closed, began to feel the propulsion of

three new administrative forces working always

together in harmony, and strong enough on the

whole, though using some clumsy machinery, to

compass the business in hand

Two of these three new forces she owed to The three

her Wellington. For the third, she was partly istrative

indebted to Mr Eobert Dundas, but much more au-dtnusot

tu that opportune fall of gross personal monarchy

which at last began to make way for government

at the will of the State.

VOL. VII. B
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CHAP.
IV.

The Wel-
lington
reign :

its brief

duration.

Brief dura-
tion of the
three new
administra-
tive forces.

Tlie first

of them :

If this third new administrative force did not

also originate witli him to whom England owed

the two first, it was still for the most part

wielded with a strong and increasing desire to

meet the objects he indicated ; and upon the

whole, one may distinguish the sway which

these three new forces exerted by calling it the

Wellington reign.

This reign did not last many years. Two
out of the three new forces were each of such

nature as to be perforce only conterminous with

Wellington's campaigns. The third was one

that miglit have been preserved to the great

advantage of the country, but it was wilfully

destroyed in 1816, and our system then relapsed

into what it had been before the three new
forces had come as yet into action. In that

relapsed state our administrative system re-

mained from 1816 to 1854; and accordingly,

there was no such real likeness as the challeng-

ing question assumes between the engine of

State which ministered to Wellington's enter-

prises and the one dragged out forty years after-

wards to serve for the war against Russia.

The first of the three new forces was an

administrative engine established l)y Welling-

ton personally at the seat of war. Wlien

England under his counsels restrained her in-

veterate passion for weakly-based ' Expeditions,'

and resolved to fasten strongly on territories

which Napoleon was minded to grasp, it fol-

lowed of course that huge quantities of admin-

istrative work would have to be done in the
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country about to be held by our troops ; and, chap.

to meet this cogent necessity, the engine we _, 1_

speak of was framed— an engine bearing no

likeness to our quaint institutions at home, but

invented for the nonce, and established in dis-

tant lands by a strong-willed vigorous general.

Thus administrative labours which under other

conditions would have had to be attempted in

London devolved perforce on the general in

command of our army, whether toiling in Portu-

gal, or toiling in Spain, or at last in the south

of France.

And this shifting of the burthen was happily

one which removed it from the shoulders of the

weak to the shoulders of the strong, because, as

we have seen, on the one hand, our curious old

English institutions were inapt for the conduct

of war ; and on the other— speaking now of

that time when the grave, yet romantic enter-

prise of the Peninsular war was definitely un-

dertaken {^^)— we may say that the general

thus laden with what, in a sense, may be fairly

called ' Government business,' was equal to his

arduous task. After gathering experience in

the painful school of adversity, and losing liis

superb soldiers by thousands because failing to

provide for their wants, our great Wellington

was becoming by practice not only an able ad-

ministrator, but also—for his war-sustaining pur-

poses—a consummate statesman ; and it must

be owned that he had need of his strength when

thus boldly advising and personally conducting

a war in which England (with only such help as
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CHAP, she miofht get from the Peninsular levies and
IV . .

'

insurgents) was to pit herself singly against tlie

mighty Napoleon, then at peace with the other

great Powers.

itsexpira- The povver thus exerted at the seat of war
tion at the ^ , t ji i n
close of the Came 01 course to an end on the return oi peace

;

**^'
and the perfected organisations by which Wel-

lington had worked out his purposes were soon

after destroyed— destroyed so completely, that

not even so much as the framework of his land-

transport system was left to show how in the

future our armies might be moved and sup-

plied.

The second The sccoud of the three motor forces had

its origin in the same puissant will that created

the first one, but was wielded in another direc-

tion, being brought to bear on the conduct of our

War administration at home. If Wellington did

not enter at once on the series of his brilliant

campaigns, he yet did what our people seemed

to like even better—that is, he conquered in

battle ; and the magic of victory earned him so

great an authority in the councils of Ministers,

that he soon proved able to guide them in the

business of supporting a war. In 1811, this

sway of his over the Cabinet became a decisive

ascendant, so that much of the administrative

weakness long distinguishing the rulers in

one

:

England was counteracted by words coming

home from their masterful general— a com-

mander who had served them so grandly that,

although now and then resistant, tlicy every

day felt more and more the wholesome weight
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of his power. Of necessity, at the close of the chap.

war, this second force came to an end. . L^

After all tliat Wellington did, there could not i-on?t't'he

of course but remain a huge quantity of admin- same time,

istrative war-business that needs must be trans-

acted at home without the great master's guid-

ance ; and how was such work to be compassed

with machinery no better than that which the

country had hitherto used ?

An approach towards improvement was open- circumstan.
^^ -*•

_

^ ces under

ing. In times when our people looked jealously ^^''i^p5^''^j

at what they conceived was a growth of the the third
'' *-"

_ new adniin

Eoval authority, they had commonly had in their istrative
•^ J ' J •J force be-

minds an idea of danger to Liberty, and had ^f^^'^^P"*"

never apparently seen the mischiefs of a very

different sort which might be expected to follow,

if a ' personal king '—obstructed in some things

by his rival the genuine ' State king,' whilst in

others left free and rampant— should become

what is unlike enough to a high-handed despot,

but still in another way baneful,—that is, a

Royal disturber of public business, who, although

not entrusted with power to propel the State

engine himself, is still able to clog, if not utterly

to hamper, its action ; but the experience of

nearly seventeen years had been such as might

teach them at last what seems in these days a

plain lesson.

They had been carrying on a long war by

means of two separate forces, the Navy and the

Army. One of these all the time—the Navy

—

had lived, and toiled, and fought under a genuine

• State Icing,' because formed, maintained, and
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CHAP, governed by a Public Department enjoying

—

^^'
through its chief, a member of the ' Government

'

and of the Cabinet—the acknowledged confi-

dence of Parliament. The other force—that is,

the Army—had been, altogether in theory and

largely also in practice, a Royal appendage

belonging to the * personal king.' Well, the

forces had been, both of them, used, and used

indeed without stint, but down to the close of

1809 with these widely differing results : The

'State force'—the Navy—victorious in every

great battle, and besides in fights unnumbered,

had not only conquered for England a proud and

happy security, but raised her to a new height

of power ; whilst the Army—the Eoyal appen-

dage—had too often seemed only to prove that

even the most brilliant fighting, if under sinister

auspices, is a piteous waste of strength. And

—

beyond perhaps all other instances—the issue

of ' Walcheren ' showed how the nation might

throw its strength headlong for want of so simple

a guide as the set of reports labelled ' Antwerp

'

which, if only it had had the support of a well-

ordered War Department, must there have been

found complete.(2^)
' With the broadly contrasted results of ' State

'

government and ' personal ' kingship written up

thus large on tiie wall, it was hard, I suppose,

for a statesman in the autumn of 1809 to avoid

seeing more or less plainly that our Army

—

resting less on the Palace and more on the

State—should be raised up—at least part way

—towards the level always held by our Navy in
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modern times. No such statesman could well chap.
IV

help believing that, so far as indeed might be
'

possible, the Department of ' War and Colonies

'

should become to our troops what the Admiralty

was to our fleets, and, in order to that desired

end, should have its sphere of action enlarged,

receiving, to meet such new exigencies, the

needful accession of strength. Twelve months

earlier, any approach to so wholesome a change

would have been violently opposed by the king

;

but under stress of disgrace, his obstinacy was

now breaking down. The year I am speaking

of— the year 1809— was one of dismay to

upholders of ' personal ' rule ; and in like pro-

portion brought hope, brought strength to the

cause of the ' State.' Dragged to light at the 1809.

. ,

.

.
The ' per-

time bv a cluster of shaming discoveries, the 'sonai'mie
•^ .... of the king

actual contact of Eoyalty with military business so diacred-

.
ited,

became in one view so grotesque, m another so

revolting a spectacle, that under the jeers and

the frowns of an astounded country, and the

guarded yet steadfast severity of an indignant

House of Commons, the personal monarchy fell

—fell not so mortally stricken as to be heard of

no more in these realms, yet still so cast down

for the moment as to be hugely reduced in its

power of doing harm to the State
;
(2^) and this

condition of things made it possible for the

Ministers to effect a wholesome change by en-

larging somewhat their authority over the mili-

tary business of the country.

Whilst acknowledcjed under the terms of the that the

-1 1 <• 1
'State'

'compromise' to be responsible for the conduct could und^j
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C F{ A P.

IV.

take ira-

provenipnt
of the War
adniinii^tra-

tioii.

Dunda.sV
measure

of the war, and therefore entitled to evoke the

military resources of the nation, they, never-

theless, when providing for the actual execution

of their plans, had been forced to rely a great

deal on administrative labours performed by the

' personal king ' or his servants ; so that if, for

example, they wished to send an invading army

to any foreign shore, they indeed could them-

selves (through the Admiralty, which was a

limb of the ' Government ') conduct the maritime

part of the operation, and, besides, though the

Ordnance (in which they had some kind of

footing) might send out artillery, and engineers,

and provide certain stores, yet, so far as con-

cerned the arrangements for furnishing and

equipping the needed bodies of cavalry and

infantry, they looked to the personal sovereign

—in other words, to the Horse Guards ; and

accordingly, although war was raging, the ' Min-
' ister for War and Colonies ' had as yet become

charged with few or no great warlike tasks,

except indeed the momentous one of correspon-

ding with each of the generals in command of

our armies abroad.

But, the king no longer obstructing, men now
got to see that this Minister might make himself

the organ 'of the Government for authoritatively

impressing its will upon the numerous scattered

offices whicli, between them, however imperfectly,

were performing the varied functions of a mili-

tary administration ; and tliat, if this assumption

of power could be supported by proper appliances

for giving it full effect, a great advance would be
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made. Under tliese conditions, Mr Eobert Dun- chap.
IV

das contrived an expedient which, considering '

that on behalf of our country— then without
^{;t^l'°f<*^',

one ally

—

{^^)—he was preparing war—war to iadmto-'''

the knife—against Napoleon at the height of his '

forcer-

power, may seem rather slight, rather simple,

yet it happily produced good results. (^^) He
determined to find, if he could, some able young

officer who would act as Under-Secretary in the

compound Department, devoting himself exclus-

ively to its military, as distinguished from its

Colonial business ; and happily, the very man

needed was then within reach, having newly

come home on leave. Scarce more than thirty

years old, Colonel Bunbury had not only been coionei

acting for some years as Quartermaster-U-eneral

in the held, but in that capacity, and indeed

as chief officer of the Staff—for no Adjutant-

General was present—had been so fortunate as

to be able to take an effective, nay, commanding,

part in the brilliant little action of Maida, and

had since been engaged in field - service more

harassing than battles, but also better fitted to

practise him in the everyday business of war.

He had studied his profession with care ; and

having intellect, energy, cultivation, and ex-

cellent sense, with, moreover, the fame of his

victory at Maida, and a station in life which

gave him independence and strength, he brought,

on the whole, great advantages to the task ms office°
. - in some re-

awaiting his care ; and it resulted that England, spects made
"

. , to serve as

after having waged war at random for a period aWarDe-
" ^

1 T 1
partment.

of nearly seventeen years, made shift at last,
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CHAP, under his management, to have a State engine
^^'

performing— not all, but— some part of the

work which System— where System exists—
would cast on a real War Department.

Thobusi- With the means of action afforded them by

Snisto' this new official machinery, the Government

howeve"!' carried on their war business throughout all

Jsompassed the years—the five or six critical years—which

}'et had to pass before the second fall of Napo-

leon, and achieved the task, if imperfectly, yet

at least without hampering Wellington in his

steady career of victory by any quite fatal

defaults.

Means by After passing through their seventeen years of

Engund more or less wild ' Expeditions,' and then enter-

waTtoaSo- ing upon the grander career laid open to them
nous end.

^^ ^^^^.^. 'three new administrative forces,' our

people still worked on and on, till at length the

time came when—foremost of all the allies—an

Eno-lish commander was able to undertake the

invasion of France with what he believed to be

the ' finest army that man ever led.'(25) England

rose, as we saw, to this pitch of military great-

ness by the use of aids and contrivances which,

because never forming a part of lier permanently

established administration, may be rightly called

' adventitious' or otherwise 'make-sliift resources;'

and accordingly, a sailor might say of her at the

close of the war that she came into port under

jury-masts ; but she came in nevertheless— or

rather so much tlie more—with a radiant glory

surrounding her, and carried besides such a treas-

ure of warlike experience as she never before
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had earned in all her old years of strife. To chap.
IV

try to remember a little the art of fence learnt

in so long, so mighty a war, and to hoard the
J^l^riclce^

experience gathered— this, all see, was what g^fnedl

prudence — the simplest prudence— enjoined
;

and there is nothing more plain than that, whilst

of course making haste to effect that extensive

disarmament which was warranted by the return

of peace, statesmen ought to have cherished and andofthein.
^

. . .
choate War

perfected the inexpensive machinery of a sound Department
^

.
which liad

War Department, entrusting to it the manage- ministered

,
1 -T . -1 toWelling-

ment of all such military business as might still ton'sarmiea

be on foot, taking care to keep it practised and

skilled in those administrative operations upon

which troops depend for health, for life, for

movement, for discipline, for skill— in one

word, for power—and finally making it serve as

the great treasure-house of the kingdom in

respect of the knowledge required for prepar-

ing and sustaining war.

IV.

The very opposite of all this was done. On
the compound Department of State which, in

one of its coupled offices, had long admin-

istered war, and of late years with splendid

results, there fell a maiming hand. Because

peace had returned, the Letters of Service ex-

pired ; and then, coming out of abeyance, the

old Royal claim to have personal command of

the army regained its baneful force. For the re-

imposition of palace authority unsparing destruc-
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CHAP, tion made way. With tlie king's reigning son
'

for their ringleader, and a too servile ' Govern-

* ment ' abetting him, the strange generation of

Englishmen who liad dared and achieved giant

enterprises against the might of Napoleon were

now in a humour for making riotous bonfires

of their warlike machinery. Either careless

of the future, or simply blind to the danger

1816. of being—even administratively— without fit
The third ? . .

i i i

of the three war-eugmes m peace-time, tliey made haste to
war admin- °

\ ,• , iinr-r
istrative dcstroy that establishment created by Mr JJun-
forces wil-

fully de- das, which, although called an ' under-secretary-
stroyed. , . , , i , , • i

' ship, had been compensating, however imper-

fectly, for the want of a real War Department.

They thus, at a blow, dismantled the branch of

Lord Bathurst's office which had concerned itself

with military administration, and dismantled it

too without meaning to replace the abolished

establishment by any other State engine ap-

pointed to do the like work. {^^) Despoiled

thus of its only machinery for ministering to

the national forces, and relieved of course by

the peace from any belligerent duties, the com-

pound 'Department of War and Colonies ' tlience-

forward ceased to be busied in labour connected

with arms, and—undergoing no cliange in the

thirty -eight years that followed—remained all

that time what we found it on the eve of the

conflict with liussia,—that is, an Office devoted

to superintendence of Colonies, and not only

uncharged with the task, l)ut unsupplied with

the means of carrying on military administra-

tion
;
yet prospectively clothed with a right to
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conduct, or try to conduct, the business of any chap.

new war which the future might have in store.
'

The Crown could furnish no substitute for The effect of

what It destroyed ; and our country thus leit destruction,

to fare on without any engine of State equiv-

alent to a real War Department, was thenceforth

kept under conditions which exposed it to the

risk of cruel misfortunes when engaging in any

new war.

If this havoc, as some have imagined, had cause of the
- . p . Ill destruction.

resulted from motives or economy, it would have

matched the wildest sample of retrenchment

that any spendthrift ever afforded in his mo-

ments of tremulous penitence ; but already we
have seen full enough to prevent our throwing

the blame of these Koyal and official misfeas-

ances on the always ready shoulders of the

' House of Commons ;

' for, to know the curious

terms of what I called the ' partition ' effected in

times long past, is to learn that the act of

destruction followed naturally, followed even

inevitably—unless the Crown should give way

—from the terms of the ' standing compromise

'

between the ' personal ' and the genuine ' State
'

king. In conformity with that understanding,

the war had been carried on by the ' State '

—

that is, by ' Government ' chiefs whom the

' Letters of Service ' called always ' his Majesty's

' Ministers '— men enjoying the confidence of

Parliament, and to Parliament directly respon-

sible ; but, when peace returned, the old Eoyal

claim was unhappily suffered to refasten itself

on the country, and at once to break up that
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CHAP.
IV.

The petti-

ness of the
advantage
secured by
the Crown
at the oost
of grievous
harm to the
country.

macliinery of the ' Wellington reign ' wliich,

although far enough, it is true, from even ap-

proaching perfection, had still been made to

work serviceably during several victorious years,

and (by being made to receive unceasing yet

judicious improvements) might well have become

in time a magnificent engine of State. From

this cause it was that the ' Department of War
* and Colonies ' became stripped of its power over

the military transactions of the country, and that

England—speaking administratively— fell back

at once into a plight such as that in which she

had found herself some twenty-three years before,

when despatching all the troops she could muster

on board the Newcastle colliers.

And, although the Eoyal demands caused this

lasting injury to the State, all the good they

secured to the Crown was so small, so poor in

comparison to the public mischief they wrought,

that—if he knew what he was doing—the moral

plight of the Regent when thus harming Eng-

land was like that of the man without malice,

who only set fire to a homestead because, for

some small cooking purpose, he chanced to want

some hot ashes. The courtiers surrounding their

prince might eagerly wish him joy, saying that

at last, upon the expiration of Wellington's

Letters of Service, their Royal master's land

forces were once more under his personal gover-

nance ; but, since all men were then well agreed

that the mighty business of war was one that

must be always committed to ' his Majesty's

' Ministers,' and not to the * personal ' king, there
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was something not far from ignoble—something

not even safe against ridicule—in the claim of

the ' personal ' sovereign, or the son representing

him, to resume the command of ' his ' army ; for

he did not, and could not, do this until the fight-

ing was done, and then only resume with full

knowledge that, whenever the moment might

come for again resorting to arms, he again must

give up his authority over every body of troops

under orders to take the field. Like a child, he

might handle the sword, but only whilst in its

scabbard. Yet, in order to keep such a play-

thing in Eoyal hands, the Regent and his ser-

vants, between them, brought about that dis-

mantling of our War Department which was

fitted—and, as now we know, destined—to pre-

pare for the State grievous ills. They could

say indeed, with strict truth, that the rule of the

'personal' sovereign had always been meant to

revive as soon as the war should cease ; that the

Crown, in reclaiming its perquisite, was acting

both legally and in conformity with the long-

standing compromise ; and that, consequently, in

abetting the resumption, however injurious to

the State, our Ministers were only conceding the

exact ' pound of flesh ' which the Eegent was

entitled to have. But apart from the spectacle

of public men helping Shylock to enforce such

a bond as that against a trustful, generous nation,

it is plain that the whole character and quality

of the transaction was governed by the length

of the interval during whicli a protracted war

had kept the Eoyal claim in abeyance ; for the
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CHAP, principles of constitutional rule had been more
•

or less cogently swaying the direction and man-

agement of England's military resources during a

period of nearly a quarter of a century ; so that

after those years of comparative exemption from

the * personal ' incubus—years equalling each a

whole decade of common times—to go laying

once more on her shoulders the old, encum

boring yoke was—not to be merely continuing a

preposterous system, but rather—to inflict a new

injury on the State by old and long-disused means.

upon tii.f man who sacrificed the welfare of his country on

sent and the the gross, reeking altar of Self; and his Minis-
MiTiist/>rs O > o '

BiamejuBtiy The guilt of the Eegent was simply that of a
attaching
upon tlio

Ptince Re
gent and t

^linisters
^^ '—

ters must be condemned for subserviency, because

they stood by unresisting, and even abetting,

whilst a Eoyal claim long in abeyance was not

only used to take from them tlieir long-held

authority in military concerns, but to dismantle

and leave unreplaced a State institution which

was then, as now, strictly essential to the safety

and welfare of the State.

It is hard to see how the Eegent and his

Ministers could liave anywhere found an excuse

for tlms agreeing between them to cripple, to

mutilate England. They knew, though inertly,

that in even their times—times rude by com-

parison with ours—the strife of nations was no

longer a work so free from complexity that the

preparations for maintaining it could be pru-

dently left to the moment when a rupture is

going to take place, and that a people which

dispenses with a sound War Department in
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peace-time must needs be without one when chap.

war breaks out, and even, indeed, till long after-
'

wards, since, far from being an engine that can

be wrought into a sudden efficiency upon the

spur of the moment, this is one, on the contrary,

that can only be constructed and made to work

with full power by the labour of years upon

years. They had, therefore, before them full

proof that a Department admitted by all to be

essential for the conduct of war is also essential

in peace-time, and can hardly have been able to

fend off the truth from their minds by maintain-

ing a sheer unbelief; but between unbelief and

belief so consciously felt that it needs must

burst into action, man often enough finds a ledge

on which he can keep his footing—and it is

there that a defender of the Regent and his

Ministers may show them, perhaps, to have

stood ; for, when executing the work of destruc-

tion, they seem to have acted like functionaries

transacting some business, of course, and were

not apparently stayed for even a moment's

reflection by any warning voice. Far from say-

ing ' Beware !

' to the Government, its parlia-

mentary opponents were approvers of the havoc

they witnessed, and even indeed strove their

best to give it a yet wider range. (^'')

The expedient of dividing the control of our Long-pro-
. ^ ^

,

. 1,1 • > traded fdi)

army between the sovereign and the sovereign s tiimance of

Government continued to work its effects upon pifng|foiity

VOL. VII. F
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CHAP, our military administration tliroughout the term
'

of the Eegency, throughout the two reigns that

followed ; and even after that time, during

many a year, there was no removal of the

constitutional deformity, no abatement of the

evil it caused.

A due sense of justice, however, commands
us to remember and own that, before our quarrel

with Russia, and indeed until several years after-

wards, the idea of constituting a War Depart-

ment upon sound principles had not passed

through that long ordeal of discussion which is

commonly required in England for the ripening

of great public questions ; and the Queen's loyal

subjects have now a fair warrant for saying that

if (after having been mastered and duly adjudged

by our statesmen) the subject had come up for

Royal decision in the earlier years of her reign,

she would have graciously consented to remove

the one obstacle which, till lately, prevented her

country from having a sound War Depart-

ment. (2^)

England then might have entered upon her

war against Ru.ssia with institutions apt for the

task, and no longer deformed by a rivalry

between the State and the Court.

Result of So, then, now we have plainly discerned that

' the three new administrative forces ' which

made our great captain's work possible did not

any of them act on events till the autumn of

1809 ; that they none of them lasted beyond

the year 1816 ; and that thus belonging ex-

clusively to a well-defined interval, they formed

the enquiry.
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no part of the mechanism by which England chap.
managed war - business at any other -times.

^^'

Their splendid sway over her fortunes was not

a continuance but—on the contrary—an inter-

ruption of the methods which she normally

used ; and, to speak of her accustomed system

as one recommended for public confidence by
the glories of the ' Wellington reign ' would be

hardly a less flat perversion than insisting on

Cromwell's ascendant in Europe as a ground for

trusting the Stuarts. Ear from leaning on mere

Palace wisdom, it was during the happy abey-

ance of ' personal ' sovereignty brought about in

1809, that England, then once more a 'State'

ranging free from the ' untoward King George,'

and finding a commander in Wellington, proved

able to break the spell which, since the great

days of Chatham, had palsied her land-service

strengtb.

Thus, to answer with yet more exactness the

question at the head of this chapter :—the forces

'made to work brilliantly in what have been
' called the great days ' were—not the ancient

bits of machinery brought out by our people for

use when entering upon their new war with

Eussia, but— expedients contrived in 1809,

which, before the end of the year next suc-

ceeding tlie fall of Napoleon, had, all of them,

ceased to exist
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CHAPTER V.

THE WAY IN WHICH FRANCE AND ENGLAND MIN

ISTERED TO THEIR ARMIES IN THE EAST.

CHAP. Even for the strongly - manned and higlily-

^-
trained Intendance of the French, but yet more

Conditions go Qf couise for the small Commissariat body
under winch
the supply which England had found means to collect, the
of the Allied »
armies pro- ^^sk of Supplying Frcnch and Engiisli troops on
ceeded. rr ^ o o i.

the Chersonese was one not only great in mere

bulk, but exacted under difficult and shifting

conditions,—conditions which, besides being new

to begin with, were from time to time displaced

—and that somewhat rapidly—by conditions

newer still.

To say nothing of our English stepping-stone

—Malta—the Allied armies—sent out at first

Tiie phases with a quasi-diplomatic intent— were estab-

ern ctm^^ " lislicd, whcu the War opened, on the territories

thefr"bear. of an ally— the shores of the Dardanelles,

the question and the Bosphorus—without there confronting
.•,uppj.

^^^ enemy. Next, having been moved to

Bulgaria (where an enemy lay within reach)
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they prepared to undertake regular operations chap

in the field by striving to collect with all L

speed the requisite means of land-transport.(^)

Next, transported by sea to the Crimea, and

there landing without opposition, they seemed to

have the inchoate dominion of a country abound-

ing in food for man and beast and means of

land-carriage. But next—intent on Sebastopol

—they abandoned for the moment their inchoate

dominion by converting themselves into a ' mov-

'able column,' and committed their very exist-

ence during a period of some thirty hours to the

governing fortune of war. Next, by their vic-

tory on the Alma they converted their inchoate

dominion of the country into unresisted posses-

sion, and for a moment it seemed that the task

of thenceforth supplying the armies liad been

happily lightened. But this period of commis-

sariat tranquillity was not suffered to last five

days ; for by their flank march, commenced on

the 25 th, the Allies abandoned their conquest of

almost all the Crimea, and by descending the

Mackenzie Heights—heights too formidable, as

they afterwards judged, to be prudently assailed

from the south—made the step they were taking

irrevocable. Next—intent on their siege—they

suffered themselves to be compassed about, and

imprisoned upon what we have called their

pittance of utterly barren ground ; and then it

became evident that—at least for some time

—

the life of the troops must depend altogether

upon what might be brought them by sea.

But another and even more trying change
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yet awaited the anxious providers ; for in No-

vember, when bleak winds and chill rains were

already sweeping over the Chersonese, it was

determined that, where the armies were, there

they must be prepared to lie for months, and

that the French Intendance and the English

Commissariat must meet as best they might the

hu<^e accession of wants that would needs be

created l)y striving to keep troops alive on the

top of the Chersonese Heights throughout a

Crim-Tartary winter.

This last exigency, so far as we know, re-

mained long unforeseen, remained even unim-

agined beforehand by any of the thousands and

thousands who were straining their gaze to

descry what the future might have in store.(^)

The general

I)lan of the
arrange-
ments by
which
France and
ICiigland at
lirst under-
took to sup-
ply their

armies in

the East.

II.

For tlie purpose of ministering to their armies

in the East, France and England alike chose

substantially the same general plan. Trusting

mainly to their own stores at home, not only for

articles of equipment and nil implements and

munitions of war, but also for flour, for corn, for

biscuit, for coffee, wine, spirits, salt meat, they

sent out all these things by sea to the shores of

the Bosphorus, there established magazines and

hospitals, and thus constituted for their armies

a secondary base of operations less remote from

the theatre of war tlian the south coasts of

France and England.

For the means of land - transport, for fresh
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meat, for vegetables, for forage, for timber, if c H a p.

needed, and fuel, they of course trusted mainly
'

at first (as belligerents almost always nmst do)

to the resources of the countries occupied by

their armies, or some of the neighbouring pro-

vinces : but when the Allied armies suffered change of
measures t/i

themselves to become penned up, m the way we which they

\ „ 1 weresubse-

have seen, upon a small barren corner or ground, qwcntiy

1 1 • • 1 J.1
driven.

there was cast upon their providers the new,

anxious task of supplying them by sea with

every manner of thing that they needed, how-

ever bulky and cumbersome,—so that, when dis-

embarked with great labour from many a ship,

the freights would not only include huge parks

of artillery, and accumulated munitions of war,

but, moreover, crowd acres and acres and acres

with draught and pack horses and mules, with

dromedaries, with waggons and carts, with herds

and flocks awaiting slaughter, with pyramids of

grain and flour sacks, with mounds of vegetables,

with ricks of hay and straw, with hillocks of

charcoal for fuel, with numberless stacks of

timber.

III.

To accomplish so much, and do at once for

the armies what commerce—with the practice of

centuries—finds means to do for a city, it was not

only requisite that those portions of the needed

supplies which were not already in store should

be promptly obtained, but that numberless ves-

sels should be sailing and steaming from Eng-

land, from France, from Algeria ; tliat some of
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CHAP.
V.

Tlie magni-
tude of tlieir

task.

Uiiilut! re-

liance upon
the resour-

ces afforded
by com-
lE.erce.

these should be depositing their cargoes on the

shores of the Bosphorus, others going straight on

to the seat of war ; that, again, other vessels

should be plying between the Bosphorus or

Bulgaria and the Crimea ; and that yet other

vessels from the shores of Turkish provinces and

of neutral states should be carrying their freights

to the Bosphorus, to Balaclava, to the ports of

Kamiesh and Kazatch. But there prevailed in

those days an idea that it must be easy enough

to set in motion this familiar kind of industry,

however extensively needed; for people imagined

that the Governments of the Western States,

being masters at sea, and unstinted in their

money expenditure, could at ouce obtain all the

supplies and all the means of sea-transport they

needed by appealing, purse in hand, to traders

and shipowners—men assumed to be ever in

readiness for the performance of any lucrative

contract. The error lay in supposing that the

promptitude with which a brisk man may go and

buy a single bullock or charter a single brig can

be attained in great transactions. A contractor

may have the means of delivering within some

specilied period great herds and flocks ready for

slaughter, and a merchant may own fleets of

vessels which he wishes to Keep employed in

what he calls 'the carrying trade;' but when
challenged to deal with a customer whose wants

are on any large scale, the contractor and the

shipowner alike will be found apt to say they

must have time. And time, of course, is just

that which Governments conducting the business
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of war may be least able to spare ; for the lives chap.

of the soldiers and the fate of military operations
'

may be hanging- upon despatch.

Distressing experience proved that a Govern- ])iiiic,uity of

ment buying things for an 'army from traders at iu-qulnug bj

home may not only have to wait, but in spite tiie needed

of all the money it offers, to go on waiting and
""^^ '^^*

waiting during a painfully lengthened period.

See, for instance, the fate of an order to provide

for our army in the Crimea one simple article of

commerce. Few trades, one would think, are

less complicated and more easily susceptible of

rapid expansion than the ancient trade of the

tent-maker, the trade of the apostle St Paul

;

yet (including the time passed in transmission)

it took five months to supply our troops on the

Chersonese witii any new tents at all, and seven

months even elapsed before they received the

whole number of 3000 tents demanded in the

month of November. (^)

If commerce was thus slow in London, the

greatest mart of the world, much more might it

be expected to lag, when invited by the Com-
missary-General to bring him supplies of those

kinds—such as horses, bullocks, sheep, vege-

tables, fuel, hay—which he sought to draw from

the Levant : and in truth his task there bristled

always with special difficulties ; for, despite the

contrivances used for binding men down by hope

of gain and fear of loss, the signature at tlie foot

of a contract in tliat part of Europe and Asia

was too often far, very far, from ensuring its

punctual fulfilment. ('^)
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CHAP. It is true (as was shown well enough when
^''

the expedition set sail), that the Governments

of France and England could promptly acquire or

charter a number of merchant-vessels with cer-

tainly a very large aggregate of carrying power

;

but, if the supply was great, the need proved

greater still, and it soon became plain that

the whole mercantile shipping of England and

France, and of all the neutral countries besides,

was insufficient to meet at short notice the

Insufficiency growing exigencies of the campaign ; so that, for

leZlis, and' loug pcHods together, there were troops, muni-

"LaHy o?^ tions, and stores of all kinds collected for ship-
8teamers.

^^^^^^^ ^^ ^j^^ -g^^^^ ^^^ detained at the opposite

extremity of Europe for want of vessels to carry

them. As regards the hire of Levantine vessels,

the insufficiency of the supply increased rapidly

with the approach and advance of winter ; for,

after the close of the fair autumn weather, the

crews (who were often part owners) became

always less and less willing to face the storms

of the Black Sea. Want of steamers was more

especially felt. With resitcct tr) those bodies of

troops and those previously gathered supplies

which had remained collected and stored on the

Bosphorus or in Bulgaria, there were needed of

course fresh means of sea-transport for bringing

them over the Euxine to their ultimate destina-

tion in the Crimea, and it was inevitable that

every such ' break of gauge ' should occasion de-

lay ; but—on the Bosphorus at least, if not also

at Varna—there were other and longer deten-

tions, resulting, if not from confusiun, yet at least
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from that block whicli takes place when a too chap.

narrow roadway is choked ; for, compared with '.

the means of transhipping them which the able Pn°?heB°o"3-

and indefatigable Admiral Boxer could at the
^^'°^'^-

instant provide, the freights coming up from

the Marmora were overwhelming in quantity.

Upon the whole, although England and France,

having the absolute command of the sea, had

found means to send out their armies to the

distant Crimea, and proved able to keep them

there planted until they extorted a peace, it still

did not turn out to be true that, with all the The flow o?

shipping they had, and all the shipping they the seat of

lured, they could absolutely and at once throw a once and

i-T 1 ^ ^ T • ^ -I

fompletel;

faultless bridge over the water which divided effected,

them from far distant troops, still less that for

vegetables or herds of cattle obtained in the

Levant they could find the steam-transport they

needed for bringing such supplies into use.

No State power, no personal carefulness suf-

ficed to ensure a rapid transit of goods from

England or Erance to their armies. In October,

when tlie Prince Consort saw that our army was

likely to winter on the heights before Sebastopol,

he conceived the graceful idea of sending out to

his brother officers of the Grenadier Guards a

supply of fur coats ; but what happened was

that this warm clothing, though promptly de-

spatched, did not reach the Grenadiers till the

spring of the following year, when already a

warmth as of summer had made it almost dis-

agreeable to look at such hot things as furs.(^)

Eor want of means to land or tranship goods
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CHAP, which had reached their destined ports, they too
^'

often remained on board during lengthened

periods ;(^) and apparently it now and then

happened that a vessel left the port she had

reached without having completely discharged

her cargo, yet continued to go on plying, so that

stores and munitions long moved to and fro on

the waters. In OTie ghastly instance, the body

of an Irish officer, despatched for interment at

home, was somehow ' mislaid,' like the Prince

Consort's furs ; and apparently it must have

voyaged, like a troubled spirit, from shore to

shore, for the utmost lal)our of official investi-

gators proved absolutely unable to trace it.(^)

Insufficiency The insufficiency of the steam-vessels at the

powel-^fita command of the English proved baneful to the

orthe^sup- health of our troops by curtailing their supplies

m^t auT of fresh meat and vegetables. For the transport
vegetables.

^^ ^^^^j^ things by sca, experience forbade all

reliance upon the sLjw, uncertain resource

afforded hj sailing-vessels; and indeed it was

found that, when committed to the winds of the

Black Sea, beasts perished during the voyage in

numbers rightly called ' enornious.'(^) Accord-

ingly, whilst the Commissary-General laboured

hard and successfully to purchase cattle and veg-

etables in the countries of the Levant, he was also

incessantly striving to obtain for their transport

the requisite amount of steam-power. Unable

to obtain all he needed, he yet strove to obtain

all he could, and for this purpose addressed

to the chief a standing request for all the

steam-vessels that from time to time could be
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spared ;(^) so that it became the painful duty of chap

Lord Eaglan to apportion the insufficient steam- L_

power between competing exigencies, determin-

ing as best lie could whether this want or that

—

the want, for instance, of ammunition, or the

want of fresh meat—should be the one that—at

least for a time—must needs remain unsatisfied.

IV.

Of the things required for the armies, with. The latter
^ i-

_
stages of

moreover, the vessels for carrying them, a great supply:

part might have been sooner or later obtained
;

and, notwithstanding all chances at sea, notwith-

standing all Bosphorus troubles, might have

come at last into port, or reached the offing in

safety ; but there still would remain the task of

landing them, of disposing them in magazines,

or drawing them up to the camp, and then also

the task of distributing them and bringing them

into due use. For carrying the process through asefratodJot » by th'j

all those latter stages, the French were happily French •

circumstanced. Their harbours—Kamiesh and

Kazatcli—no less than the adjacent landing-

grounds, were so ample, so convenient, that, vdth

the abundance of workmen they had at com-

mand, there was nothing to hinder their disem-

barkations ; and again, from their ports to their

camp, roads traversed at most points with ease,

and well ' metalled ' (when the need was once

recognised) by a ready sufficiency of ' hands,'

completed tlie lines of communicatidii between

France and her besieging army
;
{^^) whilst the
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CHAP.
V.

by the Eng-
lish.

Extreme
narrowness
of the com-
munication
through
Balaclava.

powerful body of officers and men wliicli was

called, as we saw, tlie Intendance, stood ready to

form magazines, to bring up tlie needed supplies

by sufficing means of land-transport, and dis-

tribute them at last in the camp. The regi-

ments, as we have seen, had their own bakers

with them ; and it well might be taken for

granted that, until wounded or stricken by sick-

ness, the French soldier would use his known skill

and resource in making the very best of his too

meagre ration, and his wretched means of shelter.

To our people, on tlie other hand, the advan-

tages thus enjoyed by the French were all of

them unhappily wanting. They had no sufficing

harbour. The iron-bound coast in their rear

forbade all contact with the shipping, except

through the basin of Balaclava, and this inlet

was so extremely diminutive that it constituted

a sorry port of supply for the vast and pressing

needs of an army.

' None,' said the Quartermaster- General to the

Chelsea Board,—'none except those wlio witnessed

' our elfbrts in the autumn and early winter of

' 1854, can form an adequate conception of the

* difficulty with which the vast and bulky sup-

' plies and warlike stores requisite for maintain-

' ing the army and carrying on the siege were

' got into a small inlet of the sea, and landed

' and stored in the narrow little fishing-place

* of Balaclava. There was a gallant army on

' the hill, and a great nation 3000 miles off,

' sparing no expense to supply it, but narrow

* indeed at this point was the channel of com-
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' munication between tliera.' It was—not the chap.

camel alone, but with liirn also—the rich man [

bringing whole mountain-ranges of cargo that

strove, and strove, and strove to pass through

the eye of the needle.

To facilitate the landing of cargoes, our Engi- Construc-
*-' °

. tion of

neers. in spite of the difficulties occasioned by a wharves at
' ^ Balaclava.

distressing scarcity of ' hands,' found means to

construct some wharves—wharves slight at first

and infirm, but reconstructed in November, and

so far extended as to have a frontage of seventy-

five feet. Still, from the insufficiency of the causes,
neverthe-

miniature harbour, from the narrowness of the less, ob-
structing

Balaclava ledge, and, finally, from the ever- thedisem-

embarrassing want of ' hands,' it resulted that an

accumulation of supplies lay for weeks and weeks

on board vessels—vessels, some of them in har-

bour already, others kept in the roadstead out-

side for want of berth-room within.

Another link in the chain was the one—eight Roadway
between

or nine miles long—which connected our troops camp and

on the Chersonese with Balaclava, their port of

supplv ; and the question whether a road well Question of
^^ «' ' ^ 'metalling

hardened with stone ought not to have been made a road be-
° fore tlie ITtb

for the purpose, is one demanding an answer. October.

The first part of this answer applies to a

period of three weeks determining on the l7th

of October, and blends itself with the counsels

which prepared the cannonade of that day.

After liaving made good their ' flank march,'

the Allies had safe rround for inferring that, at

a sacrifice of men which Burgoyne himself did

not estimate at more than about five hundred,
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CHAP, they at once could lay hold of Sebastopol
;
(^^)

'

but Science stepped in representing that such a

loss, even though small, was one that ought to

be spared ; because, she said, in less than three

weeks she could carry the place in an easier,

smoother way, breaking down its resistance at

once by means of a strong cannonade delivered

with heavy siege-guns.

In support of the other grave reasons against

lapsing into any such plan, stress might well

have been laid upon the prospect of those broken

communications with which, in the winter-time,

our troops might have to be struggling, if Science

by any mishap should fail to bring them into

Sebastopol before the close of October. Quite

rightly (as of course we now know) might

objectors have said to Burgoyne :
' When you

* ask us to respite Sebastopol during all the

' time you require for preparing your designed

' cannonade, are you right in making so sure

* that your measure will attain its result in the

' middle of October ? And, supposing that by
' any mischance we should be so far disappointed

* as to find ourselves still on tlie Ciiersonese

* when wintry weather sets in, think what will

* be the plight of an army unprovided for such a

* trial, and wliat will be our troubles and dangers

' in connection with the business of transport, if

* we should have to bring up our waggons over

* this clay track by the Col which, altliougli in-

' deed now dry and firm, will evidently after

' great rains become almost a morass !

'

If objectors thus pressing their argument had
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had the ascendant in council, they indeed would chap.

have saved the Allies from calamities and '.—
troubles unnumbered, but not, it is plain, by-

causing any road to be made. On the contrary,

their foresight would have transcended all mat-

ter of discussion about the roads, for (by show-

ing that, if siege -like operations were undertaken,

the English army could take no combative part

in them until it had constructed a metalled

road eight or nine miles in length) they would

have reopened the whole question of respiting

Sebastopol, and forced their hearers instead to

seize the place at once, thereby winning (with

the coveted prize) a direct and unbroken com-

munication between the quay at Portsmouth and

our troops in the heart of Sebastopol.

Whilst himself inclined to the measure of

attacking the fortress at once. Lord Eaglan

promptly discovered that he could not make

his own wish prevail against Science allied with

the French ; and thereupon—avoiding dispute

—he fell loyally into the plan of undertaking

a cannonade with siege -guns.(^2) g^^t before

adopting the measure, he apparently became

well assured that, although not so easy and

simple as the one his own judgment approved,

it still would achieve the fall of Sebastopol

before the close of October ;(i^) and accord-

ingly, the expectation thus formed became one

of the motive forces which governed his course

of action. That this prospect was falsified by

the subsequent march of events we long ago

saw ; but in council, at the time I am speaking

VOL. YII. G
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CHAP, of, the dictation of Science prevailed ; and, her
•

guidance having once been accepted, men, of

course, had to act in accordance with the com-

mon resolve. What, under that aspect, was the

duty of the English commander when consider-

ing how his troops on the Chersonese must

receive their supplies from Balaclava ? The

then state of the roads was this : a waggon-

track passing over dry clay, and for the time

both firm and compact, led up from Balaclava

by way of the Col to that farmhouse on the

Chersonese which became Lord Eaglan's head-

quarters, and thence on by various branches to

other parts of the wold, including those about

to be occupied by our divisional camps. It

was evident that, being ' unmetalled,' this clay

road might be so broken up by heavy and long-

continued rains as to become impassable for

wheeled carriages ; but the weather, at the time

I am speaking of, was in a settled state ; and

from wliat had been learned of the climate,

there seemed to be ground for trusting—and

the expectation proved sound—that no change

of such kind as to imperil the comnnmication

would take place until the end of October—

a

time when the two Allied armies (if Science

was not misleading them) would already be

housed in Sebastopol.

And tlien also there was another resource

;

for by moving a waggon-train northward from

Balaclava over a distance of a couple of miles,

it could be made to strike the Woronzoff Eoad

-— a well -designed, well-' metalled ' causeway
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passing up across those very ridges on the chap.

Chersonese Heights which were to be occupied !__,

by our divisional camps. Thus, supposing Lord

Raglan assured that Science would make good

her promise, he had at command all the road-

way he could well have deemed needful ; for

whilst rightly entitled to trust that the road by

the Col would not be broken up by great rains

before the October day when already (if Science

spoke true) his troops were to be in Sebastopol,

he had also good ground for believing that he

could keep as a second resource his control of

the Woronzoff Eoad. Under such conditions,

would it have been warrantable for Lord Rag-

lan to insist that he needs must construct a

' metalled ' road leading all the way up from

Balaclava to the ridges in front of Sebastopol ?

He had no supply of the tools indispensable for

such a purpose
; (}^) and unless—drawing back

from the combative work undertaken—he were

to employ a large proportion of his troops in

breaking and laying the stones required for

some eight miles of carriage-way, he could not

iind ' hands ' in his army for the compassing of

any such task.(^^) Nor again did it lie in his

power to obtain Imman labour by hire
;
(^^) and,

upon the whole, it is plain that, to insist on

making the road in derogation of a military

project then supposed to re([uire but three

weeks for its thorough maturity, would have

been to secede from the enterprise.

Far from taking any such course, Lord Raglan

not only entered upon the business of tliis quasi-
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CHAP.
V.

Question of
'metalling'
a road aftt^r

the 17tli of

October.

siege, and upon the duty of covering it at the

most imperilled point, but engaged his strength

so unsparingly in those heavy tasks, that (aftcii

also providing for the defence of Balaclava) he

was destined ere long to find himself with hardly

men enough left for even the usual camp duties.

He thus ventured to engage his whole strength,

although neither receiving nor expecting any

other than small reinforcements
;

(^'^) hut his

eagerness to take part in striking the concerted

blow with all the might he could command had

the warrant of cogent motives. For the fortress

before him was not only that coveted prize, that

object of the campaign, and indeed, one may
say, of the war, on which England had stead-

fastly set her heart, but was also the haven

—

the only haven outside the grave—in which he

could hope to find for his troops a little rest

from suffering, a little rest from toil.(^^)

Thus— and not for weak reasons— Lord

Raglan's whole army stood committed to siege

or field duties ; and having now besides ascer-

tained that he could not obtain by hire the

labour required, we are peremptorily forced

to conclude that, down to the moment when

the prospects of the Allies were overcast on

the 17th of October, he was never so circum-

stanced that he ought to have tried to construct

a stone -laid road between Balaclava and the

camp.(i^)

But when the disappointing experience of

the 17th of October had proved that the fall of

Sebastopol would not take place on that day,
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and perhaps might not even be near, ought Lord CHAP.

Eaglan to have still delayed trying to strengthen
'

the clay-bedded waggon-wi^.y betwe'3ii his port

and his camps ? Might he not hd\e .withdrawn

for a time from his duties -as 'a.^iftasi-b^sicgerv

and set a competent part of his army to the

task of making a road ?

This could not be done, and so we shall

presently see.

The attack of the 17th of October appeared

at the time to have failed for that particular

day owing mainly to what, in a sense, might

be called a mere accident—that is, the unlucky

explosion of a French magazine ; and the pro-

ject, far from being abandoned, was only deferred

—deferred at first to the morrow, then deferred

for two days, and then indeed for the longer

period extending over nearly a fortnight, but

still only put off for a purpose well defined by

the French ; and it resulted that during the

interval, Lord Eaglan was ceaselessly kept under

the same obligations as before— obligations

which not only bound him to carry on his part

of the siege-work with all possible vigour, but

also to hold his army in readiness for executing

an assault on tlie place wlienever the French

should report that their measures were ripe for

the enterprise ; so that, during the whole of that

period, the small English army was engaged tc

the utmost of its power in fulfilling plans of

attack concerted with General Canrobert.

And soon, a new exigency began to press

hard on the Allies; for the enemy had been
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CHAP, lately receiving great accessions of strength, and

on the morning of . tlie 25th of October, we saw

him. -take, ^yhe v^Qensive. J^>om that day until

one, o'clock on the 5th of November, the Allies

wercanJer a peremptory challenge, delivered by

a largely outnumbering army with settled purpose

to crush them ; and during the critical period

thus occupying nearly twelve days, there was

not and could not have been any thought of

having roads made by those too scanty English

troops which were performing the enormous task

of not only besieging one half of Sebastopoi, but

also defending Balaclava, and also, again, defend-

ing their Inkerman Heights against the enemy's

assembled hosts.

Although resulting in victory, the Inkerman

morning brought with it so great a disclosure of

the enemy's numerical strength that, far from

lifting off a huge weight from the minds of the

Allied generals, it quickened their sense of the

need— the painful need— that there was for

preparing resistance to largely superior numbers,

and thus doubled the cogency of the motives

under which they held fast to their ' siege,' with

all its burthensome toils ; because this—like

the sword that will thrust, yet can also ' parry

'

and ' guard '^—was not only pointing still to the

worlc of attack, but, moreover, now effectively

serving to defend the Chersonese Heights. (2^)

Thus the ceaseless perseverance of our army

in its quasi-siege duties was always essential

—

was essential from the first, as a part of con-

certed attacks on Sebastopoi, and also after the
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third week in October lor the then superadded CHAP.

exigencies of defence. !

At no time, accordingly, unless relieved by

other troops, could any material part of our

army be withdrawn from the siege-work for even

so momentous an object as that of constructing

a road ; and, to attempt such a change under

the eyes of a vigilant enemy, would have been

to call down utter ruin, not only upon the French

thus deserted, as it were, in the battle-field, but

also upon the seceders themselves. (^^)

However, the Inkerman day marked a crisis i-oidRag-
"

Ian 8 meas-

invitinc; the Allies to form new resolves, and ureswith
°

T 1 T-i 1
respect to

after the Council which followed Lord Eaglan the road by
. . the Col.

was under strong motives for lookmg with in-

creased anxiety to the state of his communica-

tions ; for whilst now at last robbed of the hope

that Sebastopol would speedily fall, he knew

that the days were approaching when heavy

rains might be expected to break up the clay

road by the Col ; and moreover, he remembered

too well that acquiescence in the occupation of

ground laid liold of by General Liprandi on tlie

25th of October had deprived him of the second

resource afforded by the Woronzoff Eoad.

So on tlie very morrow of the Council which

fastened the Allies to the Chersonese, Lord Eaglan

began his measures for converting the road by

the Col into a ' metalled ' highway. His first

step was to despatch an officer of the Quarter-

master-General's department to Constantinople,

with orders to buy there the tools, including, of

course, the stone hammers, which were needed
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CHAP, for this kind of work ; and six or seven days
'

later (though the tools had not reached Bala-

clava), the making of tlie road was commenced

by removing the layer of mud which encum-

bered the old waggon-track by digging wide

drains on each side of it, and finally, by collect-

ing the stones which were to be afterwards

broken up and converted into the requisite

' metal.' Four hundred Turks were employed

upon this task, and it made fair progress during

the few fine days which succeeded to the storm

of the 1 4th ; but the torrents of rain which

afterwards fell, and the sickness and deaths that

ensued, proved destructive to every hope of

Vain efforts promptly Completing the work without the help

'metal' it. of many more hands. Of the 400 Turks who
at first had been employed, only 150 could now
be collected, and even these were in too feeble

a state to be capable of anything like a full

day's work. No hired labour worth having

could be obtained at this season. The Com-
missary-General, it is true, was able to hire

workmen on the shores of the Euxine and the

Bosphorus, and he accordingly imported them
by hundreds ; but they died by fifties, and the

duty of burying them deep enough to prevent

their bodies from tainting the air, became an

additional task hardly counterpoised by any

good service that the feeble survivors could

render. Without stopping short in the siege-

work upon wiiich he had entered, or ceasing, as

though in despair, to show a due front to the

enemy, Lord Kaglan could afford no sufficient
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number of hands for the construction of the CHAP.

road.(22) Yet the task was one of vital import, L_
and one, too, of some magnitude, for the road

altogether was eight or nine miles long, and the

lower stage of it passed over soft alluvial ground

where no supply of stones could be obtained

without fetching them by hand from spots at

least half a mile off, and sometimes even yet

more distant.(^^) Of course under sucli con- vital im-
^ ' portance of

ditions, the work made small progress ; and yet having a

the time had now come when the need of a road,

completed road was imperatively urgent, for

torrents of rain were converting the old carriage-

track into a quagmire of tenacious clay. In Question as
•^ " to how the

this grievous coniuncture what ought to have peniocca-
^ ''

_, . sioned by

been the course taken by an English com- thebreak-
iDg up of

mander ? the road
should have

Already, the strength of our soldiery and been met.

their Turkish auxiliaries was being tasked to the

utmost of what the human frame could endure
;

and, tliis truth being once acknowledged, it

becomes, of course, necessary to discard all idea

of suggesting that the labour of completing the

road should have been superadded to all the

other labours then exhausting the power of our

men
;
(^^) but it does not, I own, at all follow

that the critic must rest content with the non-

completion of the road as an evil that was really

inevitable. Far from making any such conces-

sion, he may fix upon some chosen part of the

duty at that time entrusted to our soldiery, as,

for instance, upon work in the trenches, and

maintain that the toil there expended might
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CHAP, have been better and more wisely applied to the
'

business of completing that essential, that vitally

essential, road upon which the supply of the

army was depending. And supposing that the

work ill the trenches had really had no other

use or purpose than that of advancing the siege,

this criticism would indeed have been just ; but

the actual truth is that the siege-works, though

aggressive in their original purpose, were now
beyond measure precious as means to be used

for defence
;
{^^) whilst besides, the apparent

perseverance of the Allies in their siege was the

best of all possible expedients for masking their

weakness, and so perhaps warding off a second

Inkerman onslaught.

Under that altered aspect of the question, it

begins to seem clear that for even so momentous

an object as that of constructing the needed road,

Lord Eaglan would not have been warranted in

receding from his position as an active and ap-

parently earnest besieger. Yet without so reced-

ing, he could not spare men for tlie road.

Still, again and again there stands forward the

irrepressible truth that this business of the road

was one of life and death to many of our soldiery,

if not indeed to the army ; and upon the whole,

my conclusion is that it would have been right

for Lord Eaglan to force his way out of the

meshes by a peremptory appeal to the Trench.

For after all, the true policy of the Allies, when

broadly surveyed, coincided with the dictates of

justice ; and what justice demanded was that the

selection of those works which were to be from
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time to time carried on by the two armies re- CHAP.

spectively should be made by the two com- !_

manders in concert, with, moreover, a clear

understanding that the labour exacted from the

whole Allied soldiery should be fairly divided

between the French and the English in propor-

tion to their respective numbers. General Can-

robert, under such an arrangement, might either

have enabled our people to undertake the repair

of the road themselves by supplying their place

in the trenches, or else might have got the work

done by men drawn from his ' Corps of Observa-

' tion/ or by other troops under his orders ; but

in one way or other, if Lord Eaglan had strongly

appealed to him, he could hardly have helped

taking care that the communication between our

port and our camp should be made good. For

the need of it was too clear to bear discussion,

and a great part of the duty at this time engag-

ing the French was of such a kind that they

might well have postponed it—postponed it, that

is, for an object which was of vital moment to

their English allies, and therefore, rightly judged,

to themselves. (^^)

To find the line of duty which Canrobert

ought to have followed when dealing with such

an appeal, one need only for a moment consider

how a single generalissimo must have deemed

himself bound to act, if commanding the two

Allied armies. Such a cliief would have surely

determined that his red troops must not suffer

and die for want of that help and relief which

his men in blue coats misht have furnished.
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CHAP.
V.

The roaa
between
I'ort and
c«mp be-
coming
almost im-
passable.

The conditions were such, that to favour one

army at the expense of the other was indeed to

wrong one of them, but also to endanger both.

In the presence of a powerful, outnumbering

enemy, and cooped down with their backs to the

sea, the two Allied armies were each of them of

absolute necessity to one another, having, neither

of them, any pretensions to be able to remain

alive singly. French and English alike, they

had adventured on board the same ship ; and it

would have been an almost mad kind of favour-

itism to go and protest that because the planks

stoved in were those on her starboard quarters,

therefore none of the port-side men must help to

save the vessel from sinking.

Still, as bearing against my conclusion, and in

favour of the policy of endurance, though coupled

with suffering and the loss of precious lives, it

should be remembered that, for the delicate task

of determining what the French general could

be prudently urged to do. Lord Eaglan was more

competent than any other then living man ; that

(apart from what I have treated as a plan of

necessity) the mere justice of the English demand

would have formed no excuse for pushing it to

dangerous lengths ; and finally, that any catas-

trophe to which the Allies might be doomed

would be miserably explained by ascribing it to

dissensions between the two generals.

The road growing worse and worse daily

under the action of rain, was before long in such

a condition as to be impassable for waggons,

unless they were forced through the clay by
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powerful teams ; and a tiiue was even at hand CHAP.

when the Commissary-General would find him-

self compelled to abandon altogether the use of

wheeled carriages, trusting only thenceforth to

the expedient of sending up his supplies on the

backs of horses and mules. This change would

at once reduce the transport power of each beast

to a third of what it had been when applied

to the draught of a waggon ; and yet, far from

having been tripled to meet a thus tripled neces-

sity, the number and strength of our baggage Thein,-«M

horses and mules in the Crimea will be found transi.ort

•11 1
• -1 declining.

growing every day less until brought, m mid-

winter, so low as to be almost on the verge of

extinction. Already, cold, wet, and hard work

(to be followed at times and too often by a

more or less prolonged want of food) were not

only killing those beasts, but fast weakening our

artillery teams ; and, there being every day from

these causes a need of more transport-power, we

shall see Mr Filder prevented from importing the

fresh horses and mules, of which he had numbers

in readiness, because he knew that, if they were

landed, lie had not the means of feeding

them.(27)

By reason of the woes it occasioned, this want want of

of forage unhappily was not a trivial circum-

stance ; and one of the two distinct causes to

which it has been traced was obstruction en-

countered in England.

In almost all Turkish provinces (with some

barley, besides, for horses) the forage mainly used

was chopped straw—a kind of food so unwieldy,
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CHAP. SO bulky in proportion to its weight and nutri-

^
tive power, so difficult to embark and to stow on

board, so difficult to land and to carry, that ex-

perience soon proved it ill fitted for the supply

of an army dependent upon transport by sea
;
{^^)

and, the Levantine contracts for forage resulting

too often in failure, Mr Filder not only saw, but

saw before the landing began, that to assure the

sustenance of our cavalry aud artillery horses

and beasts of transport in the Crimea, his safest

and best course would be to form a reserve by

drawing pressed hay from England. (^^)

Recourse to Accordingly, on the 13th of September, the
aigiandfor

^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ landing began, he addressed to

his chiefs in Whitehall his official application for

hay
;
{^°) and from time to time afterwards, he

enforced and extended his request for this kind

of forage by despatches and letters sent home

on the 22d of September, the 8th and 23d of

October, the 8th, 13th, 18th, and 27th of

November, and, finally, on the 8th of December.

These despatches and letters reached England
;

but then England, as we have seen, was the one

excepted country in which Mr Filder's power

of drawing supplies might encounter official re-

sistance ; because, when there seeking to operate,

he addressed himself (through its Secretary) to

the Treasury Board—that is, to his official chiefs

—chiefs entitled to question his acts, and to

expect from him the language of deference.

The Commissary -General suggested that 2000

tons of hay should be forwarded to Constanti-

nople in the course of the autumn : and the

tions there

encoun-
tered.
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request was conveyed in the form of a respectful chap.

submission to the judgment of official superiors. '.—
On the other hand, the conscientious, painstak-

ing Treasury Board considered that— because

not expressed in the language of ' request,' and

only in that of 'suggestion'—the appeal was

one that ought to undergo the ordeal of their

own judgment. They therefore proceeded to

weigh the question of sending out the 2000

tons as one which Mr Filder had only raised,

not as one he had meant to determine. (^^)

Bringing to bear on this question keen intelli-

gence, indefatigable energy, and a lively—a too

lively—sense of their duty as public servants,

the Treasury Board, as may well be imagined,

was slow to believe it possible, that when the

Allied armies had victoriously laid their grasp on

a province abounding in flocks and herds, in corn

and hay and firewood, they— without having

met with a reverse—would deliberately give up

their rich prize to the exclusive use of the

enemy, and appeal to their distant homes in

France and England for not only all other and

less bulky supplies, but even for such a product

as hay. It is indeed very true, as we have seen,

that the incredulity of the Board was falsified by

the event, and that the armies really did go and

put themselves in such a predicament as to be-

come absolutely dependent for everything upon

vessels coming over the seas ; but none could well

imagine beforehand that so strange an anomaly

would take place. Again, the Treasury saw

that, however precise in its terms, the despatch
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CHAP, of tlie 13tli September was not keenly, not

'_ anxiously worded ; and besides, the Board

thought that several cargoes of hay which,

although countermanded, had still been sent out

in August, would substantially meet by anticipa-

tion a part of Mr Filder's demand.(^^)

Upon the whole, it will perhaps be conceded

that, if the Treasury on the oOth of September

had been considering whether it should originate

the expedient of sending out to the Crimea large

quantities of hay, there were reasons abundant

and good for declining to take the step ; but be-

tween the idea of abstaining from the initiation

of such a measure and that of venturing to resist

the appeal of the Commissary-General, there lay

of course a great gulf.

As a circumstance -which perhaps may be

thought to have warranted a pause of some days,

it should be understood that in point of compar-

ative acquaintance with the progress of the cam-

paign, the Treasury when receiving the despatch

was ahead of Mr Filder when writing it by

seven eventful days. For on the 13th of Sep-

tember, the Allied armies were hovering indeed on

the shores of the Crimea but still on board ship,

and to the Commissary-General, then penning

his missive, the even immediate future was of

necessity dim; whereas on the 30th, when the

Treasury received the despatch, they well knew

that the invaders had prosperously effected their

landing, and that the Crimea was rich in forage

;

but, moreover, they already had heard what, the

same day, was proved to be true— that is, that
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the battle of the Alina had been fought and won chap,
—an event great in other respects but also at

'

first sight appearing to ensure a command of

those products in wliich the country abounded. ''

Upon the whole, the Treasury Eoard deter-

mined to wait the arrival of the next mail, and

meanwhile to suspend their action. On the 9th

of October, however, they received Mr Filder's

letter of the 2 2d of September— the second

day after the Alma—a letter announcing that

hay and forage-corn abounded in the Crimea,

and that the Tartar population were well dis-

posed, but adding that supplies could not be

made available to any extent because the Cos-

sack cavalry closed upon the rear of the army
as fast as it advanced.

With these data before them, and governed by

the considerations already indicated, the Treas-

ury Board at once took their course. On the

10th of October they wrote to Mr Filder, appris-

ing him that it ' would depend on his subsequent
' reports whether steps should be taken to send
' out the hay mentioned in the letter of the

' 13th of September;' but at the same time

they gave instructions for the despatch of one

full shipload with as little delay as possible.(^^)

Until the 7tli of November they took no

further step ; and owing partly to their delib-

erate pauses but much more to the lengtliened

* Tidings of the victory won on the Alma were spreading
over London during the morning of the 30th, and Lord
Raglan's telegraphic despatch announcing the victory was
received in the course of the day.

VOL. VII. H
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CHAP, periods of time spent iu finding and loading the
^-

vessels, it not only resulted that the whole

month of October passed away before the first

cargo went off, but that even down to the end

of November, the quantity of hay despatched

from our shores ' during the course of the

'autumn' had reached to only 270, instead

of 2000 tons.f*)

Moved afterwards by further appeals and

warnings from Mr Filder, they, on the 7th and

28th of November, requested the Admiralty tc

send out yet further and greater though still

iusufl&cient supplies
;
(^^) but before their com-

mands could be obeyed by even beginning the

despatch of those further quantities of hay, the

autumn was destined to end, and the Commis-

sary-General would soon have to learn that,

although he made his application on the 13th

of September 1854, he must not only pass

through October and November, but also through

the dreaded December, and even through the

January of the following year without having up

to that time received more than what one may

call a ninth part of the 2000 tons deraanded.(^^)

The Commissariat, as we saw, was to be with-

drawn from the rule of the Treasury on the

2 2d of December and annexed to the War
Department ; but this structural change did not

take full effect until afterwards ; and it failed

to operate promptly upon the business of de-

spatching hay from England. The quantity

shipped in January was only 357 tons, and

in February G51 tons.(^'^)
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The motive powers of mind and temperament chap.

tliat led the Treasury to act as it did were
'

exceeding diligence, exceeding thoughtfulness,

exceeding anxiety, exceeding zeal for the public

service ; and it is probable that the very opposite

qualities would have led to a better result. It

an idle, self-indulgent official had been in charge

at the Treasury on the 30th of September, he

would hardly liave suffered the despatch then

received to trouble him for so much as five

minutes. Far from entering upon the delicate

and perilous venture of interposing the power

of the department obstructively between our

army and its appointed provider, he would have

accepted Mr Filder's decision at once without

sitting down to review it. Upon a corner of

the paper, turned down, he would have written

a few words directing compKance with the terms

of the despatch, and might then have gone oft" to

his amusements with the consciousness of having

done what was safe.(^^)

An idler thus disposing of the question would

liave done what was easy and simple, but also,

I must think, what was right ; for the despatch

of hay, even if destined to prove altogether super-

fluous, would have been, at the worst, a small

evil; whilst the withholding of such a supply

if eventually turning out to be needed, might

bring about unnumbered troubles. It is hard

to see why Mr Filder, when desiring to obtain

stores from England, should not have been there

left unfettered, as he always was if making pur-

chases in other parts of the world ; and, besides..
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CUAP. for a reason—by philosophers called ' antecedent'

^ —which might well have been treated as worthy

to supersede special conjectures, there could not

but lie a grave danger in venturing to baffle the

plans of a Commissariat officer who not only

stood charged with the task of keeping an army

supplied, but was labouring all the while in a

region so remote from his chiefs in Whitehall

that he could not exchange ideas with them in

less than several weeks.

Still, it is after the event that we come to

such a conclusion ; and in justice to upright

public servants, one ought to try to imagine how

men would have judged, if the Allies had not

happened to take the almost inconceivable course

of abandoning the farm -produce of the whole

Crimea to a defeated enemy. One ought to

form some conception of the jeers that in that

case would have been showered upon any Treas-

ury potentate who had met the appeal of the

Commissary-General by instant and liberal com-

pliance—who, whilst having the ' Gazette ' of

the 30th still damp on the table before him, had

made haste to employ public treasure in sending

out hay by long voyages to an army he then

knew to be victorious—an army he then knew

tO' be surrounded by pastures and meadow-lands,

by farmsteads, and a well-disposed peasantry, by

granaries and stacks of good forage.

The want of the hay thus withheld became a

misfortune when coupled with the loss of hay

caused by the storm ; but of course that con-

junction of evils was not one that any foresaw :
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and accordingly, it would be wrong to imagine chap.

that on the 13th of September and in the course
.

of the eight following weeks, Mr Filder was

asking for hay which he represented to be surely

and absolutely needful, or that the Treasury ever

thought for an instant of resisting any such

prayer. What Mr Filder during these eight

weeks desired, was to secure by his appeals to

the Treasury, a supply of hay which, when added

to his accumulations of forage obtained from

other sources, would give him a surplus in readi-

ness to meet any unforeseen exigencies ; and it

was only from the effect of the subsequent loss

inflicted by the storm of November that the

want of the margin he had sought to provide

became a real, present calamity.

The hand which transacted the business in

question was that of Sir Charles Trevelyan, the

Assistant-Secretary ; but, since he, after all, was

only a subordinate officer, we ought to see who

presided over that great department of State

which thus fenced, if so one may speak, with

Mr Filder's demands. The Department was constitutior

IP IT of the

ostensibly governed by a Board of public ser- Treasury,

vants called ' The Lords of the Treasury ;
' and

again, this Board was controlled by its two chief

members—namely, the ' First Lord,' and the

Chancellor of the Exchequer ; who accordingly,

if so they had chosen, might have watched and

carefully guided the operations of Sir Charles

Trevelyan. They did not so watch or so guide

him ; but before exclaiming too loudly against

Lord Aberdeen and Mr Gladstone for neglecting
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CHAP, to exert their authority, the critic must in fair-
"

ness remind himself that the sub-department

by sufferance had acquired a sort of inchoate

autonomy, and that it was not the habit of the

Treasury to keep Commissariat matters under

the actual, personal supervision or cognisance of

either the First Lord, or his colleague the Chan-

cellor of the Exchequer.(^^)

Thoinci- And again we ought to remember that the

b^nl° Duke of Newcastle (then clothed with a power

which would have virtually enabled him to put

compulsion on the Treasury) omitted to take any

steps for enforcing prompt compliance with Mr
Filder's demands for pressed hay, and may there-

fore be said to have erred in not using that

paramount authority as War Minister which his

colleagues had substantially conceded to him.(^^)

Still, it would have been evidently harsh to hold

the Duke supremely in fault, if his error was

only that of not governing another department

ostensibly coequal with his own ; and upon the

whole, we perhaps may acknowledge that the

dispersion of our war-waging offices ought, in

justice, to involve, more or less, a corresponding

dispersion of l)larae.
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CHAPTER VI.

STATE OF THE ALLIED ARMIES BEFORE THE

HURRICANE.

I.

The army of General Canrobert was often, chap.

though not always, able to provide itself with
'

good leaven bread, and to this there were added of'the^''

small allowances of rice, coffee, sugar, and salt
; aray?^

but, as regards meat, the soldiery were poorly

fed : so that, upon the whole, their rations were

hardly sufficient to support a good strong state

of health in men doing much hard work, even

under a temperate climate, still less to ht them

for bearing the hardships of this winter cam-

paign.(-^) On the other hand, the French soldier

was in most cases one who had been always

accustomed to rely upon bread as the staple of

his daily food ; and in the art of making the

best of any meat or vegetables within his reach,

he always had immense skill.

/-I • 1 • 1 1-1 The food

Considering what our troops were destined to providert for

nn , 1 • • .the English

suffer in the now last- approaching winter, it army.
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CHAP, seems right to impart a full knowledge of the
'

means provided for their subsistence, and even

to do this with completeness by descending into

homely details.

The food of the English army was a subject

of anxious and ceaseless care to its chief. The
' Queen's Eegulations ' directed the Commissar-

iat Department to furnish each soldier serving

abroad with either a pound and a half of leaven

bread, or one pound of biscuit, and one pound

of fresh or salt meat
;
(^) but at that point

the accustomed obligations of the Commissariat

ceased, and all the other articles of food which

the soldier might require were left to be provid-

ed for him at his own expense, through the

mechanism of regimental arrangements. Lord

Eaglan, however, perceived that this last part of

the accustomed plan was inapplicable to an army

in thinly populated countries having little or no

retail commerce ; and when our troops began

to advance in front of Varna, he directed the

Commissariat to supply daily to each soldier as

part of his ordinary ration, one ounce of coffee,

and one ounce and three quarters of sugar. (^)

Some weeks later, when the health of the

iirmy became seriously affected. Lord Eaglan,

upon tlie advice of the Medical Department,

directed that there should be temporarily added

to the daily food of the soldier, two ounces of

rice or Scotch barley, an extra half-pound of

meat, and, above all—this was cordially appre-

ciated—a free ration of ' spirits.' (*)

After landing in the Crimea it became neces-
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sary to authorise a partial withdrawal of the chap.

extra half-pound of meat
;
(^) and in the winter, L_

for want of land-transport, the issue of rice was

for some weeks suspended. In October, when

the work in the trenches proved trying. Lord

Kaglan ordered an extra ration of rum for the

troops, and a third portion also for those who

were on duty at night, either as guards, or on

picket, or with working parties.(^) He after-

wards ordered that the issue of rice should be

resumed. ('')

Subject only to those brief, though still dis-

tressing delays which will be afterwards men-

tioned, the provisions thus destined for our

troops were punctually issued to them, and in

general were very good of their kind ; but with

the approach of winter, and the simultaneous

exhaustion of the supplies of cattle obtained at

Eupatoria, the issues of fresh meat became

necessarily less and less frequent, because the

means of sea-transport were wanting.C")

The coffee was issued by the Commissariat

in a green state, and at first with advantage and

satisfaction to the soldier, for he had no difficulty

in roasting and pounding it
;
(^) but when the

winter set in, the trouble of obtaining fuel be-

came much greater than before ; and to men
cruelly overworked, as they then were, and

weakened too by their sufferings, a ration of

coffee already roasted would have been infinitely

more welcome than the green berries.

So early as the 24th of October, Lord Raglan

began his endeavours to obtain fresh vegetables
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CHAP, for our troops in suflBcieut abundance; and not
'

content witli his pressing instructions on this

subject to the Commissariat, he strove to find

them the shipping with which to effect the

importations ; whilst, moreover, he directed the

commandant at Varna to send fresh vegetables

by every vessel thence sailing. But although

these efforts resulted in extensive purchases and

shipments, they did not and could not provide

for the cargoes such smooth voyages over the

sea as might ensure their arrival in an un-

damaged state ; and the quantity brought up to

camp in good condition, proved constantly less

than was wanted for the welfare and health of

our troops.(-^*^)

Lord Raglan followed up his endeavour to

obtain for the soldiers good and well -chosen

articles of food by requiring that general officers

should enforce due attention to the messing of

the men and the dressing of their food ;
but the

unskilfulness of the young English soldier in

such matters was not a defect that could be

removed by word of command.

Lord Raglan had always been anxious that

our soldiers when stationary should have the

comfort of leaven bread, and on the very next

day but one after the Council of the 6th of

November, he instructed the Commissary-General

to inform the Treasury that he wished to have

a steam-mill and bakery sent out ' with all prac-

I

' ticable despatch.' (^^) His thoughtful design was

long baffled by the dilatoriness which too often

marked operations attempted in England ;(-^^)
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but meanwhile, the biscuit supplied for the use chap.
VI

of our troops proved always to he of excellent
'

quality.

To many of those who are conversant with

the feeding of armies, it may seem that the

provision thus made for the sustenance of our

troops was good and almost complete ; but an

article still remains to be noticed, which was

one of great moment to health. From the time

when our army was perceived to be in danger

of having to winter on the Chersonese, it became

possible to foresee that the supply of fresh meat

and vegetables would fall off, and that the soldier

living mainly thenceforth upon biscuit and salt

meat would be needing, as much as do sailors,

some antidote to the inroads of scurvy. In the

autumn, accordingly, Dr Andrew Smith—always

early in his provident counsels—recommended
that large quantities of lime-juice should be

sent out, and, a portion of this supply, 20,000

pounds in weight, reached Balaclava on the 19th

of December
;
{^^) but the medical authorities in

the Crimea did not know, it would seem, that

they had this resource close at hand, or else did

not at first see its value ; for until Lord Eaglan

happily interposed—and by that time the scurvy

"(though not at first perfectly recognised) had

already proved baneful to health and life—no

steps were taken for issuing the juice to our

soldiery as part of their daily rations. (^^)
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CHAP.
VI.

The shelter
provided for

the Fi-euch
anny.

For the
Elnglish.

Lord Rag-
lan's imme-
diate meas-
ui'es for

hatting the
taoops.

II.

With means of shelter the French army was

ill supplied, for it mainly used the ' tente d'abri/

a low canvas hutch, which is a miserable sub-

stitute for the ordinary tent.

Except when unhoused by the whirlwind of

the 14th of Novemlier, the English army was at

no time unsheltered by the ordinary bell tents

;

for, although the Home Government failed to

send out the new tents required until after a

delay of many months, Lord Raglan found means

to counteract this default by obtaining a supply

from Malta.

Still, Lord Raglan felt keenly that against

the rigours of a winter on the Chersonese, mere

canvas would afford to his troops a miserably

insufficient shelter, and on the very morrow of

the resolution which postponed the assault of

Sebastopol, he took measures providing for the

now too probable eventuality of a lengthened

detention on the Chersonese ; and under his

sanction, the Quartermaster-General required the

Commissariat to send officers to Constantinople

and several of the ports on the Black Sea, with

orders to purchase large quantities of the timber,

the nails, the tools, and all the materials neces-

sary for the construction of huts. This mission

(which went accompanied by an officer of En-

gineers) proved completely successful ; and with

remarkable promptitude great quantities of timber

and the other needed materials were brought

into the port of Balaclava ; but the task of
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dragging up all this timber to the heights of the chap.

Chersonese, and converting it into huts, was

destined to be long retarded by the two great

wants oppressing the English army—that is,

want of land-transport, and want of ' hands.'

III.

Lord Kaglan's demands for warm clothing had warm

been not only urgent, but made in good time,
"^^ '*'*

and the Home Government had responded so

well to his instances, that before the rigours of

winter began, there was lying on board vessels

anchored off Balaclava an immense supply of

all the thick woollen coverings that seemed best

adapted for the comfort of our soldiery ; and,

although we shall have to learn that this welcome

supply was destroyed by the fury of a tempest, we

shall also discover that by an instant and well-

applied act of energy, Loi-d Eaglan proved able

to replace in great measure the treasure thus

snatched from his people. It will soon appear

only too plain that for want of Innd-transport

our soldiery did not quickly possess themselves

of the means of comfort awaiting them in their

port of supply ; but from the moment when Lord

Kagian succeeded in partly counteracting the

tempest by obtaining warm clothes from Con-

stantinople, the obstacle which prevented the

soldiers from appropriating these things was

simply want of land-transport between Balaclava

and the camp.
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IV.

CHAP. With their aptitude for organisation and man-
'

agement—with the fitly constructed machinery

Provision of a real War Department, and besides, with the
made by tlie

^
. . .p.

French for store of experience daily s;ained m their Airican
the care of ^

, , ? p -i i
their sick warfare—the French had not failed to provide
and woujid-

/-~, ,
• •

ed. an efficient ' Ambulance Corps, comprising not

only skilled directors, intendants, and medical

officers, but also infirmary orderlies, well trained

for their tasks ; and they did not omit to keep

ready all the many appliances needed for re-

moving the soldier when wounded or sick, and

securing to him at last good, careful treatment

in hospital.

For this provident use of State power France

had a deserved reward in the excellence, nay,

the seeming perfection, of her well-ordered hos-

pitals ; and, if grave defaults all the while lay

hidden under the surface, these were owing

apparently to individual acts and neglects not

easily brought to light, and hardly therefore

avertible by administrative forethought or care.

By the In this business of making beforehand due
English

provision for the sick and the wounded, there

was the difference of actual opposites between

our Allies and ourselves ; for the French pro-

ceeded by means of a perfected organisation kept

in vigour by constant use, whilst for any such

purpose as that of forming general hospitals to

meet the wants of a campaign, the English

—

strange as it seems—had no organisation at all.

Debarred in the way we have seen from the pos-
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session of a real War Department, our people CHAF.

either omitted to harbour troublesome thoughts L.

about war administration, or else vaguely hoped

that the general commanding their army in the field

would somehow make his headquarters a second

Whitehall, and there plant that official machin-

ery for sustaining a modern campaign which—be-

cause of the strife then still smouldering between

Crown and Parliament—could find no existence

at home. Our people had fondly accustomed

themselves to lean on the great Shade of Wel-

lington, and their habit—never a safe one—was

more than commonly dangerous when tending to

make them improvident with respect to the care

of their sick ; for with our army in the Penin-

sula, the number of men on its sick-lists was so

grievously, so constantly large, and in general its

death-rate so high, as to prevent the system

there followed from becoming at all a good

sample of care for the health of our soldiers
;

and besides, the accustomed expedient of leaving

the establishments for invalided troops to the

general commanding in the field was inapplicable

to conditions demanding his ceaseless presence

at the theatre of war, yet requiring that all the

main hospitals which had to be founded should

be hundreds of miles in his rear.

The administrative arrangements provided for

the care of our stricken soldiery were slight,

rude, and indeed almost jii'iuiitive.

Several stages of action were necessary. There insufficiency

_
1 -Till of their pre-

was first, a stretcher carried by bandsmen or parations

1 ^ f c f p
for the care

other soldiers for movimj the sunerer from the of the .sick
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CHAP, ground where he lay; then the tent or marquee,

; in which he was to find the ' field hospital
;

'

and wound-
^j^gj^ ^j^g qq^^^ qp pannier, used in transferring

him to some other kind of hospital, or bringing

him down to the coast; then some means of

embarking him ; then a ship voyaging over the

seas that would bear him to a more southern

clime ; then means of landing and carrying him
;

and at last his appointed hospital awaiting him

on the shores of the Bosphorus, or on some other

not distant coast.

Tlie failure of our war administration in all

those successive stages would seem to have re-

sulted quite naturally from that want of com-

manding authority by which, as we saw, Dr

Andrew Smith remained baffled when addressing

his appeals to the Horse Guards. The London

departments provided no efBcient ambulance

corps, appropriated no sufficient, no well-fitted

vessels to the care and transport of our stricken

soldiery—sent out no artilicers of the kind

demanded—refused AdAiiral Boxer's wise prayer

for a ' receiving sliip ' at Constantinople
; Q^) and

although, it is true, sending out a few of the

men and the things that would be needed for

general hospitals, they did not either construct

any such institutions themselves, or directly

entrust the task to other servants of State.

Amongst the men sent out, there were medical

officers of various ranks, though not in sufficing

numbers, and there were also purveyors, not appa-

rently so chosen or so instructed tliat they would

prove ready instruments for either etfecting pur-
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chases or employing hired lal)Our. But for chap.

nursing attendance upon our sick and wounded
"

men in hospital, the war administration, at first,

made no provision at all ; and in tlie absence of

liospital orderlies duly trained for the work, our

people had to rely upon the clumsy old plan of

drawing sergeants and soldiers from the ranks

to make them do the duty of nurses. But even

this was not all that the perverseness of the

system contrived ; for when the orderlies, and

the sergeants especially, had, after a while, learnt

tl:eir work and become at last more or less

skilled in the performance of their hospital

duties, they used to be called back to their regi-

ments, and replaced by uninstructed beginners.

Our administrators did not even take care that the

principal medical officer should be opportunely

at hand ; for, to head the medical staff forming

part of Lord Eaglan's army, they thought fit to ap-

point Dr Hall—an officer then serving in India,

and not destined to reach the Levant in time to

see the beginning of our general hospital system.

So the medical care of our troops when

brought out to the East was administered during

some weeks through the old regimental machin-

ery; but on reaching the shores of the Bosphorus,

and assuming the command of our army, Lord

Raglan made haste to adopt the plan of having

general hospitals. One of these— called the

General Hospital Q^)—he himself established at

Scutari, the suburb—lovely yet mournful with

its palaces, its tombs, and its cypresses—which

looks across to Constantinople from the Asiatic

VOL. VII. I
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CHAP, side of the Straits. A fine building obtained for
VI

. tlie purpose afforded space enough for the wants

of nearly 900 patients ; and whilst under the

eye of Lord Eaglan, with, moreover, no huge

crowd of sick to strain its resources, the ' Gen-
' eral Hospital ' proved itself a good beginning

and sample of the newly centralised system. The

two favourable conditions were neither of them

destined to last ; for Lord llaglan—approaching

the enemy—moved forward to other regions, and

the few men—few by comparison—invalided in

June 1854 were unhappily about to be follow-

ed by cargoes and cargoes of helpless sufferers

brought down from the seat of war in numbers

appallingly great. But the good beginning it

made under the auspices of Lord Raglan must

apparently have governed the destiny of this

General Hospital ; for, if not indeed perfect, yet

in comparison with our other establishments it

seems to have been always well ordered. The

establishment of this institution by Lord Eaglan

in person was apparently the exact kind of aid

to which our Government trusted when omitting

itself to provide for the organisation of general

hospitals ; but at even an early period, there

were ample grounds for inferring that the cam-

paigns undertaken would draw the commander

of our army into countries far nortli of the Bos-

phorus, and it would therefore seem clear that,

to meet the want caused by his absence, men
competent to organise hospitals should have been

sent to the Levant in good time, with full powers

and specific instructions.
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Our establishment of hospitals in tlie Levant chap

extended at one time to the Dardanelles, spread- 1_.

ing even yet further south to Ehodes as well as

to Smyrna ; and we had some floating infirmaries

in the Golden Horn, of which one— always ably

conducted—belonged to the Eoyal Navy. For

the most part, however, our hospitals in the

Levant were established on the shores of the

Bosphorus, and amongst these, the one at Pera

appropriated to our sailors was always, it seems,

well ordered. Amongst the hospitals for our

laud- service troops on the shores of the Bos-

phorus, the one at Koullali received a large

number of patients ; but by far the greatest part

of our Levantine hospital system became con-

centrated at Scutari, and there perhaps one may

say—rife with horror and anguish and death

—

was the capital city of those who watched over

the sick and the wounded—the prostrated part

of our army.(-^^)

The opening of the ' General Hospital ' at

Scutari was followed up two months later by

planting a second and more extensive establish-

ment in another part of the town ; and thence-

forth, although other buildings were subsequently

used for like purposes, this vast Barrack Hos-

pital—for that was the name it bore—continued

to be the greatest of all, becoming also pre-

eminent for the sufferings and mortality long rife

in its wards and corridors, but now, moreover,

remembered, and destined to be remembered

hereafter, because it was here that the heroine

whose name is worshipped in England long
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CHAP, strove and fought for our soldiery against a
^^'

host of destroyers—destroyers more to be dreaded

than all the enemy's legions.

When Lord Kaglan, moving up to Bulgaria,

could no longer in person be watching our hos-

pital system at Scutari, he there left in com-

mand Major Sillery ; and, although the power of

this officer might have borne at the time fair

proportion to his then sphere of action, it was

far from being commensurate with the hugely

augmented burthen laid on him a few months

later, when the overcharged Scutari hospitals

were receiving shiploads and shiploads of sick

and wounded men brought down from em-

poisoned and war-stricken lands where epidemic

and other diseases and cruel privations and hard-

ships were largely surpassing battles in the work

of disabling and slaying.

Since Lord Eaglan at that time was busied at

a seat of war lying severed from our Levantine

hospitals by a distance of hundreds of miles, he

of course could only make his power reach them

by acting through others, and could only through

others acquire any knowledge of their condition

or wants. Without being unduly trustful, he

apparently miglit have felt very sure that his

subordinates would duly apprise him of any

serious wants affecting our Levantine hospitals

which could not be met on the spot ; and, since

no complaints from those quarters found their

way to him in the Crimea, he had evidently

some right to conclude that all must be going

on well. He did not, however, thus trust to
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merely negative proof, for in October he de- chap,

spatched to the Levant his principal medical

officer with instructions to inquire into the state

of the hospitals. Dr Hall, obeying these orders,

went down to the Levant, passed some weeks in

examining the hospitals, and reported that their

state was ' as good as could be expected ;
' but

this was not all, for whilst at Constantinople

(after having been wounded at Inkerman), Sir

George Brown reported to Lord Raglan that he

had minutely examined our hospital establishment

at Scutari and ' found it in a very satisfactory

' state.' (}^) With such information to guide him,

and none other as yet counteracting it, Lord

Eaglan perforce believed that all must be going

on well. It was only from civilians and from

England that Lord Eaglan afterwards learnt

what we now indeed know to have been the

true state of our Levantine hospitals, and we
shall see him then taking a step which proved

to be exactly the right one.

A want of men not only versed in organisa-

tion and management, but also well armed with

authority, and aware that they might use it with

boldness— this would seem to have been the

main cause of almost all that went wrong in

the internal administration of the establishments.

Though not in sufficing numbers, a staff of

medical officers of various ranks—men devoted

to their professional duties as physicians and

surgeons—had been brought together at Scutari,

but they all, it seems, found cast upon them a

load of strictly medical work ; and there was
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CHAP, nothiug in the tfiioi' of tlieir instructions tliat

. would make tlicni lay it aside to become, as it

were, the creators of a hospital system vast

enough for the wants of our army. Dr Menzies

himself (the superintendent and chief) committed

the mistake of allowing Idmself to be over-

whelmed with work, such as that of ccmsulting

in difficult cases, performing witli his own hand

the gravest of the surgical operations, and more-

over invaliding men, holding l)oards, making

monthly and quarterly returns, and daily and

weekly reports, and it was hardly fair to ex-

pect that whilst thus multifariously engaged, he

would also prove able to organise, to maintain

and to govern establishments which were not

only complex and vast, but continually needing

enlargement. He disclosed no such power.(-^^)

Neither he nor the other medical officers, nor

even, indeed, Major Sillery could apparently

receive the conviction that for all proper hospital

purposes, they might use and use freely the

public treasure of England.(2^) 111 salaried, ill

treated by the State, schooled down into habits

of resignation, and bending under a load of

professional work which they performed with

a generous zeal, the medical officers acted as

though there should be no discontent—as though

not only on behalf of themselves, Init also on

behalf of their patients, they ought to accept

all the miseries which crowded in on the hos-

pitals as dispensations resulting from war

—

dispensations to be borne with that silent, that

soldierly fortitude which disdains the resource
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of complaint; and they even, indeed, went the chap
length (like Brown and Cathcart at Inkerman) L_

of refusing to acknowledge a want. Dr Hall's

approving report of our Bosphorus hospitals

must apparently have owed its source partly to

this soldierlike habit of mind, but also in part

to a notion that ' war-time ' excused huge short-

comings.(^^) Yet although, of course, the cam-

paign was what caused our sick-lists to swell,

this easy plea of ' war-time ' had no very evident

bearing upon the transaction of business at

Scutari, where people were as safe as in Kent from

any hostile disturbance. On a peaceful shore

reached by our shipping, with the use of mag-

nificent buildings, with unbounded command of

money, and the resources of a populous city,

lying ready, and close at hand, there was nothing

except the want of a clearly confided authority

and the want of sufficing brain-power to prevent

our Levantine hospitals from being made as good

as any existing in Europe. For a long time,

however, those wants, although not of the sort

one calls ' physical,' were nevertheless grave

enough to be obstacles forbidding improvement

;

and indeed it is only too plain that the absence

of official complaint proceeding from the right

quarter would hinder the very beginning of

attempts to reform what was wrong.

The supply of things bitterly needed for the

use of our hospitals was hampered, and for a long

time prevented by a want of decisive authority

in those to whom people looked for the making

of the requisite purchases. The purveyors at
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CHAP, one time occasioned, it seems, some embarrass-
VI.

'-— ment by repudiating or questioning their allegi-

ance to any other authority than that of the

department at home ; and besides, having long

been accustomed to act under a tightened system

of audit, they had become so cramped by the

discipline as to be hardly capable of launching

out into that free, unhesitating expenditure

whicli the occasion required.

The London departments omitted to follow up

their own orders for proper hospital furniture,

and proper hospital stores, so that neither did

they effect the prompt transport of even the in-

adequate cargoes they had made up their minds

to send out, nor do so mucli as account for the

failure of their limited efforts
;
(^^) and, to meet

the wants caused by abounding defaults of this

kind, there was no one at first so bold that he

would dip in the great purse of England and

send across to Constantinople for the purchase

of the needed supplies. The Home Government

seemingly feared that a hitch of this kind might

occur, and, with the best of intentions, it author-

ised our ambassador at the Porte to supply freely

all the funds needed for any hospital purposes

;

but this expedient failed. Lord Stratford de

Eedcliffe of course could scarce force money into

the hands of men saying they did not require it

;

and the reluctance of the hospital authorities to

confess any want was an obstacle not to be con-

quered by opening what was only in substance

one channel the more for effecting Government

payments.
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To all these shortcomings on the part of the chap.

London authorities, one more must be added. L_

The govenimeut of free States can hardly be

expected to march in the van of civilisation,

and it would therefore be hard to let loose on

administrators a pitiless torrent of blame for

having omitted to take so very novel a measure

as that of sending out engineers to guard the

health of our army ; but apparently there is

no room to doubt that a sanitary expedition of

that kind, if despatched in good time, might

have saved great numbers of lives.(2^) Modern

science has learnt, and is patiently trying to

teach that when human beings in numbers long

remain closely gathered together upon ground

unprepared for such crowding, they too often

generate, or rather perhaps diffuse, poisons de-

structive of health and life—poisons not to be

conquered by medicine or well-chosen food, or

by the good internal management of houses or

hospitals, but yielding, and yielding promptly,

to the onset of the skilled engineer, who leads

his chosen band of artificers, and his workmen

with pickaxe and spade. Whilst Lord Aber-

deen's Government lasted, no effort of that kind

was made to defend the health of our army.

With the knowledge we now have acquired

of the absence of an anterior organisation for

hospital construction and management, and the

want that there was of authority and active

brain-power applied to make good past neglect,

we can scarcely help inferring beforehand that

the endeavours of our people to deal with any
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CHAP, very large numbers of sick and wounded men
VI

might be long and grievously baffled.

Undue One of the causes which grievously augmented

wltrk'.H^t tlie suffering:! and consequent sickness endured

Kii-iish by our troops was the excessive—the almost
"^'^'

cruelly excessive—work which this miserable

siege cast upon them. When first the Allies

sat down before Sebastopol, there was not so

Qvoat a difference between the numbers of the

French and the numbers of the English as to

suggest any very unequal partition of the toil

;

and weeks later, when great reinforcements had

brought up Canrobert's army to a strength far

exceeding Lord Raglan's, our allies proved un-

willing to accept a proportionate readjustment

of tlie toil endured by the soldiery. Tlie French

commander indeed showed a generous readiness

to aid the transport of our sick and wounded

men with the resources of his Ambuhmce Corps
;

and Lord Raglan's appeals to him for a fairer

distribution of the siege labours between the

troops of the two Allied armies did not cer-

tainly encounter a complete and final rejection,

but they were invariably met by General Can-

robert with reasons for postponing the desired

relief, and afterwards by delays still more lengtli-

cne<l than the reasons first suggested could war-

rant.(24)

Thus it happened that the complication of

hardships endured by our soldiery included an
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amount of toil whicli was cruelly and unfairly chap.

excessive. For the error, if error there was, [

in tolerating all this French evasiveness, Lord

Eaglan was plainly answerable ; but it will be

acknowledged that the alternative open to him

was one of a formidable kind. For, although

it be true that to go on enduring the injustice

from week to week was to leave our weakened

soldiery under a burthen wrongly apportioned,

there is also strong ground for saying that the

opposite, the peremptory course of action, might

have brought about an evil of huge proportions

—a disagreement or even a rupture with the

French, and that too in front of the enemy. No
dilemma more embarrassing to a general could

well be imagined. On the one side, a certainty

that the sufferings of our troops would continue

undiminished, and that many a life would be

sacrificed ; on the other, a risk, a grave risk, of

disaster to the whole Allied army, resulting from

want of concord.

VI.

From the time when these armies were first Their stau

1 • 1 111 11°^ health.

smitten m Bulgaria, they had been ceaselessly

pursued— pursued over sea, pursued in their

marches, pursued in the very hour of battle by

not only the cholera but a whole train of other dis-

orders ; and it was owing to sickness much more

than to losses in combat that—notwithstanding

the large reinforcements already obtained—the

whole strength of their ' effectives ' now present
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CHAP, under arms in the Crimea fell grievously short of
"

tlie numbers despatched from England and France.

But the full measure of the evil which bodily-

ailments inflicted is not to be perfectly gauged by

counting the men dead from illness, and those re-

ported as 'sick;' for the bane of the poison which

slew or disabled thousands was felt in lesser degree

by many, very many, of the soldiery who, althougli

not so prostrated as to be unfit for duty, and

therefore not ' invalided,' were still in a lowered

condition of health, and ill qualified to encounter

the huge accumulation of hardship and work

which was soon to be trying their strength. (^^)

So early as the 23d of October, Lord Raglan

had addressed the Duke of Newcastle impres-

sively on this anxious subject. ' I may be

' permitted,' he writes, ' to say a word with

' regard to this army. It requires, and should

' not be denied, repose. Although the marclies

' have not been many, fatigue has pressed heavily

' upon the troops. The very act of getting

' water, and of finding wood, has been a daily

' unceasing exertion, and the climate has told

' upon them ; and, independently of cholera,

' sickness has prevailed to a great extent since-

' the third week in July. Cholera, alas ! is still

' lingering in the army.'

Repose ! The army thus truly described as

needing 'repose' on the 23d of October was the

one we saw attacked two days later on the plains

of Balaclava, the one we saw wrestling for life

before another fortnight had passed against the

myriads of its Inkerman assailants, the one we
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shall see dwindling down to a shadow of its chap.

former self under stress of work cruelly exces- '.—
sive, under stress of cold, wet, and hardship, and

of sickness resulting from want, but sickness

besides of a kind which no human care could

ward off; for already— and I speak as from

nearly the middle of November — that fell

cholera which three weeks before had only been

' lingering ' was again in new strength—again

making fatal ravages.(^^)

Under these conditions the Allied armies, still

engaged day and night in a siege which they

could not remit, held fast the bleak heights of-

the Chersonese, and there—uncomplaining and

loval—awaited the close grasp of winter.
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CHAPTER VII.

THE HURRICANE OF THE 14TH OF NOVEMBER,

I.

CHAP. In the evening of the 13th of November after
VII '

wild storms of wind and rain there set in a calm

which lasted until an hour before sunrise on the

following day ; but then over the open downs

on the Chersonese, and the neighbouring coasts,

harbours, and roadsteads, there swept on the

The cyclone 14th of November a violent hurricane accom-
nf the 14th -ii 1 1 iTi- 11
ofNovera- pauicd bj thuuder and lightning, by heavy ram,

hail, and sleet, and followed, before the day

ended, by driving snow. (^) The storm, it

appears, was a cyclone revolving upon a centre

which passed from south to north at the rate of

no more than some twenty miles an hour, but on

this moving axis the wliirlwind flew roiiiid witli

a velocity said to have reached to nearly a mile

in the minute. (^) Of the French ship[)ing, one

man-of-war, the Henri IV., one despatch-boat,

and several supply-vessels and transports were

lost
;
(^) but it was upon the English supply-ships,

ber.
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and the Enolish camp that the disasters most chap.
VII

heavily fell. Of the vessels freighted with '_

munitions and stores for our army no fewer

than twenty-one were dashed to pieces and

totally wrecked, with grievous loss of life,

whilst eight besides were dismasted. (^) The

Retribution (having H.R.H. the Duke of Cam-

bridge on board) (^) had her rudder unshipped,

lost two of her anchors, and was long in extreme

peril. Indeed, it was at the cost of throwing

overboard his upper-deck guns that Captain

Drummond proved able to save her.(^) Even

in the little land-locked pool of Balaclava, the

shipping there huddled was grasped, as it were,

and confounded and rudely battered together,

by the whirling tornado ; whilst, moreover, the

captains of vessels which had been lying out-

side, seized the one hope of saving their crafts

which seemed to be left them, and lawlessly

drove their way in, carrying yet more confusion

and havoc into a crashing thicket of bulwarks,

and masts, and spars.

On shore no less than at sea the hurricane

raged. It tore up trees by the roots, and not

only were houses unroofed, but even those vast

sheets of metal which covered in the naval

magazines of Sebastopol were partly carried

away.('^) Into the camp of the Allies the tem-

pest at once brought ' unspeakable misery.'(^)

The tents not only fell, but were many of them

torn to pieces and swept away utterly, with all

the things they contained.(^) Affrighted horses

broke loose, and (until struck down by the whirl-
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CHAP, wind) lied wildly in all directions. Waggons
^'^'

were overturned, and of tliose stores of food and

forage which had been brought up to camp, great

quantities were destroyed or spoilt. The hospital

marquees presented so great a breadth of canvas

to the rage of the blast that, in spite of every

effort to uphold them, they were almost the first

tents to fall ; and thus not only men fit for duty,

but the wounded, the sick, the dying, became ex-

posed all at once to the biting cold of the blast,

and deluged with rain and sleet.(i*^) The trenches

were quickly flooded. The soldiery were unable

to cook their food, for no camp-fires could be lit.

To this miserable condition of things no remedy

could at once be applied ; for tlie storm made it

hard in the extreme to move from one spot to

another, and not only men on foot, but the horses

of riders attempting to make head against the

blast were again and again overthrown. {^^)

Under the fall of snow which began when the

storm was abating many laid themselves down

without having tasted food, and some, benumbed

by cold, were found dead the next morning in

their tents.(^^)

But the mischiefs and sufferings thus imme-

diately inflicted by the storm were as nothing to

the pressure of those ulterior wants which might

result from the loss of supplies. Amongst the

twenty -one English vessels wrecked, was the

Prince, a ship ' containing everything that was

' most wanted : warlike stores of every description,

' surgical instruments, guernsey frocks, flannel

' drawers, woollen stockings and socks, boots, shoes.
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'watch-coats—in short, all that the foresight of chap.
' the Government could devise for the equipment

^^^'

'and comfort of the troops.'(^^) The Eesolute,

too, suffered total wreck, and she was the prin-

cipal ammunition -ship of our army. Of the

Minie ammunition alone, there went down in

her hull no less than ten million rounds. (^'*)

The loss of provisions and stores on board

other wrecked ships was appallingly great
; (}^)

the hay destroyed being in quantities that would
have sufficed for all the horses and mules of

our army during a period of twenty days.(^^)

That loss of hay was one destined to prove beyond
measure calamitous.

It was natural that on the morrow of a disaster Lord Rag-

wliich brought on his troops cruel sufferings, Lord oAhe d^t*

Eaglan for once should permit himself to utter
^^

the anguish he felt
;
{^'^) but he was not a man

so constituted that his energies could be even

momentarily repressed by this kind of misfor-

tune. Without losing an hour he applied him-

self to the task of providing for the speediest

possible replacement of his lost stores ; and so

steadfast was his presence of mind, so admirable

his skill in the conduct of military business, that

the measures he took at the instant were as

perfect in substance, and even in method and

form, as if they had resulted from lengthened Hismeas-

deliberations and a whole month of official

labour. By the very despatches which an-

nounced the disaster to the Secretary of State,

he imparted an officially accurate account of the

ammunition and ordnance stores lost in the

VOL. VII. K
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CHAP. Eesolute and the Prince, with also complete
VII . . . . .1'

returns of the ammunition remaining in the

magazine-ships, and of the warm clothing stUl

safe on board the Jura
;
(•^^) and he not only

prayed the Home Government to send out fresh

supplies with the utmost possible speed, but even

went on to distinguish those portions of the re-

quired stores for which the swiftest and most

powerful steamers should be chosen. (^^) Yet

whilst thus both invoking and guiding the

activity of the Government at home, he likewise

made haste to obtain all the help that could be

drawn from the resources of countries less distant,

and despatched forthwith to Constantinople an

officer of the Quartermaster-General's department,

with orders to purchase all the blankets and

watch-coats, and other warm clothing that could

there be obtained. (^^) It was also at Constan-

tinople that the Commissary-General made his

earliest efforts to replace the lost stores of pro-

visions and forage.(2-^)

The disastrous 14th of November was followed

by a brief interval of fine weather; -and so early

as the 18th, the camps, as Lord Raglan expressed

it, were ' wearing a less desolate appearance.'(2'^)

But already the sufferings and privations which

Lasting the storm had iniiicted on our troops were re-
etlect of the , . . . n . i /0Q\ i

hunicane sultmg in an mcreasc oi sickness :
('^^) and the

upon the , . t t c i

condition of horscs, too, lu great numbers soon died trom the
our troops.

i i t i t. i

enect or exposure. Nov could Lord Laglan yet

venture to ask that fresh horses should be sent

to liim in the Crimea ; for, considering the loss

of the ' twenty days' hay,' he apprehended

—
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and only too justly—that there might prove to chap.
be no means of feeding them. (2*) '__

Lord Raglan's measures for replacing the

stores destroyed on the 14th of November,

were so well conceived and so prompt, that

they speedily produced their intended effect

;

but there were some of the losses, and especially

the loss of the hay, which no energy exerted

from the Crimea could quickly repair. And it

is certain that a large proportion of the hard-

ships endured by our army in the coming

December and January owed their source,

after all, to the hurricane of the previou?

month.
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CHAPTER VIII.

THE SUFFERINGS OF THE AKMIES DUKING THE

WINTER.

CHAP. Of the Russians engaged during winter at this

^
theatre of war, a great proportion lived always

Sufferings ^yith a roof overhead—some being in barracks
of the Kiis- "
Bianariny. within the lines of Sebastopol, some housed

in neighbouring villages, some furnished with

shelter in huts which the resources of the

country enabled men to construct ; whilst even

the troops out on duty, though suffering cruel

hardsliips, had advantages not shared by their

enemy in the opposite camp ; for they mainly

were people accustomed to confront and with-

stand northern winters, were tlie soldiers or the

sailors of a State which perforce must equip its

armed servants with means of outliving great

cold ; and, withal, had behind them a garrison-

1 town and an arsenal which could not but yield

them some means of struggling against the

rigours of climate.
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Ou the other liaiid, this Crimea was a distant, chap.
outlying province on which the Western inva- ;_

sion had come in some sort by surprise ; so that,

when great masses of troops were soon after

thrown forward by Nicholas in passionate haste,

they found at the end of their marches a dis-

trict not prepared for their coming by lit com-

missariat measures. Moreover, the roads broken

uj) by floods upon floods of rain put obstruction

not easily conquered in the way of Ijringing tor-

ward supplies, and—increased by such troubles

whilst also yet further increasing them— admin-

istrative confusion was rife. Under stress of

these hampering conditions, tlie subsistence of

the army at one time appeared to have become

insecure ; but the danger in its ugliest shape

was by strenuous efforts averted, so that men
did not anywhere die from want—from sheer

want of bread ; though still they suffered priva-

tions which—along with tlie rigours of winter

— proved largely destructi\e of health, and

destructive also of life. The Eussians, lying

stricken with sickness or wounds, were at one

time 25,000 ; and the hospital succours in

readiness fell so hideously short of the need,

that the number of j)rostrated sufferers exceeded

by more than 9000 the number of hospital

berths. (1)

II.

The poor Piussians, succumbing to cold and sufferings

. ^. IP, 1 n
of the Allied

privation, may have felt pangs as sharp as those amies,

suffered in the opposite camp
;
yet because they
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(J HA P.

VIII.

General
character-
istics of tlic

winter of
1854-55, in

the south-
west of the
Crimea

;

and of the
state of tlir

CTound on
tlie Cher-
sonese.

Tlie evils in-

separable
from an
attempt
to winter
tlio Allied
armies on

were lowlier beings, and in no sense free men,

they have not a coequal space in the annals ol'

human woe with the suldiery of the AVestern

invaders, who sank and died from like causes.

Towards gauging the stress of the hardships

undergone by the French and the English, one

ouRht to learn at the outset what kind of winter

it was that their soldiery liad to confront.

The hurricane of the 1 4th of November was

an outburst of unexampled violence not destined

to be speedily repeated in tlie south-west of the

Crimea ; but thenceforth, during more than

three months, the vicissitudes of the weather

prevailing on the heights of the Chersonese

were of much the same kind as those that

make a ' hard winter ' in England. There were

gusty, boisterous days ; days licsides—long called

' Inkerman weather'—when, the winds having

lulled, there came on heavy mists and low

drizzling clouds : there were periods of bitter,

killing frost, days of thaw, days fair now and

then, with light breezes and hours of sunshine,

l)ut followed too soon by cutting l)lasts, by per-

sistent falls of snow, by storms sweeping over

the liills, with sleet or torrents of rain ; and

meanwhile, the soldier's bed, when not one of

snow or chill mud, was the bare earth, hard,

frozen, and rugged, or a wet, cold, tenacious

clay.

For troops to be lying out day and night

under such hard conditions, to have their camps

devastated and turned into scenes of ruin and

misery by the blasts of a hurricane, and then

—
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still on the same bleak Jieit^lits, and as yet im- CHAP.
VIII

equipped for such trials—to go on doing battle L.

for months against the rigours of winter—this
"one^e^'with-

alone was much more than enough to make
paratron!''^^'

their sufferings cruel and bring many a man to

his grave ; but whilst, so far, resulting inevitably

from the determinations of the Allied com-

manders, and therefore from fair stress of war,

and therefore, again, from the fair, though hard

chances of a soldier's life, the calamity was Thecaiam-

, 1
ityaggra-

rendered yet more pernicious by several ex- vatedby
'' '-

T
• 1 Tn 'avertible'

traneous causes already in part explained. Ills evils,

wrought by false strategy were aggravated by

defective administration, and the evils thus super-

added may in one sense be called ' avertible.'

III.

Compared with our people, the French en- The suflei-

, . , ,

.

, ings and

joyed many advantages, including, as we have losses sus-
* "^ ''

11 -1 tained by

seen, for example, their highly organised system iiie Fiencb
n 1 army.

of war administration, their mastery of the art

of campaigning maintained by long practice in

Africa, their comparative proximity to the coun-

try whence they drew their supplies, the spacious-

ness of their harbours and landing grounds, and,

above all, the strength—the ample numerical

strength—which enabled them to meet the exi-

gencies entailed by their part of the siege with-

out either overtasking their men or being left

for a moment without the soldier ' hands ' needed

for ministering to the wants of their army.- But

the immunity from ' avertilile ' evils which ru-
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CHAP.
VIII.

Warm
clothin"

Sufrering.s

from cold.

mour at one time ascribed to them was altogether

imaginary ; for the terrible accumulation of hard-

ships whicli they needs had to bear as an evil

inseparable from the winter campaign was aggra-

vated by defective arrangements, and in particular

by a want of due forethoiight and care with

respect to both shelter and food.

The expedient of distributing amongst the

men some separate slips of canvas, which by aid

of a small short stick might be raised some three

feet from the ground, was one that in Africa had

proved to be more or less useful. But the notion

of trusting to this little frail thing as a means of

protecting troops against the rigours of the Clier-

sonese winterwas always denounced bytheFrench,

with indignation and disgust ; for the shelter men

found in what they nick -named their ' dog-

tents ' (^) was only to be gained by crawling on

all-fours through the frozen or wet mud and snow

without to the mud and the wet snow within.(^)

Before October had ended, the French War
Department bought up or caused to be made a

large quantity of warm clothing for Canrobert's

troops
;
(^) and so early as the 28th of November,

no small part of these welcome supplies was

already in camp.(^) But the distribution long

remained incomplete ; and distressing accounts

of the sufferers brought down for embarkation

in thin, scanty rags show by sample what medi-

cal statements establish by wholesale in figures,

and lielp to prove that the men suffered cruelly,

and too often fatally, from wet, exposure, and

c6ld.(*^) Men in thousands were stricken with
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frost-bite, and of these many died; whilst of chap.

those who survived, the main number were 1_

grievously mutilated ; and indeed it is declared

that but few of them escaped the sad fate of

being maimed for life.(^)

Even when men, relieved from the trenches

or from outpost duty, came back into camp for

rest and food, they could not be sure of there

meeting the warmth of a bivouac fire ; for the

scarcity of fuel was sometimes extreme, and to want of

find ignitible substances, the troops, at a great

cost of labour, had to grub in the earth for

roots. (®)

Without shelter in this severe weather, and The iiorses

also too often unfed, the French horses perished Fienchper.

by hundreds
;
(^) the cavalry was almost dis- from^coid

mounted, the artillery and the land-transport of food,

trains lost half their teams, and this at a time

when double teams were needed for moving even

slight loads. General Canrobert's want of means

for land-transport must have become extreme, if

it had not most happily proved that his African

horses and mules were hardy enough to endure

the trial.(^*^) Still, with even this precious re- Their means

source, the transport-power of the French fell transport

into a crippled state
;
(^^) and it was often j^y

"-"pi"^'-

no other means than the bodily labour of the

men that supplies of all kinds were brought

up.e2)

We have seen that the accustomed rations of The food of

the French soldier could scarcely be deemed amy.

sufficient for any campaign of a kind entailing

hard, lasting toil, still less for sustaining him
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CHAP, under the hardsliips of this Chersonese win-

L_ ter
; (}^) and of even this too scanty food, the

issues were fitful, uncertain, and too often long

interrupted. With that bread—leaven bread

—

which (as contradistinguished from biscuit) was

almost peculiarly necessary to the wellbeing of the

French soldier—he from time to time remained

unsupplied.(-^'^) The supplies of fresh meat were

not only rare and scant, but of so poor a quality

that medical science condemned tliem as doing but

little to keep up the strength of tlic men
;
(^^)

whilst of fresh vegetables there was no supply

at all
;
(^^) and the want of such food was not

met by sending out to the troops either fruit or

the juices of fruit ; so that largely beyond any

limits allowed by the known laws of health, men
had to lean for support upon biscuit and salted

meat without the counteracting aliments which

such a diet required. Several little allowances

were added during the winter to tlie soldier's

usual ration
;

(^'') but these utterly i'ailed to

make good the want of that generous food that

is needful for men suhering grievously from

exposure to wet and cold.(^^)

The French soldiery under these trials had to

aid them an organisation adapted for the struggles

of warfare, had the skill, the resource, the endur-

ance, of practised campaigners, (^^) had the cour-

age, the cheerful spirit, and even at moments the

gaiety for which their race has been famed ; but

especially, as before has been shown, they had

The com- tlic Commanding advantage of that numerical
rnanding ail-

, ^ • > ' m i
• l^ • c

vantages- the strength whuMi, attcr meeting tlic exigencies ot
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attack and defence, left abundance of the ' hands ' chap.
VIII

that were needed for other campaigning tasks.

If they wanted new wharves or new roads, they ^^e'dfrom

had men enough ready to make them.(20) If "eHc^r

they stood in need of warm clothing, they at
strength,

least could go down to the port and bring ,up

thence any articles which the intendants might

be ready to issue ; whilst, moreover, their numbers

enabled them to find and appropriate things of

various kinds which afforded protection from

cold ; so that—taking but one ready instance

—

no Eussian soldier fell stricken upon ground

the quick Frenchmen could reach without their

finding him out, becoming at once his heirs,

acquiring his coat, his cloak, and his specially

useful high boots. If their horses perished so

fast as to cripple the usual means of land-trans-

port, they themselves could become the carriers,

bringing up by sheer bodily toil not only shot

and shell for their part of the siege, and supplies

for their camp, but also coming generously to the

aid of our perishing army by helping it in the

transport of sick, and of ammunition and food.

If fuel was so scarce that it could only be won

by the patient labour of numbers of men digging

underground for fibres and roots, the ' hands

'

they required for this labour were always in

readiness. If their rations were not of such kind

as to sustain them in health and strength when

suffering the rigours of winter, they at least had

amongst them a sufficient number of men who

—

not having been utterly cruslied by excessive

work—could and would by due preparation con-
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trive to make the best of wliatever food there

inio-ht l)e ; and General Canrobert even seems to

have hoped that this same mighty resource—the

resource of numerical strength^might sustain

the fight against scurvy by making good the

want of imported vegetables; for by a general

Order he urged his troops to labour in search of

tlie dandelions that might be made, he fondly

thought, into salad, and serve to keep down the

disease wliicli threatens men trying to live on

biscuit and salted meat.

Still with even these means of resistance, the

gallant French, after all, could only fence with

an evil so gTeat, so surely destructive as that of

having to winter without anterior preparation,

on the bleak, open Chersonese Heights ; and, to

go through the task without incurring horrible

sufferings and cruel losses, was more than lay in

tlieir power.

At the time, no extended comparison could

well be even attempted between the condition of

the French army and that of the English ;
be-

cause the one had its sufferings veiled by the

will of an absolute Government, whilst the other

lay under that glare which extreme publicity

sheds, and afforded all the materials for what

was, perhaps, a more searching scrutiny and a

more keen-eyed criticism than had ever before

been applied to the labours of men simply trying

to feed, clothe, and shelter an army.

Yet even under absolute governments, where

the people are cultivated, a good deal of long-con-

cealed truth is apt in time, though imperfectly,
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to force its way up towards the light ; and tlie ^^
'^

^'•

ruler then not seldom finds that, if only to cor- _—;_

rect misbeliefs more pernicious than the plain,

naked facts, it is better to aid disclosure than

vainly try to repress it. In the year 1865,

about nine years after the war, a great mass of

statistics illustrating the medical history of the

French army in the Crimea was suffered at last

to appear in an official and published Eeport.(^^)

For the purpose of any enquiry concerning the Thtir defect

effect of the winter on General Canrobert's troops,

these statistics have been grievously maimed by

either the loss or abstraction of almost all the

monthly returns from the hospitals for the year

1854, whilst, moreover, they have other defects

of so grave a kind that, for even that later period

to which their tables apply, they fail to afford

the light needed for anything like a fair scrutiny

of the sufferings and the deaths that resulted

from the winter campaign ; i^'^) and besides, the

distracted compiler has ascribed to the very

materials which he himself gives as official an

error on so huge a scale as to make them—even

where unimpeached—seem almost too fragile for

use.(^^)

Still the very shortcomings and errors of this Theinfor-

nn • 1 T ^ 1 1
inatiun,

great official report tend to show, perhaps, that however in-

. T 1 1 1 complete,

its statements were made, at the least, m good which thos6

faith ; and if, therefore, we venture to accept convey.

the guidance thus offered, we learn that the

admissions of patients received into the am-

bulances of General Canrobert's army were as

follows: In October 1854, 4747; in Nov-
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CHAP, ember, 8990; in December, 6432 ; in January
^™-

1855, 9259; in February, 8298; in March,

7737 ; and in April, 6323, making altogether

51,786.(24)

But in the hospitals and the regimental infir-

maries ? (2^) Will not this immense mass of

statistics enable us to meet the enquiry which

simply asks, How many men, whether placed in

the ambulances or the regimental infirmaries or

in hospitals, were lying invalided at the close of

each month ? Well, no ; for of patients received

in the regimental infirmaries, these statistics say

nothing ; and respecting the men left in hospital

at the close of October, November, and December,

the official revealers are silent ; but upon enter-

ing the new year, State authority allows to ex-

plorers a greater volume of light, and assures them

that, at the close of January 1855, the French

troops lying wounded or sick, in ambulance or

hospital, were together 9263; at the close of

February, 9645 ; at the close of March, 12,238
;

and at the close of April, 11,770.(26)

With these numbers before him, and also a set

of figures denoting the strength of Canrobert's

army at the end of each month, a statist will

quickly educe what he calls the 'percentages,'

but he still must remain quite unable to gauge

the full effect of the winter on General Canro-

bert's troops, because kept (as will be presently

seen) without any knowledge of the deaths that

took place in the hospitals during the latter

months of the year 1854; and besides, he will

find himself baffled by the ceaseless stream of
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reinforcements flowing out at this time to the chap.
VIII

East from France and Algeria. For, as often as L.

any such troops came fresh and sound to the

Bosphorus, tlieir arrival altered the ratio between

sickness and health, as shown by the usual re-

turns, yet effected of course no change in the

bodily state of the men lying camped far away

on the Chersonese.(2^)

Eespecting the number of deaths that took

place in hospital during the period selected for

scrutiny, enquiry is baffled in part by the want

of any monthly returns from the hospitals for

the year 1854 ; and all we offlcially learn is the

fact that in those seven months wliich extended

from the 1st October to the end of April, there

died in the ambulances alone 4901 men, whilst

the deaths occurring in the hospitals during only

the four last of these seven months were 6557

—thus bringing such of the deaths as have not

been kept out of sight by the want of monthly

I'eturns to the number of 11,458.

Although left undistinguished by reference to

the months in which they took place, the deaths

occurring in hospital during the year 1854 were

not so wholly forgotten as to be prevented from

swelling the more general returns of mortality
;

and perhaps it may hardly be wrong to follow

them into the summary where the statist has

merged them with many thousands of others.

The summary states that the land-service troops

sent out by France to the East, from the begin-

ning of the war to its end, were 309,268, and

that the losses sustained by the French in men
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who were eitlier killed, or who died from sickness

or wounds or else disappeared, were 95,615.(2^)

Of the myriads of invalided soldiery consigned

to the French ambulances or hospitals, very many

were stricken with maladies which recorded, if

so one may speak, the hardsliips under which

they had suffered ; and the numbers of men not

only seized, but too often maimed, nay, too often

killed, by frost-bite, bore witness to the sever-

ity of the cold they had had to endure.(^^)

And again. There is one sure disease which

always becomes the Accuser—the implacable

Accuser—of those who undertake, and yet fail,

to provide such food for an army as may be

fitted to sustain it in health. The scurvy raged;

and the cause of scurvy is always one and the

same—the want of appropriate food.(^^) It was

in the navy of the French that the accusing dis-

ease first appeared
;
(^^) but it afterwards invaded

their camps, and there, soon taking formidable

proportions, seemed threatening to seize the

whole army.(^2) In the month of February,

3000 of the French troops were afflicted witli

scurvy—with scurvy, disclosed by the tumours,

the erosions of the gums, the sores, the discharges

of blood, which at once make its presence appa-

rent to any medical eye
;
(^^) and during the two

months that followed, there were received into

the ambulances alone, witliout counting men

brought into liospitals, nearly 1800 new patients,

all afflicted with the same fell disease.(^'^) And
although for a moment drawn on beyond the first

winter campaign, we yet— being now on such
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subjects—will stop to hear out the impeachment chap.
wliich scurvy, by its mere presence, brought

^^^^'

against the Imperial Government for not duly

feeding its troops. Within the whole period of

twenty months, wliich began in November 1854,
and ended in June 1856, the ambulances of the

French, and four—only four—out of all their

twenty-three hospitals received patients afflicted

with scurvy—with palpable recognised scurvy

—

to the number of 23,250 !(35)

And none must suppose that the malady

smote only those twenty -three thousand who
were labelled as men seized with scurvy ; for it

is certain that of the other and yet more numer-

ous thousands laid low by other complaints, a

large proportion were men whose diseases liad

either been caused, or else in no small measure

aggravated by the presence of the scorbutic

taint. (3^)

On the whole, it is plain that the French Thesuffer-

army during this winter was suffering—suffering Filnch

cruelly, and suffering too in great measure from ca,u°sedin

the inability of the war administrators to supply f^rei'r^'

its wants ; but, so far as concerns the first winter, ivefaiiure!

it does not therefore follow at once that for this

cause alone the administrators were worthy of

blame ; for the truth rather is that a strategy

both shifting and weak had imposed upon them

a task too heavy for due execution within the

time sternly limited by man's want of food

and warmth. But of course there was less and

less ground for absolving the French Govern-

ment, or even believing it competent to the

VOL. VII. L
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transaction of warlike business, when spring and

summer succeeded, when even a second year fol-

lowed, and still the French soldiery in thousands

were coming into hospital stricken with that ac-

cusing disease which proved them to have been

kept on the Chersonese without the food needed

for liealth.(37)

So far as concerned what men saw in General

Canrobert's camp, the condition of his army as

a whole was well masked ; for whilst constantly

shipping off to his hospitals on the Bosphorus

oreat cargoes of men wounded and sick, he from

time to time also was welcoming reinforcements

of fresh, healthy troops, and these reached him in

numbers so great that, despite the heavy losses

inflicted upon his people by disease and by com-

bat, his strength went on increasing steadily

from only 30,000 in September to 89,000 in

February, and to 95,000 in March. (^8) Of

course, under such conditions, his camp, more

and more abounding in able - bodied troops

showed only scant signs of the havoc which

wounds and sickness had wrought. It is true

that the number of soldiers daily perishing in

the ambulances was great, very great; but

—

apparently to avert that depression which was

to be feared if the men should too plainly see

that death was thus rife in the midst of them

—

an expedient which veiled this mortality from

the eye of the common observer was— perhaps

not unwisely—adopted. The interments were

effected at night.(^^)

The trans])ort of the French sick and wounded
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from the Crimea to the Bosphorus was too often, chap.

if not always, attended wutli the horrors and 1_

sufferings that could not but follow when these ^^^f the

hapless martyrs of war— sometimes hundreds
.^,'|f^"^^^^^^^^'^

and hundreds together—were brought down in eabysea.

thin rags to the shore and placed huddled on

the decks of ships ill provided, if provided at

all, for the reception of any such charge
;
(^'^)

and it is difficult to regret the neglect or even

the intentional silence of the French official

statists who— after allowing a glimpse of the

terrible truth, leave a veil on what the patients

endured whilst still alive at sea, and say nothing

of the fate of those who sank and died on board

ship.

But for those who—surviving these voyages Good .-state,

—might at last reach the shores of the Bos- of the

phorus, a welcome change was at hand. It is pitaisonthe

, , . j_T ii !_• • Bosphorus.
true that, during some months, the untiring

eflbrts of the medical officers to heal and to cure

proved too often vain
;
(^^) and we know too that

at a later period there took place a great falling

off' in the efficiency of the establishments which

France had provided for her sick and wounded

troops
;
(^2) but there is ground enough for be-

lieving that at the time now in question—the

time of the first winter campaign—the French

hospitals were not only sufficing for the numbers

received in their wards, but also well ordered,

and, in most respects, well supplied.(^^)
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IV.

Lord Eaglan's army at this time was suffering

—suffering cruelly—under a great complication

of ills. One of tliese was the huge, crushing

burthen of work unduly cast on our people.

Their outpost duties were always anxious and

harassing, their toils with spade and pickaxe

fatiguing ; but more irksome than all, and much

more trying to health, was the task of men serv-

ing as ' guards in the trenches,' men—too often

wet through from the first—who there had to

be sitting all night in postures which cramped

their limbs, with but little opportunity of mov-

ing except when some ' alert ' called them up to

meet an apprehended attack. To such tasks in

the middle of winter our men were too often kept

no less than five nights out of six
;
(**) and when

it is remembered that, besides his siege labours,

the soldier had yet other duties, and in particu-

lar his duties in camp, and the toil of provid-

ing for his own wants, it will be granted by all

that the burthen laid upon him was excessive,

so excessive indeed and so long continued that,

without a motive even more cogent than a desire

to carry Sebastopol, the exaction of work thus

severe would scarce have been warrantable
;
(^^)

but the truth is, as we shall afterwards learn

more particularly, that the siege operations,

though of course in their nature aggressive,

were still . carried on at one time as a means of

defence, nay, indeed, it may rightly be said as

the only good expedient that could be found for
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wardiu"- off a ruinous disaster. A distribution chap.
o VIII

of the burthen between the French and the '—

English, if rateably adjusted to their respective

numbers, would at once have relieved our people

from that cruel excess of toil under which they

were suffering
;
(^^) but already we have learnt

how it was that by the reluctance of General

Canrobert to accept a fair apportionment of

the siege-work, Lord Kagian was driven to the

necessity of thus grievously overtasking his

men.(*'')

To labours thus oppressive already, yet
^^\\^^',!|;[^

another heavy task was superadded by the *^^^^t'"''^

failure we saw taking place in our accustomed

means of land-carriage ; for, when the road from

port to camp broke up and became a mere quag-

mire impassable for waggons and carts,—when

our transport power by that change alone was

reduced at once to a third,—and when, finally,

the surviving beasts of transport engaged in

bringing up food proved too few and too weak

for their task,—then, perforce, large detachments

of our wearied troops were sent down every day its effect in

11 1 • adding to

from the Chersonese to fetch the needed supplies the labours

„ of our men
;

and carry them up from Balaclava alter travers-

ing miles and miles of deep clay where the lift-

ing of the foot at each -step was a separate and

sometimes difficult effort. But even this last

resource was not one that completely made andinpre-
•^ *^ venting

good the deficiency in our land-transport power, uiemiiom

Despite all exertions, it too often happened that
^^f^^"?-

supplies despatched from Balaclava did not reach

the camps above in good time ; and unfortu-
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CHAP, nately, the conditions were such after the 14th
VIII

L_ of November, that this tardiness, whenever oc-

curring, involved a corresponding delay in the

Effect of the issuc of food to our troops. Before that 14th

upon the of November, our troops on the Chersonese had

ing reserves becu accustomed to liave in camp a reserve of

camp. provisions that would last them for twenty-four

hours ; but (along with other evils unnumbered)

the hurricane blotted out a whole day of Com-

missariat labour, thus preventing the reserve

when consumed from being at once replaced

;

so that thenceforth, until a reserve of food could

be once more established in camp, our troops,

living only ' from hand to mouth,' might have

to wait for some parts of their rations until the

expected convoys should make good their diffi-

cult way from the port to the Chersonese Heights

;

and a soldier marched off in the evening for

duty in the trenches might either have to take

with him meat in an uncooked state, or else be

forced to content himself with his biscuit and

his allowance of rum.

Deficiencies Men accustomcd to the transactions of war as

of .supplies, conducted in the stern old times, may smile at

the notion of encouraging or enduring complaint

when they learn that, despite the accumulation

of misfortunes which made havoc with the means

of land-transport, there was no default, after all,

in the suj)ply of ammunition or biscuit ; and

their scorn would be wholesome enough, if the

time to which it applied were one of short dura-

tion ; but it must be remembered that the trials

of our soldiery on the Chersonese were destined
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to last throughout a hard winter-time, and that ceiap

numbers of things wliich in other campaigns L.

might fairly be counted as ' luxuries/ were, in

this one, essential to life.

Considering the enormous difificulties of the

land-transport it will probably be judged that

the deficiencies occurring in the issue of provi-

sions to our troops were surprisingly small ;(^^)

but it must be remembered that in the mo-
mentous business of supplying food to our

army before Sebastopol, mere delay, although not

long protracted, was calculated to imperil health,

and the more so because, as we saw, it too often

prevented our men from having their meat-

rations cooked before the evening hour when
they had to march ofi' for the trenches.

If the deficiencies that occurred in the issue

of rations were upon the whole very small, they

also, we know, were partial, there being some

regiments, nay, even some brigades, nay, even

again, some divisions, which received their pro-

visions in full ; and the truth indeed is that the

deficiencies, when they occurred, did not gener-

ally result altogether from default of tlie hand

undertaking to furnish supplies, but rather from

failure of the arm—the wearied, overtasked arm

—which did not stretch out to receive them.

It is upon the exertions of the men themselves

that the task of providing for their wants must

always in part depend. 'Fleets of vessels may
' be freighted, and thousands of animals laden

' with supplies, but it is the labour of tlie soldier

' applied to fatigue duty or extra work which
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CHAP. ' must be more or less relied upon for achieving

* the last stage of the process
;

' (^^) and the

power to command this resource, the power to

do what work might be needed for the accept-

ance of approaching supplies—this was far from

being uniformly present in the divisions, the

brigades, the regiments which constituted our

army. The capacity, the force of will, the per-

sonal ascendancy of officers commanding these

several bodies of men, the zeal, the judgment,

the ability of the assistant commissary allowed

to each division, the comparative number of men

left in camp who might not be so prostrated by

fatigue or sickness as to be incapable of hard

bodily exertion,—all these and perhaps many

more were the varying conditions under which

it resulted that deficiencies occurring in some

parts of our camp were from other parts of it

wholly averted. (^^)

The sailors Where results depended upon a man's power

the"chei°" of helping himself, upon energy, upon determin-

ation, upon resource of mind, and upon bodily

activity, it may well be believed that our sailors

lying out on the Chersonese would not be easily

conquered. More or less communistic perhaps

in their notion of the use that might be made

of stray horses belonging to unknown landsmen,

they at all events compassed in some way the

task of 1 fringing up their supplies, kept off Want

from their camp, and by a high, joyous courage,

by skill, by what men call ' handiness,' made

the best of the ugly conditions under which

in this 'lubberly' struggle— for so of course

sonese.
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they would call it — they had to tight, and to chap.
,.

^ ^ VIII.
live.

One of the many evils resulting from the Defective
*

cookcrv \

overtasked soldier's weariness was his indisposi-

tion to exert himself in collecting fuel, and cook-

ing the meat supplied. Sometimes, if he had

fuel ready, he boiled the salt meat in a mess-

tin—a vessel not holding water enough for the

due extraction of salt—and the product of his

feeble cookery was—not simply unwholesome, its effect or

. . 1 ,
• !•

the health
but, m a sense, almost poisonous; tor a man of the men.

taking such food constantly, without counter-

acting it by lime-juice, fresh vegetables, or some

other fitting antidote, was too surely mingling

with his blood the germs of scurvy. Very often

indeed the weary soldier omitted the task of

cookery altogether, throwing away his salt beef,

or making it a subject of barter with the French,

and eating his salt pork raw ; but his health all

this while was so constantly assailed by exposure

to cold and wet that, for his life's sake, as a

means of counteraction, he needed a generous

diet ; and accordingly, whether depriving him-

self of nourishment or taking food in an un-

cooked or ill-cooked state, he in either case

made his body an easy prey to disease.

If the failure of our land-transport power impossibii

impeded the supply of provisions, it caused a ingupthe

load of evils yet greater by arresting the com- huts,

pletion of Lord Eaglan's measures for hutting

his troops, and by even for some time obstruct-

ing him in his endeavours to furnish the men
with new blank-ets and means of warm clothing
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CHAP. We saw how promptly his efforts to oljtaiu the

timber and other materials required for the con-

struction of huts, and also great supplies of warm

clothing, were rewarded by the arrival and land-

ing of the goods he had sought to import
;
(^^)

but the state of the laud-transport, then perish-

ing almost in its efforts to supply each day's

food, made it utterly impossible as yet to haul

up the loads of timber planks required for giving

to our troops the shelter of wooden buildings.

Thewarm So far as coucems the warm clothing with

which to brave a winter, the condition of things

was this : Before the 1st of December, there had

been accumulated in the port of Balaclava a great

quantity—and indeed it would seem an abun-

dance— of not only blankets, but watch-coats

and flannels and woollen fabrics already made

up into jackets, waistcoats, drawers, stockings,

socks, into all the shapes judged to be the best

for enabling the soldier to keep himself warm

both during his turn of duty and whilst repos-

ing in camp ; but, to exert the transport power

required for bringing up the treasures thus im-

ported from our harbour to our camp—this was

more than the hampered Commissariat could

for the moment achieve, and it consequently

resulted that the power of the regiments to get

full possession of the blessings prepared for tliem

became dependent upon their will and their

power to fetch the gift awaiting them at a

distance of several miles. Where it happened

that a regiment was under a vigorous command-

er, iind had with it a fair number of bat horses
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and hoises belonfrinG: to ofificers, tlie acquisition chap.
. VIII

of the needed blankets and warm clothing was '_

soon effected. Thus, for instance, tlie 7th Eoyal

Fusiliers was one of the regiments encamped

before Sebastopol at a distance of seven or eight

miles from Balaclava ; but Colonel Yea was a

man of great energy, and took good care that

the crippled state of the transport-service pro-

vided by the Commissariat should not prevent

his regiment from having the blankets and coats

which awaited it in the neighbouring port. He
made his requisition, he had it approved, he

collected the bat horses of the regiment, he laid

an embargo upon the horses of his officers, and

finally, out of that remnant of the corps which

was not for the moment engaged in outpost duty

or in the trenches, he drew men enough for his

purpose. (^2) By these means he formed a land-

transport force which moved no doubt witli

infinite toil and difficulty, but still with ulti-

mate success through miles of tenacious clay,

and at length brought up into camp the needed

supplies of warm clothing. By some of our

other regiments the like was promptly done,

but not by all ; for the regiments of the 4th

Division had not with them the bat horses which

formed a main part of Colonel Yea's resources.

And again, so fixed was the habit of looking to

the Commissariat authorities for the delivery of

expected stores that it could not be easily shaken

off by a narrowly regulated mind ; and many an

officer, as was natural, proved less swift than

others to see that, by evoking the energies and
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the resources of the regiment itself, he must try

to make good the sliortcomings of a hampered

department. Whether owing to this stress of

habit, or caused by some misunderstanding, or

by the paralysing effect of cold and privation,

many regiments were slow, very slow, to appro-

priate the warm clothing provided for them.

Thus—to choose only two out of several like

examples—there was a cavalry regiment which

obtained an order for 108 blankets on the 2d

of December, yet apparently did not fetch away

any of them until the middle of January ;
and

an infantry regiment which had obtained an

order for 400 blankets on the 2d of December,

fetched none of them until the l7th, and then

took only 300.

Upon the whole, then, to sum up our state-

ment, Lord Raglan's prompt measures for replac-

ing the enormous losses occasioned by the wreck

of the Prince proved so quickly effectual, that

after the first week in December there was

always at Balaclava a supply of warm clothing

;

but on the other hand, it is equally true that at

that very time, and from the causes already

assigned, there were regiments engaged before

Sebastopol which lay suffering acutely from the

want of those very articles which lay in readi-

ness for tliem at a distance of seven or eight

miles.(^'^)

If our soldiery were so hardl}^ overtasked as

to be scarce able to give themselves the advan-

tages of the food that they had, it may well

be imagined that the task of keeping pure the
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English part of the Chersonese, by freeing it chap.

from corrupt substances, would of necessity be '_

neglected ; and accordingly, on the heiglits at

many a spot there lay the putrefying bodies of

horses which had died under the toil of bringing

up supplies for our army, and still lay where

they fell for want of * hands ' to bury them

;

whilst even in the precincts of our camps filth

at one time began to get the better of human
energy. This distressing condition of things The extreui*

compelled Lord Eaglan to fix and acknowledge ed by Lord

. . , , . Raglan in

the limit of his power to wring work from his exacting
^

_

"^
.

work from

soldiery. He gave an impulsion which brought his troops,

about what was physically possible in the way
of bringing back cleanliness to the actual pre-

cincts of our camps, but found himself obliged

to confess that that was the last and utmost toil

that he could exact from the weary soldier. Of

course, if only for health's sake, it was vehe-

mently to be desired that the bodies of dead

animals on the Chersonese, whether quite close

or not to our tents, should cease to be tainting the

air ; but Lord Eaglan had to own that (for want

of men not already tasked to the utmost by

other and even more needful objects) he needs

must forego an object which seemed to him one

of great moment.(^^)

The severity of the predicament resulting from

want of ' hands ' is well shown by this assign-

ment of a limit which Lord Eaglan for the time

could not pass. As in the instance of our vain

endeavour to ' metal ' the road, so also for this

less momentous though still important object of
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CHAP, purifying the Chersonese Heights, Lord Eaglan

^ could not order the immediate execution of the

work without either abandoning siege operations,

or extorting aid from tlie French ; because, to

attempt to do so would have been to draw

further than ever upon the labouring power of

the soldier, a resource already strained to the

very utmost. Whilst already one man was

doing the work of three, it would have been

either vain or cruel to give an order importing

that he must thenceforth achieve even more, and

do the work of four, five, or six.(^^)

Sufferings It was with tlicsc cxtraueous causes of evil
endured by

i • i

our troops, to aggravate their lot that our troops ' were ex-

' posed under single canvas to all the sufferings

' and inconveniences of cold, rain, mud, and snow
* on high ground and in the depth of winter.'(^^)

The Allied armies were spared from that access

of true Kussian winter which sometimes obtains

for a week or two in the Tauric peninsula ; but

still the cold endured by our men proved at

times so intense that numbers were stricken

with frost-liite. It is true that witli many, the

circulation of the blood through the feet was

in a state artiiicially checked ; for amongst the

errors committed at home for want of a real

War Department, there was one that perversely

co-operated with the rigours of winter. At

those hours—too rarely occurring—when the

soldier might lie down and seek rest, it often-

times happened that he dared not take off his

boots because the London Office supplying tiiem

had willed that they should be tight, and he
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feared that, if once removed, they could hardly chap
again be put on. The same cause, it seems, 1.

often induced him to conceal incipient symptoms

of frost-bite by denying, when medically ques-

tioned, that he had any sense of numbness in

liis feet.

The evils afflicting our camp kept on acting

and reacting on each other with a baneful effect

;

for, because suffering wet and cold, and because

deprived of due rest by an excessive burthen of

duties, the soldier more than ever required both

wholesome and generous food, yet—benumbed

and tired out under stress of those very hard-

ships which had made him greatly need such a

diet—he too often shunned the toil necessary for

grubbing up fuel and duly preparing his ration.

And again, since the animal food issued out to

him during the winter was for the most part salt

meat, his liealth became dependent upon a supply

of those other aliments which alone under such

conditions could secure him from the inroads of

scurvy
;
yet such antidotes (in sufficient abun-

dance) not having been brought up to camp,

though sometimes they might be found at the

port, his great weariness here entered once more

into the compound of evil, for it prevented liis

seizing the occasions which now and then offered

him vegetal)les, if only he would go down and

fetch them ; and again—pursuing him round in

the same vicious circle—liis weakness and in-

cipient disease, resulting from want of apt food,

made him every day less and less able to bear the

cold and fatigue witli which his troubles began.
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CHAP. Under all the existing conditions, it was from
^"^-

no mysterious cause, but conformably to the

Sickness of i^nowH wavs of Nature, that our army became
our army. -^

.
,

,

afflicted with scurvy, and besides with several

maladies, ranging under their own special names,

yet disclosing by recognised symptoms the fell

scorbutic taint.

Worn down by hard toil, numbed and lowered

by cold and wet, suffering under wants so per-

nicious as to be too surely followed by scurvy,

and assailed too by cholerine, by true cholera, by

dysentery, by fevers, and by numberless other

complaints, our army underwent day by day

appalling deductions from strength ; and, when

once men fell sick, there awaited them, unless

rescued by death, the unspeakable sufferings of

the field-hospital, of the journey from camp to

port, of the embarkation, and l)esides of those

latter and yet more horrible miseries, of which

we shall soon have to speak.

The whole number of our officers disabled by

battle or sickness soon became very great, and in

some regiments but few remained. The Royal

Fusiliers at one time had only three officers left.

But it was amongst the rank and file that sick-

ness most destructively raged.

Throughout November, throughout December

and January, our troops were passing into the

sick-list with an always increasing rapidity
;

(^'')

and even in February, when Lord Raglan with

great joy observed the bright looks of his men

under arms, this sign of a change for the better

seemed at first to receive contradiction from the
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figures of the 'morning state.' On the last day chap.
of February our army, out of a mean strength of

^"^'

30,919 for the month, had lying in hospital no

less than 13,608 men;(^^) and even that im-

mense number is utterly insufficient to measure

the evil which it partly disclosed. Between the

beginning of November (^^) and the end of the

day of which we are speaking—that is, the 28th

of February, our soldiers perished in hospital to

the number of 8898 ; and accordingly, it may be

said that Death—only Death—kept down to its

actual limit the before-given number of 13,608,

and prevented it from reaching to 22,506 ; for

that last would have been the number in our

hospitals at the close of February, if the patients

there treated during the period of the same four

months had all remained alive in their wards.

Putting into yet other words the same ugly

truth, one may say that our army on that last

day of February had lying in hospital beds, or

else in new hospital graves, dug all of them

within the four months, a number of sick and

dead together amounting to 22,506, the number

before assigned. Far from showing an increase

in February of the numbers of men fit for duty,

the ' morning states ' confessed a falling off of

more than 2000—for the ' effectives ' at the end

of January were 19,371, and at the end of

J'ebruary only 17,311. Nor was even this very

small number sufficiently small to indicate the

real extent of the force which could be used

against the enemy in any coming fight for exist-

ence ; because many of the troops it comprised

VOL. VII. M
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CHAP, were absent— of necessity absent—from the

proljable field of conflict, and our cavalry—for

tlie most part dismounted—was nearly of course

without power.

When considering what means he had left

him for maintaining day and night all his siege-

works in front of Sebastopol, for helping to cover

the siege, and finally, for sustaining, if challenged,

the weight of fresh Inkerman onslaughts, Lord

Eaglan used to look at the strength of liis faith-

ful workers of miracle— his infantry rank and

file under arms; and such of these as in Janu-

ary lay gathered ' before Sebastopol ' were only

11,36-7 (^^)—a force which, after providing for the

absolutely indispensable duties of maintaining his

part in the siege, would leave him with only four,

or perhaps only three thousand men upon wliom

he would have to rely for the exigencies of any

new Inkerman.

From time to time, at this period, reinforce-

ments were landing at Balaclava, yet unhappily

did not effect a proportionate and sustained aug-

mentation of the number of men under arms

;

for the new-comers, all at once subjected to the

liardsliips of this winter campaign, fell sick with

appalling rapidity, so that even within a few

days, the fresh body of troops became rather a

superadded assemblage of hospital sufferers than

an actual accession to strength. After disem-

barking at Balaclava, the 9th Eegiment at once

marclied up to the camp awaiting it on the

Chersonese Heiglits ; but there sickened so fast,

that of men fit for duty after only a few days
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of campaigning, it liad only a small remnant chap.

left.(^^) The Guards had received some strong _L
draughts of men sent out fresh I'rom England

;

yet, when January came to an end, the three bat-

talions, whicli lately had constituted a splendid

brigade, could only muster for duty some 312

men.(^2) The main body of the Scots Fusiliers,

comprising at the time seven companies, was

assembled one day with all its effective strength

to greet the return of its colonel, and the whole

force thus turned out to welcome him consisted

of about 78 men.(63) ^he 63d Eegiment may

almost be said to have disappeared.(^'^)

Thus what seemed to be threatened was—not

simply the weakening but—the virtual extinc-

tion of our army. In proportion to numbers,

the English army was undergoing at one time

a fiercer havoc than that which ravaged London

in the days of the great plague ; but no awe

like the awe of a city that is silenced by plague

possessed the English camp. The camp, it is

true, was quiet, but the silence maintained by

our soldiery was the silence of weariness, the

silence of men bearing cold and hardships of

all kinds with obstinate pride. The time would

seem one when, if ever, the strains of martial

nmsic might have had an unspeakable worth

;

but—unless when now and then wafted towards

them by a breeze from the lines of the Erench

—

it was long since any such sound had cheered

the hearts of our people.(^^) Without extrane-

ous aid men found strength, it would seem, in

their own heroic qualities, found strength in
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CHAP, that soldierly pride which forbids outward signs

'__ disclosing self-pity or despair ; and it is not in-

deed even certain that such of them as remained

for the moment unstricken by illness were at

all in a mournful humour. They imagined that

the siege going on portended a not distant result

;

and according to the judgment of one who well

understood them, their spirit was sustained by

a belief that they would soon be breaking into

Sebastopol.

Even of the 11,000 men on the Chersonese

still able to handle a firelock and keep their

names out of the sick-list, it must not be ima-

gined that all, or even perhaps a great part, were

free from grave, bodily ailment ; for there reigned

in this suffering army so noble a spirit that many,

though ill, refused to increase the labours of their

comrades by going into hospital. And besides,

though the soldier would by entering the sick-list

obtain remission of labour, and might hope to

derive good from fresh meat and from medical

aid, he still could not but know that in the

noisome field-hospital no less than in his own

tent, he would be lying under single canvas upon

the bare earth, or at best upon a bush or an arm-

ful of brushwood that had been cut down to form

a rude bed, with still only one blanket to shield

him from the rigours of winter, and enduring

l)csides all the misery of being one in a closely

ranged layer of sick or wounded men with scarce

any of the appliances needed for decent hospital

service.

All their hardships—hardships too often fatal
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—our officers and men endured with a heroism, chap.

as the Sebastopol Committee declared, ' uusur- '__

' passed in the annals of war
;

' and in truth the
J,J'(f/of q'^,

contented devotion of the men under these cruel '^™y-

trials was such as to appear almost preternatural in

the eyes of one who measures self-sacritice by a

merely civilian standard. Incredible as the state-

ment may seem, there is yet ground for saying,

though of course, in only general terms, that the

men did not choose to complain of the privations

and hardships under which they were suffering.

It is remembered indeed that once they showed

indignant displeasure, but the feeling in that in-

stance sprang from what was a purely unselfish,

nay, even delicate sentiment. An order had

been issued directing that the blanket in which

a dead soldier lay wrapt when carried to the

edge of his grave should be removed from his

body before consigning it to earth, and that

measure our men disapproved. In the midst of

their own bodily sufferings, they condemned what

they thought a slight to the remains of their

departed comrades.

The true soldier, or ' paid-man,' as distin-

guished from the one raised by conscription, is

indeed a man governed by feelings and convic-

tions which at first sight appear strangely differ-

ent from those of other human beings. Upon
the humble rights that he has acquired by enter-

ing the army he insists with a curious tenacity

;

but as regards the other side of his wild, romantic

bargain, he performs it with unstinting readiness,

paying down his vast stake, his freedom, his ease,
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* II AP. liis strength, his health, liis life, as thou<^h it

VIIL
o

-
^

. were nothing worth. Lord Ifaglan, when visit-

ing the field-liospitals, nsed to ask upon entering

each tent whether any of tlie men there collected

had any complaints to make ; and tlien it com-

monly happened that one of the sufferers an-

swered by firmly alleging a grievance, but a

grievance, strange to sav, unconnected with the

privations then threatening his very life, a

grievance based in general upon some question

of ' stoppages,' and always concerning money.

Thereupon Lord Eaglan would promise that the

question raised should be considered, and his

attendant aide-de-camp (who on these occasions

was generally Colonel Nigel Kingscote) used then

to make a careful note of the complaint. This

process was repeated until all the complaints had

been heard; but invariably they related to money

questions.

No man ever used to say :
' My Lord, you see

' how I am lying wet and cold, with only this

' one blanket to serve me for bed and covering.

' The doctors are wonderfully kind, but they have

' not the medicines, nor the wine, nor any of the

' comforting things they would like to be giving

' me. If only I had another blanket, I think

' perhaps I miglit live.' Such words would have

been true to the letter, and also, I imagine, ap-

propriate in the judgment of almost any civilian
;

but tlie soldier was not the man who would deign

to utter them. He would hold the State fast

to its bargain in respect to those pence that were

promised him through the lips of the recruiting
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sergeant; but, on the other hand, he seemed to chap.

acknowledge that he had committed his bodily L
welfare no less than his life to the chances of

war, and would let the Queen have what he sold

her without a grudging word. Sometimes the

brave men— I speak now of the men under

arms—would do more than acquiesce in their

sufferings, and—detecting perhaps a shadow of

care in the face of their honoured chief when he

rode past their camp—would seize any occasion

that offered for showing hira that they were

content. Thus, for instance, when asked by

Lord Kaglan whether his regiment had obtained

its warm clothing, a soldier would not merely

say ' yes,' but gratefully and cheerily add that

that ' was all they wanted.' (^^)

Yet from such indications as these it would be

a mistake to infer that the hardships our people

endured might perhaps have been less, after all,

than this narrative would make tliem appear.

What such instances really show is that, great

as were the sufferings of the men, their spirit

proved greater still.

If the soldier had to endure grievous hard- Lord Has-
. Ian at this

ships and bodily sufferings, his generals portion period,

was—Care—Care almost unceasing, yet repressed

or concealed, so far as was possible, by a char-

acteristic abhorrence of down-heartedness, and

in conformity also with that military policy of

which we shall soon liave to speak. Our men

of course knew but little of the ugly statistics

which were ceaselessly measuring the calamity,

dividing the dead from the living, revealing the
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CHAP, number of those who lay wounded or sick in the
^"^"

hospitals, and sorting out hour by hour the

lessening remnant of strength ; but to Lord

Eaglau every day of his life, and ' with dread-

' ful exactness, the "morning state" told all.'(^'^)

With the absolute hideous truth thus day by day

spread out before him, he did not for a moment

deceive himself by observing that no man com-

plained. On the contrary, his visits to the

divisional camps and field -hospitals impressed

him more and more painfully with the extent

of the sufferings endured. In his way of mak-

in<T these visits he neglected—what sometimes

is of use, though distasteful to an honest man's

nature— he neglected the ostentation of care.

He used to ride almost always with but a single

aide-de-camp ; and, it chancing that the wrapper

he wore in those days had so much of the cloak

formation as to conceal his loss of an arm, he

was but little observed in passing, and not often

recognised.(^^) It was in general by work

—

continuous work at his desk—that he obtained

such distraction from grief as made endurance

possible ; and this kind of toil must have been

the more welcome to him, because his rare capa-

city for official work, combined with minute and

accurate knowledge of all the many subjects he

dealt with, enabled him to feel that he was not

only labouring for the weal of his army, but

labouring always in a right direction. In the

whole multitude of the despatches and letters,

general orders, specific directions, memoranda,

remonstrances, and minutes that he penned at
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this time, there is not, I think, to be found one CHAP.
. . VIII

ill-aimed appeal, one random or misapplied word, L.

one statement disclosing confusion or obscurity

in the mind of the writer. Every sentence flies

straight to its purpose and seems exactly apt.

Interrupted of course in the early morning

and during the day-time by other numberless

duties, he recurred, wlieu he could, to the desk,

there commonly pursuing his labours deep into

the night ; and even when at last he had gone

to his bed, he too often continued to let his

mind work, calling out through the wooden par-

tition which divided his room from the cabin of

the Quartermaster-General, and from time to

time consulting with him upon some newly-

occurring thought concerning the state of his

troops.

There was one night, however, at last when

care pressed so heavily on him that, perceiving

his power of bodily endurance to be for the

moment endangered by tlie strain of importu-

luite thought, he got up and went to the door

of Mr Odo Ptussell (who had lately come up to

headquarters from our Embassy at Constanti-

nople), and confessing himself unwell, asked his

guest to come and talk to him for a while. The

conversation that followed turned on all sorts of

subjects except those connected with the cam-

paign (which were purposely excluded), and at

length Lord Eaglan, saying that he felt much

better, dismissed Mr Odo Eussell with cordial

thanks, and again souglit the needed sleep. So

far as I have learnt, this is the only instance in
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CHAP.
VI1[.

iVaturc of
the com-
pl'iints un-
der which
our array
was suller-

ing.

Removal of

the sick.

Tlicir suf-

ferings on
board the
tick-trans-

ports

wliich Lord Eaglan allowed it to appear that his

power of enduring care was undergoing a strain.

The huge numljer of troops in our sick-lists

comprised soldiers wounded in action, and those,

too, who were victims to cholera, and other ills,

hardly avertible by even the most careful War
Ministry ; but it is nevertheless very certain

that the bulk of our hospital inmates were men

stricken down by those maladies which Science

traces to hardships—that is, to cold, and to wet,

and to excessive fatigue, and to want of the

kinds of food necessary for maintaining health

and strength when camping out on a hill-top

throughout a Crim-Tartary winter.(^^) Of the

maladies causing 48,742 admissions into hospi-

tal, nearly three-fourths were of the kind which

Science ranks as ' Zymotic,' and declares to be,

in some sense, ' preventable.'

When our sick were carried down for embark-

ation to the port of Balaclava, they too often

endured long delays and consequent sufferings,

which, however, perhaps in most instances, could

be traced to want of ' hands ' and want of space

—in short, to a sort of adversity which may

fairly be called ' stress of war.' But when once

they had been brought on l;oard ship, they not

only there found a home secure against hostile

disturbance, but were also so circumstanced as

to be more directly than before in charge of our

Home Government. Yet, unhappily, with these

seeming advantages, they fared worse than ever.

No adequate provision had been made for remov-

ing them in vessels which were either sudiciently
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spacious, or aptly equipped for the purpose ;
and, CHAP.

although they had only to traverse a distance L_

of some 300 miles, the privations and hardships

they endured whilst making tlie passage proved

often such a cruel addition to their original

sufferings that, during the months of December

and January respectively, they died, and were

thrown overboard in the proportions of, first, 85,

and then 90, for every thousand. (''^^)

Each survivor, wdien landed, encountered de- ourhospi-
. . tals in the

lays on the beach which too often proved long Levant.

and cruel
;

yet, if brought up at last—still alive

— to the entrance of one of our Levantine hospi-

tals, the patient might venture to trust that he

had reached the end of those sufferings which

human aid could avert ; but, unhappily, all such

fond conjectures were destined to be turned to

naught by the paramount defaults before indi-

cated—by defaults at the seat of Government,

which left the whole task of both organising

and maintaining these complex establishments

to either no one at all, or else to men only half

armed with the kind of authority needed.

From the causes already assigned, it resulted

that (apart from those evils which engineers only

could meet) tlie internal administration of our

Levantine hospitals was cursed by several hein-

ous defects^—by frightful overcrowding, by want

of due ventilation, by an appalling want of

cleanliness, by want of sufficient attendance, by

want of hospital comforts, and linally, by want

of proper food, rightly cooked and supplied at

ris:ht times.
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CHAT. Tlierefore, what the stricken sohiier eiicoun-

tered when entering tlie haven prepared for him

by rich, clumsy, improvident England, was not

only a fresh access of misery, too often followed

by death, but misery and death brouglit about

by a sort of causation whicli his country, if

acting with prudence and unhampered by its

system of polity, could hardly have failed to

arrest. How angels descended upon these

scenes of wretchedness, and—within the sphere

of their mission—turned evil at last into good,

we shall by-and-by not fail to see. But they

had not at once their reward in the improving

state of the sufferers, or the lessened amount of

mortality ; for poisons— deadly poisons—were

rife, which could not be killed or averted by the

excellence of the internal management ; and in-

deed the brave effort, though comforting—beyond

measure comforting—to our prostrate soldiers,

was so ill-requited at first by success in the

strife against Death, as to seem but little less

desperate than trying to shut out wet from

the cabin of a sinking siiip ; for against gentle

care and toil at the bedsides of patients, the

rank poisons had overwhelming, liad ]iaramount

strength, and were only destined to }-icld when

attacked by the skilled engineer with his train

of hard-handed workmen.

Till assailants of tliat kind proved able to

destroy the true homes of disease, lapse of time

passing under conditions which suffered the

malign germs to grow, and besides, the added

numbers upon numbers of wounded and sick
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asain and again and again brought crowding CHAP.o o o o o VTTT
into the hospitals, gave continually more and L_

more strength to the poisons at work ; and thus

it resulted that, concurrently with the march of

improvement in all that observers could see

when passing through wards and corridors, the

rate of death to the hundred on the number Mortality in

of cases treated rose every month higher and taisonthe

higher.('^-^) From 8 per cent upon the cases

treated in the four weeks which ended on the

11th of November, it rose in the next four

weeks to 15 ; in the next, to 17 ; in the next,

to 32 ; and in the next (the four weeks of

February 1855), to the enormous proportion of

42 per cent
;
(^^) and in the Kululi hospital

during those four weeks, the number of deaths

proved so great as to equal more than one-half

of the number of cases treated, being 52 in the

hundred.('^^)

During a period of only seven months from The deaths
^ ^ , ^ r, A 1 P A -1 that took

the 1st of October 1854 to the end of April place in our
hospitals.

1855, and out of an average strength or only

28,939, there perished in our hospitals, or

on board our invalid-transport ships, 11,652

inen,(^^) of whom 10,053 died from sickness

alone
;
(^^) and of the maladies causing all this

mortality, the proportion which ranges under the

head of ' Zymotic ' was transcendently great (^^)

—so great indeed that Science in some of her

moods has computed it at even nine-tenths.

For the purpose of any comparison worked strict com-,„^. . parison im-

out into figures between the enect oi the winter practicable

-r-i 1 1 • pp 1 -n T 1
between the

on the J^rench, and its enect on the ii,nglish effect of ti.o
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CHAP.
VIII.

winter on
the French
and on the
Englisli

urmy.

Recapitula-
tion.

army, there is no sufficient basis in the existing

statistics. It was only by reinforcements that

either the French or the English army was

saved from extinction ; and the question asking

which of the two wouhl have perislied the first,

if no succour at all liad come, is onc^ that can

hardly be answered by any arithmetical })roofs.

The calamities we have had to record were

in great part the too sure result of a tardily

commenced undertaking to winter on the Cher-

sonese Heights ; and the plague of the cholera,

no less than the devastating hurricane of the

14th of November, was, after all, a natural

visitation which could not have been warded

oil" by any human foresight or skill ; but there

supervened other misfortunes which were not of

sucli kind as to be necessarily resultant from

the military operation.

Of those supervening misfortunes we have

seen what the causes were :

—

With the French, a cruel economy which pro-

vided for the soldier a scanty allowance of meat,

and a miserable species of tent

;

With the English, excessive toil, an interrup-

tion of the land -transport power resulting in

many privations ; and last, though in one sense

predominant, that want of a real War Depart-

ment which involved lesser wants unnumbered,

carrying with it, amongst other evils, a grievous

inadequacy of the means provided by the State

for watching over the health of an army and

tending the sick and wounded.

How some of those causes of evil descended
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from causes more distant, we have not failed to chap.

see ; and, upon the whole, if so one may speak, L
1 have given what I thought the true pedigree

of each detected mischief, doing this, not so

much hy the process of first pointing out a

defect, and then tracing it to some hapless ad-

ministrator, but rather by antecedently show-

ing under what conditions it was that public

servants undertook at short notice to winter

troops on the Chersonese, and then coming

down step by step to the actual result of their

efforts.

It may seem that, under this method, the

blame I impute falls but lightly—falls indeed

with a weight ill-proportioned to the greatness

of the calamity suffered ; but the simple truth is,

as I have shown, that the Monarchical part of

our system had so cumbered the action of Eng-

land as to prevent her from wearing the harness

required for modern war ; and of course, to show

this was to destroy that presumption against

public functionaries which miscarriage had seem-

ed to warrant. After once exposing the cause

which had not only kept our bureaucracies

in a broken, dispersed condition, but even pre-

vented this nation from having a real War
Department, I found little else that deserved

heavy, unsparing blame. Although furnished

—

nay, laden— with immensely abundant means

of learning the truth, I saw no flagitious delin-

quencies, no huge, glaring, monstrous defaults

which, in seeking to account for the miseries

endured by our troops, could be honestly ascribed
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CHAP, to any public functionaries, whether civil or
•

military. What, rather, I saw, brought to light

by the scrutiny applied to their conduct, was

—

not of course faultless judgments, not men of

routine all at once striking valiantly out of their

orbits, but— everywhere, a stainless integrity,

with, in general, a high public spirit, much

ability, a strong sense of duty, and energies

rising to zeal under stress of adverse times.

It must be always understood that the

mischiefs arising from official mismanagement

brought about, after all, but a part of the winter

calamity. Co-operating, as against the English

soldier, with the yet graver hardship of excessive

toil, those mischiefs, it is true, superadded a new

load of suffering to that which must needs have

resulted from a lengthening siege of Sebastopol

not begun, nay, scarce even projected, until the

month of October
;
yet the evil, the main evil,

lay—not alone, and not even capitally in the

want of better means for facing a rigorous winter,

but—rather in the ugly predicament of having

to winter at all without long antecedent prepar-

ation on bleak, open downs in Crim-Tartary

;

and accordingly, having now shown the causes

which aggravated the hardships of the soldier,

we may well lay a yet greater stress on that

series of strategic counsels which brought him

step by step from the Alma to his miserable

tent on the Chersonese.

Tiiestrat- What sharc the French had in those counsels,

skJnswhicii and what share also Burgoyne, we sufficiently

obiigiDg tiie saw long ago ; and in this place, without again
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separating the component forces of will which chap.
joined to bring abont the result, I speak simply

^-^^^^

of the Anglo-French army as an ag^re^ate bound -^l^'^^ ^°
o J oo D Winter or

up by alliance into a single unit of strength, theCher-

^ .

~ o ' sonese

with a strategy which, however originating, how- Heights,

ever compounded, was at all events so decisively-

accepted by the two Allied armies, that it led

them, one along with the other, to take the course

we have traced. Their chosen strategy led them
to waste the priceless fruits of the Alma, to spare

the ' North side ' of Sebastopol, to abandon their

conquest of almost the whole Crimea, to surrender

to the enemy his all-precious line of communica-

tion, to give him back all those country resources

—

food, forage, shelter, and fuel—which armies com-

monly need, to abstain from attacking the south

front of Sebastopol whilst it lay at their mercy,

and wait until it grew strong, to undertake a

slow engineer's conflict of pick-axe and spade

and great guns against an enemy vastly stronger

than themselves in that special kind of strife, to

submit to be hemmed in and confined by the

beaten enemy, to let him drive them from the

Woronzoff Road— the only metalled road that

they had between the plain and our camp—to

throw away the ascendant obtained by a second

great victory, to see in the Inkerman day a

reason for not pushing fortune, and then, finally,

in the month of November—too late, of course,

for due preparation—to accept the hard, perilous

task of trying to live out through a winter on

the corner of ground where they stood, there

maintaining by day and by night a ceaseless

VOL. VII. N
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CHAP strife witli the enemy, luit a yet harder strife

L_ with the elements. For each of those steps

taken singly there was ready, of course, at the

time some reason fatally specious, yet by all of

them taken together, the Allies brought them-

selves to commit an enormous abdication of

power, and condemned their suffering armies to

the misery of this winter campaign.

In war, as all know, dire predicaments result

oftentimes from defeat ; but here, strange to say,

it was by the joyous path of victory that the

Allies went and placed themselves in that state

of duress which forced them to meet the winter

on a high, barren promontory, without even a

hope of their keeping themselves alive unless by

means brought them in ships from many and

(iistiiiit shores.
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CHAPTER IX.

DEMEANOUR UNDER THESE TRIALS OF THE STATE,

AND THE PEOPLE OF ENGLAND.

I.

Ignoring or imperfectly recognising the now chap.

extreme weakness of the English army. General [—
Critical

Allied

army.

Canrobert still continued to dispose his troops statTofti

in a way which left to our soldiers an inordin-

ately large proportion of the common task ; and

this perverse mis-arrangement so augmented the

danger of being largely outnumbered, that it is

hard to see how the Allies in the month of

December or the January of the following year

could have held their ground on the Chersonese

against a powerful, well-directed, and determined

attack.

Yet they could not retreat. By their weak-

ness, no less than by their pride, they were for-

bidden to raise the siege. To dismantle their

batteries, to withdraw their siege -guns, their

siege materials, their cavalry, their field-artillery,

their infantry, their mountains of stores from the
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:hap. heights before Sebastopol to the edge of the sea,

^^'
to embark all their strength, all their treasures

of war on board numberless ships, and finally, to

cover these operations from the assaults of an

exultant enemy pouring down from the heights

with horse, foot, and artillery missiles to make

the retreat a disaster—all this must have been

a desperate, not to say an impossible, task.

Theexpedi- What, then, was the course to be taken by an

it resortod. army in this state of duress ? Apart from the

rejected expedient of averting an attack by at

once breaking into Sebastopol, there was plainly

nothing better to do than to stand firm and

show a good countenance to the enemy until re-

inforcements should come. This simple plan had

the advantage of harmonising with ulterior pros-

pects ; for at some future time, the continuance

of siege operations might prove to be a real and

useful advance towards what, for the present,

was— not so much their primary but— rather

their ostensible object, and meanwliile would help

to accomplish a purpose not only more pressing,

but also of far deeper moment, namely, that of

deterring the enemy during several weeks from

any aggressive enterprise by putting him on his

defence. And the plan was one of such kind

that— because involving no change of measures,

but only a change of the immediate purpose—it

could be tacitly adopted at once without being

preceded by the always anxious process of nego-

tiating an agreement in words between General

Canrobert and Lord Eaglan.

For this expedient of showing a good counte-
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nance to the enemy, General Canrobert was well chap.
TV

circumstanced ; for, although he, no less than
'

Lord Raglan, lay in danger of the grievous
^*(^n°^of*'*

calamity that might result from a Russian
go°^'''°o^u.

attack, he had strength enough, nevertheless,
thremfm''

to become at almost any moment, if so he

should choose, a powerful aggressor ; and accord-

ingly, by the vigour of his siege preparations

—

preparations carried on in true earnest—he of

course could do a great deal towards masking the

weakness of the whole Allied army. But to

our people no such resource was open, for they Lord Rag

had not at that time the means of causing their

operations against Sebastopol to appear in a high

degree formidable ; and what virtually defended

their lines was a thing unreal and shadowy,

acting mainly on the imaginations of men—was,

if so one may speak, the dread spectre of that

victorious army which had met the Czar's

strength on Mount Inkerman.

To keep a foe under this awe, it was essential

of course that what remained of our army should

seem to have an air of tranquillity, as though

engaged day by day in the tedious work of a

siege, without suffering under heavier cares ; and

it so happened that the qualities a general need

have in order to produce this effect were almost

matchlessly united in Lord Raglan ; for being

by nature both calm and sanguine, and having

—almost to a foible—the habit of detecting a

humourous element in the bearing of men over-

wrought by anxiety, he was blessed on the whole

with a freedom from despondency so instinctive,
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Oil AT. SO genuine that, to give his camp and his people
'

the appearance of resolution and strength, he

had only to obey the dictates of his own tem-

perament, and was thus, in a measure, relieved

from what would have been to him the irksome,

untitting task of trying to act a part.(^)

Danger But In his cndeavoui to fend off the enemy's

pubnwty°'" hosts for the next few weeks by showing them

a firm, assured countenance, Lord Kaglan was

in danger of being baffled by his own fellow-

countrymen, nay, even by the Queen's Govern-

ment, and this, too, with the aid of materials

derived from himself; for, unless he should

venture to deviate audaciously from the ordinary

course of duty, he by almost every mail must

needs be sending home words which perhaps

—

spoken out of a whisper—might bring down the

toppling avalanche.

And England was no place for State whispers.

Publicity there reigned so largely that, if the

Cabinet should once become horror-struck on

perceiving the desperate plight of our troops, its

alarm of a certainty before many hours would

become the alarm of the people; and the electric

wire straining in readiness to tell all London knew

to St Petersburg, and through St Petersburg to the

Eussian Commander in the Crimea, there might

soon be an end to the success of that shadowy,

unsubstantial defence which consisted in seeming

confident without the support of real strength.

Under such conditions, how was Lord Eaglan to

conduct his correspondence with the Home Gov-

ernment ? Was he to conceal from them the
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grievous truth, or for honour's sake tell it them chap.
IX-

frankly, and so venture to apprise the enemy of

the desperate state of weakness to which his

army had been reduced ?

^My belief is that in tliis dilemma, Lord Eag-

lan did not consciously formulate for himself any

settled design, and that the spirit and general

tenor of his correspondence with the Home Gov-

ernment resulted quite naturally from, on the

one hand, his determination to conceal no mate-

rial facts, and on the other, from an inborn

antagonism to the feelings, the impulses, and

the language of alarmists which allied itself in

his mind with a wise and wholesome desire to

encourage rather than frighten the Queen's Min-

isters—men engaged, he well knew, as he was

himself, in doing all that was possible for his

suffering, dwindling army. But whether he fol-

lowed a plan, or was only (as I have imagined)

pursuing the path of strict duty and obeying his

natural feelings, the course he adopted was this :

Upon all matters touching the state and prospects character of

of his troops, their numbers, their losses, their lan'scorre-

1 1 1 • T 1 • spondence
health, their supplies, their wants, and the means with the

. ,1. • • 1 UomeGov-
of meeting them, his communications to the emment.

Home Government were so constant, so full, so

accurate, so clear in their general statements, so

precise in their more minute details, that (along

with the enclosed ' morning states,' to which he

was continually invoking attention) tliey formed

a complete repertory of all that a Minister in

London who was labouring for the welfare of

our army could be usefully made to know. But
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CHAP, when thus for duty's sake charging himself to
'

impart mournful truths, he certainly did not

break out into much lamentation ; and, on the

contrary, after showing, if he could, any cir-

cumstances of a more hopeful sort tlian those

with which he had dealt, he liked to add a short

sentence which, although of course kept, and

kept strictly within the limits of truth, was still

so buoyantly worded that, when coming under

the eyes of an ardent and hopeful reader, it

might tend to chase away gloom occasioned by

ugly tidings. When, for instance, he imparts a

dire fact, carrying with it a world of misfortune,

and says :
' The roads are in a dreadful state,

' not only on the Ridge, but on the way to

' Balaclava, and the passage of wheels, if the

' carriage be loaded, is next to impossible,' he

immediately adds :
' Everybody is as busy as a

' bee in and in the neighbourhood of Balaclava,

' and efforts are making to get stores up by men
' and horses,' thus using such words that, by the

subtle power of language gliding in alongside of

harsh facts, they somehow picture a scene of

animated, successful labour.

Effect of the And the Duke of Newcastle (the recipient of

upon the the dcspatches thus framed), was not so statis-

Duke of tically minded as to have the habit of separating

plain statements of fact from the adjacent lan-

guage. Far from being a soldier who slept, as

Napoleon did, with the ' morning states ' under

his pillow, he seems not to have schooled himself

into a due appreciation of tidings conveyed by

dry words and figures. Accustomed himself to
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express patriotic emotions in ample, well-rounded ^^AP.

sentences, he liardly, I think, understood tliat a !

—

general's despatch, though containing no tragic

language, might still be reporting a tragedy ; and

thus the hard facts imparted to him in the de-

spatches received from Headquarters failed to

take such a hold upon his mind as to prevent

him from being influenced by the cheering tone

of the writer. So, upon the whole, it resulted

that the communications thus penned, and thus

read, brought about two wholesome results which

might seem at first sight to be incompatible with

each other ; for the Secretary of State had before

him all the sinister facts, and yet did not take the

alarm which those very facts seemed to warrant.

He was so amply and so promptly apprised of all

those needs of our army which resulted from its

unforeseen state of duress, that he could endeavour

towards meeting them without an hour's delay,

and escape, nevertheless, for a time that over-

weening anxiety which—by processes already ex-

plained—might have made him a link in the chain

for conveying precious knowledge to Eussia

—

knowledge apt for inciting her to seize the ready

occasion, and bring the weight of gross numbers

against what remained of our soldiery.

Parliament met on the 12th of December, and Meeting and
adjourn-

a beginning of complaints on the subject of our
™^J]*g^^^j^f^

war administration was heard before long in both

Houses; but they adjourned on the 23d for the

holidays without having as yet fully learnt the

state of their far distant army.

The country, however, by this time was begin-
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C II A P.

IX.

The nation
steadfast.

Impulse
ijiven to
recruiting
Dy the
accounts of
Inkennan.

The coun-
sels of the
' Times ' at
this period.

iiiiig to be wrung with concern f(tr the fate of

our suffering troops, now visibly nailed to the

Chersonese, and there awaiting midwinter. Still,

the growing alarm was a feeling kept within

bounds, and wholly of such a complexion as to

bring with it fresh strength of purpose. The na-

tion proved steadfast ; and amongst all those who

sprang forward to execute its will at this time,

a place of honour belongs to numbers of youths

and young men, for the most part humble in

station, yet abler, more willing, than others to

bring their country new strength. Accounts that

told—even though dimly— of the hard, close

fighting at Inkerman proved so enticing to youth,

and to war-loving men in these isles, that more

eagerly, and in more ample numbers than when

Fortune's smile was all sunshine, they came

—

coming each, life in hand—to swell the list of

recruits.

This impulsion seems the more interesting,

when those who observe it remember that the

battle was not one resulting in any great showy

triumph, and did not even include that simple

clenching of victory which is commonly effected

by a pursuit of the beaten troops. It was for

northern imaginations, and fancies nurtured in

gloom, that the roar, the mist, the smoke, the

man-to-man conflict at Inkerman, had a strangely

alluring charm.

And, until the third week of December, the

resolve of the country still found a genuine

utterance in that same commanding voice which

had moved the war out to Crim-Tartary.
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We shall presently have to be speaking of chap,

the perils brought about by some letters from 1_

camp which were sud'ered to pass into print, and

besides, of several other disclosures from time

to time rashly made; but whilst guilty of such

indiscretions, the conductors of the ' Times,' in

their character as public advisers, maintained a

hiuh, warlike tone from the middle of the month

of November down to even within a fortnight

of the close of the year. No more able, more

cogent appeals were perhaps ever made than

those in which its gTcat writers insisted again

and again that the despatch of reinforcements

must be achieved with an exertion of will strong

enough to overthrow every obstacle interposed

by mere customs and forms. When the story of

' Inkerman ' reached them, they uttered, if so one

may speak, the very soul of a nation enraptured

with the hard-won victory, and abounding in

gratitude to its distant army, yet disclosing tlie

care, the grief, which sobered its joy and its

pride. And again, when a few days later, the

further accounts from our army showed the

darkening of the prospect before it, the great

journal using its leadership, and moving out

to the front with opportune, resolute counsels,

seemed clothed with a power to speak, nay,

almost one may say to act, in the name of a

united people. During nearly five weeks, the

' Times ' used its strength in the spirit of a

patriot king, and seemed to reign with a courage

that hardly could fail to hold good against the

troubles of war.
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11.

CHAP, If the tone of Lord Raglan's despatches sus-
'. tained the composure of the Home Government,

fom?pon" '^^d kept it for the time out of mischief, there

c^i'mcl"*''^ were some of his fellow-countrymen near him
whose marplot disclosures seemed likely to bring

down, some day, a new onslaught of Russian

masses against what remained of our troops ; for

observers in camp now announced the weakened

state of our army, and their statements being

published in London passed thence with electric

speed to enlighten and guide the enemy.

A free country busied in war against a great

Power is apt to yearn after accounts of an}'-

momentous campaign with a longing that can

scarce be resisted ; and, it being almost a mock-

ery to tell impatient enquirers that they must

slake their thirst for war tidings with dry,

official reports there is hardly any room for

believing that intelligence of an informal kind

flying homewards from camps and cantonments,

can be effectually forbidden or stopped. If no

other human agency were in readiness for obtain-

ing truths, fables, and comments from the seat

of war, there would always be open that source

of intelligence which is to be found in the letters

of critical and perhaps discontented officers, who,

by virtue of the opinions they have formed of

their own clear-siglitedness and judgment, hold

commissions to narrate what tliey gather from

either observation or hearsay, or from the depths

of their own understandings, and to pronounce
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judgment more or less conlidently updii tlie acts chap.

and omissions of tlie rulers, whether civil or . Ll_

military. Experience had proved that communi-

cations of this kind must needs find their way to

England ; and certainly under one aspect it was

for the advantage of the public service that con-

ceited, querulous officers should be deprived of

their power to do mischief by the rivalry of pro-

fessional narrators with more of the leisure re-

quired for taking a large field of view, and abler

to wield the pen.(^)

By narrators of this sort established in Bala- Con-espon-
•^

1 r-n
dents of

clava. or encamped with our troops on the Cher- London
' ^ newspapers

sonese, several great London newspapers were in the
' '^ ^ ^ Crimea.

ably, nay, brilliantly served.

The bold, skilled, sagacious envoy whom tlie Tiiemoderr
„ 1 Til war eorre-

couductors of our modern newspapers despatch spondent

to a seat of war is a member of what now has

become an interesting, chivalrous profession, with

not only its recognised duties, but also a code of

honour implying so much of the military spirit,

that he who chooses to follow this venturesome

calling is accustomed to hold himself in readi-

ness for instant, unquestioning obedience when

ordered off at short notice to meet toil, privation,

and danger in any part of the world.(^) How
successfully in the face of besetting difficulties

such an envoy can plant himself upon the spot

where light may be expected to fall, how he

winnows away the fables surrounding him in the

tumult of camps, and fastens upon the di in-

looking truths, and gives them besides their

significance, and sends them on their magic flight
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CHAP, homewards— all this we admirinolv know;(^)
IX. .

'
' \ /

l)ut we also know that, in general, he the better

achieves these wonders because often, though

not indeed always, he has found means of recon-

ciling the duties of a trusted correspondent with

the duties of a trusted guest received, it may be,

in the quarters of some more or less high com-

mander, and of course bound to make no dis-

closures which might benefit the foes of his

host.

But in the times of which I write, the then

almost new calling of the ' war correspondent

'

was only beginning to find its destined place in

the world, and no means had, as yet, been dis-

covered for enabling him to fulfil his task, yet

fulfil it in such a way as to run no risk of do-

ing good to the enemy. Lord Eaglan saw and

frankly acknowledged the advantage that in one

point of view might result from the communica-

tions of skilled correspondents whose writings,

he thought, would outshine all the letters from

wrong-headed officers
;
(^) but, as was natural, he

retained in some measure the feeling with which

his great master Wellington used always to tliink

of the press. He indeed felt what—at first

mildly—he called the ' inconvenience ' of un-

bridled communications from his camp to all the

wide world, and could not deny that ill-directed

strictures and unfounded attacks on men in

authority must do harm ; but when put to the

touch, he proved, after all, a great deal more

English than military in his ideas, and seems

never to have harboured a thought of control-
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ling public writers, whilst by counsel he even chap.

endeavoured to teach the Home Government
'

patience.(^)

We now see, I suppose, that it would have

been well for Lord Raglan to choose decisively

between two plans of action, and either send

away all tlie newspaper correspondents estab-

lished in the Crimea, or else give them his

support and his favour under conditions that

might secure to them the object they all had

at heart, namely, that of Ijeing able to send

home an abundance of interesting and accurate

information without thereby running a risk

of doing the least good to the enemy ; but, as

it was, he chose an intermediate course, allow-

ing the correspondents to remain in camp, yet

not so recognising their functions, and not so

conciliating them personally as to be able to

acquire a control, or even an influence over the

tenor of their letters. So what liappened was,

that the correspondents, though living in camp,

and drawing rations under Treasury orders, were

not brought to have even a bias in favour of

authority
; (J) and upon the anxious, the perilous

question whether disclosures sent home might

not do good to the enemy, they had to exercise

their own unaided judgments. To determine

such a question with safety to the interests of

their country, they could scarcely be competent

;

for liow was it possible that a ^vtiter not ad-

mitted into the counsels of General Canrobert

and Lord Raglan, and receiving no guidance from

the military authorities, could know Avith what
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CHAP, facts, if any, lie ought to supply the enemy by
^^-

the London and St Petersburg route? Of all

the thousand causes of wrong and irresolute

counsels that hamper the action of a commander,

there are hardly any more formidable than the

interposed dimness which prevents his knowing

with certainty the condition and plans of his

adversaries; so tliat plainly to send him full

tidings from the opposite camp, and to send

them under a voucher which affords strong pre-

sumption of their truth, is to give him an advan-

tage of almost priceless worth.

In transactions connected with that part of

my sul)ject which I have called ' the demeanour

'

jir Russell, of our pcople, Mr Eussell, the 'Times' corre-

spondent, was destined to take a great part. He

was not at all one of those who, by temper or

temperament, are predisposed to be censors ; and

his subsequent career as a journalist received in

the Indian camp of Sir Colin Campbell, in the

camp of General Benedek during the Sadowa

campaign, and finally, in the war of 1870 at the

quarters of the CTerman invaders, showed him

plainly to be a loyal conformist who, under fit-

ting arrangements, could effectively serve his

employers witliout betraying the interests of

belligerents who might make him their guest.

But in the Crimea, as already we have seen,

he wrote under no restraint except such as might

be imposed upon him in the midst of the most

pressing haste by his own sagacity and good

feeling. He perhaps tliought it likely that the

accounts he was sending to England (including
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those wliicli laid bare the weakened state of our chap.
army) would soon be made known to the enemy

^^'

by spies, deserters, or prisoners, and that infor-

mation thus passing direct across only a few

furlongs of ground would neutralise any advan-

tage which the Eussians miglit otherwise gain

from intelligence sent home by himself, and only

reaching Sebastopol after a circuit of thousands

of miles ; whilst, moreover, he may fairly have
trusted that any dangerous statements imparted

by his hurrying pen to the conductors of the

journal at home would be there, after all, in the

hands of men not only able, but anxious, to

suppress hurtful truths. Be that as it may, he

wrote freely ; and the conditions surrounding

him were such that, even if he had been want-

ing in that power of acute observation which he

amply possessed, he could not have helped per-

ceiving the state of weakness and suffering to

which our anny had been reduced.

It was scarce necessary that a narrator en-

gaged in his task at this time should be of the

adventurous type of the more modern ' war cor-

' respondents,' because the seat of war had become
fixed ; Init Mr Eussell had the very assemblage

of qualities that was needed by one who would
convey an idea of the condition of things on the

Chersonese to our listening people at home ; for,

it being of course his duty to learn and to tell,

there was no one who could learn more quickly

or tell better what he had learnt. His oppor-

tunity of gathering intelligence depended of

course in gi-eat measure upon communications
VOL. VIL
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CHAP, which might be made to him by officers of their
IX ' own free will ; and it is evident that, to draw

full advantage from occasions found in that way,

the enquirer, instead of ' enquiring,' must be a

man so socially gifted that by his own powers of

conversation he can evoke the conversation of

others. Eussell was all that and more ; for he

was a great humourist, and more, again, he was

an Irish humourist, whose very tones fetched a

laugh. If only he shouted ' Virgilio ! '—Virgilio

was one of his servants—the sound when heard

through the canvas used often to send divine

mirth into more than one neighbouring tent;

and whenever in solemn accents he owned the

dread uniform he wore to be that of the late

' disembodied militia,' one used to think nothing

more comic could ever be found in creation than

his ' rendering ' of a ' live Irish ghost.' In those

days when the army was moving after having

disembarked at Old Fort, he had not found

means to reorganise the needed campaigning

arrangements which liis voyage from Bulgaria

had disturbed, and any small tribulation he

suffered in consequence used always to form tbe

subject of his humourously plaintive laments.

He always found, sooner or later, some blank

leaves torn out of a pocket-book, and besides,

some stump of a pencil with which to write his

letters—letters destined in the sheets of the

' Times ' to move the hearts and souls of our

people at liome, and inake them hang on his

words ; but, until he could lay his hand on

some such writing materials, there was ineffable
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drollery in his way of asking some sympathy chap.

for a ' poor devil of a " Times " correspondent .

' without any pens, ink, or paper.'

By the natural play of a humour thus genial

and taking, he tliawed a great deal of reserve,

and men talked to him with much more open-

ness than they would have been likely to show,

if approached by a solemn enquirer in evident

search of dry facts. Russell also had abundant

sagacity ; and besides in his special calling was

highly skilled ; for what men told him he could

seize with rare accuracy, and convert at once

into powerful narrative.

Moreover, after a while, though hardly, I

think, at the first, men could not well help

imagining that Mr Eussell's good or ill will to

them might express itself perhaps in the ' Times,'

and this of course was a prospect which could

not but give him power ; for—reminding one of

the merry species of priest often found in his

own native land—he seemed charged—notwith-

standing his drollery—-with commission to bind

and to loose. So long as his tent remained

pitched amongst those of the Headquarters Staff,

statements useful for his purpose were not, I

think, largely offered him ; but fi-om the time

when he moved to the camp of the 4th Division,

he became surrounded by willing informants,

whose communications were not unmixed with

sharp criticism of the men in authority
; (^) so

that almost witliout special effort to learn the

state of our army, he not only came to know
much of the dismal trutli, but also heard what
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CHAP
IX.

Lord Rag-
lan's letter

of the 13th
November
on the sub-
ject of tho
Press.

Tlie Duke of

could be said in disparagement of the ruling

administrators, and thus had at command the

materials whicih, when used as he knew how to

use them, with the skill of a powerful writer,

might well move our people at home ; for, after

having already laid hold of their minds and

their hearts with liis pictured story of battles, he

now had to be appalling them with accounts of

the misery endured on the Chersonese Heights,

and inflaming them with rage, honest rage, when
step by step led to infer that, because of delin-

quencies traccal)le to one or more pul)lic servants,

their ti'oops had been suffering and dying, and

still must suffer and die.

Long ago when they showed how our army

established itself at Gallipoli, the conductors of

the * Times ' had been giving publicity to a good

deal of criticism which, however, though keen

and vexatious, was not apparently calculated to

do any much greater harm than that of weaken-

ing authority by weakening the general confi-

dence. But before the terrible period of the

winter campaign, and indeed no less early than

the month of October, they had already begun

to make disclosures so likely to benefit the

enemy, and therefore to injure their country,

that Lord Eagian, on this anxious subject, felt

constrained to address the Home Government.

After showing the nature and the extent of the

mischief, he suggested an appeal to the patriot-

ism of the editors conducting our daily news-

papers. (^)

The Duke of Newcastle's conse(iueiit appeal
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to the editors elicited from them, as may well be chap.

supposed, very courteous and proper replies ;(^*^)
'

but the task of determining Mdiat information fpp^uo*''*

should be disclosed to the enemy was really tiie editors,

not one that could be prudently or even fairly

entrusted to men whose bias and habits of mind

were perforce on the side of publicity ; for a

journalist condemned to ' reserve ' is like a child

in a church who suffers a kind of torture because

forbidden to prattle. From one, at least, of the

journals whose correspondents and editors had

thus been adjured, there continued to flow out its failure,

disclosures of a kind only too well suited to ad-

vantage the listening enemy. So early as the

18th of December, when the assurance given by

the editor of the ' Times '(i^) was hardly yet The 'Times

1 1 111 1 • /, /> -.1
ofthelSUi

twelve days old, the paper laid before all men— of Decem-

including, amongst others, Prince Mentschikoff

— a whole treasury of that kind of knowledge

for which commanders less favoured are com-

monly yearning in vain.

After seeing the paper, Lord Eaglan again Lord Rag-

wrote in private to the Duke of !N"ewcastle.(^^) servations

The remonstrance proved vain. To many
No°resuitin.'

perhaps it seems strange that our journalists,
tiifperijoul

who were after all men of warm patriotism, and disclosures,

had their hearts in the war, should have wilfully

taken a part in disclosing the state of our army,

and thus apprising tlie enemy of the superb

opportunity offered him ; but from the habits tiio bias in

of political life contracted in a free and self- liubiicitj

governing country, there had resulted a tacit

assumption that, to remedy public evils, the first
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CHAP, step should be to deiioimco tliem : and upon a
TX '

subject so largely, so deeply interesting as the

state of our suffering army, it was scarce possible

that men to whom public utterance had become

the very breath of life would think it to be for

the good of their country that they should make

a vow of silence, and keep it, during several

weeks.

Mr Deiane To say that the then editor of the ' Times

'

'"editor of' was by calling, by temperament, or by habit of

mind well qualified to restrain the great journal

from doing harm to the State, would be to go

widely astray ; and besides, in effect would be

fastening an undeserved kind of reproach on

the memory of Mr Deiane, because showing, or

tending to show, that he did not at all act im-

pulsively, and erred (when he erred) by design.

None who knew his disposition will think

that any charge aimed in that way could have

ever been made good against him. Far from

being well fitted by nature to play the cold part

of a censor, and defend his country against a

mighty torrent of motives tending, all of them,

in favour of publicity, the great editor—Horid,

bright-eyed, in the prime of keen liie, and beam-

ing with zeal—was a man of warm, swift-cours-

ing blood, a man of those qualities which, in

speaking of wine, are called ' full-bodied ' and
' generous,' a man of great ardour, great eager-

ness, and one passionately imbued with that

very spirit of journalism which, if he would

save his country from being harmed by the

' Times,' he needs must l)ridle and moderate.
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His eagerness early in life made him keen chap,.IX
after liunting, and the joy, the triumph he

found in going well across country may be

reckoned amongst those impulsions which (by

furnishing motives for toil) gave the character

of something like ' prodigy ' to his youthful

career as a journalist. Whilst an under-

graduate at Oxford, if not indeed almost a

' freshman,' and surrounded by comrades who

were, many of them, still only boys in their

ways of life, his desire to provide fitting means

for stable expenses reinforced the other strong

motives—motives all of them good and generous

—which impelled him to use his brain-power in

the way that he did ; and he not only toiled as

a journalist whilst still what the law calls an

' infant,' but achieved, I suppose, more success

of the kind that he sought than—except perhaps

in America—had ever been compassed before by

any lad under age.

He was so constituted that, like the devoted

liegeman of chivalrous times, like the advocate

still often found in modern courts of law, he

could not only ' take up ' with vehemence the

cause that he had to support, but become its

convinced partisan ; and, therefore, his ready

obedience to all the words of command, which

from time to time laid down anew the varying

path of the newspaper did not prove him to be

consciously acting in a spirit of servile ductility.

On the contrary, those who best knew him claim

a right to believe that, with every alteration

ordained, he himself really, honestly changed.
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Tims not only by temperament, but also by

labours gone through at so early a period of life,

that they needs must have tended to mould his

character and form his habits of thought, Delane

was well fitted to become the director—not so

much of a journal that would lecture mankind

in the spirit of a didactic professor, explaining

what was right and what wrong by the aid of

extrinsic thought—but rather of a print like the

' Times,' which sought to inculcate with force

ideas already perceived to be slowly moving our

people.

To steer the great journal in calm and in

storm, to be arbiter of the ' policies ' of States

and the reputations of men, to have the strength

of mind and of body that the labour required,

and to be all the while exulting—unaflfectedly

exulting—in the task—this, one sees, was to

have intense life ; and, Delane's genial nature

inclining liim to let comrades share the elixir by

hearing the things he could tell them, his society,

as may well be supposed—and this especially at

critical ])eriods—was beyond measure interesting

to men who cared eagerly for the actual state of

the world.

He used generally to bend conversation in

such way as to avoid coming into dispute

with his comrades, and liked best to reinforce

what they said by conveying in anecdote some

fragments of that rare knowledge concerning

men and their motives with which—because

daily the hearer of unnumbered appeals to the

'Times'—he was always abundantly armed.
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What he said bore often so closely on the actual chap
march of events, that his speech liad the kind of L_

zest which attaches to the words of a commander
or statesman when going to pass into action, and

it sometimes gave to his hearers the small, yet

not despised, pleasure of being by several hours

in advance of the rest of the world.

Although steeled against the notion of har-

bouring any vain tenderness for people he had

to see crushed under the wheels of his Juoger-

naut car, he still—like many anotlier engaged

in truculent duties—was of a good and kindly

nature. He too often, as indeed we shall see,

allowed the strength of the ' Times ' to become
extreme violence, but this generally, unless I

mistake, because he was strenuous, because he

yearned to be forcible, and not because he felt

spite. As understood in his days, the task he

sustained was one necessarily involving aggres-

sions well fitted to put a hard strain on any
relations subsisting between the editor of the

journal and the people assailed in its columns
;

yet after having been busied during many a year

in this boisterous sort of work, he was able to

say with just pride that he had never become
estranged from a friend, nor even indeed from a

comrade.(^^)

Deriving from nature large gifts, and by cir-

cumstance clothed with vast means of acting

upon the volitions of men, and sometimes even

ruling events, Delane, as may well be supposed,

did not show the real eagerness of his nature in

the weak, bustling way of people reckoned for
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CHAP, nothing, whose time is of scarce any worth ; and
"

indeed he had the outward composure, tlie air of

power not yet put forth that becomes a strong

man of action ; but it always could be seen that

his energies were rather compressed than lulled

—that the furnace, if so one may speak, had its

fires ' banked up ' in the day-time, yet still was

always aglow, always ready to blaze into action

an hour or two before midnight.

When already in his carriage and moving to

the scene of his midnight labours, kind nature

used to grant him some minutes of sleep, upon

which, because giving fresh strengtli, he used to

set a great value ; but from the moment of his

entering the editor's room until four or five

o'clock in the morning, the strain he had to

put on his faculties must have been always

great, and in stirring times almost prodigious

;

for although of course tlie great bulk of the

manifold work required for constructing a num-
ber of the ' Times ' was performed by subordi-

nates, and although it rested with others—per-

haps I might say with one otlier—to determine

what— at least for a while— should be the

chosen policy of the journal, its editor had to

execute the general design ; and these were the

hours of night when often he had to decide— to

decide of course with great swiftness—between

two or more courses of action momentously

difl'erent ; when, besides, he must judge the

appeals brought up to the paramount arbiter

from all kinds of men, from all sorts of earthly

tribunals ; when despatclies of moment, when
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telegrams fraught with grave tidings, when chap.

notes hastily scribbled in the Lords or the „_ J .

Commons, were from time to time coming in

to confirm, or disturb—perhaps even to annul

—former reckonings ; and these, besides, were

the hours when—on questions newly obtruding,

yet so closely, so importunately present that

they would have to be met before sunrise

—

he somehow must cause to spring up sudden

essays, invectives, and arguments which only

strong power of brain with even much toil

could supply.

English journalists set themselves tasks rarely

even so much as attempted on the continent of

Europe, undertaking to form, to deliver, to pub-

lish swift, definitive, well -reasoned judgment

upon subjects quite newly presented to the

knowledge or the attention of men
;
(^*) and

one of the more anxious duties imposed on

the editor in these midnight hours was with

careful, well-defined aim to convey either orally,

or by means of some brief little note, the few,

yet enkindling words which were destined to

evoke all at once compositions of a forcible sort,

and often of great ability, from the brains of

other men.

In conversation, one day, a great leading-

article writer conveyed an idea of his craft

by using one of those metaphors which in half

a minute or less did at once all the work ot

long statements.(^^) ' To write a leading article,'

he said, ' may take only from two hours t(v

two hours and a-half, but then all the rest of
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JiiAP. ' your time you are a crouching tiger, waiting,
'

' waiting, to make your spring.'

To be lord of these ' crouching tigers,' and

—

before two o'clock in the morning—say which

should spring, and at whom—this was one of

the midnight tasks devolving on the editor.

But only one out of many. If liigh organisa-

tion averted a too-anxious hurry, it could not

dispense with the strain put on numbers of men
who by concert must achieve great and varied

labours within a fast narrowing space of hours,

and finally, minutes.

And, of course, labours fraught with great

consequences to numbers of mortals could not

long go on uninterrupted by molestation from

without. Because of some insistaut below, great

in name, or miglity in earnestness, tlie janitors

charged to protect a great editor's too j)recious

moments would from time to time be impor-

tuned to take in a card with eager words

written in pencil ; and amongst the missives

thus pressed, there used to be now and then

one which could not be safely despised, nor

even indeed withstood.

Which of any appeals such as these might

drive its way through all barriers, would depend

upon the vigilance of the outposts, and the dis-

criminating sagacity exercised by an inner line

of sentries on guard ; but meanwhile comes a

time when the editor sees laid before him a

strip of newly-printed paper, and understands

at a glance that one of the ' crouching tigers

'

has now made his spring; for what he holds in
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his fingers is a ' proof ' of the ' leading article ' CHAP.

—one perhaps of great moment—for which he
'

gave his brief order some three or four hours

before. For the delicate task then awaiting

him any other than he would require to be

in a state of tranquillity, would require to have

ample time. But for him there are no such in-

dulgences. Whilst seizing the import and range

of the new creation, and bringing it into smooth

harmony with his general design—nay, even into

conformity with his standard of literary excel-

lence {^^)—he sees the hand of the clock grow-

ing more and more peremptory, and the time

drawing nearer and nearer when his paper must,

must be ' made up.'

It was only after hard throes that, emerging,

as it were, from a tumult of swiftly exerted

brain-power, the journal of the awaiting day

could quicken, could burst into life ; and one

hardly sees how the great company were able to

believe that their editor, in the midst of toils so

engrossing, in the midst of that storm of energy

which he had to evoke and direct, would coldly

bend his mind to the question whether this or

that phrase, whether this or that statement of

fact, might not do harm to the country. It

would have been hard to expect such a feat

from any editor busied in racing thus against

time, even if he had been a man armoured

against counter impulses by the qualities and

the temperament of a tranquil, resolute judge

;

but much less was there room for supposing that

any such guardianship of State interests could be
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CHAP, severely and peremptorily exercised by an editor
'

glowing with zeal— an editor always imbued

since even the days of his boyhood with that

eager spirit of journalism which instinctively seea

in publicity a cure for all ills of State, and can

scarcely cast eyes on the bloom of a newly-

caught ' piece of intelligence ' without a passion-

ate longing to seize and broach it whilst fresh.

If the statements I already have made, and

the passages I am going to quote, show delin-

quencies on the part of the ' Times ' which few

or none will defend, I may now trust that some

apprehension of the qualities and temperament

of Mr Delane, and of the task he had to perform

will serve to shelter his memory from no small

part of the blame which might otherwise attach

to an editor who suffered the journal he guided

to make pernicious disclosures, and failed to

curb the excesses of which we are going to hear.

To give the direction of the ' Times ' to Delane

in the interest of the journal itself was to main-

tain, and even increase its giant strength, to

enhance its literary excellence, and to keep it

closely, warmly in harmony with the opinion

and the passions of the country ; but, to make
1dm also a censor, charged to watch on belialf

of the State, and protect it against indiscretions

committed by the journal he served, was to lay

on him a task clashing stubbornly with the rest

of his duties, and one against which his whole

nature, reinforced by the effect of long training,

would tend to make him rebel.

[)autioii that Why the owners of the ' Times ' failed to
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exercise the needed restraint, it is not so easy to c fi a p.

see. They might have stayed the swift hand of '.

their editor, saying rightly :
' Take care ! It is

l^afe beTn^

true that the welfare of our paper is advanced ^^vne^ of
''*

by the unstinted publication of well-founded to^thS-™^^

intelligence ; but, though journalists, we also
^'^'*°'"-

are English ; and it would seem that the exigen-

cies of war have been raising a conflict between

our mere selfish interests and the duty we all

owe to our country. If that conflict be once

perceived and decisively recognised, there is not

a man or woman amongst us who would hesi-

tate to make a right choice ; but the danger is

that our peace-formed habit of assuming the

wholesomeness of free disclosure may mislead

us in this time of war. What EusseU is telling

us about the state of Lord Eaglan's army may

be only too true ; but the enemy, remember,

is listening ; and if only for the sake of what

remains of this suffering, this valiant soldiery,

let us try to stay our tongues until the danger

shall have passed. The remnant of English

troops before Sebastopol is so feeble in num-

bers, so weakened by hardships, so cruelly

overladen with duty, that, if only the enemy

knew what you now seem going to tell him, he

might be expected to seize his advantage, and

trample out by sheer weight of numbers, the

flickering spark of life that still glimmers in the

English camp. What restrains him is awe.

He knows indeed that our army is weak, but

he imagines that its weakness may perhaps be

a weakness of that strange kind wliicli tempted
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CHAP.
IX.

liim to his Tukermaii venture, and therefore he

happily falters. Are you going to explain to

him that this faltering of his is a huge mistake,

that our army is in the grave, or in hospital,

and that his awe, however well-founded when
he reckoned his Inkerman losses, would be now
like fearing a ghost ?

' It is true that deserters and spies may be

telling him, and telling him largely of the mor-

tality and the sickness afflicting our camp, but

they also perhaps apprise him that reinforce-

ments are landing, and that, somehow, at the

English Headquarters there is an air of routine

and composure which few would judge to be

possible, unless Lord llaglan thought himself

strong enough to withstand a determined attack.

You must see the almost priceless advantage

that there is in that veil. Are you going to

tear it away ? Are you going to assure the

enemy that that formidable nonchalance appa-

rent in the Headquarters Staff results only from

the pride or the carelessness of a number of

well-bred officers, and ought not to deter him
from making—from making whilst yet there is

time—a second Inkerman venture ?

' It is true, very true, that in England the

defects of our laws and the faults of our ad-

ministrations are habitually corrected by public

outcry— by public outcry, continued during

periods that always are long, and sometimes

indeed are extended to thirty or forty years

;

but it is not by such insistance that in this

distressing conjuncture, any actual good can be
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done; for the needs of our troops are imme- chap.
' diate, their distance some three thousands of L.
' miles. The knowledge we are acquiring is in-

* deed a store of great value ; for in time per-

' haps it will help us to denounce any system,

' or any public delinquencies, to which we may
' trace the privations too certainly endured by
' our troops ; but no words we can now print in

' London will save, or help, or comfort them.

' Supplies and large French reinforcements with,

' besides, fresh troops of our own, have long been
' moving to the seat of war ; and if the enemy
' should remain blind for a while to his present

' opportunity, our army may be saved ; but its

' deliverance will not be immediate, and it is

' during a period of several weeks that, for once,

' we must try to stand silent. We abound in

' knowledge of the condition of things on the

' Chersonese ; and even supposing Lord Eaglan
' to have sent home by every mail clear, accu-

' rate, and comprehensive reports, we may still

' perhaps be in possession of some hitherto untold

' facts which ought to be known at Whitehall.

' If we are, let us whisper our knowledge to

' a Minister who will use it for the advantage

' of our own country ; but, for Heaven's sake !

' don't blurt it out to a world which includes

' St Petersburg—which includes the very com-
' mander now opposing our troops before Se-

' bastopol.'

If such words of deprecation as these fell

from any remonstrating owner, they were all

of them uttered in vain. Throughout the dirp

VOL. VIL p
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CHAP.
IX.

Mr Russell's

continueil
disclosvires

respecting
the state of
our army :

these rein-

forced by
the conduct-
ors of the
journal at

home :

tlie t^piieral

cliaructcr of

Russell's

narratives.

period of the winter, Mr Russell, by every mail

was sending home vivid accounts of the evils

that obstructed supply, and of the hardships, the

sickness, the mortality afflicting and destroying

our troops ; and, his narratives being given to

the world with the sheets of the ' Times,' all this

priceless intelligence, by means of the telegraph

wire, was swiftly carried into Sebastopol.(^^)

To Mr Russell's perilous disclosures the con-

ductors of the paper in London from time to

time, added pith. After the 5th of November,

and subsequently, during several weeks, it was

an object with the Allies to mask their weakness,

and avert attacks by showing what aggressive

vigour they could in their siege operations. This

mask the great journal tore away, saying reck-

lessly, in so many words,' We are reduced to the

' defensive,'(^^) and from time to time, in other

forms, pressing this ugly fact upon the attention

of all, including of course the enemy.

The mischief of communications like these,

passing round from our camp to the enemy, lay

mainly, of course, in their truth ; for, if our army

had been abounding in strength, little harm

would perhaps have been done by telling the

enemy that it was weak. But the fidelity, no

less than the prudence, of Mr RusselFs accounts,

was freely brought into question. The officers

of our army at home did not like seeing military

business brought under the kind of oljservation

which Mr Russell applied to it ; and these men,

having learnt from their training to overrate the

value of minute accuracy as compared with that
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of substantial truth, were disposed to rely on chaf,
small errors as a proof that Mr Eussell's accounts '_.

must be altogether untrustworthy. There, plainly,

they did him wrong; and indeed, if strict accu-

racy were to be made the test of trustworthiness,

the world would be left without knowledge. One
great error Mr Eussell committed— namely, that

of imagining that Lord Eaglan did not visit his

divisional camps, and especially his field hos-

pitals ; but the mistake of the correspondent was

a mistake largely shared, and sprang, we must
own, very naturally from the cause already

explained."^' From the facts passing under his

eyes, and the accounts— whether hearsay or

otherwise—pouring in upon him from number-

less quarters, he had to make what choice he

could under conditions that must have been often

embarrassing, and sometimes of such a kind that

they might tend to warp his judgment ; but I

do not detect in his letters any foregone resolve

or desire to exaggerate the troubles resulting

from hampered supply, or the hardships endured

by our troops. What people mistook for exag-

gerated statement was often no more than that

disturbance of proportion which must always be

caused by a writer who pictures with vivid

power some chosen part of a subject. The
strong, narrow beam of light that he throws on

one spot does not really play false with the

truth, yet so fetches it out from the midst of a

universe left unillumined that mortal eyes are

deceived.

* See ante, Cap. VETI. , sec. 4, et post, jj. 239.
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CHAP. Thoughtful men, whether soldiers or not, saw
^^

the danger of heedless disclosures well fitted to

advantage the enemy—saw, moreover, the mis-

chief of a great public outcry, with its offspring

of random impeachments in the midst of an

arduous war, and some of these observers were

led to speak harshly of the ' Times ' correspon-

dent; but perhaps, if they had striven to analyse

the grounds of tlieir judgment, they would have

found that the cause of their anger lay not so

much in the purport of Mr Kussell's accounts, but

rather in the violent use which they saw being

made of his statements by writers and speakers

at home.

III.

England.

Intensity of The Suffering endured by our troops was an

roused in° cvil that might well be expected to provoke the

wholesome wrath of a nation ; for, although of

course armies before had suffered and perished

when coerced or trampled down by defeat, here

was one that lay suffering and perishing in the

arms of Victory. ^''' Our people at home before

long were in the agonies of pity and anger. If

forgetful for a moment of Distance and Time,

both writers and speakers might think th(?y could

help our dying troops on the Chersonese by

appeals addressed to the rulers ; t but, whether

* The sufferings of our army may be said to have become
acute on the 14tli of November, scarce nine days after the

battle of lukerman ; and no military reverse had occurred in

the interval.

t See ante, p. •2'!'), and the question submitted, j'ost, pp.

248, 249.
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SO believing or not, they at least might arraign chap.
a system which had failed to save our army from

^^'

want, and mark out those public delinquents to

whom any faults could be traced. The people

were keenly desiring, nay, indeed, were almost

insisting that some State offender should expiate

the distress of our troops ; and the general sen-

timent of the time was well enough indicated by

the ironical title of a pamphlet which called itself

* Whom shall we Hang ?

'

To learn and say who was in fault whole

multitudes were ready and eager, yet not for the

moment well qualified ; because those who best

knew the truth were engaged far away in Crim-

Tartary ; and besides, the enquirers were bent

upon a too narrow view of their subject. The
dominant cause of the suffering endured by our

soldiery was, after all, as we saw, that double or

compound generalship which had not only brouglit criticism

the Allies to abandon their territorial conquest from the

from the Alma to the Mackenzie Heights, but to S^e^ff"^'

make themselves prisoners for the winter on a

bleak, barren promontory where their horses no

less than their troops must live wholly, if they

could live at all, by means fetched on shipboard

from distant lands ; and it happened that that

very strategy in all its ill-omened stages had
received from the country at large so warm an

approval as to be now exempted from criticism.

Men who only a few weeks before had exultingly

praised the 'Flank March,' and the counsels

leading on to a siege now looked naturally in

some other direction for the causes of what all
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CHAP, agreed to be a distressing calamity
;
(^'') and

_1^_ without enquiring why armies with the ample

charter of victory should choose to winter out

on the Chersonese, sought only to learn how the

hardships inseparable from any such undertaking

had been augmented by neglect or mismanage-

ment. The loss of the Woronzoff Eoad, the

undue allotment of work imposed on Lord Kag-

lan's troops, the hurricane of the 14th of Novem-

ber, and withal, the miscarriage of administrative

business— these were four causes tending to

aggravate the main evil—the evil brought about

by false strategy ; but the three first were not

of such kind that they would serve as good fuel

on which public anger might feed. For it was

obviously unprofitable, perhaps even dangerous,

to rake up cause of blame against Canrobert for

acquiescing in Liprandi's encroachment on the

25 th of October, or for leaving tasks to our

people beyond their utmost strength ; and of

course there was but little temptation to go

on scolding a hurricane brought about by some

rebel ^olus not yet duly in awe of tlie ' Times.'

There remained the obvious subject of adminis-

tration ; but even there, the enquirer saw before

him a far-spreading part of the thicket which

could not be well marked for clearance, because

that Eoyal Commandership which (by clashing

with Parliamentary Government) forbade the

concentration of power essential for a good War
Department bad roots striking deep into the

polity of the English State, and it was obvious

that, to make wholesome changes dependent upon
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the previous abolition of the Horse Guards would chap.
IX

be to defer them— to defer tliem beyond any
'

known time.

So the critics applied their whole power to and coneen-

a scrutiny of those lesser mischiefs which had lesser mat-
ters.

aggravated, though they had not produced, the

hard trial undergone by our troops. Their atti-

tude towards the calamity may be likened to

that of the fabled officer on the evening of the

14th of November who ignored the assaults of.

the hurricane, and rated his shivering servants for

the wet, the mud, the snow, the utter want of

good cookery that he found on the wretched spot

where—until torn away by the blast—his com-

fortable tent had been standing.

The common soldier had a better understand- The soldier's

ing of the cause of his sufferings, and it is not the cause of

. 1 1 1 T
^'S suffer-

paradoxical to say that he knew better because inss.

he thought less ; for a scrutiny so minute as to

make a man study a subject under a wrongly-

chosen angle of vision is a poorer guide for

man's judgment than even the most rapid glance

which sees things in their right proportions.

The soldier's manful theory was that his hard-

ships in the main resulted from stress of war,

and that belief was the very truth ; for, although

our army had gone into duress of its own accord,

with a set will to carry Sebastopol, that same

duress, when once in full force, was as much
' stress of war ' as if it had been caused \)j

defeat.
m 1 • 1 • 1 • •

Fa.rt taken

To this plan of withdrawing attention trom bythecon-^ °
, ., . ductorsof

the paramount or master force, and ascribing the 'Timwi,'
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CHAP, calamities to subordinate causes, the great journal
'

devoted itself with untiring power and skill. Its

gifted writers inveighed against the civil, mili-

tary, and naval administration, both at home and

abroad, making out in some of their moods that

the calamity had resulted from want of System,

and sometimes maintaining tliat System—they

commonly called it ' Eoutine '—was the very,

very root of the evil.

Between In the facc of a prospect then already over-
18th and 23d

i -n i i • ^ n i ,i
December, cast and still darkcnmg, we saw how hrmly the

change in will of a United and resolute people was voiced
the spirit of -^ , . , . ,

i
•

r> i

the 'Times.' by our great Jbnghsh journal; and, it the time

of trial had compassed no more than that month

which ended on the 18 th of December, a too

hasty empiric might have inferred that the

steadfastness often attributed to nations led by

their nobles might belong, after all, to a nearly

self-governing people, if blessed with a guide so

determined as the one England found in the

• Times.'

But, unhappily, the steadfastness of the great

journal was put to a harder and more protracted

test. With what result we shall see.

The accounts that by mail after mail now
came pouring in from the Chersonese proved

every day more and more painful as regarded

the actual state of our army, but also more and

more gloomy in their bearing upon what was to

come ; and men needed no great weather-wisdom

to see fast approaching a storm of public grief

mingled with rage.

The conductors of the great journal knew
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that, by the law of their singular calling, as then chap
understood, they were doomed to the task of !_

giving full voice to the people in its hour of

passion ; and that— having been calm, sober,

steadfast two or three days before—they must

now prepare to turn frantic. Signs show that

they hesitated ; and one likes to be able to sur-

mise that, on the part of the gifted men who so

lately had raised the great journal to wbat I

marked as its zenith, there was reluctance to

begin the descent. But— if ever indeed it

existed— this praiseworthy faltering ceased on

the 23d of December, and then there was wit-

nessed a change, no less decided and sudden,

than that which in barrack-yard drill responds to

the word of command.

It was vain, on behalf of the country, to ask

for so precious a sacrifice as that of a little reti-

cence ; vain even on behalf of our army to

wliisper a ' hush !
' and make sign that Eussia

stood listening; for the vow of the daily journal-

ist reverses the vow of the Trappist, so that,

whilst the one must never speak, the other

—

except on a Sunday—must never, never be silent

—nay, must keep himself always, always, always

in the act of forcible utterance.

And again, there was this hmnting thought:

It now seemed only too certain that an army

engaged day and night with a powerful enemy,

an army invaded by sickness, yet exposed on

bleak downs to aU the rigours of winter—-an

army neither able to advance nor retreat, yet, if

stationary, barely able to live—was already in
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CHAP.
IX.

Excrava-
K.mce of its

language in

reference to
our winter
troubles.

grievous peril ; and, on the other hand, the con-

ductors of the great journal were possessed by a

notion that, to use their own phrase, they must

needs keep the public ' prepared ' for coming

events—that is, to speak plainly, must act as the

standing prophets of England, always busied in

* telling her fortune.' And from this sense of

gipsy-like duty, when coupled with the evident

danger of our army, it resulted that the journal

which, a few days before, had superbly rebuked

every access of alarm or discouragement was now
to be enjoining despair.

And in ungoverned terms :
' The decline and

' decay of our great expedition ;
'

' lamentable

' failure ;
'

' the eve of a great national disaster
;

'

' hideous complication of fatal neglects ;
'

' tremen-
* dous crisis ;

'
' verge of ruin ;

'
' the noblest army

* sacrificed ' to the ' grossest mismanagement,' ' in-

' competency,' ' lethargy,' ' aristocratic hauteur ;

'

' that liuge imposture our military system ;
'

' the

' absolute wreck of the system ;
'

' our army un-
' available in a few weeks for any effective ser-

' vice ;
' those disabled by fatigue and sickness,

' said to be no fewer than a thousand a-week ;

'

* about a hundred a-day sent to the hospitals,

' never to return fit for service ; '
' a regular drain

'of 6000 a-month ;' of our infantry rank and

file, 'hardly 2000 in good healtli
;

' our army
' fallen

;

'
' about to lose, unless some extra-

' ordinary stroke of fortune intervenes, our one,

' our only army ;
'

' a few spectral figures are all

' that remain
;

'
' menaced with a disaster to

' which there can be found no parallel in the
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dreary annals of war
;

'
' total disorganisation ;

' chap.
' collapse ; ' ' anarchy ; ' ' human hecatombs ;

' L_

' every man of any sense sinking into despair
;

'

'twilight settling steadily down into night and

' darkness ; '
' Serbonian bog of despair ;

'
' the

' British army has perished as an army ;
'

' de-

' struction of the British army ;
' 'the bubble

' has now finally burst, the last chance is gone
;

'

' appalling realities ;
'

' our national reputation

' sacrificed, our past tarnished, and our future

' overclouded ; '
' England's ill fate, sore cost,

' and, we had almost said, foul dishonour ;
'

' un-

' utterable woe and misery ;
'

' disaster ;
'

' hideous

' catastrophe ;
' ' frightful catastrophe ;

'
' final

' catastrophe ; '
' chaos come again, night, anarchy,

' and confusion ; '
' abyss of misery ;

'
' abyss far

' lower, and more awful ; '
' the doom of nations,'

—these were some of the strains in which

—

Eussia all the while thankfully listening—the

great journal chanted our dirge. (2^)

To make such wailings appropriate, it was

almost essential that England, far from being,

as she still was, victorious, should herself sur-

render to Nicholas, and be dragged captive into

Siberia.

Whilst avowing and even preaching despair, invectives

1111 of the

the great company undertook to hurl blame ;
' Times

•

" it/
p T 1

^g^'^s* Lorn

and we have seen that there was one of Lord Ragian.

Eaglan's sterling qualities which, however en-

nobling, laid him open to mischievous com-

ments. He hated all ostentation, but the char- Lord Rag-
ian s want

latan's ostentation he loathed. If a charlatan of ostenta-
tion :

general proposes to visit a suffering camp, he
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OH A P. chooses a time when he knows improvement is

ripe, comes clattering up to the ground with a

great cavalcade at his heels, shows himself in

his well-known costume, seems to give a huge

number of orders, seems to crush one or two

hapless functionaries with ferocious displeasure,

calls up some (before chosen) soldier, tells the

man he remembers him well at the battle of

the Spheres, says he means to look out for him
again on the field of Armageddon, gives him
either a cross or some coins, and then gallops

off, well assured that, by tlie help of his salaried

glorifiers acting vigorously upon human credu-

lity, he will pass for a chief who has almost

wrought miracles by ' the eagle glance of his eye,'

and the irresistible might of his will.

His way of For the performance of any such comedy,
transacting , ,

"^ ''

business. Whether useful or not, Lord Eaglan was by
nature disqualified. Every time that he moved
from his quarters, he had before him the object

of transacting real business, unconnected with

imposture or show ; and the greater part of his

toil was toil at the desk—toil engrossing many
hours of each day, with, besides, no small part

of each night. But to read the despatches, the

letters, the minutes, the memoranda, the orders

resulting from all this labour is to see that in

every line, the commander's written utterance

is an utterance fraught with action— and
whether taking effect in the trenches, or in the

camps, at Balaclava, or on board ship, at Eupa-
toria, Varna, or Sclioumhi. at Scutari, or Con-

stantinople, at Malta, Coi'i'u, or Gibraltar, in our
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Embassy at Vienna, or our Embassy in Paris, CHA.P.

or finally, in our departments at home, was an .

engine always aptly conducing to the huge and

multifarious business of a war conjoined with

treaty, in which not only as general and admin-

istrator, but also as diplomatist he had to bear

the main part. Yet Lord Raglan did not trust

to his pen when he thought that words from the

lips might perhaps have a better effect. He
was habitually in oral conference with his gen-

erals, and men of other rank, or of no rank at

all, whom he had summoned to Headquarters

for the purpose ; and it may be observed that

for one of the most trying and momentous of all

his duties, that is, for the maintenance of our

difficult and even perilous relations with the

French, he made little use of the pen, trusting

rather to personal intercourse.

Of the way in which a commander can most

effectively use his energies, he himself, it would

seem, must commonly be the best judge. We
saw how the gifted Todleben defended Sebas-

topol without ever writing a line, and even

without reading papers
;

'" but the mighty task

he had set himself was one bearing no kind of

resemblance to the toils engaging Lord Eaglan

;

and besides, it must be remembered that between

the ages of the two men there was a difference

of some thirty years. The engine wanted for

effective command is brain-power ; and this, in

their more youthful days, men can often exert

to the utmost, although getting through every

* Ante, vol. iv. of Cabinet Edition, pp. 14.5-G.
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CHAP, day a great deal of bodily toil; but in advanced

^_ life, they must liusbaud their strength, taking

care not to waste in mere galloping the energy

retjuired for command. Whither the ideal com-

mander that a nation is often longing to find,

can best be sought for amongst the young, or

the middle-aged, or those further advanced in

life—this is a question of great interest and not

to he easily answered ; but of all the courses

open to choice, the plainly absurd one would be

to appoint a commander advanced in years, yet,

in the matter of bodily labour, require him to

imitate youth.

And in judging the English commander's way

of transacting business, it must be remembered

that he had at his side a staff officer whose

qualities gave a happy completeness to the

means of wielding command brought together

in our Headquarter camp. AVliilst Lord Eaglan,

as we have seen, was wont to toil long at the

desk. General Airey was a man so constituted

as to be always eager for duties requiring strong

bodily exertion ; and the ceaseless activity of

this gifted officer, liis devotion, his zeal, his

sound, rapid judgment, his • keen, far-reaching

sight, and his vigorous, propelling delivery of all

the orders he carried, seemed to furnish the very

lever required for giving full effect to authority.

The air of But again, for misrepresentation, there was

hi^'nead-'^ this other opening : The steady, punctual, or-
fjuarters.

jgj,|y i^abits, and cool, self-possessed bearing of

the officers surrounding Lord Eaglan gave Head-

quarters that air of strength buttressed by cus-
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torn, and if so one may call it, 'inveterate,' chap
which, if having its evident worth as a sign of 1_

unshaken, efficient command, was also a very

real support to the policy of averting attacks by

the spell of a stiff-looking front
;
(^^) but—ob-

served at a time when our troops were cruelly

suffering—this calm of course ofiered temptation

to any people so conditioned in mind that they

liked drawing ugly contrasts between the ruled

and the rulers. Men industriously performing

their duties in the accustomed way could be

easily accused of indifference.(^2)

Lord Eaglan was, most days, on horseback,

either visiting his divisional camps, or his hos-

pitals, or going down to transact business at

Balaclava, but he used on such occasions to

ride with only a single aide-de-camp ;
* and

since, also, as indeed we have seen, he com-

monly wore a plain forage-cap and a wrapper

so overfolding that it did not disclose his

maimed arm,(^^) there was nothing to show a

spectator, unless chancing to stand very near,

that one of the two horsemen passing was the

Commander of the forces. Under such condi-

tions of course, many officers and men, to say

nothing of the newspaper correspondents, were

able to say that they never saw anything of the

General ; and upon the honest, though deceptive samples of

• T < -1 It'll tiilG &TJI3.CK3

testimony thus given, when coupled with the delivered
^ & ' -f by the

unquestioned sufferings of uur troops, the great 'Times.'

* That the above expression, ' most days,' is accurate and

well-warranted, see post in Appendix, Lord Raglan's De-

spatch of March 3, 1855.
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CHAP, journal founded its charge—a charge importing
^^-

nothing less than that in the midst of the

winter sufferings, Lord Eaglan was neglecting

his army

!

As though striving to deepen the curses which

such an accusation invoked, by appealing to any

First, hatred found smouldering between class and class,

a^dMs'; our great journalists served up the remains of

a somewhat rancid old doctrine which—when

fresher in the days of King George—had nur-

tured the souls of young ' Radicals
;

' and they

not only declared aloud that the army was ' one

' vast job, the plaything of our aristocracy,'(^^)

but gave point to their language by showing

and next that the General and the Headquarter Staff, to

rtasun aiuf whom they ascribed neglect and mismanagement,

qulrteT^' were guilty of being well-born. After speaking

of our dying soldiery, the \mter went on :
' But

' their aristocratic general, and their equally

' aristocratic staff view this scene of wreck and

' destruction with a gentleman-like tranquillity.

' Indeed, until stung into something like activity

' by the reflections of the press, the person on

' whom the highest responsibility for this situ-

' ation devolves, had hardly condescended even

' to make himself superficially acquainted with

' its horrors. The aristocracy are trifling with

' the safety of the army in the Crimea, just as

' here they are dawdling over that periodical

' luxury, the formation of a Government.'(^^)

By a Thersites-like stroke of comparison with

the wants of oui' soldiery, the very food, the

very shelter supposed to be obtained at Head-

staff.
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quarters were made a subject of taunt; and he chap.
who amongst living men was unsurpassed in his

'

sense of duty, unsurpassed in his thoughtfulness

for others, he who made every day of his life a

day of well-applied toil, he who giving his all of

strength and working power to the Queen and

the country he served, was destined to sinlc

under his burthen, scarce finding, scarce seek-

ing, an interval between public care and death

—he, he and no other, was the chief held up

to indignation as one who continued ' to while

' away his time in ease and tranquillity among
' the relics of his army.'(^^) The writer even

thought it becoming to point to a time when
Lord Raglan and his staff would ' return with

' their horses, their plate, and their china, their

' German cook, and several tons' weight of official

' returns, all in excellent order, and the announce-
' ment that, the last British soldier being dead,

' they had left our position in the care of our

' gallant Allies.'(^^) And, the choice idea of

suggesting that— surrounded with luxuries—
Lord Eaglan and his staff would soon be the

only survivors of the army, was not a mere

escapade, repented of the next day. Far (ap-

parently) from seeming loathsome to the con-

ductors of the paper, it was several times re-

produced.

After quoting attacks of this kind, one need

hardly, I think, lose time in bringing their

author to judgment. For if the offender be

dead, there is obvious warrant for silence

;

whilst, if he be living and sentient, the mere
VOL. VIL Q
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CHAP,
IX.

Long con-
tinuance of
the excesses
committed
by the
' Times.'

Suggested
explanation
of the phe-
nomenon.

reproduction of his words will give him enough

of pain. At the mere sight of what he penned,

he will writhe like a disinterred worm unwit-

tingly cut by the spade.

Not simply during a day or two, but week

after week, nay, month after month, the excesses

of the great journal continued ; and, if one be

asked how it happened that in a country sup-

posed to be firm, sober, and self-respecting,

extravagance of this kind could be long and

persistently rampant, the explanation I offer is

this : The English are not a logical people, and

so ill-versed in abstractions, so dimly acquainted

with the idea of what a Continental mind would

accept as a ' principle,' that, to guide them in

their search after truth, they have not the clue

of pure reason. Under such conditions, they

are for the most part confined to two methods.

When adopting the first one, they seek after

truth by travelling through masses of detail,

and the conclusions tliey reach in that way

are not only apt to be just but suggestive of

wise and moderate, though somewhat clumsy

measures.

The obvious fault of the method is its ex-

treme slowness—a slowness so hampering that,

if there were no other expedient, the whole

country would be passing its life in a politi-

cal jury-box, for ever, for ever, for (iver en-

quiring, enquiring, enquiring. What commonly

makes England possible is the second method

—

and that is, the swift, trenchant argument of

ridiculi'.. But here, it need hardly be said, the
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last method, for once, had no place, -because the chap,
TX

suffering endured by our troops was an occasion
'

so painful, that the idea of applying ridicule to

the descriptions it generated would have been

beyond measure revolting. So, that resource

being inapplicable, England had to pursue the

first method, and words piled high upon words

rose accumulating in mountainous bulk till the

day of the winnowing came. What the grain

of truth was that remained we long ago saw;

but it took eighteen months of enquiry to attain

the result ; and our country meanwhile had to

suffer the fate of being lowered in character by
the journal that spoke in her name.

The cry broke out at a time when, however The real

imperilled and weakened, our whole army, from our army it

the general downwards, might be thought to with the

have earned some gratitude from our people at guage.

home by giving them a right to their pride. If

the Alma, if Inkerman were already too many
weeks old to be cared for by swift-flitting jour-

nalists, the conflict in front of Sebastopol was
one even then going on, one maintained day and

night without ceasing, one not indeed shaped and

condensed into what men regard as a ' battle,'

yet involving more surely than battles com-

monly do the fate of the wrestling armies.'''"

In that deadly strife, our army had long been

persisting ; and though weak, though hugely

outnumbered, had always held its ground. I,

* For our army (without the assent of the enemy) no re-

treat was possible.—Lord Raghin to Lord Panmure, ' con-
' fidential,' 3d March 1855.
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CHAP, of course, know suflicieiitly well that for an
^^-

army poor in numbers and bodily strength, yet

warding off an enemy's hosts during many a

week by the true might of heart and soul, one

would vainly bespeak the applause accorded by

men to a ' victory
;

' but a thinking observer

may tell himself (though he cannot so make

the world judge) that with all its undying re-

nown, the weird battle of the 5 th of November

proved no higlier, no more warlike quality in

commander or officers or men than did the

struggle maintained by Lord Eaglau and his

troops when unmovedly confronting the enemy

throughout tlie dire winter period with what,

in a sense, may be called the dread spectre

of our Tnkerman army.

What our troops had to do, if they could, was

to maintain their ground day and night, under

all the rigours of weather, against an enemy

hugely greater in numbers, with the resources

of a fortress behind him, to fend off his immi-

nent masses by maintaining such a demeanour

as might deter him from seizing his opportunity,

and finally, to persist in tliis struggle until the

needed reinforcements should land. The pro-

blem— scarcely put into words— for words

would have bred a new danger—was faith-

fully worked out by Lord Eaglan, by his

officers, by his men. Although enduring priv-

ations rendered cruel by stress of winter, and

maintaining day after day, nay, week after

week, nay, even montli after month those

alternations of watchfulness and comlat which
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constituted, if so one may speak, a kind of chap,
IX.

protracted engagement, our army from first to

last did not lose a foot of ground, it did not

lose a gun, above all, it did not lose heart, and

—being liappily never a day without biscuit,

and cartridges—held steadily on to the time

when, with recruited strength, it could once

more become the assailant. Thus, apart from

the passive virtue of fortitude with which our

men bore their hardships, there was going on

every hour a valorous conflict which, if destined

to endure—and endure, as we know, it did

—

long enough to meet the hard exigency, would
become a warlike achievement not easily exam-

pled in history. It was becoming and right

that our people, when they contemplated the

feats and the struggles of an army thus valiant

and steadfast, should feel their pride chastened

by grief at the thought of the winter in camp,

and embittered too with the anger already

gathered and gathering against any public de-

linquents to whom default might be traced

;

but they were in an unworthy and foolish

mood, if they listened approvingly when the

journal, grown loud in their name, began de-

composing our army in the midst of its strife

with the enemy, intent ' to find heroism (as

indeed they well might) in the private soldier,

but railing against the commander, and running

down the officers under him.

A little search into the rudiments of military Theiii

coherence would have shown the revilers that, if tiie outcry

an army stands fast under pressure of numbers
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?rally.

and trials such as those endured by our troops,

its prowess must always be owing to the quali-

ties of the commander and the officers under

him no less than to those of his men.

If the outcry thus wildly transcended the

bounds of moderation and truth, what is there

to be said of its policy ?

We may all well believe that, though eager

to overstrengthen strong words, the writers and

speakers thus erring did not really deceive them-

selves much, still less wish to lead others astray;

and that, as one man will resort to ' italics,'

and another to gesticulation, and another to a

volley of oaths, they indeed used sentences cast

in the shape of actual assertions, yet designed

them, all the time, for no more definite purpose

than that of intensification or emphasis. So

that when, for example, they shrieked in loud

condolence with England for having undergone

the ' disaster ' of a ' hideous collapse,' and being

in the nether ' abyss,' they only meant in reality

to make her curse the ' green coffee ' or some

other hapless miscarriage with increased and

increasing rage ; but the mischief was that by

many, above all by foreign observers, the out-

cries meant only as growls would be mistaken

for what, after all, they in form really purported

to be—that is, grave declarations asserting the

incapacity of our country to carry on the busi-

ness of war.

Notwithstanding the wild excesses we have

seen the great journal committing, there re-

mained, after all, in its columns so large a
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proportion of sound, sterling matter, that the chap,

whole mass taken together must have imparted, '.—
along with some errors, a great abundance of

truth ; but it was not of course in the nature

of things that any such wholesale distribution

of insular writings would ever take place abroad,

and, on the contrary, all might foresee that each

sentence in which military incapacity was im-

puted to England by Englishmen would be

eagerly caught up by the foreigner, like a gem

frcon the midst of coarse pebbles, and—without

the slightest admixture of counteracting citations

—would be not only quoted and requoted, Imt

long remembered against her. Therefore, wild

and wrong as they were, these confessions of

military weakness so fastened upon the minds

of people on the Continent as to make them

greatly alter their reckoning of England's

strength in land warfare.

When a nation stands engaged in armed strife, Thciangers
.

and mis-

lier warlike repute is a treasure not smiply con- ciiiefsthus
•^

. , caused.

ferring bare honour, like a star or a cross, but

largely, visibly, practically conducing to make

her strong, and by its opposite bearing on

tho heart of her enemy conducing to make

him weak ; whilst, again, in negotiation, the

measure of warlike power which opinion con-

cedes to each nation stands of course for the

power itself ; so that, plainly, to destroy such

a treasure—a treasure like ' credit ' in commerce,

like ' character ' in private life— is to weaken

any State thus depreciated for the purposes of

both combat and treaty. Yet the time our wild
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citizens chose for announcing aloud—and quite

wrongly—the administrative collapse of England

was one when, having her army engaged in close

strife with an enemy hugely greater in numbers,

she had need, bitter need, of her warlike repute

for the purpose of that lasting struggle ; but had

need of it also for the maintenance of fitting rela-

tions with the difficult ally at her side, and, more-

over, for the support of negotiations she was then

carrying on with more than one neutral State.

There was yet furtlier mischief to be wrought

by the same provoking cause. The time already

approached when France and England would

meet the enemy in conference with the hope of

there wringing from his fears the conditions of

an honourable peace ; but the very air of the

Continent, when breathed for a week at Vienna,

was destined to teach our negotiator that the

stress put on Eussia by arms had been singularly

lightened by words—by tbe words of our writers

and speakers declaring before all the world that,

for the purposes of war administration, their coun-

try was an incapable State.

The effect that our railers produced by decry-

ing the military power of their country has not

yet been effaced on the Continent ; and in any

mouienious negotiations undertaken at this day

by England the confessions of warlike incom-

petence she was thus, as it were, made to utter,

still tend to weaken her envoys.

Thus the outcry did harm to our country, did

her harm at the time, did her harm of a lasting

kind ; but may it not also have wrought some
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counterbalancing good ? May it not have so c h a p.

acted upon the minds of our rulers as to make

them take or liasten the steps which were to

raise our army from its state of weakness and

suffering to one of strength and wellbeing ?

Considering that the outcry was sustained with

extraordinary vigour and ability during a length-

ened period, and that it wrought so powerfully

upon the public mind as to bring the very con-

stitution of these realms into a state of trial, a

decisive and well-founded answer to the question

I have thus submitted would not only have, as

I think, a great historical interest, but also tend

to act with great weight upon the demeanour of

the country in any future war. The outcry shook

the State, and weakened the country at a time

when strength was greatly needed ; but, on the

other hand, did it prove that the dry business of

army administration can be aided by the coun-

sels or the pressure of able newspaper-writers ?

Did it bring a greatcoat or a blanket, or more or

better food or drink to any soldier on the Cher-

sonese Heights ?

The question sweeps so wide a range that

there would be evident rashness in meeting it

with an absolute negative ; but, on the other

hand, an affirmative answer would, perhaps, stand

in danger of being somewhat bluffly refuted by

the peremptory logic of dates ; for amongst the

chief measures destined to give the succour re-

quired, it would be hard to find any which had

not been set on foot before the outcry began.

If the measures the ' Times ' might propose want ©r
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were to be in any manner of keeping with the

loudness of the outcry it made, they could not,

of course, be otherwise than stupendous and even

Titanic ; but for some time, at all events, the

conductors of the journal did not so take their

own words in earnest as to judge that, because

our country had fallen into what they called an

'abyss,' there was therefore any necessity for

departing from our slow English ways.

They, of course, had to mark down the victims

who should be offered in sacrifice to expiate the

winter calamities ; and there was one step in

this direction which could be easUy taken. To

displace some or all of the Ministiy by holding

them responsible for the ills that had happened

—this, of course, was a simple and quite familiar

task, belonging to the very rudiments of our

English State science. But the measure, if

taken alone, was too easy to have the appear-

ance of being at all sufficient ; and, on the other

hand, it did not seem prudent to go beyond the

bounds of mere scolding against a victorious

commander whilst locked in close strife with

the enemy in a distant part of the world.

Still, with care and deliberation, and perhaps,

strange to say, with some help from a member

or two of the Government,(2^) a middle term

might be found by declining to recall the com-

mander, yet refusing him a loyal support.

The assailants perhaps would have liked to

remove at once every officer, whatever his rank,

on whom their censures were falling ; and indeed

they were ready to go the length of declaring
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that what our army wanted was 'a Head ; '(^^) chap,

but having no successor in prospect who might .

be able to bear a comparison with the existing

chief, they did not bring themselves to resolve

that they would peremptorily demand his recall.

They knew him to be a commander in whom

our own army, and the army of our Allies, put

full trust.(30)

However, before many days, they were ready

with their plan of attack; and on the 23d of

December they disclosed it to the eyes of the

public. With all the apt materials for invective

that could be distilled from the accounts of Mr
Russell and numberless other contributors, the

great journal was to rage against Lord Eaglan itscuri-

and his Headquarter Staff: yet, so far as con- planned-.nil i_c hostility to

cerned the measures to be founded on that herce Lord Ragiac
, ... and the

impeachment, was to shape its hostility upon Headquar-
... , ter Staff.

a quaintly modified plan which seems to have

been borrowed from the theory of 'constitutional The'con-
'stitutional

' government.' Lord Eaglan was to become a system de-
° .,,.,. vised for

kind of sovereign who would ' reign, as it were, our Head-

• 1 1 • 111^11 quarter

from a throne without being held lully answer- camp:

able for the acts or omissions of his vicegerents

;

but, on the other hand, the chiefs of his Head-

quarter Staff were to be elevated by this novel

theory to a station like that of some ' responsible

' Ministry,' and—again like a ' Ministry '—to

expiate the winter misfortunes by being dis-

missed from their posts ! Lord Raglan, under

this charter, would begin his ' constitutional

' reign ' by submitting against his will to be

deprived of the well-tried staff ofi&cers in whom
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CHAT, he placed the fullest confidejice, including even
^^'

tlie one who was truly liis ' right-hand man !
'(^^)

To people at all ai)prehending what conimand-

ership means in an army, this application of

' constitutional ' doctrine to a Headquarter camp

must seem beyond measure preposterous ; and

therecep- the astonishment, tlie anger, tlic noble scorn
tion of sucli lie
a measure witli which Lord Eaglan heard of a proposal for
^y Lord ^ roe
Raglan. slieltcring him behind his staff olncers, may be

imagined by all wlio know anything of liis loyal,

generous nature.

Incommensurate as it was witli the scale of

lamentation and invective in which the great

journal had spoken, tliis quomt measure could be

hardly expected to remain veiy long in its favour;

and the time soon came for advising a course of

action that harmonised with the utter despair

already enjoined by the paper. Lest a nation

—

once famed for its steadfastness—should be send-

ing out fresh troops to support our imperilled

Thedeciani- army, the great journal solemnly declared itself

si°pporti'ng agaiust such fond efforts ; and the nation which,

by reinforce- in facc of this Warning, should dare to reinforce

Lord Raglan, was thenceforth to be only a waif

shaken off, and unblessed by the ' Times.' ' We
' are all to persevere with the whole force of the

' empire in carrying Lord Eaglan and his Staff

' through with it, and enabling them to redeem
' their credit at tlie risk of another army—this

' is what Government is prepared to ask.' . . •

' For our own part, whatever others may be

' pleased to do, we will take no further part in

' such an aftair. We wipe our hands of the
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' war under the existing management. If Gov- C h a p.
TX

' ernment, if the House of Commons, or the
"

British public choose to sell themselves to the

* Aristocracy, and, through the Aristocracy, to

' their enemies, it is their own affair ; we wipe
' our hands of the national suicide. All that we its protest

. - , against the
' can do is to protest and to warn, and that we further pro-

secution of
* Will not cease to do, though hitherto we have theenter-

TT 1 1 • • prise.
' done so in vain. Under the existing manage-
* ment, we repeat, we have no choice left but to

' protest against the further prosecution of an
' enterprise wliich leads to nothing but ruin and
' disgrace.'(^^)

The great journal, ' inspiring our people whilst Failure ot

' itself by our people inspired,' had advised, had our to stop

enjoined, had ordained the attack on Sebastopol, tionofthe

doing this with the strength of a torrent that

bore down all the obstructors."^'" And, if tlie

campaign were a drama evolving itself with con-

sistency, the power that thus could bind would

prove also the power to loose ; so that now a

countermandate, delivered by the voice which

had sent out our troops would withdraw them at

once from the strife, and bring them home to a

country so tractable, or else so faint-hearted, as

to show itself cured of war-fever by the disci-

pline of Commissariat troubles.

But happily for the warlike repute of Eng-

land, there was no such dramatic consistency in

* See ante, the fourteenth chapter of vol. ii., Cabinet Edi-

tion, in which I have laid much stress upon this. Except
amongst those who remember the year 1854, there will be

always, I imagine, some difficulty in conceiving the real

height of the ascendant then enjoyed by the 'Times.'
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the actual course of events ; for it did not prove

true that the power which had driven our people

into a warlike euterprise would be strong enough

to make them abandon it. On the contrary,

when the great journal flinched, and even ap-

pealed to class hatred as a motive for giving up

the campaign, our people remained firm of pur-

pose. The newspaper rulers saw this, and their

notion of aliandoning tlie enterprise was itself

very soon abandoned.

IV.

A coinci-

dence.

The rela-

tions be-

tween the
Duke of
Newcastlfi

and Lord
Baglan from
February
1854 down
to nearly
the close of
the year.

We saw the great company sanctioning a plan

of attack on Lord Eaglan and the Headquarter

Staff, which was to turn the command at Head-

quarters into a sort of ' constitutional ' sway.

But it must not be taken as certain that the idea

of this curious onset originated in the brain of a

journalist ; for at nearly the same time a measure,

contrived in like fashion and directed against the

same public servants, was also begun, though in

privacy, by a new and strange accuser.

Down to nearly the close of the year, the per-

sonal relations between the Secretary of State

for War and the General commanding our army

had been always most friendly, and based upon

mutual confidence. The Duke of Newcastle's

natural gifts were not of such kind that they

could broadly be put in comparison with those

of Lord Raglan ; but l)etween the Minister and

the General there was at least one point of re-

semblance, for they were, botli of them, indefati-
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gable men, each devoting his whole care and

energy to the work in hand. After the 10th of

April (when Lord Raglan left England) the com-

munications between the Minister and the Gen-

eral were necessarily in writing, and thenceforth

the despatches and letters from time to time

passing between them became, of course, a full

record of the vast amount of public business

which the two were transacting in concert. A
critic, of what men call ' style,' would be apt, I

imagine, to say that the smooth, unobstructed

flow of the Duke of Newcastle's sentences was
hardly so admirable as the simple grace of Lord

Eaglan's diction ; but the Minister and the Gen-

eral alike wrote with ease, with precision, and in

words transparently clear. The recipient of our

Minister's instructions being one who— then

Lord Fitzroy Somerset—had toiled at the side of

Wellington in all his European campaigns, and

had afterwards become deeply versed in the busi-

ness of our army administration, his experience,

of course, carried with it a weight of author-

ity which in one sense, perhaps, might seem
tending to invert the ostensible positions, and

make Lord Eaglan the master of his official chief.

But—far indeed from desiring autonomy—Lord

Eaglan truly liked to acknowledge and feel that

he was the loyal servant of the State, or, as he

would express it, of ' the Queen ; ' whilst, more-

over, his fine taste and high breeding so governed

every sentence he framed that, without ever

seeming to have tlie air of a teachei-, he always

knew how to teach.
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^'

and the General, as carried on by the pen,

came to be on so good a footing that, without

let or awkwardness, the one who had to give

orders could also ask for guidance ; whilst the

one who had to obey could always tender coun-

sel with the certainty that it would be received

with a welcome. The Duke of Newcastle had

the merit of being more accessible than Lord

Eaglan to new ideas, and to the value of those

rough -hewn expedients which are of infinite

value to a nation when seeking to enter upon

war with a small and cramped peace-establish-

ment ; but in forethought—one of the faculties

believed in those days to have been grievously

wanting—the General excelled the Minister.(3^)

From the enlightening effect of the despatches

and letters received from Headquarters, the Duke

of Newcastle learned a good deal of the condi-

tions surrounding our army, and was thus saved

from some of the errors which, amongst our

people at home, were then about to be rife.

Thus, for instance, he knew that Lord Eaglan

—with his troops busied constantly against the

enemy—could not command the ' hands ' with

which to ' metal ' a road from Balaclava up into

camp ; and, instead of complaining that the

soldier, whilst already forced to do the work

of three men liad not been made to do the

work of six, he laid his own shoulder to the

wheel, and with excellent promptitude initiated

the construction of a tramway, with carriages

propelled by steam -power. (3^) He also took
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measures for acceleratino- the communication chap.
• IX

with England by means of a submarine tele- '_

graph between the Crimea and Bulgaria. His

newly -declared supremacy over the members

of scattered offices was not so supported by

official machinery as to insure his being able

to make them work with despatch ; but in zeal

he never failed. Lord Eaglan acknowledsjed

the vigour of his ceaseless efforts to meet the

winter calamity, saying, 'You have left no stone

' unturned.' As regarded the duties of the War
Department, and the intricacies of our whole

administrative labyrinth in Westminster and

London, Lord Raglan's mastery of the subject

was so complete that, from his desk in the

farm-house at Headquarters, he could and did

constantly aid the transaction of business at

home ; and—because knowing thoroughly both

the nature and the limits of our military re-

sources—he never wrote asking for anything

which lay beyond the power of our Government.

The Quartermaster-General was speaking of Lord

Eaglan, and of the direst period of the winter

troubles, when he said :
' With a touching in-

' dulgence for the difficulties of others, he was
' accustomed to say that it was not possible for

' the home authorities to do much, but he knew
' they would do all they could.'(^^)

It seems plain that the happy relations thus

established between the two public servants re-

mained unimpaired down to even the 15th of

December ; for on that day the Minister sought

advice from the General upon a matter so secret

VOL. VII. R
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SO delicate, so momentous as to make it appar-

ently certain that the Duke uf Newcastle must

have tlien been reposing in Lord Eaglan the

most absolute confidence that one man could

well place in another.(^^)

Yet on this same 15 th of December, we are

within three days of a time when the spirit of

our War Minister will be seen undergoing a

change, and within one week of the day when,

although not recalling Lord Eaglan, he will

withdraw from him—in that hour of adversity!

—withdraw from him all his old confidence.

How this became possible we shall presently

have to see.

When unofficial accounts from the Chersonese

began to ])0ur in upon the Duke of Newcastle,

he could hardly liave learnt from them anything

of really grave moment which had not before

been imparted to him by Lord Eaglan in drier

figures and words, but the detailed though frag-

mentary narratives conveyed in their new poig-

nant forms impressed his mind more acutely

than sober, general statement ; and perhaps it

might be said not inaccurately that what previ-

ously he only had known, he now both knew
and imagined. Though not throwing any really

fresh light on the troubles besetting our army,

the numberless anecdotes brought him inflicted

new, separate pangs. Whoever has learnt the

conditions under which our soldiers were labour-

ing must of course know what room tlu^re would

be for distressing accounts, and liow easily any

narrators describing vexatious hindrances and
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misfortunes and troubles of various kinds mi<jlit chap.
IX.

attribute them all to 'mismanagement' instead
,

of the more stubborn causes from which we
before deduced them.

Thus when ships were discharging their

cargoes in the diminutive cove of Balaclava,

there often occurred such a ' block ' in the

transit from the sea to the road as must needs

cause grievous delays—delays likely to be more

or less aggravated by the necessarily resulting

overthrow of previous calculations ; but such

troubles resulted inevitably from want of space,

want of hands, want of land -transport power,

and were only kept within bounds by the zeal

and exceeding ability of the naval and military

officers engaged at our port of supply. (^'')

Still, observers judging in haste, were prone

—

as indeed seems quite natural—to imagine that

all the hindrances must have been caused by

defective arrangements ; and conclusions of this

kind, with, besides, many strong representations

concerning the ill state of our camps and the

privations afflicting our troops, were not only

pressed upon the Duke of Xewcastle by the

voice of the newspapers, but also by numbers

of people who had received private letters from

our camp.

In the newly-constituted office of the War
Department, there, apparently, were wanting

those body-guards who, in old, well-appointed

offices, protect a Minister's time. The unhappy
Duke was assailed by accounts laid before him

as proofs— conclusive proofs— of mismanage-
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'^'

he had lost, or was losing, his composure ; for

the statements which most strongly impressed

him were all, in reality, valueless, and some of

them beyond measure silly.

One man, letter in hand, and effervescing with

the excitement of a discoverer, came invading

the office to show that, whilst our horses were

perishing in the Crimea for want of forage, a

quantity of chopped straw had been seen in a

house at Scutari, some three or four hundred

miles distant.(^^) Another adviser, less foolish,

but not less a waster of time, applied his mind

also to the question of forage, and showed that,

whilst our cattle were starving, pressed hay in

abundance was floating about neglected in the

harbour of Balaclava. (^^) There also, the Duke

had to hear, there were seen swimming numbers

of planks, which, the witnesses declared, might

have been turned into wooden houses, and cut

up and used as fuel.(^^) As a rule, each dis-

coverer came armed with a theory explaining

who was to blame, and if not impugning Lord

Kaglan, the multitudinous judges were prone to

deliver sentence against his Headquarter Staff,

or—more pointedly—against its ablest and most

powerful member— tliat is, the Quartermaster-

General.

Of course, what many an impatient officer

miglit be naturally sighing for, when he came

down to Balaclava in quest of any kind of sup-

plies, would be a few puissant staff functionaries

so obliging to the individual, and so careless of
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the public service, that they could and would stop chap
the transaction of all other landing and trans-

port operations, and so give him at once what

he wanted. The disappointment of tliose very

English, though of course disorderly wishes,

found an echo at home, not only in private life

and in newspapers, but even, one may say, in our

War Department ; for the Duke of Newcastle

adopted the complaint of a remonstrant who
came to let him know that at times, when a

cargo of clothes and ammunition was lying on

board a ship in the harbour of Balaclava, there

was * nobody who thought it his duty to order

' its immediate discharge.' (^^)

One angry relative of an officer, who had ap-

parently pitied himself for his privations came

and turned the mischief into a set grievance by

saying that it must have resulted from the omis-

sions of a staff potentate who yet had found

time to 'write [to] more than six fine ladies;'

and to even such kitchen-lore as that the Min-

ister now could listen ! (^^)

In the prosperous days, our War Minister

liad been left to work on with but little moles-

tation or help ; but the other chief members of

the Government were by this time alarmed, and

when the harassed Duke crossed Whitehall to

attend a Cabinet, he there found little less peace

than in the outer world, for his colleagues now
always assailed him, complaining that ' more had
' not been done ' to avert the calamity, and

insisting that ' something must be done.' To

return to the War Office was to find perhaps
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IX
1_ ' wives of officers,' who from tune to time came

to complain of hardships endured by tlieir hus-

bands, and in some cases forced him to know

that, down even to wardrobe calamities, he must

answer for all that went wrong. (^^)

Under this pelting storm of complaints, tlie

Duke of Newcastle now began to imagine, and

Effect of presently felt very sure, that there was not only

angcTupon mismanagement and want of system at Lord

tile Duke of Eaglau's Headquarters, but that the chief officers
ewcas e,

^^ ^^.^ Staff, and more especially his Quarter-

master-General, must be gravely in fault; and

in that last impression he was confirmed by a

curious mistake which might have been corrected

in half-an-hour by sending a note to Pall Mall.

Still the Duke (although wrongly) having once

received a conviction thus adverse to the rule

at our Headquarter camp, might he not perhaps

frankly impart it to Lord Raglan ?

tiietemp; There, there, exactly there, was the plane

posing him which, bccause of its smooth incline, led down

blame on froui right to wroug. To impart such a convic-

andthe"^" tiou to Lord Eaglan, instead of first asking for
IleatUjuarter - . i i i c i.

Staff; an explanation, would be, oi course, to accuse

him ; and, the accuser being Secretary for War,

and therefore the judge, his words would be

nothing less than an authoritative condemnation

of the General and his Headquarter Staff. Such

a step imagined and taken against the general

still entrusted with tlie command of our army

might seem, beyond measure, outrageous ; Imt

tlien also, unhappily, it was tempting. Tlie
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people, we saw, were raging with tbe rage that chap.
must needs have a victim, and ah^eady the '. _

Duke had begun to undergo the sensation of

falling-C-i^)

He was not a man wlio would have con-

sciously and wilfully suffered himself to be

drawn from the right course by a selfish motive

;

but what mortal can say that, when he feels the

ground sinking from under his foot, he will be

strong enough to resist the instinct which moves,

which almost constrains him to clutch at some
other for safety ? The Duke was honestly con-

scious of having administered his Department

with untiring zeal, and, upon tlie whole, with

great ability ; and now that his wrong, hasty

judgment had really turned him against Lord

Eaglan and the Headquarter Staff, was not jus-

tice, he perhaps might imagine, was not justice

after all, on his side ? By blaming Lord Eaglan,

and condemning, nay, roughly displacing the

chief officers of the Headquarter Staff, might he

not disengage himself from the cruel fate of a

Minister held answerable for the sufferings of

our army ? (^^)

And again, if he were to act with a little

audacity upon what had now suddenly come to

be his real opinion, might he not bring about

such a blissful accord between himself and the

angry people, that—at least for a while—they

might travel together on the same road, with

the great journal cheering them forward ? The

country at large would shrink perhaps from the

notion of recalling its victorious general from the
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CHAP, very presence of the enemy, but, to satisfy its

.____ anger, migbt like to see his management cen-

sured, yet have the censure so aimed that, al-

thougli in a sense directed against Lord Eaglan

himself, it should be made to glance off upon

the officers of his Headquarter Staff, and cause

them to be removed from their posts.

If the mind of the nation was destined to take

such a bend, and throw blame on the absent

combatants instead of the present civilians, why
should not the Duke turn aside into that path

of refuge and thus place himself once more in

unison with his fellow - countrymen ? If the

course, though a strange one, was a course he

really thought wholesome, why should not he

frankly adopt it, and thus not only follow the

clue afforded by his own real convictions, but

also furnish his country with the much-needed

victims, and so once more emerge into sunshine

as a Minister who, if baffled for a while by the

military administrators, had at least taken care

to find out and remove the delinquents ?

One obstacle lay in his path. Upon the

authority of unofiicial informants, whether com-

ing to him in private or speaking through news-

paper channels, could he venture at once to

denounce the administration and management of

an army engaged in the field, and to throw un-

conditional blame upon officers of its Head-

quarter Staff, without first taking care to learn

what the honoured commander himself might

think fit to say for himself, might think fit to

say for the officers long accustomed to toil at his
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side ? Could he do this thing against one whom chap.
he still was entrusting with tlie command of our

army, against one from whom, even so lately

as the last preceding week, he had been asking

secret counsel upon State business of the deepest

moment ?

In the happier days of the autumn the Duke,

I am sure, would have answered such questions

with an indignant ' No.' But the prospect had

darkened. Public anger by this time had risen,

was rising, still rising. At such a time plainly

the Minister could not get himself welcomed

inW the midst of the angry multitude, if the

most he could say of himself as a finder and

slayer of victims was simply that he had asked

for explanations, and might expect them in five

or six weeks. Plainly, if he would troop with

the accusing throng, he must himself become one

of them, must himself become an accuser—an

accuser of the positive kind, not awaiting ex-

planation or proof. He heard the people below

crying out at Lord Eaglan and the Headquarter

Staff; and, since now his own real convictions

were setting against the same officers, might not

he also go down and hoot ?

In thus turning against Lord Raglan, and hiscoi-

entering on the sinister course for which we now itsfnttag.

see him preparing, the Duke of Newcastle acted

with the ready assent of his colleagues.

There were reasons enough why the Ministers Grounds on

—and the more so in this adverse time—should ooverament

not be deserting their general. They had ad- bl'lnex-*^''

jured him, whether approving or not, to invade a give urd
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CHAP, province of Russia ; and, although perhaps doubt-

^^ ing their prudence, lie had answered them with

i^ai^V- t^^® Ahna campaign. Step by step they liad

P"*^- followed, and step by step had approved the

joint strategy of tlie Alliance, greeting even what

was called ' the flank march ' with vehement, un-

measured praise. They now saw their general

hampered and gravely imperilled, yet still under

the tbgis of victory, for ' Inkerman ' had not been

reversed by any later engagement. If before, in

imagination, and with the glow of just pride,

they had followed the chief into action, they now

saw his spirit sustain itself under a heavier kind

of trial, and radiate into the hearts of his soldiery

with a power which guarded his camp against the

approach of despair. For their hopes of a for-

tunate issue out of battles to come, the Ministers

pnt faith in their general, and so, they knew,

did our army, and besides—a thing of great

moment —the army of our French allies. It is

true, there was need that the genciral, whilst able

to lead, should be one who could also administer

;

but no member of the Government could help

knowing well that, if Lord Raglan was the Lord

Fitzroy Somerset of the Wellington campaigns,

he was also the Lord Fitzroy Somerset of later

days, pre-eminent in our State departments for

his mastery of official work. The Cabinet knew

that Lord Raglan had a closer, a more accurate

acquaintance with the labyrinth of our army

administration than any other man living, and

that in the transaction of military bnsiness under

normal conditions he was unsurpassed ; but,
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xnoreover, tliej liad now also learnt tliat, when chap.

normal conditions failed, and a sudden emergency 1_.

arose, he could meet it at the instant with ad-

mirable vigour, breaking through all tlie trani-

niels of custom, and converting liimself for the

moment into a second War Minister, so that not

one day should be lost in providing for the wants

of his men.(^^) The Cabinet, moreover, believed

with unvarying confidence that for the perform-

ance of one truly momentous duty— namely,

that of upholding the Anglo-French Alliance by

the maintenance of good relations with General

Canrobert—the chief at the head of our army

was peculiarly, matchlessly qualified.

Here, then, there seemed to be found in one

richly-gifted commander an almost ideal assem-

blage of those many and various conditions which

a Ministry, watching over their general in a time

of trouble and peril, must have yearned to see

him fulfil. What honour, but also what policy

and common-sense dictated, was plainly that to

such a commander, whilst engaged in mortal

strife with the enemy on a distant shore, the

Queen's Government should give an unstinted

and thoroughly loyal support, taking care not to

luirbour a thought of assenting to any outcry

against him without first hearing his answer to

what the accusers might say.

But then Ministers, after all, were frail

mortals ; and, apart from the genuine exigencies

of the public service, they felt the pressing need

of the moment—the need there was of account-
TliR need

ing lor what had gone wrong by finding some of finding
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CHAP.
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one to blame. Tlie Duke of Newcastle could

with truth tell his colleagues that, so far as he

knew, he had not himself been guilty of any

disastrous omission ; but no enquiry was made

amongst the dispersed London offices with the

purpose of learning whether any of them had

been receiving demands from the seat of war,

and if so, whether all such demands had been

fully and promptly met. By crossing a single

street, the Duke of Newcastle might have learnt

that the default, after all, was in London ; but

he gave himself no such enlightenment, and

therefore both he and his colleagues were able

to go on imagining that the very reverse was

true. Believing, though wrongly, that there

was no default in London, both the Duke and

the rest of the Cabinet went on to infer that the

delinquency, whatever it was, must be in the

Crimea—must be at the English headquarters

;

and—unwilling at first to lay blame on Lord

Eaglan himself—they grasped so eagerly at the

expedient of impugning his staff, as to become,

what now I must call them— that is, hasty,

reckless accusers.

With the many and painful anecdotes we saw

pouring in upon the War Minister, there were

naturally interspersed loose opinions, finding

fault with men in authority ; and the Duke
himself at this time, as will be presently seen,

was so confused in his notions of our military

system as to be in a very apt state for re-

ceiving the ideas of tormentors who not only

came to tell him of troubles in port, and troubles
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in camp, but also, in many an instance, proceeded chap.

to judgment, saying confidently that the par-
'

ticular mischief which he or she described was

the fault of the Adjutant or the Quartermaster

General. In the opinions thus loosely given

and loosely received, the Duke confirmed himself

by making two curious mistakes. Forgetting

once more the dispersed state of our manifold

London war offices, he imagined—an error quite

enormous—that, because he knew of no requi-

sitions sent home from the Crimea by the Ad-
jutant and Quartermaster Generals, none such

could have really come in
;
(^'^) and it occurred

to him that this supposed absence of demands
by two members of the Headquarter Staff might

be used as a proof of their inattention to the

wants of the army. His next mistake was that

of attributing to the same two officers the defi-

ciency of land-transport.('^^) Upon grounds thus

weak, or, to speak more exactly, tlius null, he

founded his charges against the Adjutant and

Quartermaster Generals. By sending an en-

quiry to the right office, the Duke might have

soon learnt his error on the subject of re-

quisitions ; and indeed, would have not only

found that abundant demands from the Crimea

had come in long ago, but that the requisi-

tions of the Quartermaster - General alone (al-

though made for things perfectly simple) had

proved greater than London could meet within

any fair compass of time
;
(*^) whilst a mes-

sage sent to the Treasury, or a glance at the

Commissariat handbook, would have averted the
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mistake he committed on the subject of land-

transport.

However, the Duke and his colleagues omitted

the simple steps requisite for the dispersion of

their errors, and they now, they thought, saw

their way to a feasible course of action. They,

indeed, had the wisdom to be convinced—and

this, unless I mistake, by the opportune counsels

of Mr Gladstone—that, at a time when Lord

Eaglan's army stood engaged in close strife

against a powerful enemy, they could not well

wrench from him violently his two chief Head-

quarter officers by a sheer exertion of power
;

but, strange to say, they imagined they could

make him assent to the change. That first ob-

ject attained, they at once would take their next

step. They would force Lord Hardinge (the

Commauder-in-Chief) to remove from their posts

both the Adjutant and Quartermaster Generals;""

and, instead of casting blame openly upon Lord

Eaglan himself, would make him, if so one may

speak, a ' quasi-constitutional sovereign ' who, in

theory, ' can do no wrong,' but still must sub-

mit, when required, to an enforced ' change of

' Ministry
!

'

Here, then, we come upon something that

we have heard of before—namely, that very

charter which the great reigning journal pro-

pounded on the 23d of December. Whether

the coincidence of opinion was fortuitous, or

resulted from any interchange of ideas between

Whitehall and lUackfriars, I do not undertake

* With respect to their power to do this, see ante, chap. iiL
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to judge; nor, indeed, can I say at all suvel}^ chap.
whether this quaint expedient of applying ^^

' constitutional ' doctrine to a general engaged

in the field owed its origin to the Queen's

Government, or to what many then regarded

as the absolutely dictating journal. (^'^) My
surmise is, however, that in cl loosing this fan-

ciful course some Minister or Ministers led,

whilst, for once, the great journal followed.

The conductors of such a print as the ' Times
'

would hardly, I think, have begun to asperse

Lord Eaglan with virulence, unless they had

known that the Government was turning

against him ; so that, if my conjecture be

sound, the newspaper storm, after all, was a

fury set loose, though unwittingly, by Ministers

failing in loyalty towards their general engaged

in the field. But it did not, of course, at all

follow that a statesman, though swerving him-

self from the path which right feeling dictated,

might not be sincerely revolted by the excesses

of writers who were undertaking to ' strengthen

' his hands
;

' and I see that the Duke of New-
castle thus wrote to Lord Eaglan :

' If anything The Duke of

' could add to the pain of writing anything which privately"

' could give you annoyance, it would be the fact the excesses

' that I am called upon to do so at a moment ' Times.-

' when you have been so unfairly and un-
* generously attacked by the ruffianly " Times."

' That I have no sympathy with these attacks,

' I believe you will readily admit.'
-r„ . . ,

The useless-

If it was right that tlie excesses of the great nessoisucb""a lamenta-

journal against a general in the field should be tion.
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CHAP, denounced by the Secretary of State, there can
^^'

hardly, I suppose, be a question that the rebuke

should have been public, and delivered with all

the weight of official authority. By ofiering a

sort of condolence to Lord Raglan in private,

the Duke of course ran no risk of incurring

newspaper vengeance, and on the other hand,

did nothing at all towards vindicating the as-

sailed commander. The occasion was not one

to be met by a clandestine fling at the ' Times.'

Tiie Duke of The Dukc of Newcastle proceeded to execute

fxe^Sting^ liis plan of attack. On the 18 th of December,

attack.""^ he addressed Lord Raglan (upon the non-deli-

very of regimental baggage) in terms approach-

ing to censure
;
(^^) and three days later he

commenced a series of letters distinctly im-

porting blame. In the first of these, dated

the 2 2d of December, he openly disclosed his

belief that a ' want of system and organisation
'

prevailed ' in all the departments of the camp.'

On the 25th, he wrote yet more strongly to the

same effect, declaring that there appeared to be

' carelessness amongst the higher departments,'

which required vigorous correction. On the

29th, he returned to the subject, writing even

more vituperatively than before, and in a yet

closer pursuance of the ordained course of action,

his diatribes now drew to a focus ; for, basing

himself on the curious mistakes before indi-

cated, he distinctly charged Lord Raglan's

Adjutant and Quartermaster Generals with in-

attention to tlie duties of their departments,

and even went the strange length of making
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his accusations in positive terms, without first chap.

hearing what might be said by the Commander
'

of the Forces, under whose very eyes the two

officers in question were working ! To such ex-

cesses might a public man go in his eagerness to

expiate the sins of Whitehall by finding victims

in camp

!

On the first day of the new year, the Duke
wrote more excitedly, saying that the reported

instances of mismanagement were creating a fer-

ment in the public mind, which would ' soon

' find a vent in a burst of unreasoning violence ;

'

and he added :
' I shall, of course, be the first

' victim to popular vengeance ; and the papers,

' assisted by the Tory and Radical parties, have
' pretty well settled my fate already.

* But more victims will be required. You and
' I will come first, but those who are most to

' blame in these matters will not escape. . . .

' I confess I blush for a country which has sent

' out such a fleet of steam-transports, and cannot
' find people who know how to use them. I

' cannot say how it pains me to write all this

' to you. Gladly would I spare you a parti-

' cipation in the bitter anxiety which I suffer

' day by day from such neglect of duty by those

' who ought to know how to perform it, but I

' cannot remain silent till either remedy is found,

* or some other person relieves me of the painful

' duty of trying to cure such evils.'

At length, under the advice of some of the

Duke's colleagues, the complaints of the Govern-

ment were thrown into the form of an official

VOL. vn. s
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CHAP, despatch bearing date the 6th of January. And
•

this last measure was not without import, for

it enabled the Ministers to defend themselves

against apprehended attacks, by proving, if need

be, that they, too, no less than the journalists,

had already become the accusers of Lord Raglan

and the Headquarter Staff, (^2)

This despatch was beyond measure wordy, and

less precise in its terms than the letters we have

been quoting ; but its main object was to cast

blame on the military administration in the

Crimea, to enjoin vigorous reform, and call for

special reports from several of the Headquarter

Departments.

In his subsequent private letters, the Duke of

Newcastle continued to urge that Lord Raglan

would assent to the removal of his Adjutant and

Quartermaster Generals.

The feeling Lord Raglan had foreseen, nay, foretold that
(if Lord Rag- ,

,

i • c i i ^

Ian upon tlic uumeasured joy ot our people when under

s'dif'andhis" tlic spell of a ucwly-won victory would be fol-

edV'^the' lowed by public displeasure, and he tranquilly

Govern- held himself ready to be portioned with obloquy

instead of the boundless gratitude that had been

promised in the month of October ; but the con-

quest last achieved by public clamour was one

that he had not thought possible. He well

understood that the outcry would be likely to

carry with it tlie people and the House of Com-

mons ; but that hostile critics assailing him

should make a proselyte of the Queen's Govern-

ment with which he had been all along acting in

close, friendly, intimate counsel—this was more

inent.
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than he could see without amazement and orief chap.
IX

Not indeed was it wholly from sense of wrong
'

done to himself that he suffered the pain he did.

He loved the monarchy of England, seeing in it

grand principles where many only saw fictions,

and apparently there was something revolting to

him in the spectacle of the Queen's Government

coming down, as it were, into the street to join

in assailing the commander of the Queen's army,

and the devoted officers at his side, whilst en-

gaged in a trying campaign.

Whether answering the inculpatory letters or His answer*

the inculpating despatch. Lord Raglan used the of New-

same tone. He owned the bitter pain he en-

dured under the accusations levelled against him
by his Queen's Government, and then proceeded

to meet them with high spirit, with frankness,

with dignity, with over - mastering knowledge.

He set aside the Ministerial notion of offering

him shelter behind his chief Staff officers at

Headquarters by showing tliat they not only

worked under his very eye and under his imme-
diate orders, but had earned and were earning

his absolute, unqualified, and warm approval.

He informed the Government that lie regarded

their censures as importing a withdrawal of the

confidence with which they before had supported

him ; but at the same time he formed a resolve

which was worthy of himself and of the great

man whose example he loved to keep before him.

He determined not to harbour the idea of resign-

ing his command. The Ministry, he knew very

well, might force Lord Hardinge to order liim
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CHAP, home, but lie resolved that notliiiiK short of an
IX • •

'

actual recall should withdraw him from the com-

mand of his army in its time of troulde.

In answering the Duke's letter of the 2 2d of

December, he wrote :
' Your concluding observa-

tions are most painful to me. My whole day

and a good part of the night are devoted to the

discharge of my duty. I am ably seconded by

the Adjutant and Quartermaster Generals, and

the business to which your remarks are ad-

dressed more particularly belong to the Depart-

ment of the latter. I must in justice say that

his [General Airey's] well-directed exertions are

unceasing.'(^^) ' If these severe observations

are intended to apply to the staff officers of the

army, I positively and distinctly deny their

accuracy, and must testify to their zeal, ability,

and unceasing devotion to their duty. They

have hardly any rest.'(^^) ' I can arrive at no

other couclusion than that I no longer enjoy

your confidence. This, which is strongly im-

pressed on my mind, I cannot but regard as a

heavy misfortune, and as calculated to increase

the difficulties and add very seriously to the

anxieties of my present position, the only alle-

viation to which has been the countenance and

support which you have hitherto invariably

manifested towards me. My duty, however, to

the Queen will induce me to persevere in doing

my best to carry on the service to the utmost

of my ability apart from all personal consider-

ations. . . . It is with the deepest con-

cern that 1 observe tliat, upon the authority of
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' private letters, you condemn Generals Airey chap
' and Estcourt, and the Staff generally, and this L_

* without reference to me, or the expression of a

' desire to have my opinion of theii" qualifications

* or imputed deficiencies. I have been conver-

' sant with public business nearly half a century,

' and I have never yet known an instance of

' such condemnation before. The officers above-

' named are perfectly efficient. I am witness to

' their daily labours, their constant toil, and I can
' with truth say that they merit the tribute of my
' warmest approbation. General Airey, whose
' duties cover a wider surface and are more con-

' tinuously in operation than those of his col-

' league, is a very able man, and particularly

* qualified, according to my humble judgment, for

' the post he occupies, and I consider myself
' most fortunate in having him in the situation

' of Quartermaster-General. Am I, or are the

' writers of private letters in the better position

' to pronoance upon his merits ? . . . You
* must pardon me for adding that I can only

' regard your adoption of the imputations against

' these officers ' [the officers of the Headquarter

Staff generally] ' as an indirect reflection on my-
* self, and an indication that you consider me
* incapable of judging of departmental officers,

' the chief of whom receive their orders from
' me.'(^^)

' I cannot say how all these attacks ' [attacks

on his Staff] ' annoy me, and add to my anxieties.

' and those are far from being few.

* The reflections whicli that despatcli contains
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IX.

' upon the military staff of tlie aniiy, founded
' upon information given by irresponsible per-

' sons, apparently wholly ignorant of the service,

* have wounded me deeply, and make me feel

' the insecurity of the position of any officer

' entrusted with important duties, and that he
' is liable to condemnation without enquiry.'(^^)

' It cannot fail to be a satisfaction to your Grace
' to be informed that the Staff are not chargeable

* witli the grave offences attributed to them, but
' are able, zealous, and industrious public ser-

' vants, devoting themselves to their duty, and to

' that exclusively, and therefore entitled to my
' approbation and support.'(^')

In answer to a letter in wliicli the Duke of

Newcastle proposed that General Airey should

be appointed to the command of a Division,

Lord Raglan wrote :
' I have in my several

' letters expressed my most entire confidence in

' General Airey ; and, as in your private letter

' of the 8th, you ask, " Would it not be a good
' change to give General Airey a Division ?

"

' I deem it necessary not to lose another moment
' in saying that, if he be removed from the

' appointment of Quartermaster-General, a very

' great injury would be inflicted on the service

* and on myself personally. I should have the

' greatest difficulty in getting on without him.

' I consider his services invaluable. We are

* in communication witli each other all the day
' long, and no two men could get on better

' togetlier. His work is so constant and la-

' borious that I am astonished he has recovered
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from his severe illness as well as ho has CHAP.
done.'(^8)

IX.

The Duke of Newcastle was pained by the

firmness with which Lord Eaglan persisted in

supporting his Staff officers against the attacks

of the Queen's Government ; and—at the risk

of his words being construed into something like

an avowal of ugly motives—he acknowledged

that he felt ' great concern at the unequivocal
' terms in which the Commander had expressed
' his entire approval of the Quartermaster-
' General's Department.' Such a sentence, if

hastily read, might seem to import that its

writer was undergoing vexation because the

chief would not shelter himself by sacrificing

his Quartermaster-General ; but Lord Eaglan, I

suppose, thought it courteous to avoid putting

such a construction upon words which, if taken

quite literally, were innocent, though, of course,

very odd ; and his reply to the Duke was this

:

* I cannot conceive why you should feel this

' concern. I should have thought that you
' would have been happy to learn from the

' man best qualified to give a just opinion, and
' to form a correct judgment, that I was ably
* assisted by Major-General Airey, and perfectly

' satisfied with the manner in which he con-
' ducted his duties under my directions.'(^^)

By Lord Eaglan's determined resistance, the Ministers

TIT- • • 1 1 f 1
• • •

Imlkedln
Mmisterial plan of choosmg victims from out of their en-

. ri fvt o 1
deiivoui- to

his Headquarter Stan was for the moment de- -sacrifice

feated ; and some of the members of the Govern- lan's stair

.
ofiicers

;

meut now lapsed into a notion that, because the
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C H A P.

IX.

and throw-
ing blame
on Lord
Raglan
himself

;

yet not
meditating
his recall.

Their reason
for not re-

calling him.

QuestioTi
why this

was not a
reason for

giving him
a loyal sup-
port.

chief refused to sacrifice his Staff officers, he

himself, as the responsible head, should be made

to bear the blame. But this was a resolve less

important than it sounds ; for having long been

guilty of failing to support their general against

the storm of public anger, our Ministers had

already exhausted no small part of such power

as they had to turn opinion against him
;
(^^)

and the course they now took in blaming liim

(because he would not abet them when casting

blame upon others) was robbed of more than

half its significance by the fact that they neither

recalled him, nor thought of taking any such

step.

Their reason for not recalling Lord Eaglan

was one of the most simple kind : They knew

of no other human being who, in fitness for the

command of our army at that conjuncture, could

be for a moment compared to him ; and the

wonder is that, under such conditions, they did

not see their true line of duty—did not see

that, engaged as he was in mortal strife against

numbers, the general who, so far as they knew,

was the best that the whole world could furnish,

ought to have from them a loyal support. They

need not have been deaf to complaints, and, on

the contrary, might have made complaints useful

as vehicles of wholesome suggestion, instead of

so far adopting them as to constitute themselves

the accusers of their general, thus interposing

a gulf—a baneful, perilous gulf—between the

executive and the head of our army, and op-

pressing a devoted commander in the midst of
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his thousand cares with troubles of the same chap.

kind as those which a savage litigation in- L_

flicts.(^i)

After failing in the way we have seen to bind

other victims for sacrifice, our Government, with

nothing to shelter it, lay open to the coming

attack.

V.

Upon the reassembling of Parliament on the Motion in.

H0US6 of

23d of January 1855, the House of Commons commons
"^

. , for a Com-
quickly proved itself to be animated with the mitteeof

anger of the country at large ; and Mr Eoebuck

gave notice of motion for a Committee, to be

charged with a task thus defined :
' To enquire

' into the condition of our army before Sebas-

' topol, and into the conduct of those Depart-

' ments of the Government whose duty it has

* been to minister to the wants of that army.'

Before the motion came on. Lord John Eussell

resigned.

On the 26th of January, Mr Eoebuck moved

for his Committee. It chanced that, owing to

illness, the speech he had intended to make ,was

cut short in an early stage ; but the House was

so eager, and already so full of the subject, that

this incident did not mar the debate, and may
even, perhaps, have helped to ensure the success

of the motion. (^2)

After lengthened discussion, the motion was Resignation

• h? T T
of Lord

carried by a majority of 157. Thereupon Lord Aberdeen's

Aberdeen's Government resigned. ment-
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CHAP.
IX.

Formation
of Lord
Palmer-
ston's Gov-
ernment.

This two
displaced
Ministers :

Lord
Aberdeen.

After making three successive appeals, the first

to Lord Derby, tlie second to Lord Lansdowne,

and the third to Lord John Eussell, the Crown

at length acquiesced in an opinion already formed

by the country, and entrusted to Lord Palmer-

ston the cliarge of forming an administration.

It was rightly taken for granted tliat Lord

Aberdeen and the Duke of Newcastle would

remain out of office ; l)ut impelled by higlily

honourable motives, these two fallen Ministers

addressed themselves to their friends and late

colleagues belonging to what was called in those

days the ' Peelite ' connection, and succeeded in

persuading Sir James Graham, Mr Gladstone,

Mr Sidney Herbert, and Mr Cardwell to take

part in the new Government ; so that, in spite

of the late resignation, the actual removal of

Ministers brought about by the vote of the

House of Commons was confined, after all, to

the change which made Lord Palmerston Prime

Minister instead of Lord Aberdeen, and Lord

Panmure Secretary of State for War instead

of the Duke of Newcastle.

Of the part taken in the conduct of the war

by the two Ministers thus displaced, a few

words perhaps ought to be said. Lord Aber-

deen was not so constituted as to be a foresee-

ing, propelling, initiating, perturbing Minister,

well qualified to lead the warlike efforts of a

country long negligent of its military duties,

or to make up by brain-power for the amazing

tardiness of his military preparations
;
(^^) l)ut

at all events, he had the negative merit of not
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hampering the Duke of Newcastle in liis admin- CHAP.

istration of the War Department.

Tlie zeal of the Duke of Newcastle drove The Duke of

him to send out the fated word, to send' out

the fated man, to send out the fated gift which

unhappily were fitted to change what might

otherwise have proved a swift conquest into a

painful, lengthened siege
;
(^^) but, to charge

him with want of vigour was unjust. From

the spring of 1854 until the time of his fall,

the despatches and private letters delivered

with every mail kept him always in close

counsel witli Lord Eaglan upon the business

of the war ; so that, to be acquainted with

the correspondence thus incessantly passing

between the Minister and the general during

a period of some ten months, is to know—to

know with minuteness—how the Duke did the

work of his department ; and whoever in this

way has measured the zeal, the devotion, the

industry with which he pursued his hard task,

must refuse, I think, to believe that his admin-

istrative efforts were weak. What casts a real

shade on the memory of the Duke of Newcastle

is—not any administrative mismanagement of

the graver sort, still less any slackening of

energy, but— his unhappy demeanour when

falling—his clutch, if so one may speak, at

the generous, the thoughtful adviser who

—

because an accomplished administrator whilst

also the commander of our army—had been

able to do more than any other living man

towards enlightening the Minister's path.
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CHAP.
IX.

General
import of

Upon the whole, it may be said that, so far

as concerned its bearing upon the subsequent

conduct of the war, the good that phainly re-

of iifSy. suited from this modification of tlie Government

did not lie so distinctly in the Ministerial

changes themselves, but rather in what they

expressed. The substitution of Lord Palmer-

ston for Lord Aberdeen expressed on the part

of the country a determination to be hearty and

strenuous in the conduct of the war ; whilst the

fate of the Duke of Newcastle, sent back into

private life, was at once a sacrifice and a warn-

ing—a sacrifice of the victim not shown to be

guilty, but (like tlie ram slain by Abraham)

opportunely caught in a thicket, and therefore

offered up in expiation of what our troops had

endured—a warning to any future administrator,

saying sharply, if not even brutally, that in work

so momentous as the due supply of our army,

he must not only act irreproachably, but also

contrive not to fail.

VL

The war The ucw Government soon adopted some

of the new mcasures fur the better carrying on of the war.

ment. It recalled Sir John Burgoyne, and appointed

General Sir Harry Jones to command our En-

gineers in the Crimea. (^^) It began to re-

organise our land-transport service under Colonel

M'Murdo. It charged two Commissioners, Sir

John M'Neill and Colonel Tullocli to visit our

Commissariat system with a rigid enquiry, to be
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conducted in the Crimea; and afterwards by a CHAP.
IX

supplemental instruction directed them to extend '.—
their scrutiny to the delays that had taken place

in the unshipment and distribution of clothing

and other army stores. It undertook to clear

and remodel our military hospitals on the shores

of the Bosphorus ; and, with the object of thence

bringing home sick and wounded men, proceed-

ed to organise a direct communication between

Scutari and England. It also sent out Com-

missioners who, for the purpose of sanitary im-

provement, were to enquire and report upon the

state of our camps. Except as regards the

supplemental instruction just mentioned, these

measures, together with one respecting the age

of recruits, and another which will be by-and-by

stated, were announced in the House of Lords

on the 16th of February by Lord Panmure, the

new Secretary of State for War. He seems to

have announced them as new, but several of

them, and in particular the two first, had been

initiated by the Duke of Newcastle.

In yet one other matter which, although per-

haps seeming trivial, still touched the very life

of our army, a change of great moment took

place. From a day no less early than the 13th

of September in the previous year, our Commis-

sary-General had been incessantly asking the

Treasury to send him out cargoes of hay, with-

out having his requests duly met ; but, sup-

ported as they were by Lord Kaglan again and

again and again, these prayers for forage, more

forage, were at length better heard in White-
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CHAP. hall. The change of Government was followed

L _ after a very short interval by a sudden and

great increase of the quantities of hay de-

spatched to the Crimea from England ; and I

am the more willing to lay stress on this truly

good service, since it happens that what next

must be spoken of is conduct of such a kind as

to leave an ill mark on the character of Lord

Palmerston's administration.

Continued Far from being appeased by the fall of only

peSpie. a couple of Ministers, the public anger raged

fiercer than ever, and the order of the House of

Fear that Commous for the appointment of a Committee

usurp a'oon- sccmcd to fumish the very machinery by which
trol over the . ,

.

,
, • t , i

military an indignant people might usurp perhaps more
power.

^^^ ^^^^ absolutely the direction of the war and

with it the control of our army.

Question Tlic desire to avert such a change became one

Government of tlic motivcs impelling Lord Palmerston's

tsfythe" Government to endeavour towards satisfying

inger the piiblic anger; but liow was this to be done

by an administration which had tlie defect of

being so nearly identical with the one just

cashiered ? Should they still trust their general,

or rather should they bow their heads to the

newspapers, and shamelessly turn against him ?

It might seem at first sight that between two

such courses of action they had simply an alter-

native choice; so tliat, if taking one of them,

riicir iietur- they needs must forego tlie otlier. But, strange

to say, they took both. They were far from being

statesmen so lost to all idea of patriotism as to
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be capable of withdrawing from the command chap.

of our army a chief upon whom the whole fate L_

of the Allies was depending; but still they had

not the fibre enabling them to meet all this out-

cry with a resolute front. So, upon the whole,

they acted thus : They retained Lord Eaglan in

the command of our army ; but then, also, they

ignobly left him unshielded by any good word

of theirs against his rampant accusers, and even

themselves took a part in hooting their absent

general still engaged in close strife with the

enemy ; whilst, moreover, from his Headquarter

Staff they resolved to choose the fresh 'victims'*

required for appeasing our people, and to try to

wrench from their general in the hour of trial

and danger, the deeply trusted officer who was

toiling day and night at his side.

The plan of effecting this wrench by violently

pressing Lord Eaglan to say he would assent to

the change was approved by the whole Cabinet

;

but there were some of its members, including

the new Prime Minister, disposed to go even

further, and to make the suggested change in

spite of Lord Kaglan's remonstrances. That last

outrage, however, against all right feeling, no less

than against common-sense, was happily averted

by the opposition of Mr Gladstone and some

other members of the Government, amongst

whom, as I gladly believe, I may even count

Lord Panmure.

* The word ' victim ' as applied to men politically sacri-

ficed, was freely used in those days with little or no thought
of irony, but rather as a terse and husiness-like expression

wliich aptly conveyed the meaning.
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CHAP. The whole Cabinet of course was responsible

for any determination affecting the command of

our army ; but the actual framer of the despatch

in which they agreed to assail Lord Kaglan was

more pointedly answerable for its language than

his merely assenting colleagues. (^^)

Lord Pan Lord Panmurc—long known as Fox Maule

—

had been peculiarly circumstanced in early life.

When about seventeen years old, a headstrong,

tyrannical father had driven him to make a

choice which—like the one famed in old Greece

—was to be between pleasure and virtue. Upon

condition of submitting to absolute estrangement

from his mother, the lad was to have before him

a world of ease, luxury, and enjoyment, with a

prospect of a seat for the county. If rejecting

the condition, he was to take a commission in

a line regiment, with a pittance so cruelly gauged

that, instead of enabling him to ' live,' it would

only serve to keep him alive. The Scotch Her-

cules made his choice bravely, and was held with

threat rigour to the threatened conditions, but it

seems that the effect of the ' virtue ' combined

with privation was to make him beyond measure

savage ; and the improving society of his young

brother officers did not save him from growing

up to be a churl. However, he had the vigour

to do what he could towards supplying his re-

cognised deficiencies by a course of diligent study.

His state of thraldom having ceased, he in 1835

entered Parliament, and disclosing a great capajity

for work, became a subordinate member of the

Government, and in time ' Secretary at War. In
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that last office, his duties were not of such kind chap,

as to give him much latitude for the exercise of '._

his judgment
;

''" but they brought him into fre-

quent communication upon matters of army

business with the great Duke of Wellington,

and also with Lord Fitzroy Somerset.

Owing partly perhaps to a habit of meditating

upon the attributes of his father, Fox Maule was

mighty in curses, not simply and gently accen-

tuating thought with a ' damn,' like the shrewd,

reflective Lord Melbourne, but arming himself

with maledictions in an aggressive spirit, as

though he would somehow wreak his vengeance

upon many a hecatomb for the usage he had

received iu his youth. Kough - tongued and

rough-mannered in the midst of courteoiis peo-

ple, he was formidably equipped for attack ; but

his resources in the way of defence were even

more efficacious, for nature had so thickly en-

cased him as to make his mental skin quite

impervious to the delicate needle-points with

which a highly -bred gentlefolk is accustomed

to correct its offenders. With all his roughness

and violence, it would seem he had no base

malignity, and was more, after all, the rhinoc-

eros than the tiger of Palmerston's Cabinet.

He was not without friends, of whom some

still remember him kindly ; and they like attrib-

uting to him those sterling, manful qualities

which would harmonise with his acknowledged

defects ; so that after, for instance, admitting hia

* As to the nature of the office presided over by the Sec-

retary at War, see ante, chap. iii.

VOL. vn. T
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CHA1>. roughness and violence, they fondly pronounce
^^"

him strong-willed. Their conclusions are per-

haps sustained by a survey of Lord Panmure's

character as disclosed in a long course of years

;

but I never myself knew him personally, and

besides, am so circumstanced, that a part of his

career which perhaps may have been the least

worthy is the very one brought before me,

and this too, under the light— the intensely

strong, pitiless light — afforded by his own

writings. (^^)

Judging only from his conduct and words

during this confined period— a period of less

than five months—I must own that, instead of

strong will, I discern through the roughness and

violence a man quite as tame under pressure as

statesmen in free countries should be. I indeed

see him guilty of frivolous, reckless injustice, not

unmingled with actual rudeness, towards an ab-

sent commander, but still proving sufficiently

flexible under stress of the political lever, and

submissive—beyond measure, submissive—to the

then over-dominant power—that is, to the power

of the press.(^^) He seems to have retained

strong soldierly instincts ; but if some of these

tend towards good fighting, there are others that

tend towards obedience ; so that if, for instance,

a soldier, however valiant and resolute, be once

disarmed and made prisoner, he will commonly

accept his fate, and obey any marching orders he

receives from the enemy with a readiness not

always exhibited by a captured civilian. At the

time I am speaking of, the bearing of Lord Pan-
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mure towards the press was a good deal like chap.
that of a soldier taken prisoner by the enemy. '__

He received his marching orders submissively

from the sheets of the * Times/ proceeded at

once to obey them, and so trudged doggedly on,

without giving other vent to his savageness than

a comfortable oath and a growl. Whilst he

trudged, he would even explain to any less

docile fellow-prisoner how vain and foolish it

was to dream of attempting resistance.

No humble subordinate employed by the great

news-dealing company could well have proved

more tractable in their hands than did the new
chief of the War Department. What the ' Times

'

had been enjoining he made it his first task to

do. What the ' Times ' had asserted, he held

must be taken as true until the contrary were

shown, and in the meantime might be used as the

basis of a set accusation. He even maintained

that the public clamour directed against Lord
Kaglan's most highly valued officers, should of

itself suffice to disqualify them. It is true, he
from time to time showed that he savagely hated

the yoke which he thought himself forced to

bear ; and I observe that, after bringing himself

to write a despatch which was the very echo of

what the great journal ordained, he indulged him-
self with a fling at the power he had strictly

obeyed by calling it ' the villainous " Times."

'

But one must not forget that he made good his

obedience to the newspaper by an act of State

fraught with State consequences ; whilst his

little malediction—doing no good or harm to
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CHAP, anybody— crept humbly into the sheet of a
'

merely private letter.

We shall presently have to see that, as regards

questions of right and wrong, and questions of what

might he fitting and what might be unseemly,

Lord runmure, on the 12 th of February, chose

to govern his acts by a standard much lower

than the one most in use ; and it might be said

that to a Secretary of State thus strangely

offending one ought to apply some hard word

without more ado. But there is an air of simple

candour in the man's avowal of motive which

almost compels one to believe that he had the

approval of his own misleading conscience ; and

that, wild and rash as Ins deviations were, he

sincerely regarded them as warrantable and even

useful excursions from the straight path. It is

right besides to acknowledge that his wild attack

on Lord Raglan was perpetrated by a single

despatch, and that from several portions of his

correspondence, no less than from the testimony

of many wlio knew him well, tliere may be

gathered fair reasons for believing him to have

been a man of other and better quality than

could be inferred from the course he adopted at

the time of acceding to office. In tlie eyes of

his friends, unrepelled by the faults of demean-

our that liedged round his genuine nature, he

was always, they gladly declare, of the quality

belonging to those wlio have in them nothing

ignoble ;(^^) but I must own that—not having

tlieir means of piercing through the liusk of his

character—X can only keep down the repug-
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nance which his conduct towards Lord Eaglan CHAP.
IX

provokes by ascribing it to bodily ailment.
'

There is some foundation for thinking that the

language he unhappily addressed to the general

commanding our army owed its source, after all,

to the unseen approach of a malady which soon

afterwards disclosed itself plainly by crippling

the sufferer's right hand. If acquainted with

the singular missive of the 12 th of February,

and with the state of its writer soon afterwards

when stricken by manifest gout, the modern

physician, it seems, woidd be likely to hold that

the cause of the patient's affliction, as disclosed

by his swollen joints, was the same as the one

that—when only assailing the brain, and not

recognised yet as disease— had goaded him, a

few weeks before, into writing the unseemly

despatch.(^°)

Upon entering the War Department, Lord LordPan-

Panmure there found the despatches which had provided

passed between his predecessor and Lord Eaglan, for inform-

but also had unstinted access to that large and upon the

p ,^ 1 1 • 1 1 n
business of

instructive part of the correspondence which had the cam-

been carried on in private letters. For any

Minister seeking to possess himself of the sub-

ject to which his new duties had called him,

here was ready at hand a large and well-ordered

treasury of the very knowledge required— a

treasury abundantly filled with clear, authen-

tic information respecting the operations, the

troubles, the wants, and the actual state of our

army, all recorded from mail-day to mail-day

with faithful, unceasing care.
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CHAP. Did Lord raninure read and master this amply
'

enliglj telling correspondence ? Strange to say,

he did uot.(7i)

Hi3de- Lord Panniure entertained a belief that the

tho 12th Duke of Newcastle might have avoided coudem-
Kfcljruflrv« • • •

nation, and averted his fall by turning against

Lord Raglan at an earlier period of the cam-

paign
; (J'^)

and—as though firmly minded to

commit no such generous error himself—he

made an attack on Lord Raglan the very first

act of his reign.

Without apparently feeling that enquiry

should precede condemnation, without mastering

the correspondence which offered him genuine

light, and even, strange to say, without waiting

for the momentarily expected arrival of Lord

Raglan's detailed explanations, (J^) Lord Pan-

mure, on the 12th of February, allowed himself

to pen the despatch of which we must now see

the purport. In this missive, he required from

Lord Raglan explanations accounting for the

origin and prolongation of the miseries that

aSiicted our army. He said he could not find

that the Government had been kept informed

in a clear, succinct manner with the operations,

the progress, or prospects of the campaign ; he

complained that Lord Raglan's notices of the

condition of Ms army had been brief and un-

satisfactory ; he directed that fortnightly returns

in a new form should be supplied ; he adverted

to some of those winter troubles upon which, in

an earlier chapter, I have carefully dwelt; he

professed to be sending out an officer of high
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rauk, who was to test the capabilities of every chap.
officer on the general staff of the army, but „_J__
at once, without waiting for the result of the

enquiry he thus meant to institute, he hastened

to condemn unheard both the Adjutant and the

Qu&rtermaster General, coming down against the

last more especially in violent, newspaper lan-

guage ; he attempted some minor criticisms, and

finally, advised a new measure—one conceived,

some would say, in grim jest—that is, the im-

portation of scavengers from Constantinople.

But the pith of the despatch lay in this

scarcely credible clause, addressed to— of all

living men !—ay, addressed and sent to Lord

Raglan :
* It would appear that your visits to

' the camp were few and far between, and your
' Staff seem to have known as little as yourself
' of the condition of your gallant men.'

It was thus that—true to a newspaper, and

false to himself no less than to the interests of

the public service—a Secretary of State could

address the honoured commander then toiling

for our army by day and by night with an

almost matchless devotion.

The great Duke of Wellington was always

a bold and often a violent man, and exalted

above other mortals by the grandeur of his

achievements ; but would he not rather have

died than address such words as those to General

Lord Fitzroy Somerset ?

At that time, as now, there reigned in Eng- can it hap-

land a Queen ; and the sternest of those who shown tiiat

uphold constitutional principles will agree for did not
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CHAP, once with the courtiers, will concede that such
IX '

a despatch as the one of which we are speaking

thrs°fiocu-
ought not to have left our shores without having

ment? gpgj. ]jqqj^ Submitted for the Eoyal approval.

They will even perhaps allow that the oppor-

tunity in that way presented would have been

one of the best tliat modern times have afforded

for illustrating the grandeur, the usefulness of

a kingly office, and will say, too, unless I mis-

take, that if such a conjuncture had happened

in the last preceding reign, a private secretary, of

the quality and experience of Sir Herbert Taylor,

might have been expected to aid his royal mas-

ter by some such counsel as this :
' The Cabinet

* is not advising the king to recall the general

' in command of his army, yet proposes, never-

* theless, to address to him an official despatch

' containing, amongst others, these words :
" It

* " would appear that your visits to the camp
* " were few and far between, and your Staff

* " seem to have known as little as yourself of

' " the condition of your gallant men." The
' king has not learnt that His general has been
' heard upon the grave charge which this con-

' demnation imports. The Cabinet might be

* asked to reconsider the terms of the despatch,

' and either convert the language of actual con-

' demnation into that of enquiry, or furnish the

' king with proofs in support of the charge.

' The Cabinet may be asked to consider the

' position in which the king would be placed,

* if (without first hearing what His general

' might say in defence) he were to sanction
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'this sentence of condemnation as one to be CHAP.
IX

' delivered by liis Secretary of State, and after-
'

* wards learn that the charge on which it rests

' is unfounded. And, even if it were warrant-
' able to make the sentence condemnatory in

' substance, the king might rightly demand that

' it should not be abusive in form—might cause

' it to be remembered a little that His general
' had been Lord Fitzroy Somerset.'

Did the storm out of doors sound so loud

within the walls of the Palace that no new ' Sir

' Herbert' was found to utter or write some

such counsel ? Or, may it not be that some

happier solution than this will be given in time

to the world ?

The despatch, we know, went out unchastened

—went out clothed and armed with all the

majestic authority which a State could lend to

a slander ; and of course the bare fact when dis-

closed brings down reproach on a Polity which

failed to render impossible so glaring an outrage;

but is there no room for conjecturing that some

or one of the accidents so often found baffling

the purposes of mortal men may have, after all,

caused the omission which led to this ugly

result ?

It will be well for the monarchy, if any ex-

plorer of desks, any searcher of journals and

diaries, shall at last prove able to show that

some official neglect, or some oversight or mis-

take in the Palace intercepted the Koyal atten-

tion to what I have called the pith of this

egregious despatch, and that therefore the act
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CHAP, of coucurring in Lord Panmure's heedless words
IX, may happily prove to be one in which, though

the State gravely erred, the Queen herself had

no part.

The accusations levelled against Lord Kaglan

and his Staff were not made public, but being

conveyed in an official despatch they could be

produced at any convenient moment to show

how well, how minutely, Lord Panmure was

obeying the ' Times ; ' and meanwhile, there were

numberless lanes between Whitehall and Black-

friars by which any well-trusted messenger could

carry this proof of allegiance from the Secretary

of State to the editor.

Private let- I havc Said that the Minister was false to
ter accom- ii- -r n ^ • i>

pauyins the himsclf, and this not without due authority ; tor

our State ways in England are such that a public

servant who sins in an official despatch can re-

cord his ' qualm of conscience,' or assign his

secret motives in a private letter ; and Lord

Panmure used this resource. After completing

his despatch, he took smaller paper and wrote :

' I have most reluctantly come here, not that I

' expect to do any better than my predecessor,

' but because I wish to protect as far as possible

' the interests of the army, and to stand between
' you and those who are so angry at all that has

' happened.'

' Some think a Committee should be appointed

to enquire into the whole management of the

I

' army. This I wish to avoid for your sake, as

• you have done great and gallant deeds, and I
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should be sorry to be compelled to put such CHAP.

'a slight upon you. But your Staff must be

' changed, as the least that will satisfy the pub-

' lie, and that radically.'

' You have done us great service, nobody could

'have done better in keeping up friendly rela-

' tions with our Anies.'(^*)

Eead as proffering an excuse for the coarsely

vituperative language which the writer had been

asing in his despatch, this ' aside ' would appar-

ently mean: 'You see I have gone down into

' the crowd, and like the rest of them I am
' lustily hooting you ; but I assure you I only

' do this in order to gain the confidence of the

' clamourists by making them believe that I share

' their savage anger against you. My true object

' is to baffle them in their wish to interfere with

' the army, and besides, if I can, to prevent them
' from doing you harm ; but, to aid me in this

' little plot you must really throw over your

' Staff.'(^^)

From the proffer of a clandestine alliance thus

made to him by his reckless accuser Lord

Raglan turned away in proud silence ;
^ and

the document to which he addressed himself

was the official despatch of the Secretary of

State, the authentic paper conveying—however

offensively—the mind and the will of his Queen's

Government.

He met the burst of ill words, thus a second

* He does not notice the intimation at all in his answer to

the private letter.
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CHAP.
IX.

Ijord Bag-
la ri's de-
.si)atch in

answer.

The injury
done to tlic

public ser-

time levelled against him by the servants of the

Crown, with an indignation rather governed than

veiled by his native high-l)reeding, but still with

the same steadfast carefulness for the interests

of the public service, the same loyal spirit and

temper, the same absolute command of his sub-

ject which we saw him disclosing before in his

answers to the Duke of Newcastle.

It was on the last day of February that Lord

Raglan received the accusing despatch ; and, so

full, so ready at hand was his knowledge of the

whole subject, so great his skill as a writer con-

ducting business of State, that on the next day

hut two, he had not only completed the volumin-

ous answer demanded by Lord Panmure's ques-

tions and censures, but made it what I trust will

be deemed a conclusive exposition of the truth

—

an exposition holding good at all points, yet kept

free (with fine taste) from all air of pursuing in

triumph the amply refuted Minister.

In this admirable despatcli, Lord Raglan

showed the source of the embarrassments which

had hampered the latter part of the campaign,

and the origin, too, of the sickness and of the

sufferings which had afflicted our army, but he

achieved his whole explanation with an easy,

masterful strength, not resembling the strength

of mere disputants. Because made to compass a

task of great magnitude, the despatcli is of neces-

sity long, yet it does not, I tliink, contain any

words that could well be spared.C^^)

It is well to read and admire the lucid

masterful writing of such a State paper; but
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those who at all know the value of a com- CHAP.
IX

mander's buoyancy of spirit, and of his time

and brain-power in the midst of an anxious ^g^in^a

campaign, will scarcely help thinking angrily of
|aged''!\ith

a Secretary of State who, whilst keeping Lord
to'defeT/

Eaglan in the command of our army, and in-
again^sthia

volved in close strife with the enemy, could- also
l^j^^°l'

lay upon him a task so hateful, so barren, so

depressing as that of having to avert his glance

from the enemy, and face round for an en-

counter of words with the Government of his

own sovereign.

In the third week of March, the despatch Lord Pan-
Diure's re-

reached Whitehall, and was read by Lord Pan- ception of
the (iespatcb

mure. Owing wholly to his own sheer neglect of sd March,

of the teaching that lay close beside him, he had

written in ignorance, and now encountered full

knowledge
;

giving ear to rank calumnies, he

had ventured to be an accuser, and brought

down on liimself flat disproof ; but also, to

make his plight worse, he had written in the

tone that we saw, and now found himself met

by liigh-breeding. If only he had been a man
like his peers, he would first have suffered the

anguish of finding that, for want of due care,

he had done a grievous wrong, and then, with

a generous readiness, would have hastened to

unsay his rash words, adding largely his

expressions of regret for the hapless mistake

he had made. What he did, however, was

this :

—

In his replying despatch, he harped anew— ^is^^e-^^

not intelligently (^'')— upon the question of the r«piy-
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CHAP, road, returned (though uot, this time, with vio-

•

lence) to the subject of the Headquarter Staff

declared that the Government had not been kept

well informed about the state of the army,"' and

went on to base the remainder of his missive on

Errors three distinct errors, each one of a very gross

uiede-° kind. The first error consisted in dealing with
''^^ ^

''

Lord Kaglan's despatch as one that had com-

plained of the Minister for making enquiries,

the truth being not merely different but oppo-

site; for what Lord Eaglan had indignantly

complained of was that he and his Staff" had

been not only accused, but even condemned

unheard, and without having first been re-

quested to furnish the due explanations. The

second hugely gross error lay in actually assum-

ing that anonymous aspersions upon a general

carrying on an anxious campaign and wrestling

close with the enemy, should be accepted by a

Government as though they were true, unless he

turned round and disproved them ! It is interest-

ing and important to know that a man with brains

clouded by the presence of such an idea, could be

not only a Secretary of State, but one cbargcd

with the conduct of war. The third error was

that of imagining that the words I have cited

from Lord Pannmre's despatch of the 12th of

February were otherwise than coarsely offensive.

What helps to- redeem the despatch is the

virtual, though ill-fasliioned retractation which

* How amply and completely Lord Rjiglan kept the

Government informed we have seen. See ante, sec. 1 , and

sec. 4, p. 257, and sec. 6, p. 293.
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I think it may be said to coutain, and the CHaP,

evident good feeling that breaks out in its con-

eluding sentences. ('^^)

If the Government scarce acted in earnest Eagerness
of tlie Qov-

when ostensibly attacking their general, there cmment,
,. . , .

' including

was no want of bitter reality m their deter- LordPan-
. , . . ,

mure, to

mination to expiate the winter calamities bv remove the

T T 1 -T-. T ) TT i"
Ilcadquartev

sacrificing to pubuc anger Lord Eaglans Head- staff.

quarter Staff ; and into this chase after ' victims

'

the new Minister threw himself with unbecom-

ing zeal. To his honour, indeed, he with others

resisted the incKnation of Lord Palmerston and

some of his closer followers in the Cabinet, who

would have liked to enforce a change of the

officers surrounding Lord Raglan by a sheer ex-

ertion of power, without the assent of the Com-

mander, and even in the teeth of his protest

;

but it must be added—our public men in those

days were not at all brave against clamour

—

that the chief's earnestly declared approval of

the services rendered him by his Staff at Head-

quarters was by none of the Ministers held to be

a sufficing ground for not trying—in one way or

other—to cause the baneful change. Those who
made it a condition that Lord Eaglan's assent

should be obtained, were willing, nevertheless,

to see his assent extorted from him by violent

Government pressure.

But in the way of this displacement of Lord "^.'i'''.^-

Raglan's Headquarter Staff there happily stood stood in

one grave obstacle. The outcry had singled out

the Quartermaster-General as the functionary to

be offered in sacrifice, and it so happened that
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CHAP, this particular officer was the very one who
TX '

could not be spared.

Irrespectively of the injury that the Quarter-

master-General's Department would have suf-

fered from being deprived of its chief, there

was a yet graver evil that must needs have

been wrought by taking him away from Head-

quarters. The assistance he was able to give in

carrying out the will of Lord Kaglan had grown

to be beyond measure precious. Lord Raglan,

it is true, had an extraordinary capacity for

work which his sixty-six years had not per-

ceptibly lessened, but his immense and multi-

farious tasks were of such a kind that they

necessarily kept him long at his desk, and it

was of infinite moment that he should be able

to multiply himself by the aid of a highly

qualified officer in whom he could thoroughly

General trust. General Airey was the officer needed,
^^^^'

In liis sound, rapid judgment, his tact, his

knowledge of men and of army business, in his

high breeding, his power of composing differences,

in the clearness and impulsive force which marked

his delivery of orders, and withal, in his peculiar,

constitutional eagerness for swift, active move-

ment and bodily work, he had the very assem-

blage of personal gifts best adapted for enabling

a devoted subordinate to execute the will of his

chief.

Of course under sucli conditions, supposing

them known to our Government, no Minister

would have imagined the outrage, or rather the

crime, of wantonly withdrawing from Lord Rag-
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Ian in the midst of the strife an officer whose CHAP.
IX.

aid was thus precious. But in London, as yet,

the truth was not largely known. It was known
on one side of Whitehall, but not on the other.

The Commander-in-Chief at the Horse Guards

knew with certainty that General Airey was not

only an officer of rare ability, but one who had

become to Lord Eaglan his right-hand man, and i^rd Rag-

could not be taken from him without grievous 'hand man.'

injury to the public service. Thus convinced,

he of course did not doubt that an enquiry con-

ducted at Lord Eaglan's Headquarters by a com-

petent general officer sent out for the purpose

would produce a report well adapted to bring

the known truth to light, and avert the threat-

ened calamity ; whilst Lord Panmure on the

other hand, being under a bias that warped him

in the opposite direction, might naturally enough

feel assured that any such scrutiny would con-

firm his own settled belief.

Upon the whole, it resulted that the Govern- Enquiry

ment and the Horse Guards in concert despatched General

to the Crimea a general officer of high standing,
™^^°^'

namely, General James Simpson, who, besides

being armed with the authority of a ' Chief of

' the Staff' at Lord Kaglan's Headquarters, was

instructed to look into the composition of the his in-

general Staff of the army, to report his opinion,
^

and any changes he might think necessary ; and

he was specially charged to report any unfitness

he might observe, without favour or affection.

After passing many weeks at Lord Eaglan's

Headquarters, and informing himself with great

VOL. VIL U
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CHAP, care upon the questions referred to him, General
^'

Simpson reported his opinion of the oflBcers of

Hi« report, the Headquarter Staff, saying also: 'There is

' not one of them whom I would wish to see

' removed
;

' and adding yet further, ' I do not

' think a better selection of staff officers could

' be made, and therefore have no reasons to

' recommend any changes to your lordship.'(^^)

The general made his report the more satisfac-

tory by saying :
' I confess myself to have come

' amongst these officers, many of them strangers

' to me, with some degree of prejudice against

* them created in my mind by the gross mis-

* representations current in England respecting

' them.

His course General Simpson, we saw, had come out with

an authority then new in our army—the author-

ity of a ' chief of the staff;' and if he had been

a self -asserting, self-seeking officer, he might

have claimed a position like that of the chief

of the staff in the French army. But, happily,

he was a high-minded, conscientious man, who

could not have harboured a thought of selfishly

pushing his opportunities to the injury of the

public service ; and when he had assured him-

self that the military departments at Head-

quarters were all working excellently, he no

less wisely than honourably forbore from an

interference which he saw would do no sort of

good, and thus placed his course of action in

harmony with the judgment he had formed

and recorded. His zeal, energy, and good sense

enabled him to render valuable service in the

of action.
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performance of the special and important duties chap.
which Lord Eaglan from time to time entrusted

to him ; but he never at all marred the value

of his decisive report by hankering after the

exercise of those extended powers which a less

magnanimous officer might have been tempted

to claim if appointed to be ' Chief of the Staff.'

With tliis judgment to chasten his errors, Lord Pan.

our War Minister, as may well be supposed, no XptLn

longer sought to make changes in Lord Eaglan's report

Headquarter Staff; and indeed before long, he ^,'\,'g'**'

thus frankly wrote to Lord Raglan :
' You shall I^J.^J^'^w

' hear no more from me as to your StafT. I ^"•

' have told my colleagues that I acquiesce in

' your reasons for not submitting to a change,

' and that I will press it no further. '(^^)

Thus truth in the end prevailed against angry, The dangei

railing multitudes with the Government of the leilgth

Queen at their head ; but whoever has read

tliese pages will see that by the firmness of

Lord Eaglan, supported by Lord Hardinge at

home, and with no better aid than I have shown

from any other statesmen in England, our

army was saved from the truly formidable

danger of having its central staff broken up

in the midst of the strife—the close strife

—

maintained day and night with the enemy.

vrL

The four ' Peelite ' Ministers— namely, Sir Secession

James Graham, Mr Gladstone, Mr Sidney Her- 'Peeiite-

bert, and Mr Cardwell continued to hold office
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CHAP, under Lord Palmerston during a period of about
'

fourteen days ; but resigning at the end of that

time (because they could not join with their

colleagues in abandoning further resistance to

the nomination of Mr Eoebuck's Committee),(^'^)

Their sue- they wcre succeeded by Whigs, of whom Lord

John Kussell was one. Whilst suffering under

Eirectofthe this changc a huge loss of both administrative

and oratorical power, the Government of Lord

Palmerston became more homogeneous than at

first, and apparently more free from the danger

of being disturbed in its task by dissension

springing up in the Cabinet.

VIIL

The late The Order for appointing a Committee to en-
vote of the . . /^ °
Commons. quiTC luto the couduct of the war was a measure

adopted in anger by the House of Commons

;

and amongst the supporters of the motion, there

were many who had rather intended to censure

Lord Aberdeen's Government than to have their

vote strictly obeyed according to its literal im-

Theappre- port. Somc thought that a Committee sitting

gersofa chargcd with the task proposed would be 'un-
' constitutional,' and that such a trilninal, erected

in the midst of a war, and at a time of great

public anger, would be likely to usurp no small

share of the executive power ; others dreaded

the too obvious perils resulting from wholesale

disclosures, and were not to be tranquillised by

a hopeless suggestion for investing the chosen

enquirers with the attributes of a ' Secret ' Com-
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mittee : wliilst others ao-ain imagined that the CHAP
IX

inquest perhaps might result in fierce, passionate !_

denunciations and vindictive impeachments, more

likely to generate distracting troubles at home
than to aid or enlighten our Government in its

task of conducting the war.

If the resignation of Lord Aberdeen's Govern-

ment had definitely banislied from office either

all or nearly all of its members, the House of

Commons— then somewhat appeased— might

possibly have accepted their fall as an expiation

sufficiently signal to meet the real gist of its

vote ; and in that case, perhaps, at the instance

of a Government substantially new, might have

consented to abstain from giving further effect

to the order for appointing a Committee ; but

—

disclosing its mind at a time which preceded the

secession of the four ' Peelite ' members— the

House had shown an evident unwillingness to The House

retrace its deliberate step at the bidding of a to rescind

Government which, with only two exceptions,

then comprised in it all the members of Lord

Aberdeen's condemned Cabinet ; and Lord Pal-

merston, perceiving this spirit, was content to

deprecate gently the threatened enquiry without

attempting graver resistance. (^2) The House
maintained its resolve, and proceeded to ap- The com.

point a Committee— a Committee of eleven pointed.

'

members.

This final resolve of the House seemed likely. The import
-, ,

.-of this inea
as many imagined, to prove a grave, perilous sure.

crisis in English history ; and, unless men were

gifted with a little of that sanguine assurance
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CHAi'. which for mortals is a part of true wisdom, they
IX.

might well enough find themselves lapsing into a

despondent mood. For now in a trying cam-

paign, and almost indeed one may say, in the

midst of a protracted engagement, the Executive

hitherto charged with the task of carrying on

war seemed almost put under arrest, and com-

pelled, as it were, to stand prisoner—its ' sword

' of state ' laid on the table— before a new,

strange tribunal scarce qualified by its popular

origin to make a resolute stand against the pas-

sions that raged out of doors. Many anxious

observers imagined that, though nominally con-

fined to the past, a fierce and widely-ranging

enquiry would carry with it the means of exer-

The whole cising present control. The whole structure of

our Govern- our Government system, if not indeed visibly

tern brought reeling from the force of the shock, lay at all
under re-

,
, , , ^ c

proafh. events under reproach ; because numbers or

people of all ranks and conditions, from the

mere railers up to great statesmen, were believ-

ing that our ancient Polity, as modified by time

and circumstance, had failed to provide an execu-

tive really competent to business of State.

This was not the mere disposition to go and

cast blame on the * Government ' of the hour in

a common political sense, but a lowering distrust

of the whole fabric of executive administration,

men withdrawing, as it were, their allegiance

fi'om an ancient State, which, they said, was no

longer in a condition to be able to do its State

work. The Prince Consort might not have the

instincts of a man born and bred in the maze of
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our Englisli anomalies, and seemingly tuibulent chap.

strife, but at the least he was a careful student '

.

of this wayward nation, and he certainly got to

believe, nay, even somewhat later declared, that

—not merely our administrative system, but

—

the very constitution of the realm was undergoing

a ' heavy trial.'(^^)

In other times, violent outcries kept up by the

press through the autumn and half through the

winter, have been stayed with a curious sudden-

ness on the reassembly of members of Parlia-

ment
;
(^^) but here, as we have seen, the sheer The feeimg

facts were painfully eloquent, and besides, the p^sed by

-r-r c r^ 111 1 111 the reassera

House or Commons had been weakened by hav- biy of Par-

ing its most statesmanlike members placed under

arraignment, so that, after making deduction of

not only those accused Ministers, but also of

those who by stress of party were driven to join

in attacking them, the remnant was not one of

such kind as to be strong in moderation or wis-

dom. The Opposition might have exerted great

power, and with wholesome effect, but it showed

no patriot wish to spare political adversaries for

the sake of the mere public good. Its leader in

the House of Commons gave way to temptation,

and set himself to construct pointed phrases with

which to go down and cry havoc.

There was one question—hard of solution

—

that Parliament might well have debated ; for was

it truly inevitable—were the Eussians indeed

so blest—that the duty—the military duty—of

determining wliether a fact could be safely dis-

closed to the enemy must remain, as before,
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CHAP, entrusted—entrusted without any safeguard, to

eager, hurried editors ? (^^) But far from en-

gaging their energies in any such task, members

gave their whole care to the subject already

engrossing the nation, and set themselves to

repeat with the lips what they had lately been

reading in print.

Whether honestly enraged, as I myself have

believed, or ' cringing ' under the press, as Mr
Violence of Drummond declared, our House of Commons
use/Zn^thr surpassed the journalists in violence and heat.

Commons. There were even men fresh from the work of

carrying on Government business who seemed to

think all was chaos. Lord John Eussell used

words which appeared to confess the incapacity

of the Government to which he had belonged

only a few days before ; and another eloquent

member, then still holding office though not

in the Cabinet, came down so perturbed, so de-

spondent, that in addressing the House, he broke

all the bonds of his own departmental red-tape,

declaring our administrative system to be ' me-
' dieval ' and ' rotten.' Amongst people not quite

in despair, and desiring to be what we call ' prac-

' tical,' the yearning after some better system

expressed itself in the organised agitation that

was all at once set on foot for the attainment of

* administrative reform ; ' and, as in the old times

of trouble and danger, the House heard once

more of a motion to ' consider the state of the

' country.' But some orators preferred vouching

simply that the nation was in an ' abyss ;
' and a

member—a gifted member— stood up in his
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place, boldly, even avowedly, pressing the ex- chap.
ample of the French Convention in the days

^^'

of the Terror, and proposing that the House of

Commons should send delegates to the army with

power, as he frankly expressed it, ' to sacrifice

' those who were guilty.'

Would the issue of this perilous crisis be

swayed for weal or for woe by the qualities of

the orator who had moved for the Committee,

and was destined to be its chairman ? Mr Eoe- Mr »o«

buck had a high public spirit, and the honour of

his country was dear to him. He had served

many years in the House of Commons, and there

held a peculiar station. Placing unbounded con-

fidence in himself, and troubling his mind very

little about any one else, he liad a hardiness

beyond other mortals, a compact and vigorous

diction, that was quite good enough, yet not toe

good for his purpose, and, above all, a matchless

delivery which made up—much more than made
up—for want of stature and voice ; because it

made him seem like one filled with a sense of

his ineffable power. But he had established a

yet surer claim upon the ear of the House of

Commons by assigning himself a peculiar func-

tion. Though apparently endowed with no

faculty for mastering a difficult subject, and

wanting also those gifts of the intellect and the

imagination which enkindle satire, irony, sarcasm,

he nevertheless appointed himself to the office

of public accuser, and what is more, clung so

fondly to his chosen task as to be rarely engaged

in any other. Though always accusing, he still
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CHAP, was not what the world means when it points
'XU out a man as a slanderer; for he usually adduced

no material that could well be called fresh in

support of the charges he brought, and based

them, if he based them at all, on wliat men
already knew. Like the speakers of the French

Convention in the days of tlie Terror, he con-

cerned himself little enough with proof or argu-

ment, but advanced transcendentally to his

damning conclusions—that is, as the phrase

goes, ' called names.'

By restricting any argument lie might use

—

perhaps one of the sort called ' deductive '—to

a quite insignificant space, and confining himself

for the most part to naked invective, unladen

with statement or reasoning, undiluted by any of

the sentences with which others qualify speech,

he could bring what he had to say within a very

small compass; and the House—loving mischief,

yet also valuing time—used to welcome the

rising of an accomplished denouncer who was

sure to be vicious and brief—used to listen with

delight ever fresh for the samples of perfect

delivery with which he would point an arraign-

ment, and savagely lengthen the hiss of some

favourite little word, such as ' sham.' He had

seemingly neither the power, nor even the wish

to persuade ; and was not only without a chief,

and without a party, but even without a com-

rade, without a disciple, without a follower of

any kind
;
yet he was not morose ; and if the

play of his countenance could be trusted—more

especially after making a speecli—he gloried in
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his state of isolation, sitting happy, and, like chap.

Bralima, absorl)ed in the contemplation of his

own excellence. From the beginning to the end

of the brief, entertaining interlude in which he

thus now and then acted, he had tlie ear—the

rapt ear—of the House, but still was without

any weight in it : and, although he did not see

this himself, a main part of the amusement he

gave was amusement at his own expense ; for he

could not exert his power without so disclosing

his vanity as to make the exhibition he gave

seem partly, if not wholly, comic.

In tlie country at large he was much more

gravely regarded ; for the light, quiet smile in

which the House used to indulge when observing

a vain brother's foible was a subtle, impalpable

thing that could hardly be seized and borne off

to a world out of doors by even the most skilful

journalists; and—conveyed without any such

gloss in full-printed reports—the orator's point-

blank attacks, unencumbered by wearisome

proofs, unshrouded by the language of satire,

went so straight to the understandings of poli-

ticians numbered by myriads, as to make him in

their eyes a great tribune of the people who
alone dared to use plain speech.

Upon the whole, if one looked superficially,

there seemed to be room for imagining that the

danger of erecting this great State tribunal in

the midst of a war was aggravated by the quality

of the mover, and that under his chairmanship,

more surely than that of any other, the Com-

mittee would throw blame of such kind as to
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CHAP, cany with it dictation, or perhaps (after sitting

[ awhile) would burst down upon the country at

home and upon the army abroad with a hurri-

cane of savage impeachments.

Yet a forecast of the probable effect of his

chairmanship might have been made in the very

opposite direction, and on better grounds ; for, if

it be true that ' moderation is strength,' "^^ the

extravagance of the accusations he was likely

to make would afford a good promise of weakness

resulting in collapse ; so that possibly the result

of his efforts might be no dire explosion at all,

but only an opportune opening of the engine's

safety-valve. This anticipation was strengthened

by casting back a glance upon his career in the

House of Commons. There, often in the eyes of

new-comers, he had seemed to be a formidable

denouncer who might almost break up the Con-

stitution by railing at public men after the

manner of the French Convention ; but the wise-

acres (smiling) remembered that, although well

accentuated by histrionic skill, his onslaughts

had been used to end harmlessly, if not, indeed,

with a jeer at the orator who was always accus-

ing, yet always accusing in vain. He was only,

they knew, a mock Kobespierre, who had no

guillotine at command.
other pro- The Committee had been so chosen, that
ininent . .

members of whilst givmg a fair representation to extreme
mitteo. opinions, and even including the orator who had

urged the despatch of delegates after the manner

* This, as the late Lord Hardinge told me, was a favourite

saying of the great Duke of Wellington.
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of the French Convention, it also comprised a chap.
good number of wise, sober, painstaking men

;

'

and, if the chairman was indeed an accuser, pre-

disposed to fix blame upon the servants of the

State, there were other members determined to

make the tribunal work justly in a patient

search after truth. Amongst the foremost of

these, there were Lord Seymour (now the Duke
of Somerset), cold, able, painstaking, and the

better prepared for this scrutiny, because himself

highly gifted with the faculties of a public

administrator ; General Peel, always trustworthy

for his fairness, for his sterling good sense, and

having withal a sagacity not suffered to rust

because kept in use on the turf ; Mr Ellice, a

man not unpractised in the business of an army
department, and endowed with a natural shrewd-

ness which he had whetted to extreme keenness

by mastering the game of Party ; Mr Drum-
mond, a man often soaring into mystic, spiritual

realms, and scarce ever indeed such a worldling

as to be able to finish a speech without—towards

its end—disclosing a part of some wonderful

creed, yet gifted with a piercing cleverness, with

a keen, lively wit, and a nature devoid of fear.

The Committee had not sat many days, when Rejection of

Mr Eoebuck, its chairman, came down to the to mak.! the

xr J /• • • ii ji , 1
Committee a

Mouse, ana (imagining, apparently, that he was 'secret 'one

upon the track of dire plots and treasons, ranging

up to the very side of the throne,)(^^) asked that

the Committee should be ' secret,' and ordered

to sit with closed doors ; but Lord Seymour
springing up, opposed tlie motion as ' foolish,*
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ciTAP. and at once laughed away the air of mystery
^^-

with which it had been introduced by saying

that the Committee ' had not yet discovered any

' liorrible State secret which it was necessary to

* bury in eternal silence.' Mr Eoebuck, after

further debate, withdrew his motion, and defini-

tively abandoned his project for making the

appointed Committee become a secret tribunal.

The labours The Committes proceeding with its labours

miii'tTe.

"'""
gave a happy disappointment to some at least of

the prophecies which had ominously darkened

its birth. The Committee had been directed to

enquire, and enquire it did. It enquired with a

vengeance. Except as regards public servants and

others who were toiling in distant lands, or tra-

versing distant seas, the Committee seems to have

examined almost every one, from the late Prime

Minister downwards, who might be judged capable

of giving any part of the information that had

to be sought.(^'') The Committee asked 21,421

questions, and received, one may say, a mucli

more than corresponding quantity of answers;

because it often occurred that from a witness

briefly interrogated in only a few simple words

there was elicited a lengthened statement replete

with material facts, or a production of State

papers bearing closely on the matter in hand.

The statesmen and other personages examined

had, apparently, every one of them, an unshrink-

ing personal wish to make their disclosures com-

plete by telling what they knew ; and, when

any of them, for duty's sake, submitted that- the

danger of harming the public service by disclo-
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sure should be considered, they evidently wel- chap
corned the judgment which set them free to ___L_
speak. For they knew that their deliverance

from obloquy or unjust criticism would be likely

to fail, if information, surmised to be material,

should from any cause be held back ; and on

the other hand, the Committee, with no less

wisdom than boldness, leaned always in the

direction of free disclosure. It was too late to

imitate the prudence observed in common times.

Our whole executive system had so lost moral

weight that it no longer drew support from the

accustomed presumption in favour of what ' Gov-
' ernment ' does ; and it seemed that every ser-

vant of State, more especially if concerned in

war business, might, any day, have ' to show
' cause ' why he should not be condemned as a

fool. To restore the shaken confidence of our

people, it was not only necessary to get at the

truth, but to get at the truth by a road so open,

so broad, so direct, that the public would be able

to follow.

With this leaning on all sides towards open

disclosure, the examination of the witnesses,

whether civil or naval or military, went on in a

way with which hardly a fault could be found.

They were all of them apparently questioned in

becoming terms ; and although there were some

who gave evidence under very strong bias, no

one seems to have marred his evidence by a

visible want of candour.

The scrutiny was applied to a vast multi-

plicity of transactions extending over no little
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CHAP, surface of both space and time ; and there is
TX

ground for just pride when we learn that, so far

as concerns the integrity and the honour of our

public servants, the fierce, searching light thus

unsparingly thrown on their conduct disclosed

no one evil spot.

it8 report. When the labour of examining witnesses had at

length been brought to a close, the duty of framing

a draught-report for the approval of the Commit-

tee, devolved on Mr Koebuck the chairman. His

draught, however, was rejected by the Committee

;

and with only a few alterations, the draught

proposed by Lord Seymour became their adopted

report. (S^)

The Committee did not make its report an

entirely complete exposition, because there were

some branches of the subject which could not

well be elucidated without the aid of public

servants then on duty in the east of Europe;

and this absence of competent witnesses was

besides, as may well be supposed, a cause of

some errors. Thus, for instance, the Committee

erroneously connected the want of a good com-

munication from Balaclava to camp with the

illness of the Quartermaster-General, and inti-

mated an opinion—afterwards proved to be un-

founded—that a metalled road might have been

constructed by the aid of hired labour, obtained

from Constantinople or from England ; but upon

the whole, and considering the fierce, angry dis-

cussions simultaneously going on out of doors,

there seems to be good ground for saying that,

as moulded by the governing hand of Lord Sey-
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mour, the report of this Committee upon the chap
special matters of administration comprised under '_

near twenty headings, was an admirable exposi-

tion of the subjects thus handled, and a long,

courageous march towards the truth.(^^)

After giving its judgment separately upon all

these branches of administrative labour, the Com-
mittee went higher up in the chain of causation.

It declared that (expecting immediate success

and not foreseeing a protracted struggle) the ad-

ministration wliich ordered the expedition 'made
' no provision for a winter campaign

;

' that the

expedition ' planned and undertaken without
' sufficient information was conducted without

' sufficient care or forethought
;

' and finally,

that ' this conduct on the part of the adminis-

' tration was the first and chief cause of the

' calamities which befell our army.' {^^) The Com-
mittee added these words :

' The patience and
' fortitude of the army demand the admiration

' and gratitude of the nation, on whose behalf

' they have fought, bled, and suffered. Their

' heroic valour and equally heroic patience under
' sufferings and privations have given them claims

' upon their country which will be long remem-
* bered and gratefully acknowledged. (^^)

' Your Committee will now close their report

' with a hope that every British army may in

' future display the great qualities which this

' noble army has displayed, and that none may
' hereafter be exposed to such sufferings as are

' recorded in these pages.'(^^)

With respect to the health of our troops, and

VOL. VIL X
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CHAP, the care of them wlien sick and wounded, the
TV

•

State enquiries, directed by Koyal and Parlia-

Reportacon- meutarv authority, did not fail to brinfr in vast
cerninj? the -^

» , , • , , , •, . ,

health of the suppues 01 Doth knowledcje and ennghtemnf];

care of the counsel 1 (^^) whilst, to clear the same subject
sick find ' \ / *

wounded, yet further, a whole treasury of autlientic state-

ment and wise disquisition was presented to our

War Department at the request of its chief.

Papers of The papcrs so acquired were confidentially

ra^the^slme printed in the Department ; and there the

sentedto^'^^ volumes remain, affording a complete elucida-

partment^*^ tion of the causcs which had brought about

failure in this difficult branch of administration,

whilst also showing the means by which, in the

wars of the future, our country might best hope

to compass the truly sacred task of providing for

the health of its troops, and tending them in

their piteous helplessness when disabled by sick-

ness or wounds.

If I say that the volumes thus enlightening

and guiding the State are volumes from the

hand of a woman, I at once, without more, re-

call an honoured name.

Proceedings In obcdience to their instructions, the Com-

of M'N^[ missioners. Sir John M'Neill and Colonel Tul-

the Com- ' loch, wcut out to the Crimea ;(^^) and after

commis- there examining witnesses, they reported upon
sionors

^-^^ management of our Commissariat in terms

containing some strictures upon Mr Filder's

ad ministration. (^^)

Whilst investigating the cause of delays in

the distribution of rations and army stores, they

of course perceived that the question connected
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itself with the state of the road by which our en a P.

troops on the Chersonese were forced to draw
^^'

their supplies ; and accordingly, upon that last

subject they undertook to report. They re-

ported that, from want of hands, it had been

impossible to make such a road.(^^)

Whilst reporting upon subjects connected with

Commissariat arrangements, the Commissioners

were performing a task distinctly within their

competence ; but whether from mere inadvert-

ence, or from the difficulty of disentangling

connected subjects, or from construing their

written instructions with a good deal of

freedom, they trespassed beyond what appar-

ently must have been their set bounds, and

put into their final (^'') report some little stray

' animadversions ' which applied to three general

officers—Lord Lucan, Lord Cardigan, and Sir

Richard Airey—and to one with the rank oi

Colonel—that is, Colonel Alexander Gordon.(^^)

Their report was laid before Parliament.

A whole year had by this time elapsed since

the painful, calamitous weeks of our earlier

winter campaign. And of late, too, the war
had so languished that the subject of ' the
' Crimea,' with all its glories and sorrows,

might have soon been relaxing its hold upon
the hearts and minds of our people, but an
' animadversion ' directed against General Airey

by two State Commissioners gave the men of

the ' Times ' an enticingly sweet opportunity of
. , , p . . \ . , Their ' an

revivmg against two oi its survivors their attacks
;
iinacUer-

on the Headquarter Staff; and this the more, by the
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CHAP, since it chanced that General Airey was now
'

his;h in office at the Horse Guards, thus show-

p^oMd'for* ^^g what besiegers would call a 'good front for

Xl""of "" ' attack
;

' {^^) whilst Colonel Gordon, moreover,

yearr*"^'*^"^
in liis Icss exalted position gave a similar,

though less conspicuous, vantage to his truly

willing assailants. Treating the stray criticisms

of M'Neill and TuUoch as solemn, authoritative

condemnations, and regardless of the fact that

Lord Eaglan's Staff at Headquarters had long

ago emerged with high praises from the test of

an official enquiry, the great journal inveighed

and inveighed against General Airey with a

more than ever diligent zeal, throwing also at

Colonel Gordon some samples of its powerful

writing. Professing, as they did, to be based

on the official reports of M'Neill and TuUoch,

these onslauglits, of course, gave a hugely aug-

mented weight to what I have called the ' little

' stray animadversions
;

' and Lord Lucan and

the Commissary-General, taking fire at the

strictures which touched them, there were al-

Enquiryde- together four officers who sought to have oppor-

tunities of exposing errors detected in the M'Neill

and TuUoch reports.(i<^0)

iTid granted. Their dcmauds l)eing granted, a Eoyal warrant

ordained that the ' animadversions ' of the two

enquiring Commissioners should themselves in

Cfjiistitu- their turn undergo the test of enquiry. The

Court of tribunal charged with this task was to be a

board of seven general officers
;

(•^^^) and, to

give its decisions full weight, the Government

not only ordered that the investigation should be
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conducted with all the ' solenniity ' warranted ciiAi-
IX

by ' usage and precedent,' but also wisely in- _.

sisted that it should proceed under the eye of

the public.

In furtherance of these directions, the great its procf od

hall at Chelsea was prepared for the occasion, poathaiiat
^ ^ I'liclsea.

one end of it being appropriated to the Court of

Enquiry, whilst tlie other was furnished with

benches for a numerous audience ; so that there,

the public at large, though railed off l)y a 'hard

' and fast' barrier from the military part of the

court, could always attend, see, and listen.

Accordingly, under the presidency of General

Sir Alexander Woodford, and supported at the

table by the Judge Advocate General, the Board

conducted its enquiry in presence of an eager

public, unconsciously playing its part as the

warrantor of what an Englishman means when
he says he insists on ' fair play.' At first, men
could gaze with pleased eyes on the fair young

wives and fair daughters of several officers pre-

sent,(-^^^) on the brilliancy of the uniforms, on

the demeanour and outward characteristics of

the martial tribunal, and besides, on partakers of

the last year's campaign with whose names they

had long been familiar, from their favourite

Admiral Lyons and I^ord Cardigan, the leader

of the ' Light Cavalry Charge,' to that pale,

wiry, resolute veteran, the Commissary-General,

who had come with full purpose to elucidate the

vast transactions connected with the supply of

our troops ; but after a while, if people stayed in

the hall, they had to take example from the seven
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CHAP, soldier-judges, and undergo the strong, wholesome

; discipline which enforces patience, patience, long

patience. (^^^)

Penned back in the way we have seen from

the privileged end of the hall, the audience com-

prised some keen men who might be trusted to

engender that strife which Bishop Temple assures

us is indispensably needed for causing truth to

prevail (^^'^)—comprised, indeed, if we borrow the

very, very words of the poet :

—

' A serried line

' of critics, with their gaze intent and fixed, all

' eager for the fray ; dealers of thunderbolts

' which, ready poised, would faU to-morrow.'*

The great company of the ' Times ' was not only

present in the persons of its reporters, but also

had come represented by one of those gifted

writers who were called, as we saw, ' crouching

* tigers.' This slayer—famed for his brilliancy

—sat keenly watching the quarry and waiting

to make his spring.

And he knew that before many hours his

spring could be made ; for this martial tribunal

was not one so constituted that—like an ancient

High Court of Law—it could forbid the public

handling of questions still awaiting judicial deci-

sion. Day l)y day, the great journal assailed

with keen, studied invectives the officers defend-

ing their conduct ; buL day by day also, the

patient soldier-judges went on with their labours,

the Judge Advocate, Mr Cliarles Villiers, repress-

* Violet Fane.—The lines are not in her great poem
"Denzil Place," but in the volume called iier 'Collected

Verses,' p. 35.
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ing his wit, nay, trying to keep down his clever- chap.

ness in order to practise ' solemnity,' as enjoined
^^'

by the Minister ; the five officers, one after

another, dissecting the ' animadversions ' by

which they deemed themselves wronged, Colonel

Tulloch labouring bravely to defend or excuse

his reports, the seven soldier-judges hearing all

with manifest care, yet maintaining with rare

self-restraint an almost absolute silence.

The five assailed officers were, each of them,

thoroughly masters of the subjects on which they

stood challenged ; so that plainly the kind of

resource on which they best could rely in order

to show themselves right was—not any mere

art of fence, such as that used in common dis-

putes, but rather—simple, plain exposition : and

of one of them, indeed, it was said that he only,

as it were, seemed to open a shutter in some

long-darkened room, thus allowing rather tiian

forcing the light of truth to break in.

With the vehement support of the ' Times/

and the public applauding his efforts. Colonel

Tulloch was for the moment a hero, conspicuous

in the country at large. But within the great

hall at Chelsea, this very eminence proved seem-

ingly painful to him ; for—without the concur-

rence of even his own colleague—he had taken

upon himself to maintain the ' animadversions,

thus becoming substantially a public accuser

;

and whilst placed all alone at a table set apart

fur his use, he had to sit in full uniform, encoun

Lering, hour by hour, refutation of that cogent

sort that comes with the weight of authority

—
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CHAP, refutation inflicted by men who were, each of
IX '

them, at home on the ground where their censor

was only astray. Of course, under such con-

ditions, he found liimself entangled in an unequal

conflict; but, though visibly distressed more and

more every day that the enquiry proceeded, he

fought on with ability and with an excellent

courage until the end of one month. Then,

unhappily, his health giving way, he was forced

to abandon the hall, thus leaving a blank in the

Court which no one else chose to supply ; for,

though pressed to attend in the place of his

disabled colleague, Sir John M'lsTeill was pressed

in vain, and lie persistently refused to take part

in defending the Eeport he had signed. De-

prived thus of the useful assistance which

Colonel Tullocli had rendered, tlie Board appa-

rently judged that they must conduct the enquiry

with, if possible, an increased store of patience,

and that, when at last stating their conclusion,

they must take good care to support it by a full

exposition of reasons sufficing to warrant their

judgment.

7iie Rc]nn-t Haviug commcnced its labours on the 3d of
ol'theBoaril ^^ ^ it-.ii ^

on the April 1856, the Board brought them to a close
' animad-

n ^ f ^^ •ti 11
'versions.' on the 4tli of the following July, and then at

last completed their elaborate Keport. They

absolved each one of the five assailed officers

from the blame expressed or implied in the

several ' animadversions,' and gave the grounds

of their conclusions with a clearness and fulness

of detail which enabled any one of the public

to sit in judgment upon the judges, and show,
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if he could, any fault iu either their facts or CHAP,
their reasoning, (l^^) ^^'

The Board followed, and indeed reinforced the And on the

M'Neill and Tulloch Eeport wliich had dealt ti"oroad."'

with the question of ' the road.'(i°^) There

were thus altogether three tribunals which suc-

cessively determined that (consistently with per-

severance in the military operations) the road

could not have been made by our troops ; and

the two last of those three tribunals determined

besides, that the want of ' hands ' could not have

been supplied by attempting to hire them.

If this solemn tribunal had closed without

showing where blame ought to rest, its conclu-

sions, after three months of labour, must have

seemed disappointing and lame. But no such

miscarriage took place; for by this time, abun-

dant testimony had not only brought the whole The now

controversy into a state ripe for judgment, but ™wed'''

had also, as the Board conceived, traced up the couuovursy

main cause of the ' avertible ' ills to a great State the cauae^^os

Department at Westminster. 'tfue^sJif.

The ' Sebastopol Committee ' had laboured
^'""^'•

under the immense disadvantage of not being

able to examine the generals of our Headquarter

Staff, or even the one man whose teaching upon
the question of supply was plainly lieyond meas-

ure important—that is, Mr Filder, the Commis-
sary-General

;
(1^7) but the tribunal sitting at

Chelsea encountered no such obstacle. Supplied

with the huge mass of testimony which the

Sebastopol Committee had elicited, and tlie ad-

mirable elucidations resulting from Lord Sey
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CHAP.
IX.

The wide
import of a
question
whicli in

terms only
challenged
Mr Filder.

fho part
of tlio

Report in

wliich llif

iioard

mour's toil, tliis Chelsea Board drew information

from another body of witnesses, and not only

had before it the chief surviving officers of Lord

JIaglan's Headquarter Staff, but also Mr Filder,

the Commissary-General
;
(^^^) whilst, to aid them

in judging the conduct of his chiefs at Whitehall,

they received from the Treasury a highly elab-

orated paper prepared by the able hand of Sir

Charles Trevelyan.(i*^^) Thus, the materials

before the Board were most complete ; and by

this time, the state of the general controversy as

to the cause of the ' avertible ' suffering had

become so cleared and so narrowed, that by

simply determining whether Mr Filder ought or

not to bear blame, the Board of General Officers

would be virtually adjudging the very question

which had long been debated by a baffled and

angry nation.

Apart from the need that there was for over-

tasking our troops, the main cause of ' avertible

'

suffering was traced, as we long ago saw, to a

failure of the laud-transport power—a failure

not caused by want of horses and mules, but by

want of the means of feeding them ; and accord-

ingly, when forced to determine how that want

of forage occurred, the Board found itself solving

a question of extensive significance, and giving

the weight of its judgment to the conclusion of

disputes which had raged with but little inter-

mission during a period of some eighteen months.

By their Eeport the Board of General Officers

traced the sufferings of the army in the Crimea

durin<j the winter of 1854-55 to the want of
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land-transport, traced the want of land-transport chap.
to the insufficient supply of forage, declared that

^^'

Commissary-General Filder was not justly re- showed the
"^ d </ cause of the

sponsible for that insufficiency, and finally, inti- 'avertible-

mated an opinion that the insufficiency was

owing to the omission on the part of the Trea-

sury to send a proper supply of forage from

England. (110)

With this decision there ended the last of the

several State Inquests which had sought to dis-

cover the causes of our winter calamities, so that

now, after long, dubious searchings in the laby-

rinth of our military institutions, the finger of

blame rested pointing, and pointing judicially, to

a great Department of State—that is, to her

Majesty's Treasury.*

In this judgment the State acquiesced.(iii) Acquies-

_, ,
°. . ,, , ., . ', cenceofthe

J^rom the prmtmg oi the evidence taken be- state in this

fore all the enquiring tribunals there resulted a vastaccu-

huge pile of blue-books, reinforced, as we saw, "ufhe'^yc"^

by the volumes presented to our War Depart- forminga*^°'

ment at the request of its chief ; and for any {o'thTc^use

who, instead of relying upon authoritative deci-
fn^a^"

^^®'"'

sion, would rather judge for themselves, these

vast and authentic materials lie in readiness to

show how it was that the undisputed command
of the sea, the power of unstinted wealth, and

finally, the ndghty passport of victory, proved all

insufficient to save our army from want during a

period of several weeks.

* With respect to the constitution of tlie Treasui-y, and the

just incidence of blame, see a7ite the latter part of Chapter V,
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IX.

CHAP. The long, patient search after trutli v/iounht
^^'

out just conclusions at last ; but we ought to

The part perccivc that the spirit which engendered this
taken by our ^

.n o i p -inn
iiamomists State liti^atiou was one ill-fitted for war. When
it tlie time ^

nr^ • • 1
• •!

)f the winter our amiv lav suffering, its wise, heroic silence
-ujrerin"s ./ «/

<->'

was ill seconded by our people at home. TJiere,

our clamourists proved reckless and loud. By

their cries of ' All's lost
!

' bawled out in the

enemy's hearing, they augmented, immensely

augmented, the dangers overhanging our army;

and meanwhile, by railing and scolding they did

what they could, though in vain, to break down

the endurance of an intrepid commander, whose

calm, as we now must have learnt, was the spell

then averting sheer ruin. The clamourists dis-

closed an impatience of administrative troubles

which, if operating in the days of Sir Arthur

Wellesley, would have set a blighting curse on

his Talavera campaign, and stopped short the

Peninsular War.(ii2)

To receive from tradition the outlines of a

sound foreign policy, yet to keep it by requisite

changes in harmony with a fast-changing world
;

to maintain in time of peace such preparative

armaments as, though capal)le of rapid expansion,

shall not be unduly exhausting, yet always bear

just proportion to the exigencies (jf the adopted

policy ; to have a real War Dc3i)artment, with all

that the title imports ; to provide that in future

campaigns tlie lieges shall not be the marplots

they were in the days of Lord llaglaii ; to re-
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member all such duties in peace-time, but at chat
last, when war couies, to seek out tlie best !_

wielders of power that popular eyes discern, then

trust, deeply trust them, supporting the rulers at

home and the commanders abroad, with a gen-

erous, loyal devotion— to do this, to do even

all this, will not indeed build up the certainty

of triumphantly carrying on war ; but perhaps,

after all, such a plan may be the best that there

is : for what other one can be offered as likely to

answer so well ?

A free people engaged in war must always, of

course, watch with eagerness the progress of its

great undertaking ; and their instincts may aid

the State largely by inspiring its choice of men,

whilst, moreover, they can well serve their

country by imparting to its Government in

private so much of their own ample knowledge

as may seem to be needed for use
;
(}^^) but they

can hardly do good by burrowing under the

offices, whether civil or military, in chase after

business details. It is true that for even the

highest of those public functionaries who carry

on the business of war, there is need of the will

and the power to be careful over numberless

things which, although at first sight looking

trivial, may have closely to do with great issues

;

but from the complexity and division of labour

belonging to modern society, it results that the

duties of private citizens in time of war are

other than those which attach upon the servants

of the State, and can often be better performed

by trying to be patient and generous, than by
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CHAP, rushing into a state of activity. Wliether only
'

the humblest of clerks ol)eying his definite orders,

or a Napoleon imperator in person undertaking

to be master of all things, the public servant

does well, and may be opening a path to great

victories, when—trusting none but himself—he

descends into a world of details—when, for in-

stance, he goes and examines the ordained maga-

zines, and sees with his own very eyes to the

physical presence of things, such as biscuits or

cartridges, such as blankets, or boots, or great-

coats ; but the private citizens of a nation at

war too often confound themselves miserably,

and forfeit all breadth of view, if they fasten

with critical gaze upon this or that little sample

of administrative work. It is with field-glasses,

not prying microscopes, that people must watch

a campaiyu.
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CHAPTER X.

THE AIJ.IED AltMIES AFTEIl MID-WINTER RECOVKR-

ING HEALTH AND STRENGTH.

The French Government did not prove able to chap.

sustain the health of its troops by giving tlieni
'—

better food, or otherwise increasing their comfort ; losses mud'

and at last, after having had time—long, ample ™mpen-^"

time—for amendment, stood convicted of error, ^nforce-^'^^

if not of guilty neglect, by the presence of that

disease—Scurvy—which we saw bearing witness

implacably against the War Department in Paris.

But this default did not result in any even

momentary weakening of the army besieging

Sebastopol ; for the havoc inflicted by sickness

and wounds was made good, much more than

made good, by great reinforcements ; and in

truth, since the nucleus, counting only at the

first 30,000, had afterwards suffered huge losses,

the remnant—the small remnant—left of men
who had forded the Alma may be said to have
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CHAP, become nearly merged in what was a vastly

1 greater, and almost indeed a new army.(-^)

II.

The Eng-
lish:

their long-
continued
want of tlio

hands re-

quired for

making a
roart.

Road made
at last by
our men
from Bala-
clava to
Kadikoi

;

and by Bos-
quet's troops
bo the Col.

Tlie rail-

way.

The English, otherwise circumstanced, had no

such easy way out of trouble as that of con-

stantly changing their thousands of invalided

men for more and more thousands of troops

newly landed in perfect health ; and they long

had to struggle, as best tliey could, against the

ills they endured from want of numerical

strength.

The problem of ' making a road ' between

camp and port long continued to resist all solu-

tion, and this, as we saw, because labour in the

requisite quantity could neither be got by hiring

it, nor wrung from an overtasked army, which

—

engaged day and night with the enemy, and

already doing three times the work that could

well be called moderate—was unable to furnish

' hands ' for the execution of any such task.

There at length came a time when our people

found means to lay down and to ' metal ' a bit

of road one mile long from Balaclava to Kadi-

koi ; and Bosquet's troops carried it on to the

head of the Pass, by the Col : (2) but the newly

split stones—sharply cutting, of course, for some

time to the feet of our horses—had scarce been

yet worn down to smoothness wlien already the

stride of a railway liegan to cover the ground.(^)

The idea of constructing this railway had been

long ago seized and propelled by the Duke of
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Newcastle with admirable vigour, and at one chap.

time he thought the design could be executed __J
with singular promptitude.(*) But so late as

the 3d of February 1855, the materials for the

railway were only in course of arriving, and it

was found that the engineer (Mr Beattie) required

for his purpose more labour than our army at

that time could furnish. However, by the 20th

of March, a part of the railway had been not

only constructed, but brought into use
;
(^) and

during the ten days that followed, the work made

great progress, was carried up the hillside to a

point not far from the top, and already proved

largely serviceable for the carriage of ammuni-

tion and stores. (^)

The formation of a Land-transport Corps to xi.e Land-

be organised on a military footing was initiated, Train under

though not in good time, by the Duke of New-

castle, and completed after long efforts by his

successor. Lord Panmure. The corps was en-

trusted to Colonel M'Murdo, an oSicer of com-

manding power, and endowed with that kind of

energy— so precious in time of war— which

grants no rest to obstructors.

As we saw, the great waggon- train organised

by the Duke of Wellington at the time of the

Peninsular war had been broken up after the

peace ; and, when England flew to arms against

Eussia, she was not only without a land-trans-

port corps, but even without adequate knowledge

of the huge operations required for enabling a

modern army to live and to move. M'Murdo,

however, saw plainly that, if England stood chal-

VOL. vn. Y
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CHAP, lenged to collect great resources upon a small,

barren promontory far away from her own happy

shores, she yet—upon pain of discomfiture be-

yond measure signal and humbling—was doomed

to be exerting a power not proportioned to the

size or the worth of such a mere apple of discord

as the port of Sebastopol, but rather to the vast-

ness of her means and the pitiless exigency of

her renown. He sfiw that England must put

forth her strength, that to put forth her strength,

she must enable her army to move, and that, cost

what it might in energy, and cost what it might

in treasure, the condition must be fulfilled.('')

His transactions soon became so extensive that

the Treasury— half shrinking— declared tbey

must have a ' limit,' but the Colonel, with what

was real prudence as well as high spirit and

frankness, rejected this State admonition ; for

' limit,' lie plainly said, there could not, there

must not be, till our rulers should either make

peace, or else provide our array with the needed

carrying power.

It was in the March of 1855 that the Land-

transport Corps began its operations in the

Crimea, but the force at that time was far from

having gained the proportions which it afterwards

reached. However, M'Murdo's operations for

the purchase of beasts had long been going on

upon a field so extensive that it included many
countries—from Spain in the west to Armenia

in the east, from Wallachia on the nortli to the

Persian Gulf on the south ; and these dispositions

at last brout{ht about the intended results. Be-
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fore the close of the period embraced by this CH a p.

history, our army had means of land-transport 1

wMch, if not even then so extensive as to be

sufficient for all contingencies, may still be

deemed great, because every mule, every waggon-

liorse had been brought to the Crimea on ship-

board from more or less distant lands ; and

—

allowing the glance for a moment to trespass

beyond my set bounds—I may say that before

the war ended, M'Murdo had under him a body

of some 17,000 drivers, of whom 10,000 were

Britisli soldiers— men not only competent to

their more special tasks, but armed and trained

for fighting ; whilst of horses, mules, camels,

and dromedaries, he had more than 28,000 ; and

that, when the operations of both completing and

working the railway had been put upon a mili-

tary footing and entrusted to his cliarge, he

wielded a land-transport power completely suf-

ficing for the great exigencies of our army in

the then state of the campaign, with besides

means of raising it promptly to the yet greater

strength required for any campaign undertaken

against the Eussian field army.

Our cruelly-overtasked army had long been our army

bitterly needing a little remission of labour ; and lieved by"

we saw the kind of resistance whicli the Englisli from some

commander encountered when pressing the Frencli its toii.

to relieve his harassed soldiery from a portion

of their toil."'* In his grievous extremity, Lord

Raglan one day declared that, unless he could

have his troops relieved from some portion of

'^ Ante, chapters vi. .and viiL
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CHAP, their toil, he miuht be forced to withdraw from
X

1 the front ;
' but, my Lord,' the French General

answered :
' you can't.' * And in narrating this

rejoinder of Canrobert's, Lord Eaglan adds :
* He

' was right. I could not do so [that is, could

' not withdraw from the front], without compro-

' mising the Alliance, and in all probability the

' .safety of the army.'(^) However, in the second

week of January, the pressure applied by Lord

Raglan proved strong enough to wring from the

French commander a definite promise of relief;

and this, ten days later, was carried into effect

by putting French troops in charge of the ground

on our furthest right.(^) The aid, although pain-

fully short of what the English army required,

and of what the French could have spared, was

still of great service to our people.(-^^) It afforded

an effective relief to the extent of between 1500

and 1600 men daily; and this, it seems, was

equivalent to a succour of 4500 men.(^l)

.supi^ii.-a of The vast supplies lost by wreck on the day
warm o o i-

^^ ^^^ hurricane were in great part replaced, as

we saw, by Lord Raglan's prompt, well-conceived

measures ; and so early as the 3d of December,

no small quantities of the blankets and other

warm clothing which his orders brought up from

Constantinople were not only on shore, but already

in course of being i8sued.(^2) On the 18th, the

quantity received and in course of issue was de-

scril:)ed by Lord Raglan as ' considerable ;
'(^^) and

between the first and the last day of that month

of Decemlier, our troops received and oppropriat-

*• ' Mais, milord, vous lie le pouvez jias.

'
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ed 17,233 second blankets and 1923 new great- CUAp.

coats ; whilst, moreover, there remained at their L_
disposal— if only they could find means to fetch

them— other blankets to the number of 5417,

and other greatcoats to the number of 2611.(^^)

The supplies continued to arrive in vast quan-

tities ; and the difficulty there had been in fetch-

ing them up to camp was overcome, it would

seem, altogether so early as the 13th of January,

for on that day Lord Raglan proved happily able

to write :
—

' Great progress is making in disem-

' barking and issuing to the troops vast quantities

' of warm clothing of all descriptions ; and I

' believe I may assert that every man in this

' army has received a second blanket, a jersey

' frock, flannel drawers and socles, and some kind

' of winter coat in addition to the ordinary great-

' coat.' (15)

The materials for giving our troops the advan- The en-

1 ,1 1 i • 1 deavour to

tage 01 wooden shelter were obtamed, as we saw, jiUicooui

at an early period
;
(^^) but the weight of the imts;

boards, planks, and scantling was so great that,

to draw up only so much of them as would form

a single hut, there were needed three stripped

artillery wacf^ions, with from 8 to 10 horses, or uiis proved

/VtI 1 -1 • 1 CI to be for the

180 men;(^') and, until a time long alter that time a mis
. - - - taken mea-

when the winter season had passed, our means sure.

of land-transport were not sufficient to conquer

so heavy a task as that of dragging up timber

houses for the bulk of Lord Raglan's army.(i^)

Other wants were soon met; and on the 2,3d

of January, Lord Raglan was able to write :

—

' The army is well supplied with warm clotliing,
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CHAP.
X.

Other wants
ouppliud.

Symptoms
of iinprove-
iiient dis-

cerned
by Lord
liaglan

;

and by
others

' and if tlie Commissariat was adequately pro-

vided with transport, and the huts could be at

once brought up, there would be no other cause

* of suffering than the severity of a Crimean
' winter, and the duties impcjsed of carrying on
' a siege in such a climate at this season of the

' year.' (}^)

These results were obtained by our people

without having liad tlie advantage of either a

metalled road or a railway, and without having

yet received aid from the Land-transport Corps

then only in course of formation.

The now abundant warm clothing and other

supplies of all kinds did not quite at once bring

any increase of the number of men out of hos-

pital ; and indeed till the last week of February,

tlie Sick List, instead of diminishing, was always

growing more and more heavy
;
(^^) but whilst

giving the weight it deserved to this dismal

indication. Lord Raglan still dwelt, and dwelt

hopefully, upon one encouraging sign which he

found with his own practised eye. In the look

and the bearing of the soldiers on duty he saw

what appeared to be a higher condition of health

than that which only suftices to keep brave men
out of hospital

;
(^^) and by others at about the

same time a like improvement was marked.
' Are not things now at last beginning to look

' rather better ?
' said an officer of the Guards to

one of his sergeants. ' They are, sir,' answered

the sergeant with military l)riskness and deci-

sion ;
' the men are beginning to swear again !

'
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III.

When even against the conclusions that chap.
seemed to be enforced by our sick lists, there '__

thus began to appear small, doubtful germs of
^n,^'"^i;''"

hope, an auspicious arrival took place. On the

13th of February, the Erminia sailed into port.

She was only a schooner under the flag of the

Eoyal Yacht Squadron—a schooner that belonged

to Lord EUesmere—but she brought nothing less

than an Embassy—an Embassy of affection and

gratitude from our people at home to the sur-

vivors of that valiant army which had borne

the privations and hardships of November, De-

cember, and January, and was still locked in

strife with its foe. The Erminia had on board adminis-

her both Tower '''" and Egerton, t the two ' Hon- Tower ana

' orary Agents ' who had undertaken to admin-

ister what went by the name of ' the Crimean
' Army Fund '— a fund contributed by the Asso-

ciation which, under the Presidency of Lord

EUesmere, undertook to do what it could for the

comforting of our troops at the seat of war.

What manner of man Tower was we shall

presently learn by seeing him busied in work.

Egerton was a man much younger than his

colleague, who now suddenly found himself asso-

ciated with Tower in one of those difficult tasks

of army administration which were understood to

* Thomas Tower, a younger son of the late Mr Tower ot

Weald Hall, Essex.

t The Hon. Algernon Egertori, a younger son of Lord
BUesmere's.
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CHAP, liave baffled our public servants at home; but
'

he answered this appeal to his energies by ripen-

ing, as it were, all at once into a strong man of

action. It was in a spirit of resolute self-

sacrifice that both he and 'Fower addressed them-

selves to the thoroughly English task on which

they had ventured—that of doing what in its

nature was arduous Government work without

Government direction or aid.

They brought stowed in the yacht, and on

board two screw steamers that had been char-

tered for the purpose,(^^) vast quantities of goods

supplied by our people at home for the comfort-

ing of their troops in the distant Crimea—goods

including all manner of things, from the 37,000

flannel shirts and jerseys, down even to brushes

and combs, from mighty stores of wine, ale,

and meat, down to pepper, and mustard, and

salt
;
(2^) but they happily brought with them

also a fair comprehension of the nature of the

troubles and hindrances with which our army

was struggling.

Deriving safe guidance from the counsels of

Mr Eomaine,* and besides, from the fruits of an

administrative reconnaissance sent out overland,

which had been generously undertaken and con-

ducted with great care and sagacity by Mr St

Leger Glyn and Mr Jervoise Smith, the London

Committee well knew that, if their Honorary

* The Judge-Advocate at the seat of war. His counsels
had had a largo share in causing the adoption of that wise
plan of action which lay at the foundation of tlic success
ultimately achieved.
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Agents were simply to enter the port of Bala- chaf
clava, and invite our suffering troops to come ^'

down, and take, and appropriate vast cargoes of

goods, they would be in danger of rather increas-

ing than assuaging the winter troubles by making

an additional call upon scant means of transport,

and besides, on the labour of the soldier already

overworked— overworked far beyond any limit

allowed by the laws of health. Better taught

than our Government, they avoided the error of

leaning upon any English resources collected in

the Crimea for either land-transport or ' hands.'

By timely exertions, Mr Brackenbury (the agent

of the Association despatched overland for the

purpose) gave prompt effect to the counsels of

Mr Glyn and Mr Jervoise Smith, so that when
the Erminia reached Constantinople, arrange-

ments there made had already prepared the

way for purchasing and forwarding to Balaclava

twenty-four transport animals, with a large sup-

ply of provisions for man and beast, and, more-

over, for engaging the services of a ' cavash,' an

interpreter, twenty ' liamals ' or porters, and ten

muleteers. (2^)

It is true that even after obtaining the services

of all these working men, Tower and Egerton

were still without ' hands ' enough for the for-

midable task of landing, carrying, and storing the

mountains of goods they had brought ; and there

was a time when less resolute men might well

have despaired ; for on all the low ground be-

tween Balaclava and the foot of the Chersonese,

Nature, busied in her worst Deluge mood, had
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CHAP, half ujdone the decree which uplifted the earth

from the waters ; and, except where at intervals

there showed an islet of rock, or the surfaces of

large detached stones, all was one drear expanse

of mud ; whilst, moreover, it chanced that, to

overcome the huge obstacles thus spread out

before them, their means had grown less than

before ; for six of their mules had died ou board,

and it seems that some of their Turks were at

this time fondly attempting to have a will of

their own.(2^)

In two of the boats of the yacht, lier splendid

crew began landing part of her cargo ; but the

bales and the boxes accumulated on the wharf,

and the anxiety of the Honorary Agents became,

as they acknowledged, ' distress ;
' for how, with

their limited means, were they ever to carry a

thousand tons of goods to Kadikoi, the chosen

site of their magazines, somewhat more than a

mile from the beach ? They held to their pur-

pose. They three times had lent them some

waggons belonging to the railway constructors,

and when they were offered some ' hands,' scarce

believed at the time to be serviceable, they not

only seized the resource, but at once undertook

the rough task of doing all they could to make

it answer their purpose.

The resource accrued in this way :—An effort

to meet the demand for liired labour in aid of

our suffering troops had at one time been made by

importing a number of fine, stalwart men, who

came, it seems, in reality from the Asiatic domin-

ions of the Sultan ; but owing to some odd
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mistake, if not indeed, as was possible, to the chap.
untutored 'simplicity of the times,' camp language TL .

described them as ' Croats.'(2^) Not knowing, it

seems, how to manage these splendid barbarians,

our Engineer Staff had failed to make their ser-

vices valuable, and Lord Eaglan placed twenty

of them under the orders of the two Honorary

Agents who were administering the ' Crimean
' Army Fund.' With these ' hands ' added to

those they themselves had brought with them,

the volunteers, Tower and Egerton, made a vow
that they would execute their task without ac-

cepting aid from so much as one single ' fatigue-

' party ' of English troops, and even without

drawing one ' ration ' of food for either man or

beast.

The division of labour adopted by the two

Honorary Agents threw, mainly, it seems, upon

one of them that part of the duty which aimed

at wringing work from the Croats. Tower was

not only a man of indomitable activity, and

addicted more than other frail mortals to pain-

ful, resolute ' forethought,' but moreover was so

grandly constituted as to be capable of enthu-

siastic devotion to a ' cause ; ' and the ' cause
'

of our glorious soldiery having fiercely laid hold

of him—laid hold of him heart and soul—the

torrent of his energies was a force too strong to

be withstood, too strong to be even confronted

by Asiatic men. (2'^) Eeducing his ' Croats ' to

sheer slavery, yet studying with thoughtful kind-

ness their wants, their wishes, their habits, ascer-

".aining and procuring for them the exact kind of
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CHAP, food—mainly bread and dried fruit—that best

, 1__ would nourish their strength, and the most

beloved sort of tobacco with which to rewai-d

a day's toil, lie respected all their best feelings

—except their love of repose—and proved able

to make them get through the whole quantity

of labour required.

Soon, beside Kadikoi, on the road between

camp and port, there sprang up wooden store-

houses, and stacks of bales and cliests, and there,

too, men observed as they passed that, under

some motive force newly reaching Crim-Tartary,

there had been generated a seething activity

;

mules, horses, carts coming in laden, and finding

men to unload them ; splendid sailors—the men
of the Yacht—bringing strength and resource

from on board ; men entrenching the ground to

find shelter for hampers and bales ; interpreters

lightly bridging the gulf between the Mind of

the East and the Mind of the West ; strong bar-

barians carrying loads ; and—propeller of all

—

his great eyes flaming with zeal, his miglity

beard, laden or spangled like the bough of a

cedar on Lebanon with whatever the skies might

send down, whether snow, or sleet, or rain—an

eagle-faced, vehement Englishman, commanding,

warning, exhorting ; swooping down in vast

seven - leagued boots through the waters and

quagmires upon any one of his Mussulmans

who, under cover of piety (when wanting a few

moments of rest), stopped kneeling too long at his

prayers. If any wayfarer, passing between camp

and port, sought to learn what all the stir meant,
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he might he told perhaps, orientally, by some of chap.

the bearers of burthens, that ' the will of Allah '_

—his name be it blest !—had made them the

hard-driven slaves of the sacredly-bearded com-
' mander, the all-compelling, the sleepless, the in-

* exorable Father of boxes—the Father of boxes

' more numerous than even the seed of Sheik
' Ibrahim after ninety and nine generations

;

'

whilst the answer to any such question, if drawn

from an English officer, was likely to be alto-

gether neglectful of the spiritual element, and

simply explain in five words that the cause of

all the commotion was ' Tom Tower working his

' Croats.'

Observed by our soldiers when passing on

their numberless missions between camp and

port, and reported by them to their comrades,

the mere sight of this promising turmoil at

Kadikoi began to do good. It was England,

busy England herself, that at last had planted

her foot in the midst of the drear winter soldier-

ing,—not the England officially typified, that

swathes her limbs round with Eed Tape, still

less the mere quarrelsome, critical England, that

goes digging and digging for faults as though for

diamonds or gold, and thinks to help the poor

soldier by teaching him to distrust his comman-
ders, but—the larger, the generous England, fond-

ly glowing with the love of her army from head

to foot, and come out all the way to share with

it the administrative troubles of the winter cam-

paign, to front the same obstacles, to work by

its side the same problems, intent on a simple.
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CHA.P. a homely resolvo—the resolve that she must and
^

she will bring something of bodily comforL to

her suffering troops.

The vigour, the judgment, the firmness dis-

closeil by both Tower and Egerton proved equal

to the singular task they had generously resolved

to encounter ; and having adopted and carefully

followed a masterly plan of distribution, tbey at

length knew the bliss of seeing their vast, pre-

cious stores pass daily, pass smoothly into the

hands—the very hands—of the soldier, helping

largely to give hira comfort and health, and

cheering him with the grateful sense of being

remembered at home. The success of the enter-

prise was not only complete, but attained by

means so well chosen that the narrative which

reports them deserves to be carefully studied in

our Public Departments as an indication of what

private citizens have once, at least, done in the

way of army administration, and of what our

State servants, though acting on a larger scale,

should hope and strive to make sure of being

able to do.(28) And, there are other depart-

ments of the public service in which, perhaps,

the same narrative may be usefully taken to

heart, for whilst recording a model example of

successful administration, it also shows that

economy need not be always forgotten when

great things have to be done.('^^)

A main part of the warm clothing brought

was not at the moment required, because in that

matter the Committee had been happily fore-

stalled by the prompt energy of Lord Eaglan
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anr] the Home Government; but with this ex- chap.
X

caption, the immensely various articles supplied __.

by the Fund were all, it seems, of such kind- ~

including even 10,000 'books'— as to prove

both useful and welcome ; whilst in quality

—

for a heartfelt goodwill had been dictating all

this bounty—they were ' the best that town or

' country could produce.'(^^)

Owing mainly, I suppose, to the skill and the

energy with which Tower and Egerton worked,

but also in part to their tact and good feeling,

our army responded to their exertions in a spirit

described as one of ' universal goodwill
;

' and

so steadfast was this grateful contentment that

it even held good when religious books were

distributed amongst our militant clergymen for

the use of their combatant ' flocks.' (^^) Tlie

thousand tons of gifts altogether are believed

to have represented a value of about £60,000.

Some of these had been bought out of monies

supplied by the ' Fund,' but the contributions

bestowed in the form of specific gifts proved no

less welcome, and oftentimes strangely interest-

ing. There were thousands and tliousands of

cherishing things meant to arm the poor soldier

against cold, that had been worked for him by

lady's hands ; but even in wliat commonly went

by the name of ' the Christmas hampers '

—

baskets laden with holiday food—there used to

appear sure traces of womanly care ; and gra-

cious signs such as these were not lost on the

kind of men to whom they thus spoke from afar

The soldier, who almost by this time had li\ ed
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CHAP through the winter, yet still for a while must be

'_
. fighting against wet and cold, was commonly, if

judged by his looks, a man of wrought iron, dis-

closing his quality well enough by a stately

demeanour, but hardly by any traces of uniform.

Armoured thickly and clumsily against the

rigours of climate, he, of course, in his outer

self, was a rough -looking sample of masculine

strength ; but ennobled by war and self-sacrifice,

he perhaj)s was more equal to exalted resolves

than luxurious idlers at home, and more capable

too of the sentiment that would make tears well

to his eyes, if it chanced that on raising the

layer of hay, or straw, or deal-shavings in one

of the ' Christmas hampers ' he saw a small slip

of paper freighted simply—in lady's handwrit-

ing— with some word of blessing or kindness for

the soldier unknown to whom her present might

come ; and, where even no word had been

written, he was one who could still find a clue

in the delicate, careful enfoldings of many a gift

;

for, to look on such traces of tender thoughtful-

ness in that spirit of distant worship which

sways the heart of the exile, was like coming

under the spell of some gracious presence in

England, like seeing the gentle hands busied

in their labour of love, like hearing a silver

voice speak.

The moral effect of these offerings upon the

mind of the soldier was beyond measure good.

It must be acknowledged that in former times,

our people at large had not always proved them-

selves worthy of tlie treasure they owned in
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their matchless soldiery
;
(^2) but during this chap.

winter campaign, the comparative rapidity and f"

fulness of the communications between England
and the Crimea had allowed a free play of the

sympathy uniting our people at home to their

suffering army abroad—a sympathy quickened

by learning that under trial of heart-rending

miseries, too often suff'ered even to death, the

soldier disclosed a proud fortitude corresponding

with what foreign observers, when saying how
they find him in battle, have called his ' terrible

' silence.' To this sympathy expression was hap-

pily given by the treasures which Tower and
Egertou found means to dispense ; and their

zeal, their devotion, their absolute forgetfulness

of self excited the admiration, the gratitude of

the Commander-in-Chief. Lord Eaglan wrote

from the heart, and with a knowledge of the

feelings of the army, when to Tower and Egerton

he addressed his assurance that they had accom-

plished ' a noble mission,' and went on to say

:

' I cannot speak in terms of sufficient praise of

' the total disregard of personal convenience
' which you have exhibited in the prosecution
' of the laborious task to which you devoted
' your whole time and attention from the first

' to the last ; of the benevolent way in which
' you distributed what the Crimean Eund have
' provided for the comfort and use of the British

' army, or the earnest desire you have ever mani-
' fested to meet the wishes of all. Your success

' in this endeavour fully shows how much we all

' owe you, and how grateful we should be to

VOL. VII. Z
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CHAP. ' you; and in expressing my warmest acknow-
' ledgments, I speak the feelings of the many
' thousands who have so largely benefited by
' your exertions.'(^^)

If people ask, as they may, how this miniature

sample of army-administration can be imitated

on a large scale by Government, tlie answer is

one that by many will be thought to suggest a

hard task, but still is simple and short :—Have

in London a Cal)inet, freed from the exigencies

of ' personal ' sovereignty, that can devise and

give effect to its plans with the wisdom, the

forethought, the care that ruled in Lord Elles-

mere's Committee ; and for that other end of

the administrative chain where the strife, the

close strife, against a world of obstacles may

have to be waged, find men with the zeal, the

devotion, the sense, the resource, the strong will

disclosed by Tower and Egerton.

IV.

Hopeful signs of improvement in the bodily

condition of our army became day by day more

encouraging, yet continued to receive contradic-

tion from the state of the Sick List until after

After 22d tlic 2 2d of February. On that day, our army

(ieds?v7im- had lying disabled by either sickness or wounds

mthe'hwith no less than 13,640 men; but during the eight
our army,

^^^j^g which followcd, there went on a sustained

improvement in the health of our troops, which

reduced by more than 5000 the number of men

in hospital. (^^) For a while, the improvement
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was checked by au outbreak of cholera, which, CHAP,
approaching our troops in May, declared itself

'

fully in June ; but apart from that grave inter-

ruption, and some others (which however proved

slight and brief), the advance towards good

health went on steadily home down to the close

of the war. Computed in proportion to force,

the decrease since January 1855 in the number
of admissions to hospital became so great during

the last month of the occupation of the Crimea

in 1856, that it might be indicated without very

large error by a ratio of ten to one
;
(^^) and, if

tested by the change taking place in its rate of

mortality, the health of our army advanced from

a state such as history indicates when recording

the ' Great Plague of London,' to one on a level

with that enjoyed by our great towns in Eng-

land.(36)

So, its numbers slowly augmenting, its toils at Restored

last happily lightened, its wants almost all sup- strength oi

plied, our army regained healtli and strength.
"^^rmy
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CHAPTER XI.

SEQUEL OF THE DISPOSITIONS MADE BY THE FRENCH

AND ENGLISH FOR THE CARE OF THEIR SICK AND

WOUNDED.

CHAP. Wr saw how well the Administrators of the
•^^'

French army made provision for their troops

TheFrem^h when disabled by sickness or wounds, and the
Hoapitals. J

_ .

subsequent falling off that took place in their

hospital management was a change not embraced

in the period with which this history deals.

II.

Allusion to What baffled our people when yearning to do

maVaXin-'''^ all they could for their sick and wounded troops

tifeEnTiish was indeed, as we saw, the very simplest of

Hospitals,
ca^useg—that is, the sheer non-existence of any

sufficient State engine built up in good time for

The nature the purpose ; and accordingly, the real task in
of the task ,5 1 \. 1 . ..1

in hand: hand was—not so much to reform, but— rather

—all at once to create. Yet, if custom were

still to hold sway, the Innovator would have to
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spring up from a row of Ministers watched— chap.

they fought always across a table—by an oppo-

site row of old play-fellows undertaking to bring
tht'i^eeded

down antagonists if they A'-entured on anything
j'lJ'oii'pubHc

new ; or perhaps, from amongst public servants servants.

of the sort that are rooted in office—men known
for their zeal, their ability, and even, one may
say, for their wisdom in special branches of

work, but still men more fitted by habit to go on

revolving in orbits, than to weigh plans so new
and subversive as almost to seem in their eyes

like proposals for some new solar system ; and

we know how, as soon as Lord Eaglan had ceased

to be present at Scutari, this dearth of creative

brain-power showed itself in our Levantine hos-

pitals, for we there saw industrious functionaries

working hard at their accustomed tasks, and

doggedly omitting to innovate at times when not

to be innovating was surrendering, as it were, at

discretion to M^ant and misery.

But, happily, after a while, and in gentle, A(>cessioD

almost humble, disguise wliicli put foes of change pow^rT

off their guard, there acceded to the State a new
power.

Almost at one time—it was when they learnt the aid

how our troops had fought on the banks of the Ivonmn;
^

Alma— the hearts of many women in Eng-

land, in Scotland, in Ireland, were stirred with a

heavenly thought impelling them to offer and

say that, if only the State were consenting, they

would go out to tend our poor soldiers laid low

on their hospital pallets by sickness or wounds

;

and the honour of welcoming into our public
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CHAP, service this new and gracious aid belonged to
XI

bo
Mr Sidney Herbert.

ceptedby Although chief of Avliat men called tlie ' War

Herbelr^
' Office,' he was not, in strictness, a Minister on

whom the code of Whitehall threw any of the

more anxious toils which the name of the De-

partment implied ; but a generous nature im-

pelled him to forego the comparative ease of

remaining within his strict bounds, and do all he

could to aid his overworked colleague the Duke
of Newcastle in the task of providing good

hospital care for our sick and wounded troops.

Knowing, as he could not but do, that, apart from

any authority attached to his mere special office,

he was one of the most valued members of the

Cabinet ; and having perhaps, also, learnt from

life's happy experience that, along with what he

might owe to fortune and Ijirth, his capacity for

business of State, his frank, pleasant speech, his

bright, winning manners, and even his glad, sun-

shine looks had a tendency to disarm opposition,

he quietly, yet boldly, stepped out beyond his

set bounds, and not only became in this hospital

business the volunteer delegate of the IXike of

Newcastle, but even ventured to act without

always asking the overworked Department of

War to go through the form of supporting him

by orders from the Secretary of State ; so that

thus, and to the great advantage of the public

service, he usurped, as it were, an autliority

which all who knew what he was doing rejoiced

to see him wield. If he could not in strictness

command by an official despatch, he at least
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could impart what he wished in a ' private letter;' chap.

and a letter, though ostensibly ' private,' which L__

came from the 'War Office,' under the hand of

its chief, was scarce likely to encounter resist-

ance from any official personages to whom the

writer might send it.

Most happily this gifted Minister had formed and through

a strong beliei m the advantages our military state.

hospitals would gain by accepting womanly aid
;

and proceeding to act on this faith, he not only

despatched to the East some chosen bands of

ladies, and of salaried female attendants accus-

tomed to hospital duties, but also requested that

they might have quarters and rations assigned

to them ; and, moreover, whilst requesting the

Principal Medical Officer at Scutari to point out

to these new auxiliaries how best they could

make themselves useful, Mr Sidney Herbert en-

joined him to receive with attention and defer-

ence the counsels of the Lady-in-Chief.(-^)

That direction was one of great moment, and

well calculated to govern the fate of a newly

ventured experiment.

Thus it was, that under the sanction of a

Government acceding to the counsels of one of

its most alert and sagacious members, there went

out angel women from England, resolved to con-

front that whole world of horror and misery that

can be gathered into a military hospital from

camp or battle-field ; and their plea, when they

asked to be trusted with this painful, this lieart-

rending mission, was simply the natural aptitude

of their sex for ministering to those who lie
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CHAP, prostrate from sickness or wounds. Using that
^^-

tender word wliicli likened the helplessness of

the down-stricken soldier to the helplessness of

infancy, they only said they would ' nurse ' him ;

and accordingly, if regarded with literal strict-

ness, their duty would simply be that of attend-

ants in hospital-wards—attendants obeying with

strictness the orders of the medical officers.

It was seen that the humble soldiers were

likely to be tlie men most in want of care, and

the ladies were instructed to abstain from attend-

ing upon any of the officers.(^)

TIT.

What the brain of the woman proved able to

achieve by its impelling and governing faculties

we shall learn when we come to witness the

wholesome revolution it worked in our vast Bar-

rack hospital at Scutari ; but of the ministering

power that a gentle lady can wield, and of the

blessings her very step brings when even she

ventures no more than to ' nurse '— simply

Miss
' nurse '—the poor sufferers, Miss Stanley, Avitli

suniey.
^^^^ Sistci's that followcd her, became a gracious

example.(^) Impelled by a ceaseless desire to

assuage human sufferings, and gifted with indom-

itable energies never taught to do battle for

self. Miss Stanley had accepted the destiny

which—in language half precept, lialf prophecy

—a loving mother foreshowed as the one that

her ' Mary ' must face
;
{^) and devoted herself

heart and soul to a life of beneficent toil. Hav-
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ing long and zealously served as the very ' right chap.
' hand ' of her father (whilst Bishop of Norwich)

'

in bringing to bear his large measures for the

good of the poor, she soon disclosed great capac-

ity for both organising and transacting executive

work, whilst also in her own gentle way she

knew how to rule. She was not without the

experience that foreign travel affords ; and, when

a newly -formed band of Sisters and salaried

nurses were about to be sent out from home to

our hospitals in the Levant, she consented to be

placed at their head, and talce charge of them

during the journey.(^)

This was all that Miss Stanley at first had

promised or intended to do ; but she found, upon

reaching the Bosphorus, that the ladies and

salaried nurses brought thither under her guid-

ance would not be received at Scutari {where

alone for the business of ' nursing ' there was

any apt leadership ready), and must therefore, if

she were to quit them, be left without any chief.

Could she see them in tliat strait disband, when

she knew but too well that their services were

bitterly needed for the shiploads and shiploads

of stricken soldiery brought down day by day

from the seat of war ? Under stress of the

question thus put by her own exacting conscience,

or perhaps by the simpler commandment of her

generous heart, she formed the heroic resolve

which was destined to govern lier life throughout

the long dismal period of which she then knew

not the end. Instead of returning to England,

and leaving on the shores of the Bosphorus her
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CHAP, band of Sisters and nurses, she steadfastly re-
VT

' mained at their head, and, along with them,

entered at once upon what may be soberly called

an appalling task— the task of ' nursing ' in

hospitals not only overcrowded with sufferers,

but painfully, grievously wanting in most of the

conditions essential to all good hospital manage-

ment.

The Sisters and salaried nurses who placed

themselves under this guidance were in all forty-

six ; and Miss Stanley, witli great spirit and

energy, brought the aid of her whole reinforce-

ment—at first to the Naval Hospital newly

founded at Therapia under the auspices of our

Embassy, and afterwards to another establish-

Tiie )in.spite.i ment—to that fated hospital at Kullali, in which,

" '"
' as we saw, at one time a fearful mortality raged.

Not regarding her mission as one that needs

should aim loftily at the reformation of the hos-

pital management. Miss Stanley submitted her-

self for guidance to the medical officers, saying

:

—
' What do you wish us to do ?

' The officers

wisely determined that they would not allow the

gentle women to exhaust their power of doing

good by undertaking those kinds of work that

might be as well or better performed by men,

and their answer was to this effect :
—

' The work
' that in surgical cases has been commonly done

' by our dressers will be performed by them,' as

' before, under our orders.(^) What we ask of

* you is that you will see the men take the

' medicines and the nourishment ordered for

' them, and we know wc can trust that you will
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• "ive them all that watchful care which allevi- chap.
XI

' ates suffering, aud tends to restore health and
^

' strength. When you see us directing that

' stimulants in large quantities are to be admin-

' istered to a patient, you will know that his

' case is all but hopeless, and that, if he be saved,

' he will owe his life to the constancy with which
' you watch over him, aud keep him supplied

' with nourishment.'

With ceaseless devotion and energy the in-

structions were obeyed. What number of lives

were saved—saved even in that pest-stricken

hospital of Kullali—by a long, gentle watchful-

ness, when Science almost despaired, no statistics

of course can show ; and still less can they gauge

or record the alleviation of misery effected by

care such as this ; but apparent to all was the

softened demeanour of the soldier when he saw

approaching his pallet some tender, gracious lady

intent to assuage his suffering, to give him the

blessing of hope, to bring him the food he liked,

and withal—when she came with the medicine

—

to rule him like a sick child. Coarse expressions

and oaths deriving from barracks and camps died

out in the wards as though exorcised by the

.^acred spell of her presence, and gave way to

murmurs of gratitude. When conversing in this

softened mood with the lady appointed to nurse

him, the soldier used often to speak as though

the worship he owed her and the worship he

owed to heaven were blending into one senti-

ment ;(^) and sometimes indeed he disclosed a

wild faith in the ministering angel that strained
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CHAP, bevond the grave. 'Oh!' said one to the lady
XI.

he saw bending over his pallet, ' you are taking

' me on the way to heaven ; don't forsake me
' now ! ' (^) When a man was under delirium, its

magic force almost always transported him to the

home of his childhood, and made liim indeed

a child— a child crying, 'Mother! mother !'(^)

Amongst the men generally, notwithstanding

their moments of fitful piety, there still glowed

a savage desire for the fall of Sebastopol.(^*^)

More than once—wafted up from Constantinople

—the sound of great guns was believed to an-

nounce a victory, and sometimes there came into

the wards fresh tidings of combat brought down

from our army in front of the long besieged

stronghold. When this happened, almost all of the

sufferers who had not yet lost their consciousness

used to show that, however disabled, they still were

soldiers, true soldiers. At such times, on many

a pallet, the dying man used to raise himself by

unwonted effort, and seem to yearn after the

strife, as though he would answer once more the

appeal of the bugles and drums.(i^)

Amongst our Levantine hospitals, the one

cipie^at"' formed at Smyrna exhibited the success of a

Smyrna.
^.^.^^^ innovation on which Mr Sidney Herbert

had ventured ; for the medical officers to whom

lie entrusted its wards were, all of them, civilians,

and these, aided by a well chosen band of ladies

and salaried nurses, made the new institution a

model of what can be done for the care of troops

sick or wounded. {^^)

So early as the month of January, when the

Uie one on a
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sufferings of our army were at their very worst, chap.

the ladies, who till then had all toiled on the
'

shores of the Bosphorus, detached a part of their

strength to confront new horrors, new dangers,

and extend their gracious empire to our hospitals Hospitals in

in the Crimea. It does not lie in my power to

trace step by step the effect of their presence,

nor even to assign the period when their efforts

gained what they would recognise as a completed

victory, but it is certain that within a few weeks

from the time of their coming, the General Hos-

pital at Balaclava had been brought into an ex-

cellent state.(^^)

IV.

But great would be the mistake of any

Chronicler fancying that tlie advantage our

country derived from womanly aid was only an

accession of nurses ; for, if gifted with the power

to comfort and soothe, woman also—a still higher

gift—can impel, can disturb, can destroy perni-

cious content ; and when she came to the rescue The price
1gs3 r6in-

in an hour of gloom and adversity, she brought forcemeut

to her self-imposed task that forethought, that power tiiat

agile bram-power, that organising and governing tutiierescu«

faculty of which our country had need. The

males at that time in England were already

giving proofs of a lameness in the use of brain-

power which afterwards became more distinct.

Owing, possibly, to their habits of industry,

applied in fixed, stated directions, they had lost

that command of brain -force which kindles
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CHAP. ' Initiative/ and with it, of course, the faculty
'

of opportunely resorting to any very new ways

of action. They proved slow, strangely slow, to

see and to meet the fresh exigencies occasioned

by war wlieu approaching, or even by war when
present ; and apparently, in the hospital problem,

they must have gone on failing and failing

indefinitely, if they had not undergone the pro-

pulsion of the quicker—the woman's—brain to

' set them going' in time.(^^)

heracces- With 10 Eomau Catholic nuns, with 8 Pro-
sion on the ^. > •

-i r^ c riTi>
4th of Nov. testant bisters, with o nurses from bt Johns

Institution, with 14 nurses chosen from hospitals,

and besides with her friend Mrs Bracebridge

(who undertook household management), the

Lady-in-Chief disembarked on the 4th of Novem-
ber, and took up her quarters at Scutari in that

immense ' Barrack Hospital ' which was destined,

as already we know, to have gathered under its

roof a fearful assemblage of ills.

If the generous women thus sacrificing them-

selves were all alike in devotion to their sacred

The Lady- causc, tlicrc was one of them—the Lady-in-Chief

—who not only came armed with the special

experience needed, but also was clearly tran-

scendent in that subtle quality which gives to

one human being a power of command over

others. Of slender, delicate form, engaging,

highly-bred, and in council a rapt careful list-

ener, so long as others were speaking, and

strongly, though gently, persuasive whenever

speaking herself, the Lady-in-Chief—the Lady

Florence, Miss Nightingale— gave her heart to
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this enterprise in a spirit of absolute devotion; chap.

but her sway was not quite of the kind that *_„

many in England imagined.

Many held in those days that rigidity, punc-

tilio, dry formalism of the military type had had

much to do with the causes of failure in the care

of our sick and wounded, and therefore hailed

gladly the interposition of a gracious lady whose

compassion, whose warmth of heart, would break

up, as they fancied, the all -blocking ice of

bureaucracy, and supplant it by the smooth,

easy flow of a genial, impulsive kindness. But
with all the rare attributes that made her

gracious presence a blessing at the patient's bed-

side, this gifted woman, when learning how best

to compass the objects of a largely -extended

benevolence, had become well -practised, well-

versed, in the business of hospital management

;

and none knew better than she did that, if kind,

devoted attention will suffice to comfort one

sufferer, or even, perhaps, four or five, it is

powerless to benefit those who number by thou-

sands, unless reinforced by method, by organisa-

tion, by discipline. She knew that for affording

due care to a prostrate soldiery, laid out before

her in ranks so appallingly long as to bear being

reckoned in miles,(^^) an administrative mechan-
ism, both impelled and controlled by authority,

was a condition of absolute need ; and, far from

being a sparner of rules, she had so deep a sense

of their worth as to be seemingly much more in

danger of proving too strict than too lax.

She understood the dire exigencies of war

:
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CHAP, she knew wnat an army was; and— because
XI
IJ distinguishing measures which might be possibly

feasible from such as lay out of reach—knew

how to approach its commander. Springing up

under circumstances of a novel kind, the private

correspondence maintained between her and Lord

Eaglan was a very model of what such writing

should be, being marked on each side by clear-

sightedness, by ample knowledge of subject, by

care—ceaseless care—for the public service.

The sources She rcccived an imliiuching support from the

cnif/°^^* Minister who, for hospital purposes, was now in
power.

substance the Government—that is, Mr Sidney

Herbert. Knowing well—for he was on terms

of personal friendship with her—how highly she

was qualified to judge of hospital management,

and believing her to be on this subject the ablest

of all the advisers to whom he could go for coun-

sel,(^^) he treasured the words she addressed to

him in her letters from Scutari, and, with this

enlightening aid, he, before the last day of No-

vember, had pierced through the haze surround-

ing accounts from the Bosphorus.(-'-^) Thence-

forth, the instructions he gave seemed to carry the

very words needed for putting our hospital admin-

istration upon a proper footing.(^^) Whether ad-

dressing the military commandant (Lord William

Paulet) or the medical or other authorities, he

always took care that his wish to secure full

attention for what seemed to him the very best

guidance within the reach of our people should

be clearly apparent
;
(^^) so that, happily, under

his orders there was nothing but distance to
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prevent official measures at Scutari from being chap.

made to harmonise with the will of the Lady- L_
in- Chief.

The exception was one, it is true, that con-

stituted a baneful drawback to the advantage

our rulers derived from having now found the

right track. For ' distance ' caused the inter-

change of letters between London and Scutari

to occupy a great length of time, and an official

obstructor at Scutari might maintain his inert-

ness four weeks ; whilst first, the needed com-

plaint was travelling westward, and then the

wholesome words of propulsion, obtained at

last from London, were coming out to the

East.(2^) But apparently the officials at Scu-

tari were not on the whole slow to learn that

—under some dispensation at that time dimly

apparent—' the Lady in charge of the nurses

'

had laid her firm hand on a lever which, against

all objectors, and even against sheer inertness,

was enforcing good hospital management.

And not by the Government only was she

now sustained. Her devotion to an enterprise

so painful, so arduous as that of going out to

the rescue of our sick and wounded troops had

ensured her, as may well be supposed, the

enthusiastic applause of her countrymen ; and

their favour— expressed with great power by
the dominant journal—became a part of her

strength ; for such of the men in autliority as

were of a time-serving nature, made haste to

obey the new power supported by opinion at

home ; whilst others, more free from worldliness,

VOL. vn. 2 A
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CHAP, and wise enough to be docile, came easily unde"
^^-

the sway of her natural ascendant. If Burgoyne,

when he passed through the Bosphorus, received

and harboured impressions unfavourable to her

manner of ruling at Scutari, this was only, as I

gather, because he had no conversation with her,

and did not fall under the spell. (2^) With

another of our veterans it fared otherwise.

The most unbending opponent of innovations

was Sir George Brown. For him of all men

—

for him to have to acknowledge that the mascu-

line rulers, between them, had contrived to make

utter default in one of the branches of military

administration, and that, failing their competence,

a woman, proving abler than all of them, was

hailed as the welcome dictatress— this, many

who knew Sir George Brown would have judged

to be more than he could bear ; but the dicta-

tress spoke, and he listened, becoming at once

a believer— an even enthusiastic believer—in

the worth—the unspeakable worth— of what

she had already achieved ; nay, going the length

of declaring—and tliis before the end of Decem-

ber—that something little short of perfection

had even then been attained in the hospital

under her sway.(2^)

It used even to be said in those days, that

the soundness of judgment disclosed by the

Lady-in- Chief upon questions needing rapid

decision, and the apt, ready knowledge with

which she always seemed armed, might be

traced to the power she had over men in

authority ; the theory being, it seems, that

—
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because they felt her ascendant,—these officials chap.
were always longing to give her the very

^^'

choicest and best of their facts and ideas.

But a simpler explanation of the abundant

mental resources at which people wondered

might be found in the keen discrimination

enabling her to judge at the instant whether

any of the words addressed to her should be

treasured, or set at nought ; and—simpler still

—in the fact that, from her early years, a stead-

fast, impassioned benevolence had impelled her

to devote great powers of mind and unconquer-

able energies to the object of becoming well-

practised in the conduct of hospital business.

However originating, the gift, without which

she could never have achieved what she did,

was her faculty of conquering dominion over

the minds of men ; and this, after all, was the

force which lifted her from out of the ranks of

those who are only ' able ' to the height reached

by those who are 'great.' One who would not,

I know, be prone to misuse our most choice

words of praise, has ascribed to the Lady-in-

Chief nothing less than ' commanding genius.'(^^)

Whilst she thus had great weight with the

men in authority, her ascendant held good with

the orderlies and all other soldiers whose ener-

gies, whose patience, whose loyal devotion, she

often had to task hard. ' During all that dread-

' ful period,' no one of them failed her in obedi-

ence, in ready attention, in thoughtful, consid-

enile delicacy. For lier sake, they toiled and

endured beyond the measure of all that official
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u H A P. words of coniuiand could well have sought to

___J exact
;
yet ' never/ she gratefully wrote, ' came

' from any of them one word nor one look which
' a gentleman would not have used ; and while

' paying this humble tribute to humble courtesy,

' the tears come into my eyes as I think how,

' amidst scenes of . . . loathsome disease and
' death, tliere rose above it all the innate dignity,

' gentleness, and chivalry of the men (for never,

' surely, was chivalry so strikingly exemplified),

' shining in the midst of what must be con-

' sidered as the lowest sinks of human misery,

' and preventing instinctively the use of one ex-

' pression which could distress a gentlewoman.'

But if those touching words truly rendered

the bearing of the hospital orderlies and of the

convalescents and other soldiers who were strong

enough to be able to obey her, there was worship

almost in the gratitude of the prostrate sufferer,

who saw her glide into his ward, and at last

approach his bedside. The magic of her power

over men used often to be felt in the room—the

dreaded, the blood-stained room—where ' oper-

' ations ' took place. There, perhaps the maimed

soldier, if not yet resigned to his fate, might at

first be craving death rather than meet the knife

of the surgeon ; but, when such a one looked

and saw that the honoured Lady-in-Chief was

patiently standing beside him, and— with lips

closely set and liands folded—decreeing herself

to go througli the pain of witnessing pain, he

used to fall into the mood for obeying her silent

command, and—finding strange support in her
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presence— bring himself to submit and en- chap,

dure.(24)
^'-

The growtli of lier dominion was rapid, was

natural, and not unlike the development of what

men call ' responsible government.' One of

others accepting a task ostensibly subordinate

and humble, she yet could not, if she would,

divest herself of the authority that belonged

to her as a gentlewoman—as a gentlewoman

abounding in all the natural gifts, and all the

peculiar knowledge required for liospital manage-

ment. Charged to be in the wards, to smooth the

sufferer's pillow, to give him his food and his

medicine as ordered by the medical officers, she

could not but speak with cogency of the state

of the air which she herself had to breathe ; she

could not be bidden to acquiesce, if the beds she

approached were impure ; she could scarcely be

held to silence, if the diet she had been told to

administer were not fortlicoming ; and, whatever

her orders, she could hardly be expected to give

a sufferer food which she perceived to be bad or

unfit. If the males did not quite understand

the peculiar contrivances fitted for the prepara-

tion of hospital diet, might she not, perhaps,

disclose her own knowledge, and show them

what to do ? Or, if they could not be taught,

or imagined that they had not the power to do

what was needed, might not she lierself compass

her object by using the resources which she had

at command ? Might not she herself found and

organise the requisite kitchens, when she knew
that the difference between fit and unfit food
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CHAP, was one of lite and death to the soldier ? (^^)

^^" And ngain, if she chose, might she not expend

her own resources in striving against the foul poi-

sons that surrounded our prostrate soldiery ? (2*^)

Rather, far, than that even one man should suffer

from those cruel wants which she generousl)''

chose to supply, it was well that the State should

he humbled, and submit to the taunt which ac-

cused it of taking alms from her hand.

If we learnt that the cause of the evils afflict-

ing our Levantine hospitals was a want of im-

pelling and of governing power, we now see

how the want was supplied. In the absence of

all constituted authority proving equal to the

emergency, there was need— dire need— of a

firm, well-intentioned usurper ; but amongst the

males acting at Scutari, there was no one with

that resolute will, overstriding law, habit, and cus-

tom, which the cruel occasion required : for even

Dr M'Gregor, whose zeal and abilities were

admirable, omitted to lay hold, dictatorial ly,

of that commanding authority which—because

his chief could not wield it—had fallen into

abeyance. The will of the males was always to

go on performing their accustomed duties in-

dustriously, steadily, faithfully, each labouring to

the utmost, and, if need be, even to death (as

too often, indeed, was the case), in that groove-

going ' state of life to which it had pleased God
' to call him.' The will of the woman, whilst

stronger, flew also more straight to the end ; for

what she almost fiercely sought was—not to make

good mere equations between official codes of duty
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and official acts of obedience, but—overcomiiiu' all c H a i'.

XI
obstacles, to succour, to save our prostrate soldiery, '__

and turn into a well-ordered hospital the hell

—

the appalling hell—of the vast Barrack wards

and corridors. Nature seemed, as it were, to

ordain that in such a conjuncture, the all-essen-

tial power which our cramped, over-disciplined

males had chosen to leave unexerted should pass

to one who would seize it, should pass to one

who could wield it—should pass to the Lady-in-

Chief.

To have power was an essential condition of

success in her sacred cause ; and of power ac-

cordingly she knew and felt the worth, rightly

judging that in all sorts of matters within what

she deemed its true range, her word must be

law. Like other dictators, she had cast upon

her one duty which no one can hope to per-

form without exciting cavil. For the sake of the

cause, she had to maintain her dictatorship, and

(on pain of seeing her efforts defeated by anar-

chical action) to check the growth of authority

—of authority in even small matters—if not

derived from herself. She was apparently care-

ful in this direction ; and, though outwardly calm

when provoked, could give strong effect to her

anger. On the other hand, when seeing merit

in the labours of others, slie was ready with

generous praise.(^'') It was hardly in the nature

of things that her sway should excite no jeal-

ousies, or that always, hand in hand with the

energy which made her great enterprise possible,

there should be the cold, accurate justice at
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CHAP.
XI.

The aid she
received
froTii Mr
Macdonald
and the
' Times

'

Fund.

which the slower sex aims ; but slie reigned—

painful, heart-rending empire 1—in a spirit of

tliorough devotion to the objects of lier care,

and, upon the whole, with excellent wisdom.

To all the other sources of power which we

have seen her commanding, she added one of a

kind less dependent upon her personal qualities.

Knowing thoroughly the wants of a hospital,

and foreseeing, apparently, that the State might

fail to meet them, she had taken care to provide

herself with vast quantities of hospital stores,

and by drawing upon these to make good the

shortcoming of any hampered or lazy official, she

not only furnished our soldiery with the things

they were needing, but administered to the de-

faulting administrator a telling, though silent

rebuke ; and it would seem that under this dis-

cipline the groove-going men winced in agony,

for they uttered touching complaints, declaring

that the Lady-in-Chief did not choose to give

them time (it was always time the males

wanted), and that the moment a want declared

itself, she made haste to supply it herself.(28)

And the power in this way resulting to the

Lady-in-Chief soon received an accession. At

the instance of Sir Kobert Peel many readers of

the ' Times ' in those days had not only joined

in offering a large sum of money for the com-

forting of our sick and wounded soldiers, but had

persuaded the Directory of the great journal to

receive and distribute the fund. For the per-

formance of this last task the Directory chose

Mr Macdonald, a man loyally devoted to his
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duty, and endowed with the vigour, the firmness, chap.
the good sense that were imperatively required ____.
for this novel sort of undertaking. Before leav-

ing England Mr Macdonald saw the Duke of

Newcastle and Dr Andrew Smith (the Inspector-

General), and by both of them was told that

—

because of the ample measures already taken by

Government—a fund of the kind entrusted to

him was not likely to be of any use in the relief

of the sick and wounded. (^^) Upon reaching

the Bosphorus, he heard language to the same

effect from almost all the official people with

whom he consulted ; and a less sagacious man
might have come back to England reporting that

the benevolent mission was vain, because fore-

stalled by the measures of a Government now
fully alive to its duties and knowing how to

perform them.

There however took place one frank confes-

sion of want made known by an officer on duty,

and it brought about an occurrence which be-

came beyond measure conspicuous from the light

—the painful light—that it threw on the com-

petency of our army administration. A regi-

ment—the 39th—on its way from Gibraltar to

the seat of war had reached the Bosphorus, and

was going on to meet the rigours of a winter in

the Crimea without having been supplied with

any addition to the light clothing appropriately

worn in hot countries ; and the surgeon of the

regiment appealed to Mr Macdonald for that

direly needed supply, which ought of course to

have come from our army administrators.(^^)
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CIJAP. Mr Maedonald went into the markets of Coii-

^'-
stantinople, tliero bougiit the goods that were

wanted, and snpplied every man of the regiment

with a suit of flannels or other woollens, thus

equipping our troops witli the means of resisting

mortal cold by tlie aid of whnt was called tlie

' " Times " Fund.'

Involving as it did a disclosure of gross,

staring neglect, the appeal of the surgeon of the

39th proved only of course too well fitted to

offend official rulers : since, to ask or receive for

our troops the assistance of Mr Maedonald was

to seal the condemnation of those who in matters

closely concerning the health and life of our

soldiers should have thoroughly excluded all

room for the action of private benevolence.

Under such conditions, perhaps, it was hardly to

be expected that the audacious candour of the

surgeon of the 39th would readily find any

imitators amongst men in the public service

;

and, instead of waiting to be asked for his aid,

Mr Maedonald had to offer it. ' Here I am,'

he said in effect, ' here I am with large means
' in my hands for adding, so far as is possible,

* to the comfort and wellbeing of our sick and
* wounded soldiery ; and although, it is true, my
' resources are almost entirely in money, I have

' the markets of this great city at my command

;

' so, if only you will tell me of any wants now
' felt in the hospitals, I will do my best to meet

' tliem at once by going, as it were, across the

' street, and buying what you require.'

Public servants, however, apparently were
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reluiitant to cast a slur on the service by con- chap
fessing the existence of wants whicli admin- ._!_

istrators ouglit to liave met. Wlien Mr Mac-

donald asked Dr Menzies, the chief of the

Scutari hospitals, whether anything M'ere wanted,

the answer he received was precise. It inform-

ed him that ' nothing was wanted.'(^^) Upon
making a like enquiry in another and more

august quarter, he was not only met by a posi-

tive unflinching disclaimer of any occasion for

help required by our soldiers or sailors, but even

received a suggestion pointing out how the fund

thus pronounced to be wholly unneeded for any

hospital purpose, might perhaps, after all, be

applied. His adviser serenely observed that, to

disembarrass his hands of a fund not required

for its purpose, and also meet a real want long

said to have made itself felt, he might spend

the money in building. Name of Wonder ! in

building what ? Well, in building an appro-

priate temple for ' Church of England worship at

' Pera
!

'

Yet at that very time wants so dire as to

include want of hospital furniture and of shirts

for the patients, and of the commonest means
for maintaining cleanliness, were afflicting our

stricken soldiery in the hospitals.

However, from the Lady-in- Chief Mr Mac-
donald soon learnt the truth, and the course lie

then took was one of the simplest kind, but it

worked a mighty change. He bought the things

needed, and the authorities succumbing at last

to this excruciating form of demonstration had
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CHA.P. to witness tlie supplying of wants which before
^^'

they had refused to confess. So now, besides

using the stores which she had at lier own com-

mand, the Lady-in-Chief could impart wants felt

in our hospitals to Mr Macdonald with the cer-

tainty that he would hasten to meet them by

applying what was called the ' " Times " Fund '

in purchasing the articles needed.

It was thus that under the sway of motives

superbly exalted, a great Lady came to the

rescue of our prostrate soldiery, made good the

default of the State, won the gratitude, the rapt

admiration of an enthusiastic people, and earned

for the name she bears a pure, a lasting renown.

She even did more. By the very power of

her fame, but also, I believe, by the wisdom and

the authority of her counsels, she founded, if so

one may speak, a gracious dynasty that still

reigns supreme in the wards where sufferers lie,

and even brings solace, brings guidance, brings

hope into those dens of misery that, until the

blessing has reached them, seem only to harbour

despair. When into the midst of such scenes

the young high-bred lady now glides, she wears

that same sacred armour—the gentle attire of

the servitress—which seemed ' heavenly ' in the

eyes of our soldiers at the time of the war, and

finds strength to meet her dire task, because she

knows by tradition what the First of the dynasty

proved able to confront and to vanquish in the

wards of the Great Barrack Hospital. (^^)

The default we have now seen made good

by the Lady-in-Chief was one, as we know, thai
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resulted from what must be called State iin- chap.
providence. Shame fell— not on this or that

Government, but—rather on our mixed English

polity, then convicted of failing—long failing

—

to provide due hospital succour for disabled

troops, and only ceasing to fail when rein-

forced by the sex which had always before

been shut out from the province of executive

government.

If the medical officers shrank from usurping tiio untiring
zeal of our

the needed authority, they toiled with the most medical
.

J ' J
officers.

admirable zeal at the bedsides of the patients,

doing this in too many instances at the sacrifice

of life or health ; and if History could search

out true merit amongst men unambitiously acting

in the performance of special, fixed duties, she

would nowhere find it more genuine than in

those devoted servants of a fitful, negligent

State. It was not on any power they were really

exerting that the Lady -in -Chief encroached;

and, indeed, far from hampering them in the

performance of their duties, she augmented

—

immensely augmented—their means of effective

action by doing all she could to take care that

their orders should never be baffled by want

of the needed supplies. Eequisitions, Eemon- Tiieirpowe.

strances, Notes, Memoranda, Minutes, Letters, to ewe'*"

Despatclies, all these hackneyed forms of ap- sti-engtt-

peal might prove vain one after the other when auuiorftycft

the Medical Officer tried them ; but, if only he in-cwefr

could cause the obstructors to fear that perhaps

he would bring down upon them the anger of

the I-ady-in- Chief, he might hope to produce an
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CHAP, effect like what, in old times at Whitehall, men
^^-

used to expect from the magic of ' going to Mr
' Pitt.'(33)

In the hearts of thousands and thousands of

our people there was a yearning to be able to

share the toil, the distress, the danger of battling

for our sick and wounded troops against the sea

of miseries that encompassed them on their hos-

pital pallets : and men still remember how graci-

ously, ho\v simply, how naturally, if so one may

speak, the Ambassadress Lady Stratford de Red-

cliffe and her beauteous guest (^^) gave their

energies and their time to the work ; still re-

member the generous exertions of Mr Sidney

Osborne and Mr Joscelyne Percy ; still remem-

ber, too, how Mr Stafford—I would rather call

him ' Stafford O'Brien '—the clierished, yet un-

spoilt favourite of English society, devoted him-

self heart and soul to the task of helping and

comforting our prostrate soldiery in the most

frightful depths of their misery.

Many found themselves embarrassed when

trying to choose the best direction they could

for their generous impulses ; and not, I think,

the least praiseworthy of all the self-sacrificing

enterprises which imagination devised was that

of the enthusiastic young fellow who, abimdoning

his life of ease, pleasure, and luxury, went out,

as he probably phrased it, to ' fag ' for the Lady-

in-Chief Whether fetching and carrying for

her, or writing for her letters or orders,- or orally

conveying her wishes to ])ublio servants or others,

he, for months and months, faithfully toiled, obey-
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ins; in all things her word. There was grace— chap.
"VT

grace almost medieval—in his simple, yet roman- L.

tic idea ; and, if humbly, still not the less use-

fully, he aided the sacred cause, for it was one

largely, mainly, dependent on the power of the

lady he served ; so that, when by obeying her

orders he augmented her means of action, and

saved her precious time, there were unnumbered

sufferers deriving sure benefit from his opportune,

well-applied help. By no other kind of toil,

however ambitiously aimed, could he well have

achieved so much good.

On the 23d of November, Lord Eaglan re-

placed Major Sillery, by sending Lord William

Paulet to take charge of affairs on the Bos-

phorus
;
(^^) and in reference to this whole-

some change, the Sebastopol Committee reported

that there took place a gradual improvement in

the state of the liospitals from the time when
Lord William assumed his command

;
(^^) but

the Committee went astray, if they meant that

that date marked the beginning—the very be-

ginning and origin—of decisive improvement

;

for before the early days of December (when the

wisely exerted authority of the new commandant

began to tell with advantage), that accession of

impelling and governing faculties which our hos-

pital system received on the 4th of N'ovember(^^)

had already been followed by progress—by pro-

gress towards good administration maintained

against all the obstructors.(^^)

Without at all seeking unfairly to infer causa-

tion from sequence, I may yet, I think, say that
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CHAP. SO far as concerns the internal administration of
XI "

our gi'eat Barrack Hospital at Scutari, England

owed to the Lady-in-Chief that decisive improve-

ment which began, as we know, at the time when

she first interposed, and grew always with the

Tiio result of growth of her power. It was not only under

her reign, but by force of her actual sway that

Order sprang out of Chaos ; that the hell she

had found when she came knew at last the

blessing of cleanliness ; that wants of all or

most of those things which money can buy

were rapidly met ; and that, even though the

need of trained orderlies and of a permanent

staff to direct them still made itself felt, the

administration of our Levantine hospitals began

to seem almost perfect.(^^)

unde- Whilst the vigour of the Lady-in-Chief was
Bigned trial .. _^ itt-ic i

of brain- bringing the vast Barrack Hospital irom what
power and . , , , i • i it
speed be- it had bccn to what it became, our male rulers
tween Man

i • t
• t

mid Woman, wcrc taking a course which enregistered as tan-

gible fact what satire—though almost too grossly

—might have ventured to feign as a taunt.

At a time when the sick and the wounded

lay awaiting the care of the State, people could

not but know that the worth of any public ser-

vices rendered in the matter of hospital business

would largely depend on their promptitude ; and,

it happening at this very time that the energies

of both women and males lent their strength to

the same cherished purpose, there was thus un-

designedly constituted, an interesting trial of

both brain-power and speed between the sex

which had hitherto engrossed the whole public
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service, and the one newly coming to share in CHi^p.
• XI

some of the toils of State. 1_

It might seem, perhaps, that the issue of any

such trial must needs have been sure from the

first ; since the male kind was wielding alone

the whole power of the State, aijd to woman as

yet had not deigned to entrust any shred of

authority except the bare permission to be an

obedient servitress attending hospital sick-beds

under the orders of medical officers ; but the

servitress, attired as for work—the gracious bib-

apron seemed to fold her in honour and sanctity—^had a power which man did not give, and

could not very well take away, and could hardly

indeed keep down. By shunning the irksome

light, by choosing a low standard of excellence,

and by vaguely thinking ' War ' an excuse for

defects which War did not cause, men, it seems,

had contrived to be satisfied with the condition

of our hospitals
;
(*^) but the Lady-in-Chief was

one who would harbour no such content, seek

no such refuge from pain. Not for Her was the

bliss— fragile bliss— of dwelling in any false

paradise. She confronted the hideous truth.

Her first care was—Eve-like—to dare to know,

and—still Eve-like—to force dreaded knowledge

on the faltering lord of creation. Then declar-

ing against acquiescence in horror and misery

which firmness and toil might remove, she waged

her ceaseless war against custom and sloth, gain-

ing every day on the enemy, and achieving, as

we saw, in December what to eyes less intent

than her own upon actual saving of life, and
VOL. vu. 2 n
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CHAP, actual restoration of health, seemed already the
^^'

highest excellence.

With the same righteous object at heart, and

at nearly the very same time,(^-^) our males also

passed into action ; but how did their brain-

power work ? They formed and sent out a

Commission to enquire into the then existing

' conditions and wants ' of our sick and wounded

troops in the East, and also into the ' hospital

' accommodation ' provided for them, and into

the adequacy of such accommodation for subse-

quent ' contingencies ;
' and they were to carry

their investigations to the point of attaining

' the full and complete truth,' and enabling

themselves to present to the War Minister ' the

' most comprehensive Keport and the most de-

* sirable suggestions,' ' with a view to the cor-

' rection of any deficiencies which might exist

' or arise in the conduct of the hospital estab-

' lishments,' or generally in the measures adoj)ted

for the care of our troops, sick or wounded.

After conducting enquiries, which, for intricacy

and probable tediousness might rival whole

clusters of old-fashioned Cliancery suits, the

Commission was to report home to the Duke

of Newcastle
;
(^^) and in completing instruc-

tions which ensured such a loss of time as to

make discomfiture certain, our male rulers

ordered their tortoise to gallop as fast as it

could. They gravely enjoined despatch.

The enquiries directed were such as might

well enough occupy a good number of months,

if not, indeed, one or two years ; but, supposing
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them by some magic vigour to be finished with- chap.
iu a few weeks, how soon did any male hope

'

that they could be brought to result in that

actual ' correction of deficiencies ' which, of

course, was the object iu view ? The hospi-

tals were many, and some of them were divided

from others by hundreds of miles of sea. Each

one of them, however imperfect, was still a com-

plex organism ; and although its faults might

be glaring, the cause of them might well be

obscure, whilst, besides, over every step that led

towards improvement, there always impended

the danger of exciting antagonism in the minds

of public servants who, when disturbed in their

work by this ugly search after faults, might

easily throw up defences obstructive to prompt

reformation ; and, upon the whole, it was scarcely

imaginable that Commissioners reaching the Bos-

phorus in the first week of Noveml)er would be

able to complete their Enquiry and make their

Eeport before the middle of the following month.

Allowing from that time one fortnight for the

mail to take home the Eeport, another for de-

liberation in Whitehall and the construction of

remedial plans, another for the Eastward-bound

mail bringing out the decrees of the Government,

with—superadded at last—yet one other fort-

night for carrying them into effect, we find inter-

posed for preparatives a period of some thirteen

weeks—that is, a quarter of a year—and the

time of expected fulfilment stands—not as was
bitterly needed before the beginning of winter,

but—almost indeed at its close, so that any of
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ciiAP. our soldiery stricken in the direst time of trial

J who were only to be saved through the measures

advised by the Commission, would then be at

rest in their graves. But, in truth, no such

speed as this computation implies could well

have- been realised ; and few will gainsay the

tribunal which described this Commission as a

' form of proceeding suited to redress grievances

' 'at' home, or to become a basis for legislative

' measures/ but ' ill adapted to relieve the press-

' ing wants of 5000 men suffering under mis-

' management and ueglect.'('^'^)

The Commissioners were at their post in good

time
;
(^*) and, though hampered for a while by

an error on the part of the Government,(*^) they

conducted the Enquiry as quickly as they very

well could without neglecting their orders, and

came also, on the whole, to conclusions which

appear sound enough in themselves; but how

was it possible that, whilst acting under instruc-

tions which compelled them to report to the

War Department at home, they could promptly

effect any good ? Mr Sidney Herbert seeing

this, and acting, unless I mistake, under the

impulsion of his letters from the Lady-in-Chief,

took upon himself to suggest in a private letter

that, without waiting for the approval of their

Eeport, the Commissioners should themselves

see * the evil corrected as far as possible,' but

their actual instructions at that time allowed

them no manner of warrant lor taking any such

course ; and it was only on the Gth of January

1855 that the Government enjoined the Com-
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missioners to make suggestions to Lord William chap.

Paiilet.

Eeceiving that warrant on either the 2 2d or

23d of January, they so far obeyed it as to make
some recommendations to Lord William Paulet

on the 2Gth, and some more on a later day ; but

these pointed to what may be called the com-

mand and disposition of troops in connection

with our Scutari liospitals, and did not embrace

the main subject.('^^) Tlie Commissioners (as

expressly directed) addressed their Eeport

—

not to any authority on the spot, but—to our

War Department in London. It was at Scutari

on the 23d of February,(^^) that they made their

Eeport, and it probably reached Whitehall about

the 9th of the following month, so that Minis-

ters in the second week of March might at last

undertake to found beliefs or opinions upon the

knowledge obtained, might frame their meas-

ures accordingly, might send out their decrees

to the East, and perhaps hope to see them be-

ginning to take some effect in the middle or

latter part of the spring— a time later by three

or four months than that at which Sir George

Brown saw perfection in our hospital wards, and

ascribed it to womanly energies.

Thus sorrily lagged the males in their unde-

signed trial of speed and power with what proved

not only the swifter, not only the more agile

mind, but also the higher capacity for executive

business, and even the more intent will.

If, regarded as only concerning the internal

administration of the Scutari hospitals, this ap-

XL
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CHAP, parent approacli to perfection was thoroughly
'

real, and already, as some would imagine, must

have carried the reward of success to the lieart

of the Lady-in-Chief. She herself, however, was

one who disdained to look with complacency

upon any result of her efforts which imported

no real gain of ground, and would hardly, indeed,

acknowledge that from November even to Febru-

ary, substantial good had been done, when, in

Tiic mortal- spite of all the care lavished, and concurrently

iiMpitahT with the admiration excited by an almost magic

however, improvement in the efficiency of the hospital
forced down. , , i n n i imanagement, stern columns or ngures showed

death to be more than ever rife in the wards

Tlie Sanitary
Comiius-
aioners :

Brought about, as we saw, by those wholesale,

encompassing poisons which were only to be

conquered by engineers and labourers undertak-

ing what we call ' Public Works,' the mortality

in our Bosphorus hospitals maintained its ap-

palling height throughout the whole winter, and

continued its ravages into the month of March.'"'

Science then interposed. Taught at last by

observing the impotence of orders framed by a

Minister who forgot to count Time in his reckon-

ing,t the Government—now newly constituted

—took care to avoid his mistake ; and having

wisely determined that they would attack the

* See ante, chapter viii. sec. 4.

t The iustructioiis to the Hospital Coiiiiiussioners stated,

int<\ p. 386,
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foul poisons surrounding our Levantine hospitals c;hap.

with the weapons of the skilled engineer, they L_

resolved that the Sanitary Commissioners de-

spatched for this purpose should—not merely go

enquiring, but—act, and should not only act,

but be prompt. Urged by orders conceived in

this spirit, the Commissioners, Dr Sutherland,

Dr H. Gavin, and Mr Eawlinson, went off to the

East without seemingly losing a day.

They soon found that our Levantine hospitals

were suffering under rank poison—not poison of

such a kind that it can be annulled or coun-

teracted by domestic management, but of that

grosser sort that can only be combated by engin-

eering works ; and propelled by wholesome in-

structions which ordered them ' to see instantly

'

to the commencement of the necessary work,

and ' to its superintendence day by day until

' finished,' (^^) they passed into action with ad-

mirable promptitude. In tlie second week of

March they had already made some progress,

and on the l7th had advanced their works so

far as to be in a state for producing at once

some part of the intended effects. Then came tbechaiiy^

on a change which, if only it had been preceded wrought.

by mummery instead of ventilation and drain-

age, and pure water supply, would have easily

passed for a miracle.(^^) Down went the rate

of mortality. Having already gone down from

the terrible February rate of 42 per cent to 31,

it descended in the next fortnight to 14 ; in the

next twenty days to 10; in the next, to 5 ; in

the next, to 4 ; and finally, in the next twenty
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CHAP, days— days ending on the 30tli of June 1855

—

'

to scarce more than 2 (^^)—a rate so low as to be

touching the very goal for which sanguine toilers

were striving, because brought down to a level

with the rate of mortality in our military hos-

pitals at home.(^^)

And now, passing from the mortality in our

Bosphorus hospitals to that of our Eastern hos-

pitals generally, I may say that the deaths were,

for January 1855, 3168; for February, 2523;
for March, 1409; for April, 582 ; for May, 594

;

and for June, 1042
;
{^^) but besides, if consent-

ing once more to glance beyond the bounds of

this History, I may say that from the end of

June 1855 to the time, twelve months later,

when our army bade farewell to Crim Tartary,

the mortality invading our hospitals grew less

and less almost constantly, and that the monthly

return which for January 1855 had recorded

3168 deaths, showed for June, in the following

year, deaths numbering only six.(^^)

Thoughts But whilst dwelling on those happy changes
that mem- ... .. i-,
oiy ought which raised our hospital management to an
not to slum.

i • i n it • i

almost unknown heiglit of excellence, it less

becomes our people to harbour a sense of com-

placency, than to think of the lives—the lost

lives—that timely care might have saved. A
sustained, though painful remembrance of those

trials, tliose wants under wliich our troops suf-

fered and died, would perhaps afford some ground

for hoping that, in wars yet to come, the dire

penalties of State incapacity may not again have

to be borne.
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VI.

ISTor ought our people to fly from the memory chap.

of this winter campaign without bending their
^*

thoughts to some problems which tasked men's Problem
a 1 raised by

minds at the time, and have only in part found
^'f"^^^''"""''

solution. The still unsolved problems are many, ^""ter
^ '' campaign.

yet fuse well enough into one : How to make

our mixed polity furnish an Executive Govern-

ment which at once on the call to arms, and

without needing yet further lessons in the cruel

school of adversity, may be equal to the business

of war.





APPENDIX,

NOTE TO PREFACE.

A Question of Officud Nomenclature.

When the newly appointed commander of an English army in

war-time was preparing to take the field, he used to receive two
Letters (one coming soon after the other) from two of our public

offices; and in 1854, the long-accustomed practice was followed;

but a question respecting the name rightly given to each of these

instruments was lately raised with solemnity by a writer in the
' Edinburgh Review ; ' and although I so worded my statement as

to avoid committing myself to any question of nomenclature, I

yet, to clear away any haziness resulting from a doubt about

names, will show how the matter stands.

The first of the two documents in point of date was one never

signed, as the Edinburgh critic imagined, by a ' Secretary of

' State,' and besides never issued, as the hasty Reviewer believed,

from the office of the Secretary of War, but from an establish-

ment of secondary rank—from, in fact, that establishment busied

in keeping certain money accounts which used to pass as the
' War Office,' and was imder the rule of a chief called the Secre-

tary at War.
The Letter ran thus :

—

' War Office, April \st, 1854.

' My Lord,—The Queen having been pleased to appoint your
' Lordship to serve on a particular service, with the local rank of

' general upon the Staff of the Army, with a military secretary,

' four paid aides-de-camp, and four extra unpaid aides-de-camp,
' I am commanded to acquaint your Lordship that it is Her
' Majesty's pleasure that you do obey such orders as you shall
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' receive from Her Majesty, the (General Commanding-in-Chief,
* or any other superior officer.—I have, &c.,

' (Signed) Sidney Hekbert.*
' Licutenant-General

' The Lord Raglan, G.C.B.
' &c. &c. &c. ' f

It might seem at first sight that this Letter was a piece of quite

empty verbiage ; for althougli recUing the nomination of the chosen

commander, with a reference to his personal status, and his field

establishment, it did not in terms do anythmg except apprise Lord
Raglan in the name of the Queen of what then—still five days

before the ti'ansfer—was simply matter of course

—

i. e. , that he was
to take his orders from Her Majesty, from her Commander-in-

Chief, or from any other superior officer ; but if bearing in mind
that the paper referred to some little arrangements involving a

dip (though a slight one) into the public purse, and tliat it issued

from the financial oilice always charged with the task of keeping

military expenditure within the bounds sanctioned by Parliament,

we shall see that, however imperfectly, however clumsily worded,

it still might serve as a voucher in passing money accounts.

Being signed by a member of the 'Government,' it made a step

towards supplying the full parliamentary warrant required to

meet new expenditure—the new expenditure caused by tem-

porarily elevating the rank of a Lieutenant-General, and provid-

ing for him that aid from a secretary and aides-de-camp which

he would need for his command in the field. If receiving an
appellation descriptive of its purpose, this document might perhaps

be called :
—

' The Field Establishment Letter.'

Five days later, that is, on the oth of April, there issued from

the Horse Guards a letter signed by the General there Command
ing-in-Chief, which (like the first letter) referred to a ' jDarticular

' service,' and then—following a long-sanctioned custom—directed

Lord Raglan—no longer (as five days before) to take his orders

from the Queen, from her General Commanding-in-Chief, or from

any other superior oflicer, but— ' to carry into effect such instruc-

' tions as he might receive /rom Her Majcsty^s Ministers.'

The order thus given to the General is so plain in its terms that

no one reading the words can help seeing what they import ; but

I must add that the Letter was not a thing of mei'e words. It

was instantly and always after obeyed, never ceasing, whilst Lord

* Mr Sidney Herbert when signing tli;it paper was only ' Secretary at
' War,' but afterwards, i. e. , in the following year, he became both ' Secre-
' tary of War' and a ' Secrctaiy nf State; '-and it is evident tliat tlie

curious errors of the Pieviewer were cauised by his fancying- that the
official i)osition of Mr Sidney Ilerburt on the 1st of Aj>ril 1854 was the

same as the one that ho did not reach till 1855.

T Quoted (no doubt accurately) by tlic l']. R., }>. 257.
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Raglan lived, to govern the conduct of all concerned, and giving
authoritative inception to those official relations between the
Secretary of State and the General which lasted on uninterrupt-
edly from the April of 1854 to the June of the following year.

Both in terms and in fact, the document transferred Lord
Raglan from the guidance of the Queen and her military officers

to that of ' Her Majesty's Ministers
;

' so that, if we wished to

abstain from prejudging the question of nomenclature, we might
appropriately call this last missive the ' Letter of Transfer.

'

The late Lord Hardinge, however, was himself the writer of

this Letter, was the chief of the office—the Horse Guards—from
which it had issued, and before he went down to lay his testimony
before the Committee of the House of Commons, he had specially

]5repared himself for the task of elucidating tlie subject. Speak-
ing to the Committee with all these presumptions in favour of his

accuracy, he gave to this letter of transfer the name of ' Letter of
' Sen'ice.'

Still, those clerks in the now submerged ' War Office ' to whom
the Edinbui'gli critic so fondly trusted for guidance felt very sure

that the document of the 1st of April was one rightly called a
' Letter of Service, ' and I daresay they also insisted—thus mis-

leading the excited Reviewer— that no other document under
heaven could be entitled to the same appellation.

As regards that last part of their contention, they of course are

overwhelmingly met by the autlioritative statement of Lord Har-
dinge, who deliberately gave the same name to another and far

more imjiortant paper which had issued under his own hand from
that Royal Office of which he himself was the chief ; but, on the

other hand, it seems to me that the first part of the theory put
forward by the now submerged clerks is left nndestroyed by Lord
Hardinge's testimony, and may be not only maintained but sup-

ported by an appeal to that usage which (if not contravening
authority) must, after all, have great weight.

It would seem that by generals who have held commands in

the field these two documents—the ' Field Establishment Letter '

and the ' Letter of Transfer '—have been constantly spoken of

coupled, and under a plural title made common to both ; so that,

if, for example, you ask a newly appointed chief how soon he will

be ready to go and take up his command, he will probably say in

his answer (if so the fact be) that he has received his ' Letters of
* Service,' thus giving to both of the documents the same cogno-

men ; whilst, if asked to distinguish between them by giving to

each a separate name, he, so far as I learn, does not prove to have
any terms ready with which to meet the demand. Considering
that the two documents, though so widely different, were both of

them ancillary to the same business, and that they, both of them,
recited the appointment of the new Commander to a ' particular
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' service,' it does not seem very strange that a word taken from

that phrase should be used in framing an appellation made ap-

plicable to each of the documents ; nor indeed as a matter of

language can it well be considered anomalous that, as the cover-

ing for a right hand and the covering for a left hand form together

a pair, and are together called 'gloves,' so the two nearly simul-

taneous missives should be conunonly linked in speech, and called

the ' Letters of Service.

'

At all events, custom so mediates between the two ofFices, con-

ceding to each a full right to call the paper it issued a ' Letter of

' Service,' and rejecting the claim of either to monopolise the use

of the name.

NOTES TO CHAPTER L

Note 1 .—I say ' his ' [the French Commander's] ' thrice inter-

' rupted design ' because, though our people were to co-operate to

the best of their power. General Canrobert's assault of the Flag-

staff Bastion—at that time ripe for attack—was to have been

the main feature of the then contemplated enterprise against the

place.— ' Invasion of the Crimea,' vol. vi. of Cabinet Edition, p.

489 et seq. Of course, under such circumstances, it virtually

rested with Canrobert to say whether the enterprise in which his

troops were to take the most important part should or should not

be delayed; but it must be remembered that the delay he sug-

gested—the ' atermoiement,' as he so oddly called it—was for-

mally and unanimously sanctioned by an Anglo-French council of

war.—Ibid., p. 490. The ' difficulties' to which Canrobert called

attention, when he came to Lord Raglan on the morrow of the

battle, were ' the losses we had suffered the previous day,' and
' the large force the enemy had displayed ' (Lord Raglan to Duke
of Newcastle, Private Letter, 8th November 1854); and it is

accordingly plain, as stated in the text, that Canrobert drew from
' Inkerman ' his reason for delaying the assault. For proof that

one of the enemy's main objects in undertaking the battle of

Inkerman was to avert the assault of the Flagstaff Bastion, see

ibid., pp. 5, 0.

Note 2.— ' Invasion of the Crimea,' vol. iv. of Cabinet h>dition,

pp. 450, 451 ; and see ibid., p. 210.

Note 3.—Statement made by Mr Filder to the Chelsea Board,

p. 358.

Note 4.—The dandelion weed was found, and advantageously

used by the French, but rather as medicine than 'food.' Out
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people at one time obtained some hay in the Tchernaya valley,

but the supply was scanty; and for all the forage they needed

at the period now reached, the Allies were dependent upon sea-

transport. As regards fuel, it may be said that the expedient of

grubbing up roots with which little fires might be made could

still be adopted ; but the task of obtaining this supply without

proper tools for the purpose added painfully to the labours of our

overworked soldiery, and so early as the 12th of October, Lord

Raglan had directed his Commissary-General to lay in a stock of

fuel at Scutari.—Mr Filder before the Chelsea Board, p. 358 of

the Report.

Note 5.—During the four days immediately following the Alma,

Prince Mentschikoft' had a hold— a weak hold—of Sebastopol and

the Chersonese, whilst of all the rest of the Crimea the Allies were

virtually masters; but on the 25th of September, Lord Raglan exe-

cuted his flank march towards the south, whilst Prince Mentschi-

koft' at the same time executed his flank march towards the north

(see ante, vol. iv. of Cabinet Edition, chapters 2 and 5) ; and from

these cross movements it resulted that, the Allies not as yet proving

able to break then- way into Sebastopol, the dominion of all the

Crimea except only Balaclava and the Chersonese promontoiy

passed back into the hands of the Russians. That which made

this exchange of dominion prove—at least for the time^—irrever-

sible, was the difliculty of carrying either Sebastopol or the Mac-

kenzie Heights by any attacks from the south.

Note 6.—After landing in the Crimea, Assistant Commissary-

General Rogers wrote thus on the 17th September to Sir Charles

Trevelyan :
' It appears a fine' country for the commissariat,

' abounding with herds of cattle, and tracts of corn and hay leady

' cut for use
;

' and that first impression did not prove deceptive.

NOTES TO CHAPTER IL

Note 1.—The Engineers alone had a strength of 358, and there

was besides a company of siege-park workmen, and a pontoon

company. Of course the most prominent of the duties performed

by the Engineers were those which engaged them in strife with

the enemy; but whenever requh-ed, they might be employed

upon ' ministering ' tasks, as, for instance, in making a road or

draining a camp.

Note 2.—Viz., 1686. The five bodies composing this admin-

istrative force were 'Ambulances,' ' Subsistences,' ' Ouvriers d'ad-

' ministration,' ' Train des Equipages militaires,' and 'Gendamies.'
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Note 3.—Napoleon laid great stress on the military value of

leaven bread as compared with biscuit, going even the length of

providing in some instances that bodies of masons competent to

build baking ovens should accompany the march of his troops.

NOTES TO CHAPTER III.

Note I.—Our Indian establishments included a most able com-

missariat force—one organised upon the military plan, and versed

in great transactions. It was not in Hindostan exclusively, but

in other vast regions, as, e.g., in China and Persia, that England

used for war purposes her splendid Indian establishments. The
admirably managed expedition of 1868 against Abyssinia was
maintained by English money, but owed its arrangements to

Anglo-Indian organisation, and Anglo-Indian experience.

Note 2.—That one of them, however—Sir Frederick Elliot

—

had both the gifts and the experience which must have enabled

him to render invaluable services in constructing the machinery

of the new War Department, see Note 33 post, p. 406. To show
how strong the permanent Staff of the Colonial Office was in

intellectual power, I need do no more than say that it com-

prised, amongst others, Herman Merivale and Frederick (after-

wards Sir Frederick) Elliot (both now, alas ! no more), Frederick

Rogers (now Lord Blachford), Henry (now Sir Henry) Taylor, and
Clinton (now Sir Clinton) Murdoch.

Note 3.—Evidence of Mr Sidney Herbert, 4th Rep., Sebas.

Coram., 19, 756. Mr Sidney Herbert, though presiding over this

somewhat powerless office, was a member of the Cabinet; and,

his personal qualities ensuring him great weight with his col-

leagues, he proved able to render excellent service in the business

of the war ; but his power of doing all this good resulted, as I

have said, from his personal qualities, and not from any strength

that there was in the office he chanced to hold. If only for

the frank, courageous, and unswerving support that he gave to

Miss Nightingale's great enterprise, his memory would be dear to

the country.

Note 4.—The principal instrument used for establishmg the

authority of the genuine State Sovereign as compared with the

personal monarch was—not the Act of Parliament which passed

in 1870, but—the Order in Council of .Juno in that year. Further

Orders in Council were, however, found necessaiy; and it was
considered by him on whom I securely rely that 1872 was the

year when the cliange could first be treated as complete.
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Note 5.—The parenthetical words in the text allude, of course,

to the expedient—that of taking the vote for only one year at a
time—by which statesmen hoped to prevent our national forces

from becoming a ' standing army. ' Lord Somers, I think, was
the author of the contrivance ; and its operation is such, that in

any year any one branch of the Legislature (as, for instance, the
House of Commons) can disband the whole army by a simple
negative vote.

Note 6.—Upon the negotiation with Lord Grenville on the
31st of January 1806, for the formation of ' The Talents ' Adminis-
tration, George III. seems to have put forward this royal claim
with care and precision, maintaining ' that the army had been
' kept distinct from the other branches of the admrQistration since
' the time of the first Duke of Cumberland, and had been con-
' sidered as under the immediate control of the kmg, through the
' Commander-in-Chief, without any right of interference on the
' part of the Ministry except in matters relatmg to the levying,
' clothing, and paying of the troops. ' Upon this. Lord Grenville
broke ofi'; and it might appear at first sight that on the 3d of

February the king abandoned his claim ; but this was not the
case. He consented to let Ministers propose what they wished,
but stipulated that ' no changes in the government of the army
' should be caiTied into eifect without his knowledge and appro-
' bation.'— See Ann. Reg., 1806, p. 25 et seq. The statement, I

think, bears marks of having been furnished (whether directly or
otherwise) by Lord Grenville himself. I observe that, owing no
doubt to their long exclusion from office. Whig members, after

the close of the great war, were in ignorance of the practice which
withdrew our army from the command of the ' State, ' and gave it

to the ' personal king.

'

Note 7.—This sentence is not meant to convey more than its

sti-ictly literal import ; for we shall see that, though the Com-
mander-in-Chief always ' took the sovereign's pleasure,' his act
had to be, in some cases, governed by the ' compromise ' after-

wards mentioned. With respect to the arrangements under which
the Commander-in-Chief now takes the Queen's pleasure, see in

Appendix the last of the set of Notes relating to chapter iv.

Note 8.—The Staff always wore plain clothes—not iiniforms

—

but this was far from being an unwarlike arrangement. When
the Duke of Wellington undertook the defence of London on the
10th of April 1848, he not only avoided the display of Staff

uniforms, but caused aides-de-camp to be disguised as common-
looking fellows, so that they miglit pass in the streets without
attracting attention.

VOL. VII. 2 C
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Tlie Nature of the Oonstitviional Danger, and also respectimj the

Horse Guards be/ore 1778.

Of course, after entering overtly \ipon a treasonable project,

the ' personal king ' would have been unmasked, and become dis-

tinctly a criminal ; but the dangerous power loft to him was
such that, up to the moment of determinin;) to move troops guilti/y,

he would be secure in his apparent legality, yet have the cavalry

and the infantry of the country in liand, and not only ready to

strike, but animated by a sincere belief that in so striking they

would be obeying their ti'ue and lawful master. How such a

power could be used criminally Louis Napoleon showed by his

Coup d'Etat of December 1851.

George III. , as we saw, used to speak of the time of the first

Duke of Cumberland (Captain-General in 1744) as the one from

which might be dated the claim of our latter-day kings to make
their control over the army a right of the ' personal ' sovereign as

distinguished from the right of the ' State ; ' but it was at a later

pei'iod that this control began to be exercised through the instru-

mentality of a ' General on the StatY Commanding in Chief ' at

the Horse Guards.

From the reign of Charles II. downwards, there had been either

' Captains-Cieneral ' or ' Commanders-in-Chief ;
' but—appointed

in 1778—Lord Amherst, it seems, was the first who (commanding

in chief ' on the staff at headquarters '), held an ofiice the same

as the one which was filled from 1856 till long afterwards by the

present Duke of Cambridge, and is still indeed extant under the

immediate chiefship of His Royal Highness, though now annexed

to the War Office, and subordinated to the Secretary of State.*

Before the reign of Lord Amherst, the office we call the Horse

Guards did not, as afterwards, comprise any general commanding
in chief on its staff, and used to consist of two departments—viz.,

that of the Adjutant-General, and that of the Quartermaster-

General. To either of these departments the king, it seems, if

he chose, could send an order straight from the palace, and

—

apparently apprehending the danger to liberty that might result

from such a power if left unfettered—our statesmen, in their

usual odd way, endeavoured to take back from the king what he

seemed at first sight to possess as matter of right ; for providing

that no movement of troojis should take place, except under the

orders of the Quartermaster-General, they also provided that any

orders he gave should lie based upon papers called ' the Routes

'

(pronounced always ' Routs ') which were to be furnished by tiie

* It may be observed that what in the text is called the War Depart-

me7it becomes in this later time the War Office. The old War Office,

upon becoming annexed to tlie War Department, gave its name to t!ie

united cstablisliment.
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War Office—a real (though not powerful) department of State,

belonging to what was called the ' Government, ' and under a
chief whose tenure depended on the confidence of Parliament.

The efforts of George III. were directed to the object of ' man-
' aging ' Parliament, not doing battle against it ; and therefore the

curious safeguard thus contrived by our forefathers never had its

worth put to the test. It became the practice of the War Office

to issue in blank the papers called ' Routes, ' and leave them to be

filled up at the Horse Guards.*

Note 9.—The 'Clerk of the Ordnance,' who was a member of

the ' Government. ' In earlier times, the ' Master-General of the
' Ordnance ' had been a member of the Government, and, indeed,

of the Cabinet.

Note 10.—These were some of the temptations to crime which
must have presented themselves to the mind of George III., if he
really meant what he said when declaring—declaring in this very

century !—that ' he had taken a positive determination not to
' admit Mr Fox into his councils even at the hazard of civil war.'—

' Rose's Diary,' vol. ii. p. 156. See also the king's reiteration

of this resolve (which, however, he had to abandon in the next
year but one), ibid., p. 182.

Note 11. —Evidence of Lord Hardinge, Commander-in-Chief at

the Horse Guards, and the signers of the document in question,

before Sebastopol Committee, 20,732 et seq., and see Preface to

this volume. No alteration has been made by me in the text of

page 29, represented in this edition by pp. 26 and 27. It was
by a ' Letter of Service ' in this form that Sir Arthur Wellesley

was despatched upon a ' particular service ' (the Peninsula) in

1809; and that in 1815 the same commander (then Duke of

Wellington) was placed under the orders of ' H. M. 's Ministers

'

with a view to the war in Flanders. Lord Raglan's letter of ser-

vice was dated the 5th of April 1854, and (with the substitution

of ' queen ' for ' king,' and ' her ' for ' his ') exactly in the form
shown ante, pp. 26, 27.

Note 12.—See Lord Hardinge's opinion, Seb. Comm., 3d Rep.,

p. 231.

Note 13.—There were three instances in which Lord Hardinsre

* I owe to the ' History of the British Army' (by Mr Artliui- Grifllth)

the advantage of having had my attention drawn to the suliject above
touched, and the result of enquiries I made was such as to confirm hi-?

statoment.
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nominated officers to commands above that of colonel without

first submitting their names to the Duke of Newcastle, but the

omission occurred through ' madvertence.

'

Note 14.—Seb. Comm., 4th Rep., p. 230.

Note 15.—Seb. Comm., 4th Rep., p. 24. This Office in its full-

dress State nomenclature was called the ' Master-General and
' Board of Ordnance ;' the lengthiness of the title lieing probably

tolerated because it helped to announce the fact that the ' Master-
' General ' had power to overrule the ' Board.

'

Note 16.—In the absence of Lord Raglan, Sir Hew Ross ably

presided; but as 'Lieutenant-General of the Ordnance,' he had
not in that character powers so large as those of the ' Master-
' General ;

' he could not overrule the Board.

Note 17.—-Mr ^Monsell—now liOrd Emly—was 'Clerk of th«
' Ordnance,' and in that cliaracter a member of the Board.

Note 18.—Seb. Comm., 4th Rep., p. 91.

Note 19.—Ibid., p. 33.

Note 20.—There -were Jive, he said, at the least, tliat he clearly

was bound to obey, and he knew not ' how many more.'—Seb.

Comm., 2d Rep., p. 392.

Note 21.—Ibid., pp. 395-409.

Note 22.—I have always understood this to be the case, but am
not aware that any suggestion of the kind was ever made by Dr
Andrew Smith, or any member of the medical service.

Note 23.—With respect to the subject of stipend, it appears
that Dr Andrew Smith's predecessor, Sir James M'Gregor, had
.£2000 a-ycar, besides £220 per annum as physician to the Ports-

mouth garrison ; but afterwards, the economisers stepped in, and
Dr Andrew Smith, the •Director-General at the time of the war,
liad only £1200 per 'annum. This stipend (as the experiment
proved) was sufficient—in the particular instance—to command
all the requisite abilitj', zeal, and devotion ; but, as may well be
supposed it did nothing towards conferring power. See p. 44
et seq.

Note 24. — ' The screw,' their chief said, ' had been so tightly
' applied to me that I could not believe myself when I knew that
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* I could spend money witliout going throngh the regular forms.'

—

Seb. Connn., 2d Rep., p. 410.

Note 25.—A saying recorded by Mr Sidney Herbert, and men-

tioned by him before the Sebastopol Committee.

Note 26.—Our troops quartered in Great Britain were supplied

by arrangements concerted between the Board of Ordnance and
the regiment. The Ordnance, after communication with the regi-

mental commander, made the requisite Contract, and the rest of

the task was mainly perfonned by the regimental quartermasters.

Note 27.—Su- Arthur Wellesley, I think, laid it down that

although Portugal could furnish all the supplies required for

30,000 men, the formation of a Commissariat body competent to

acquire, to collect, to move, and distribute such supplies, would
be an affair of two or three years.

Note 28.—Under its Commissariat aspect, the Talavera cam-
paign was beyond measure disastrous. Sir Arthur Wellesley had
trusted for food to some promises made him by Spaniards in

authority ; and our soldiery—starving—paid the penalty of his

mistake. See Napier's ' Peninsular War.'

Note 29.—Of course, during peace-time, the duties of Com-
missariat officers in the Colonies had not been in most respects

similar to those they would have to perform in a campaign ; but
there was evident advantage in obtaining the aid of gentlemen
already engaged in this department of the public ser^dce.

Note 30.—Thus, after a while, the arrival of competent men
withdrawn from the Colonies enabled Sir C. Trevelyan to raise

the number of Commissariat officers sent to the East from 40 to

49 ; but by that time the army they had to supply had swollen,

I think, to a strength of 20,000.

Note 31.—The change which withdrew the Commissariat from
the Treasury to place it within the realms of the War Depart-
ment, was theoretically ordained in the course of the summer,
but was not to come into operation until the 22d of December
1854, and did not practically do so even then. See post, Note 35.

Note 32.—The invaluable principle requirhig that there shall

be unity in the Government, or, in other words, that its members
snail act homogeneously, is, as we all know, of modern growth,
and its acceptance seems to have resulted—not at first from sound
reasoning, but—from the practice long enforced by the persona)
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ascendant of the second Pitt. When one of his Ministers was
obstructed by a department of State, he did not appeal, as the

Duke of Newcastle could have done, to the ' will of the Govern-
' ment,' but to a power much better understood in those days

—

the will of its great chief. At the Admiralty (where the Board

had in strictness a right to withstand the First Lord by outvoting

him), Lord Spencer at the time alluded to, both enforced com-

pliance and (concretely) explained his principle by saying that, if

further resisted, he would ' go to Mr Pitt.'

Note 33.—There was one of these—Sir Frederick Elliot—who
not only knew how to govern, and how to administer, but also had

proved himself able to meet new demands on the public service

by devising, constructing, and perfecting the new official machi-

nery, which brought and kept emigration under careful State

superintendence ; and the fertile brain-power, the tact, the know-
ledge of men required for achieving such a task, were exactly

what England needed when striving in haste to provide means of

action for an inchoate War Department then consisting of simply

nothing except its name and its chief.

Note 34.—When Marshal M'Mahonwas disabled by his wound
at Sedan, General Wimpfen, by virtue of a dormant commission,

succeeded to the command ; but the officers of M'Mahon's stafi

judged it right to remain in attendance upon their wounded chief,

and did not, therefore, place their sei'vices at the disposal of the

new commander.

Note 35.—This change was to take eifect on the 22d of De-

cember 1854, but did not do so practically until long afterwards.

Note 30.—This change took place in tlie early summer of 1855.

Note 37.—This change was made in February 1855.

Note 38.— Seb. Comm., 4th Rep., p. 257.

Note 39.—The ' Victualling ' sub-department of the Admiralty

was under Mr Grant ; and Captain MUne, who was one of the
' Sea Lords,' personally undertook the highly important charge

of the transport business. The State possessed but few ' transport

'

vessels—at one time, I think, only three—and the means of de-

Rpatching troops to the East had to be obtained almost wholly by
appealing to private shipowners, and chartering their vessels.

Note 40.— 2d Rep. Seb. Comm., pp. 415, 41G. A sketch of

the proper medical arrangements that should be made was also
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prepared by Mr Guthrie, the distinguished President, for that
year, of the College of Surgeons, who had served in tlie Peninsular
war, and there acquired great experience. The sketch, it seems,
was sent, so early as February, to the Duke of I^ewcastle, to Lord
Raglan, and also to the Director-General.

Note 41.—Ibid., p. 412.

Note 42.—Ibid., p. 412. The men whose aid he proposed to

seek M"ere Armenians—a sober, gentle, well-conducted race ; and
the objection (quite absurd, if meant to apply to hospitals on the
Bosphorus) was that, upon hearing firing, they would run away.
—Ibid.

Note 43.—Ibid., p. 412.

Note 44.—Because it was to the Horse Guards that the appeal.^

were addressed.

NOTES TO CHAPTER IV.

Note 1.—There existed, and long had existed, the Department
called the ' War Office ;

' but, as we have already seen, the busi-

ness there mainly transacted was confined to finance and accounts.
See ante, p. 12.

Note 2.—Sometimes, as we saw, the preposition used was ' of.'

The king, George III., liked apparently to regard the office as

quite temporary, and called Mr Dundas ' Secretary of State for
'

'

' the " War. ' See extract cited in the next note.

Note 3.—The king's savage tenacity of Prerogative made him
apparently unwilling to do so much as even mention the new
Secretaryship in writmg without closely limiting its functions in

the way above indicated. He asks Dundas ' to continue Secretary
' of State for the War

—

Tiamely, to keep up the correspondence wher-
' ever the war is carried on.^—Stanhope's 'Life of Pitt,' vol. ii.

p. 254.

Note 4.—When the preparations for war began at the close of

1792—and those preparations at first extended only to calling out
the militia—the whole strength of our regular army was only
between 17,000 and 18,000 men. Beginning hostilities with
great eagerness in February 1793, our Government, down to the
end of that year, was only able, it seems, to bring into the field
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3000 British troops. ' Our army was lax in its discipline, entirely

' without system, and very weak in numbers. Each colonel of a

' regiment managed it accorduig to his own notions, or neglected
' it altogether. There was no uniformity of drill or movement.
' Professional pride was rare, professional skill still more so.' He
who thus \\Tote— Sir Henry Bunbury (Great War, p. vii)—was

perhaps better qualified to give a decisive opinion on this subject

than any other man then living.

Note 5.—I do not forget the period from Wagram 1809 to

1812, but consider it would be a mistake to suppose that, because

left without an ally, England did not at that time weigh on the

mind of the Continent.

Note 6.—From February 1793 to the close of the Ul-fated

Walcheren Expedition in the autumn of 1809. In saying ' nearly
' seventeen years,' I must be understood to regard the brief Peace

of Amiens as a truce. It lasted about a year.

Note 7.—Because the terms obtained from Menou were the

same as those contained in the Convention of El Arish which

Kleber had signed before the English invasion of Egy|)t. Both
the agreements provided for the return of the French army to

France.

Note 8.—It secured for Junot's defeated army a safe return to

France.

Note 9.—Amongst the 'preparatives,' I, of course, include

measures for acquiring essential information. To omit that part

of the preparations is to go to war blindfold.

Note 10.—'My father had asked Lord Chatham to what cir-

cumstance he ascribed his successes in the Seven Years' War,
to which the other very modestly replied—" To my obtaining
" accurate information respecting the places which I intended to
" att;u!:." I mentioned this to Mr Pitt, who said, " "\\niatcver

" may have been the case in my father's time, I found it very

"difficult to acquire such information."'—Lord Mahon's re-

miniscence; Stanhope's 'Life of Pitt,' vol. iv. p. 84.

Note 11.—Wilberforce, in his ' Memoirs,' says he always used

to find his friend, the great Minister, with that map sprend out

before him.

Note 12.—Nelson's exploit at Copenhagen in 1801 took place

after Pitt's retirement from office, but the expedition which thua
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culminated had been despatched by the great Minister whilst

still in power.

Note 13.

—

Expeditions undertal-en by England in the seventeen

years from February 1793 to close o/1809.*

1793-94. Holland. Duke of York. Reinforced by Sir Charles

Grey with West Indian large annament.

,, Toulon. Hood.

,, French coast. Moira. (Vendeans.)

,, Corsica. Fortress of Bastia. (3000 men.)

,,
V/est Indian Islands—viz., Tobago, Martinique, St

Domingo forts, Santa Lucia, Guadaloupe. Jarvis

and Grey.

1795. Quiberon Bay. (Emirjris.)

„ Cape of Good Hope. Lord Keith.

1796. Leghorn. Afterwards taken by French, who sent ex-

pedition against Bastia (Corsica). English gan-ison

in Bastia withdrew to Porto Ferraio (Elba), of which

island the English had taken possession when Leghorn

was seized by the French.

,, West Indies—viz., Granada, Santa Lucia, Essequibo,

Demerara.

,, East Indies—Ceylon, Malaccas, Cochin, Trincomalee

Amboyna, and Banda.

1797. Teneriffe.

,,
Trinidad. Abercromby.

1798. Minorca. General Stewart.

,,
Ostend. Capitulation of Coote.

,, (This the year of Nelson at Aboukir ]3ay and Ijattle of

the Nile, but no land forces sent.

)

1799. Helder.

,,
North Holland. Jointly with Russians.

,,
Naples. Jointly v. itii Russians and Neapolitans. Sur-

iLiider of Fort St Elmo, Capua, Gaeta.

,,
Acre. Sidney Smith. Seamen acting (brilliantly) on

shore, but no land forces.

1799. { Surinam, Berbice, St Eustache, Demerara. Dutch
1 800.

I
possessions.

1799. Civita Vecchia, Cornata, Tolfa. Surrender to Trow-
bridge and French. Evacuation of Rome.

,, When Trowbridge took possession of Civita Vecchia,

* A friend of miue most kindly drew up this paper for me ; but know-
ing that the materials on wliich any complete list should l>e founded are

widely scattered, he warns me against the error of making sure that his

account is strictly accurate.
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Louis, another of Nelson's captains, took possession

of the city of the Coesars.

1800 Malta capitulated.

,, Quiberon Bay forts. Pellew.

,, Genoa. Abercromby, with 5000 men, arrived too late

to save its capitulation.

„ Ferrol. Expedition. (Pultenuy.)

„ Cadiz on junction of Pulteney and Abercromby.

,, Curafoa Island. (West Indies.)

,, Goree Island. (West Africa.)

1801. Porto Ferraio (Elba). Successfully held by British and
auxiliary forces.

„ Portugal and Madeira. A few British regiments sent

out to Lisbon, and £300,000. Aiul a British squadron

with troops took possession of Madeira.

,, Egypt. Abercromby and Baird.

,, Copenhagen. Hyde Parker and Nelson, but no land

forces.

„ West Indies—viz., St Bartholomew, San Thomas, Santa

Cruz, St Eustache, Saba.

East Indies. Ternate (Dutch).

,, Expedition under Nelson. Boulogne.

Peace, of Amiens,
War renewed. May 1803.

1803-4. West Indies—viz., Dutch, Surinam, Demerara.

„ ,, ,, Essequibo.

„ ,, French, Santa Lucia.

„ „ „ Tobago.

„ ,, ,, San Domingo.

„ Newfoundland. St Pierre and Miquelon. French

fisheries.

,, Goree.

,, Stone and Cataraman. Expeditions to Boulogne. (Lord

Keith.)

1805. Hanover. Under Lord Cathcart. Wellesley conmiand-

ing a brigade.

1806. Cape of Good Hope. Baird and Popham.

,, Calabrian coast, &c. Maida, Stewart.

1807. Copenhagen. Cathcart, Wellesley.

Buenos Ayres, &c.

Dardanelles. Duckworth.
Cura^oa. Brisbane.

Heligoland.

Egypt. M'Keiizie, Fraser, Stewart.

Madeira put under protection of British troops (after

Portugal fell under dominion of France).

1808. Gottenburg. Moore.
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1808. Spain and Portugal. Sir Arthur Wellesley, Dalryniple,

Burrard, and Sir John Moore.
1 809. Portugal and Spain. Sir Arthur Wellesley.

,, Walcheren.

,, Ionian Islands.

,, West Indies—viz., Martinique, San Doniingo city,

Cayenne, and French Guiana.

,, Indiaji Ocean. Islands of France and Bourbon,

Except as regards those of the above expeditions which belonged
to the three last years—1807, 1808, and 1809—there were few that

did not take place under the direction of Pitt ; for he was in

office from the opening of the war in 1793 until the March of

1801 ; and again from the May of 1804 until his death in January
1806. It is true that some of the expeditions belonging to the

years 1801, 1803, 1804, and 1806, took place duiing either the

interval of Pitt's absence from the helm, or in that part of the

yeax 1806 which was later than the day of his death ; but even
these, in most instances, had been ordered or planned by him
before he quitted office in 1801, or before the time of his death in

1806.

Note 14.—Napoleon, at all events, was proof against dis-

traction caused by such efforts. His penetrating intellect assured

him that an expedition to the coast of France, preceded by only a

few weeks of bustle at Portsmouth or Plymouth, was not an attempt
deserving to be met by any serious movement of troops. His
letter on this subject to Joseph, then King of Naples, is admirably
instructive, and ought to be remembered by every English official

who is engaged in fitting out an ' expedition,

'

Note 15.—The outrage was repeated a few years afterwards by
again giving the Duke of York the command of an army in the

field ; but Pitt's endurance of Royal pranks had by that time
become less complete than in 1793, and he insisted, it seems, that

H.R.H. should be under the control of a council of elders—an
arrangement likely enough to avert disasters, but also to result at

the best m a decent, respectable failure. The defects of H. R. H.

,

however, were of such a kind as to unfit him for the even osten-

sible command of an army engaged in the field.

Note 16.—A conflict between the Duke of York and Dumouriez
was at first expected, but did not actually take place.

Note 17.—The Walcheren expedition was the greatest that

ever had sailed from these shores, and its disastrous issue is dis-

tinctly traced to the want of an efficient War Department. It
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was undertaken with a strength of altogether 100,000 armed

men (of whom more than 39,000 were land -service troops);

and, so far as concerned the sheer lighting, it was altogether

successful, for our people brought every conflict in which they

engaged to a victorious issue. Yet the Expedition resulted in

failure— in failure so signal and complete that at first, actual

ridicule mingled with the feeling of savage disappointment which

justly angered our people, and their bitter laugh only yielded

to the bitter grief they endured when the enterprise was known

to be ending in a piteous calamity—in the loss of great numbers

of our splendid soldiery, destroyed or shattered in health by the

ravages of the Walcheren fever.

The three more immediate causes which thus brought grave

misfortune to England were :

—

1. Her want of apt knowledge ;

2. Her choice of an inefficient commander ;

3. Her want of the power to keep a momentous war secret.

"With respect to the first of the causes, her want of the know-

ledge required was a default that would not have been possible if

our country had had the advantage of a well-ordered War Depart-

ment. This is easily sho\ra. The main objects of the enterprise

were the capture or destruction of the enemy's fleet in the Scheldt,

and besides, of that port and arsenal which—agreeing for once

with Napoleon—England used to regard in those days as a

'pistol levelled straight at her breast.' Confronted by this

standing menace, our country of course, if provided with a well-

ordered War Department, would there have had carefully stored

full and detailed accounts of the state of the Antwerp defences-

accounts always kept so complete as to be never a month in arrear

of any change going on; and the obviously momentous task of

keeping such a department well supplied v/itli the information

required would not have been a hard one to execute ; since, as all

the world knows, information about the state of any town, port,

or fortress in Europe is distinctly a purchascaljle commodity, if the

arrangements made for acquiring it are deliberately set on foot in

good time, and industriously kept up to the last. But the diffi-

culty of obtaining information of this kind ' for tlie nonce '
is

immense in proportion to that of acquiring it beforehand by

steady continuous efforts ; and, incredible as it may seem in these

days, our people—having no such department as was needed for

obtaining and storing the kind of knowledge required—were, not

days, not weeks, not months, but even several years in arrear of

the knowledge that by the most peremptory dictates of prudence

they were bound to have had in good time. Because they knew

Antwerp to have been weak in old times, and had failed to

acquii-e due knowledge of the subsequent changes, tliey appa
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renLly took it for granted that its state long ago must continue to

be its state in 1809, and that Napoleon—the most busy of men in

other fields of action—had chosen to be idle at Antwerp through-

out all the years of his reign !

They also—and on better grounds—thought that both Antwerp
and the provinces near it had been much denuded of troops ; and

the instructions Lord Castlereaghr based upon that supposition

disclosed not only what was abstractedly a Avell-conceived plan,

but one well supported by means for carrying it into effect.

He explained that the very object the Government had in viev>-,

when determining to operate with veiy powerful means, was to

enable the commander of the land forces to advance with a part

of them swiftly, leaving other troops in his rear to establish his

hold on the islands through which he v/ould have to march.

Operating promptly with the portion of his army which would
thus be set free for swift movement, and acting of course in

concert with our navy, Lord Chatham was to take all the

measures deemed feasible for intercepting the enemy's fleet in

its probable efforts to escape—to escape by ascending the Scheldt

and finding shelter in Antwerp ; and besides—acting still Avith

the accelerated part of his army—he was to push on with all

speed for Sandvliet, where—then on the mainland—he would

have been within a day's march of Antwerp.

When arraigned for the course of action we shall presently sec

him adopting, Lord Chatham's defence, it seems, was that lie had

been baffled by Sir Richard Strachan, the admiral in command of

our naval forces ; and, indeed, it is sufficiently plain that for this

peculiar enterprise—one requiring sliips of war .to operate in a

river, and a land force to operate on its banks—close concert

between the admiral and the general M^as a condition of vital

moment ; whilst, moreover, there is ground for surmising that

the maintenance of that exact concord upon whicli great issues

depended had been gravely imperilled beforehand, if not indeed

really prevented by the blight—the old bligiit once again !—the

Ijlight of a ' personal ' king ; for the commanders, naval and
military, were not only two, but serving in some sort two
masters, because the admiral was tlie genuine servant of the
' State,' whilst the general. Lord Chatham, was a 'Court favourite,'

who imagined, as was afterwards proved, that despite tlie Letters

of Service, he might correspond—correspond seci-etly and behind

the back of the admiral, and even behind the backs of the ministers

—with George, the mere 'personal' king.* Our country had

hardly a right to expect smooth, easj'^ accord Ijctween two com-

manders of whom one leaned for guidance and sanction on no other

power than the 'State,' whilst the other, though also in terms

* See post, another paper. Note 22, relating in part to tliat matter.
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placed openly under the 'State,' could be looking besides to the

Palace.

However, the simple fact is that, whether with or without good

excuse, Lord Chatham disobeyed all that part of the instructions

which enjoined rapid movements with a part of the force, and

acted with the whole of his army as if he had been tlie subordinate

officer, who according to the instructions would be left behind

with a part of it to establish a hold on the islands. Conducting

an expedition which both actually and avowedly depended for

success upon swiftness, he deliberately ' sat down ' before Flush-

ing ; and, whether he alone was to blame, or whether also the

admiral, he was altogether so slow in his movements that he

failed to intercept the enemy's fleet, and allowed it to escape

by running up the Scheldt into Antwerp. It was only on

the 26th of August— a whole month after the landing— that

Lord Chatham moved his headquarters to Bacz—a place within

sight of the mainland, though divided from it by an arm of the

Sclieldt.

If time had been of no value, this first month of the campaign

might have seemed altogether prosperous ; for, having landed at

the close of July, our people seized Middelburgh, reduced Flush-

ing on the 1 6th of August, taking 5300 prisoners and 200 guns

;

took Ter Verre (the fortress commanding the Veeregat), with its

garrison of 1000 men ; and Gors (the capital of South Beveland)

;

and drove the enemy out of Bacz (the place reached at last,

as we saw, by Lord Chatham's headquarters) ; whilst our fleet,

unresisted or triumphant at every point, was in full occupation of

both the East and the West Scheldt.

But all was too late ; for by this time the enemy's fleet had
found shelter under the guns of Antwerp ; and whilst still in

South Beveland, our people were met by two ugly pieces of

intelligence, both apparently new to them, though one of the two
was so far from fresh, that (with proper appliances for obtaining

such information) they must have learnt it in earlier years. They
learnt that Antwerp, though weak, though defenceless in the

times that had passed, was now, in 1809, a Strong Place; and
that, owing no doubt in part to want of due secrecy, though much
more to the slowness of Lord Chatham's advance, the enemy, with

abundant forces, had found time to come to the rescue of what
was now a real fortress protecting the enemy's fleet. Under such

conditions there was judged—and by a council of war—to be no

better resource than the simple and primitive one of turning ' right

' about face,' marching back into the island of Walcheren, and
preparing to hold it continuously in obedience to one of the clauses

contained in Lord Castlereagh's directions.

So ended what one may call the combative part of the Expedi-

tion, but not the Expedition itself ; for .soon there followed a
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tragedy, caused simply—again the old fault !—by want —grievous
want—of that topographical knowledge which must needs have
been ready at hand if England had had a department prepared
for the business of war. It proved that the low marshy island c!

Walcheren was rank with a kind of malaria which, although not
destructive to the health of the natives, was known to have a
deadly effect on strangers. The autumn—a perilous time—was
already beginning ; and exposed at that season to the germs of

marsh-fever, our troops fell sick in great numbers. The Expedi-
tion lost on the whole no less than 7000 dead ; but this, after all,

was only a part of the calamity ; for of those who survived nearly
half were stricken down by the fever ; and of these, when brought
back to their country, nearly 13,000, it seems, were still lying
prostrate with sickness.

Before December closed, our troops were withdrawn, and the
occupation of Walcheren ceased. Thus, twice over, a gross want
of knowledge contributed to cause the misfortunes of the Wal-
cheren Expedition, and in each case, the want of fit knowledge
resulted from that other want—the want of a real War Depart-
ment to which, as shown in this volume, our country had long
been submitting under stress of the ' personal kingship.

'

The same fatal spell proved baneful to this Walcheren Expedition
in yet one other way ; for, unless the world erred, it was once
more that fell dispensation of a ' personal king,' which, in spite

of the 'standing compromise,' brought about the unfortunate
choice of a Court favourite, that is, of John Pitt (Lord Chatham),
as the commander of the land forces.

The high hopes that had been founded upon this great Expedi-
tion rested partly on the secrecy that was to hide its destination
from the enemy until a very late moment ; but the intended con-
cealment failed, and Napoleon at an early period was apprised of

the English design.*

Who really divulged the secret few perhaps ever knew ; but it

must be owned that ' personal ' kingship was here once more a
grave obstacle in the way of plans based on the hope of maintain-
ing concealment ; for, according to the ideas of those days, it was
certain that the king—the father of the garrulous ' Frederick '

—

would have been entrusted with the secret ; t and it is plain that
this unfortunate necessity must have largely increased the prob-
ability of a baneful disclosure.

* So early as April, it was said
; but at all events iu July, and before

the Expedition set sail, the French newspapers were accurately announc-
ing its destination.

t It was on the 28th of March in this year (1809) that the king— under
stress of the ' Mrs Clarke scandal '—reluctantly accepted tlie resignation
of the Duke of York as Commander-in-Chief at the Horse Guards. There
is no harshness in speaking of H.R.H.'s garrulity, for it was upon this
defect substantially that he himself based his defence.
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When next this country shall be preparing a warlike expedition

which may be thought to depend for success upon the observance

of secrecy, it is to be hoped that tlie sovereign will prove so highly

endued with a patriot spirit as to be able to make the small

sacrifice of repressing curiosity, and will virtuously, wisely re-

quest to be left, like the public, excluded from any dangerous

confidence.

NoTK \S.—The Land-service strength of England in 1809, not

including her Indian Establishments.—The tabulated statements

of strength at this period are so specially and so variously

aimed as to be wanting in comprehensiveness, and the simplest

guidance to follow is that of Lord Liverpool, the War Minister,

who stated the strength of the regular infantry at 210,000,

and the strength of the cavalry at 27,000 (Aim. Reg., 1809,

pp. 110, 111, 113). He omitted to give the numbers of the

artillerymen and engineers, but these must have amounted to

much more than 3000, so that the computation given j)ost, in

Note 19, p. 417, is apparently under the mark. If to the

number there stated there be added the Foot Volunteers,

300,000, the Yeomanry Cavalry between 00,000 and 70,000, the

various bodies of troops called 'local,' and finally, the foreign

troops in the pay of England, it becomes evident that the state-

ment made in Parliament which (without counting Sepoys) put

the whole strength of the land-service at 700,000 was well enough

warranted (House of Commons, 2d May, Ann. Reg., 1809, p.

113).

But what force could England despatch to a foreign shore ? This

question was dealt with by Mr Windham, who had been Minister

of War, and was master of his subject. He laid it down that

England, without imprudence, could despatch to a distant shore

(he was specially pointing to Cadiz) no less than 100,000 men
(Hansard, vol. xii. p. 1111). The troops that England actually era-

ployed upon foreign service in 1809 were much divided; but,

added together, the numbers of the forces thus operating were so

large as to show that there was nothing visionary in Mr Wind-
ham's computation. One might easily, no doubt, attach undue
significance to the following numbers, because some of the soldiers

were transferred, it is believed, from one theatre of war to another,

and might, therefore, if the fact were not known, be rashly counted

twice over ; but duiing this year, 1 809, there were

—

In Walcheren, . . about 40,000

,, Sicily. ... „ 15,000

„ Spain and Portugal, . ,, 45,000

—(Lord De (irey, Ann. Reg., 1810, p. 9.)
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Note 19.—The belief derives support from no less au authority

than that of the late M. Lanfrey, the gifted historian, whose pre-

mature death is deplored by lovers of truth. He considered that

by making Germany her field of conflict, England might have
brought about the overthrow of Napoleon in the year 1809 ; and
those who examine the grounds on which he based his judgment
will at least pronounce them quite strong enough to secure him
against charges of 'paradox,' Including her body of 80)000
militia, which was on a good warlike footing, England then had
an army splendid in quality, with a strength of about 320,000,
supported by between 300,000 and 400,000 volunteers, either foot

or yeomanry cavalry, with besides some foreign troops in her pay ;

so that altogether, without counting sepoys, she had a land-service

strength of about 700,000; and this, added to her insular security,

to her dominion at sea, and to her command of great financial re-

sources, made the power she wielded immense. Including her

seamen, and also the sepoys, England seems to have had under
arms in 1809 more than a million of men.

Note 20.—It was not before 1810—nearly two years after

Vimiera—that the definitive resolution was taken. The corre-

spondence from which it resulted was one opened, or rather re-

opened, by Wellington on the 31st of January IStO.

Note 21.—See on this subject ante, p. 412 6< seq.

Note 22.

—

The Fall of Personal Monarchy of George III. in

1809.—So far as concerned its moral attributes, and especially its

mischievous bearing upon the conduct of war, the ' personal

'

monarchy of George the Third may be said to have tottered in

the early weeks of 1809 under the shaming disclosures of 'the
' Mrs Clarke scandal

;

' to have met its fall when that scandal on

the 28th of March drove the Duke of York from the Horse
Guards ; and to have been subsequently kept down under hatches

by not only the accusing results of the Walcheren Expedi-

tion, but also some new ugly truths soon afterwards dragged to

light.

It is probable that, if health had permitted, the ' personal

'

kingship of George the Third might have soon been reviving, and
once more raising its head against patient, long-suifering Eng-

land ; but in the November of the following year (1810) a

change in the state of the king withdrew him—withdrew him
definitively—from public life, and his eldest son reigned in his

stead.

The Regent was a man so repulsively selfish that his memory
is much loathed in this country ; and no doubt, when he thought

that without much trouble or danger to himself he could attain a

VOL. VII. 2 D
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personal oliject liy committing an outrage on the State he wa«

ready enough without scruple to commit the offence ; * but

—

given up to self-indulgence—the man was not, like his father,

a steady, industrious disturber of public business, and happily

spared his country a renewal of ' pei'soual ' government in its

more constant, more noxious form. Thus what, under other con-

ditions, miglit liave proved to be only a temporary interruption

of the kind of ' personal ' sovereignty that George the Third had

established, turned out happily—and this at a critical period—to

be a long-continued alleviation of the evil.

We see, it is true, that the scandals of 1809 accelerated the fall

of George the Third's ' pei'sonal ' monarchy by only about nineteen

months ; but it is impossible to be acquainted with the history of

those critical years, 1809 and 1810, without seeing what value

there was in even the brief time thus gained ; for after Wagram
(6th July 1809) England stood all alone against Napoleon; and it

was vital for her in so great a crisis to be able to ' clear for

' action ' by shaking off Palace hindrances.

The year 1809 was one of high public spirit, and marked by a

great elevation in the tone, the quality, and the power of the

House of Commons ; so that, when a grave, withering charge was
made against the king's son, a tribunal that could be firm, with-

out giving way to violence, stood ready to hear the accusers.

The facts undisputed were these :

—

Under grant from George the Third, acting as the ' personal,'

and not as the genuine ' State ' king, his favourite son, the Duke
of York, was Commander-in-Chief at the Horse Guards, and had
the disposal of commissions in our cavalry and infantry.

Whilst living under the protection of H.R.H., his mistress, Mrs
Clarke, boldly opened an office in the city for what purported to

be nothing less than the sale of commissions, and she caused the

men thus attracted to understand that, if they would pay her the

sums which she specified—sums lower than those that would be

payable on legitimately obtaining commissions by purchase—they

should have the desired commissions. They paid her accordingly

the sums she demanded, and in due time received from the Horse
Guards the commissions for which thej' had applied.

Such a sequence of facts was at first sight conclusively damn-
ing ; but men calm enough to judge fairly maintained at the time

that, whatever might be the result of a careful judicial inquiry,

there was not without it such proof as sufficed to convict his

Royal Highness of that guilty knowledge which his accusers in

* For instance, such an outrage as the one the man committed when he
insisted upon the recall of a Governor-General of India— tlie first Lord
Minto— for the mere purpose of replacing him by a favourite of liis own,
Lord Moira. See Lady Minto's most interesting work containing the

despatches and letters of the first Loi'd Minto.
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common justice might be challenged to establish against him be-

fore consigning his name to the infamy sternly awaiting it, if he

were to stand condemned of acquiescence in Mrs Clarke's fraudu-

lent gains ;
* and, so far as I see, there is no sure ground for

maintaining that the Duke's explanation to the House of Com-
mons might nut have been substantially true. His explanation

was to the effect that tlie unguarded expansiveness of communica-

tions made by him to Mrs Clarke had acquainted her with the

names of those to whom commissions vnthout purchase would soon

be granted ; tluit armed with the knowledge tlius obtained from

his Royal Highness, she announced to the men for whom the

commissions were intended that they might have commissions,

but pretended that they would be commissions by purchase, and
added that, if they would pay the money to her, they only need

pay at the rate pointed out by her tariflF—a tariff much lower than

the one that the Horse Guards followed when granting commis-

sions by purchase. But accepting that explanation, we still have

before us a. sufficiently instructive example of what may befall a

country if it tolerates ' personal ' monarchy—an example showing

plainly enough that between such a kingship and a Mrs Clarke's

swindling office the steps might be only two, and both of them
of such kind as to be easily taken ; for, the ' personal ' king

being able to make the appointment of his own mere will (like a

czar), without the advice of any responsible Minister, what on

earth was more natural than that he should appoint to command
at the Horse Guards his favourite garrulous son, and what again

was more natural than that the favourite garrulous son should

commit to his mistress such knowledge as enabled her to open

her office, and make her fraudulent gains in the way his Royal
Highness described ?

However repulsive to look at, this great scandal of 1809 did

much, as is shown in the text, to make way for the ' Wellington
' reign

;
' and in any Pantheon made sacred to the memory of

those who, though wanting in personal merit, have happened
nevertlieless to do their country great good, Mrs Clarke will have

a high placet
The awakening of the country was aided by the scandal of the

' inaudited accounts, '—that is, by proof showing that military

expenditure had been suffered to reach the enormous amount of

* This was the opinion formed with great deliberation by Sir Samuel
Roniilly. He laid it down that, except as regards 'guilty knowledge,'

all the incriminating facts were conclusively proved against the Duke of

York, but tliat, although there was evidence sufficient to charge H.R.H.
with the 'guilty knowledge,' and bring him, as it were, to trial, there

was not enough to convict him.

f I think there was a sect of the Gnostics which awarded high coiii-

menilation on that principle. Conceiving it to be a main part of tlie

divine sclieme to h.ave the Saviour betrayed, they extolled Judas.
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seven hundred millions sterling without having been subject to an
audit,—and besides, by the detection of the king in what was
rightly called a ' clandestine ' correspondence with the military

commander of the Walcheren Expedition ; for, taking place as it

did without the advice or privity of his Cabinet, the king's inter-

change of letters with the general was a dishonourable departure

from the arrangement handing over the army in the field to the

dii'ection of 'his Majesty's Ministers,' and the correspondence

had the further taint of being carried on ' behind the back ' of a
commander—Sir E-ichard Strachan—on whom one of the two
private-letter writers was industriously casting blame.

Thus of that long disgrace which the ' personal ' monarchy of

George the Thu'd had brought upon our country the cup was now
at last full. Our people, following their wont, did not formulate

any clear principle, did not say in articulate words that the cause

of the evil must cease ; but much better than ever before since

the great days of Chatham, they contrived that the business of

war should be withdrawn from the ' personal ' handling of the

king, and carried on by the State.

With that happy change the ' Wellington reign ' began.

Some perhaps have been accustomed to associate the fall of the

personal monarchy of George in. with the final extinction of his

mental health ; but that last blow did not come upon him until

late in 1810, whereas the ' Mrs Clarke ' scandal (which drove the

Duke of York from the Horse Guards) was before Parliament in

the early part of 1809.

Note 23. — The overture to Colonel Bunbury was made in

October 1809 ; and, Austria having by that time met her fate at

Wagi"am, England (with her Spanish and Portuguese levies) was
thenceforth alone against Napoleon, and continued to be so until

even after the invasion of Russia had begun in 1812.

Note 24.—The arrangement under which Dundas became Min-
ister of ' Colonies and War ' did not last, but it was during the

brief period of his holding the office that he initiated the api:ioint-

ment mentioned in the text. His successor (Lord Liverpool) gave
effect to the selection, and under him, and his successor (Lord

Bathurst), Colonel Bunbury continued to act as the MUitary
Under-Secretary of the Department until the close of the war.

Being connected with the Whigs by relationship and marriage,

the Colonel expressly stipulated and caused it to be stated in

writing that the ofTice should be regarded as one quite apart from
the field of politics, and strictly confined to ' War ' business.

Note 25.—It was after having crossed the Pyrenees, and whilst

still conducting his campaign in the south of France, that the
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Duke of Wellmgton declared tliis belief to Colonel Buiibury, who
had come out on behalf of the Government at home to confer with
the illustrious general. It would be interesting and—I should
imagme—instructive to know much more of what passed at such
a time between the Duke and the representative of the home
Government ; but I believe that, upon this subject, Sir Henry
Bunbury was accustomed to maintain a very careful reserve.

Note 26.—The last memorable act of Colonel—then Sir Hemy
—Bunbury's oflicial life was not administrative, and I should
therefore be accusing myself of irrelevancy if I were to mention
it in the text, but I may speak of it here. It was he—a painful
mission in which Lord Keith was associated with him,—it was he
who, on board the Bellerophon, had to speak words of doom—St
Helena !—to the fallen Napoleon.
The Government, to do them justice, were fully appreciative of

Sir Henry Bunbury's services, and, indeed, they seem to have
judged him capable of performing any kind of State duty ; for
they not only offered to give him (with the same official status as
before) the charge of the Colonial business, but subsequently pro-
posed to appoint him Ambassador to the Porte. I must take
this opportunity of confessing the great advantage I have derived
from the thoroughly trustworthy writings of Sir Heniy Bunbury,
and also from the very interesting Memoir of him by his son, the
present Sir Charles.

Note 27.—See the debates on Tierney's motion in 1816 and
1817 for the total abolition of the 'Office of War and Colonies.'

Note 28.—I base this loyal surmise as to what the Crown would
have done upon knowledge of what the Crown did, when, in later

years, firmly advised. The Royal concessions were made by de-
gi-ees, and indeed there are remnants of ' personal ' government
which even now mar the symmetry of our War administration

;

for it is the Field-Marshal commanding in chief, and not the
Secretary of State, who still takes the Queen's pleasure upon the
appointment of officers ; and I may add, that the Judge-Advocate
(who, however, is a member of the ' Government ') still in person
submits to the sovereign transactions within his department.
These are blemishes of a serious kind, because their tendency is

to be almost inviting mistake, if not, indeed, causing relapse, by
keeping ' substance ' and ' form ' in a state of incessant contradic-
tion ; but despite the two blots thus left staruig, there is no
present room for doubting that the great constitutional change to
which I refer has substantially taken effect. It has now been
declared that the Secretary of State for War is not only answer-
able to Parliament for the conduct of all army business, whether
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executed by the Horse Guards (now brought into the same range

of building) or by any other branch of the War Office, but is also

armed with the power which such a burthen implies ; so that

—

merely to give one example—he can insist that the grant of every

commission, though still passing through the Horse Guards, shall

bo in conformity with his will. This happy conclusion of troubles

wliich long had liampered the State was hardly attained in its

fulness until the year 1872, when the principal Order in Council

of 1870, with also some further arrangements of later date, had
come into due operation ; and, indeed, within recent times, an
almost opposite kind of solution was apparently judged to be
endurable by our patient country. It is actually true that Mr
Sidney Herbert's patent as Secretary of State for War contained

a provision excluding him—that is, excluding the State !—from
the right of making army appointments. The gracious Royal
consent giving sanction a few years afterwards to the welcome
change we have hailed, was an Act superbly contrasting with the

general tenor of ' i:>ei-sonal ' sovereignty as wielded in other days ;

was a victory achieved over Self by the genuine State Queen ;

was, beyond all comparing, the greatest feat of her reign, and
may well be remembered with gratitude—remembered even in

times when all the cant praises sliall cease, and praises in earnest

begin.

NOTES TO CHAPTER V.

Note 1.—When the orders came out which suddenly shifted

the theatre of war from Bulgaria to the Crimea, Mr Filder had
already collected 5000 beasts of transport.

Note 2.—Mr Filder, the Commissary-General, was apparently
the first to hazard a conjecture in this du-ection. When he saw
the Allies marching as a 'movable column' and suffering the

Cossacks to ride round them, he sagaciously inferred tliat a policy

which aimed waywardly at Sebastopol, and neglected to keep a
iiold over any broad part of the province in which Sebastopol
stood, might lead to what afterwards happened—that is, to want
in the midst of abundance—to the want of hay and forage-corn

which, though plentiful in the country generally, were renounced,
as it were, by the Allies when they determined to rest content
with Balaclava and tlie barren Chersonese. In his letter of the

22d September 1854 he imparted this apprehension to the

Treasury.

Note 3.—I have before me a curious correspondence on this

subject between two of the Westminster offices, from which it
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seems to result that theru was no special mishap, or default, or

neglect, and that practically, in the judgment of the Ordnance

authorities, the execution of the order could not have been

accelerated !

NoTK 4.—Contracts for the supply of an army in the field are

so apt to be broken, that the Commissary-General no doubt knew
he must be prepared for such contingencies (sec Sir Randolph

Routh's ' Observations on Commissariat Service,' p. 24) ; and he

seems to have always aimed at keeping up margins sufficient to

prevent his being straitened by such defaults.

Note 5.—The Prince Consort himself stated this to an English

traveller high in my confidence.

Note 6.—The sums paid for ' demurrage ' were very great.

Note 7.—I have before me the official correspondence on this

mournful subject. It was only after a lengthened correspondence

that Lord Raglan said the matter must drop.

Note 8.—Mr Filder's address to the Chelsea Board, Rep., p.

.360. Even during the autumn period—October and the early

days of November—when beasts were sent by sailing-vessels,

they perished in the proportion of more than one-third.—Ibid,

Note 9.—Ibid.

Note 10.—Guns and waggons ascending from the French ports

to their camp had at first to climb some rather steep ground, but

passed thenceforth over open downs where, by deviating from the

accustomed track, a soft bit of road could be easily exchanged

for a better one.

Note 11.—To understand the defenceless state of the place,

see vol. iv. of Cabinet Edition, chap, vi., sect. 6 et seq. Lord

Raglan in person had caught Prince Mentschikoff's army in the

very act of deserting Sebastopol ; and he saw, to use his own
expression, that by the sudden march of the Allies to the ' South
' Side,' the garrison had been ' completely taken aback.'

Note 12.—See ante, vol. iv. of Cabinet Edition, chap. viL

Note 13.—For unless he had become so assui-ed, it is hardly

imaginable that—at all events, without a great struggle—he

would have consented to exchange the opportunity of at once

breaking into Sebastopol for a prospect so wretched as that of
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being planted before it indefinitely, with a knowledge that the

autumn, however sunny and fine, was the season that must be

followed by winter.

Note 14.—Road-making tools did not (like spades, pick-axes,

&c. ) form part of the equipment of the army, and accordingly,

there were none with our troops.—Evidence of Sir John Burgoyne
before Sebastopol Committee, Questions 17,226-227. For proofs

that the men for the purpose could not be found, see post, pp.
425-6.

Note 15.—For proof of this, ante, chap. v. sec. 4.

Note 16.—See also for proof of this.

Note 17.—General Canrobert, on the contrary, was receiving

and expecting very large reinforcements.

Note 18.—With respect to Lord Raglan's sense of the dire

need there was for trying to secure repose for his troops, see the

impressive words he wrote on the 23d October, ante, p. 140.

Note 19.—So far, after lengthened inquiry, the most hostile

critics of Lord Raglan were apparently disposed to agree, see

'Times,' 12th February 1855. It was on the question of making
a road after the 17th October that controversy more persistently

lasted.

The ' moment ' referred to in the text is the one when Sir Hugh
Rose came to Lord Raglan with the first message from Canrobert.

—See ante, vol. iv. of Cabinet Edition, chap, xiii., sect. 1.

Note 20.—With respect to the efficacy of the siege-works as

means of defence, see the next note.

Note 21.—Upon this question, the testimony of Sir John Bur-

goyne is authoritative ; and he gave it very decisively, showing

that to recede from the siege efforts would have been to enable

the enemy to advance and send his round-shot and shell even

into the English camp.—Before Sebastopol Committee, Questions

17,230 to 17,237.

Note 22.— ' It was not in my power at any time since the troops
' ascended this ridge, worked as they have been from the lirst, to

' employ them in constructing a road.'—Lord Raglan to Duke of

Newcastle, Jan. 6, 1855. His despatch of the 3d March 1855,

was to tlic same effect. All three of the tribunals which adjudi-

cated upon this question confirmed the statement that our troops
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could not have been employed for the purpose. Without pro-

fessing in tei-nis to give its own opinion, the .Selmstopol Committee
reports: ' Sir J. Burgoyue, tlie chief engineer oliicer on the staff,

' and other military authorities, state that tlie soldiers could not
' be withdrawn from the trenches for the repair of the road.'

—

E.ep., p. 14. The Conmiissioners, Sir John M'Neill and Colonel

Tulloch were not indisposed to be critical of the military author-

ities; but upon the subject of the road, they fairly reported

thus: 'The officers commanding divisions who were examined
' upon the subject are unanimous in then- opinion that it would
' have been impossible to employ a sufficient number of men to
' make the road, and at the same time to caiTy on the military
' operations in which the ai'my was engaged.'—Rep., p. 18. The
Chelsea Commissioners quote the whole of the above passage and
corroborate it hj words of their own.—Rep., p. 14. The Sebas-

topol Committee threw out a suggestion that hired labour might
have been obtained ; but this idea, after a great deal of inquiry,

was negatived by Sir Jclm M'Neill and Colonel Tulloch, who re-

ported that ' hired labour could not be obtained. '—Rep.
, p. 33.

The Chelsea Commissioners quote that decision, and proceed to

use it as a part of the ground on which they base their report.

—

Rep. ,p. 14. These conclusive decisions rendered it comparatively
unimportant to inquu-e as to the responsibility of any particular

department for the state of the road ; but as a caution against

falling into some of the errors which obtained at the time of the

controversy, I add what follows :

—

The Road.

Until the troubles of the winter campaign had been subjected

to the close exammation which ultimately brought all to light,

there was an idea that, because the marching of troops constituted

one of the operations superintended by the Quartermaster-Gen-
eral's Department, therefore General Airey might be held respon-

sible for the state of the communications between Balaclava and
the camp ; but a serious glance at the question soon showed that

the Quartermaster-General's Department, consisting entirely of

officers, and not liaving within it or under it any artificers or

workmen, or any right or power of making purchases or entering

into pecuniary engagements, was not, and could not be, charged
with responsibility for the execution of any ' army works. ' For
such purposes, it was only by survey, suggestion, and requisition

that the chief of the department could act. Now, as regards
' sm-vey ' and ' suggestion,' the business of metalling the road
passed far beyond those stages ; for, as is above shown, the work
was begun and continued, failing only for want of sufficient

' hands. ' As to ' requisition ' for tools, all the tools I'equired for

the purpose were not only ' requisitioned ' but by that process
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duly obtained. As regards ' hands,' Lord Raglan, as we have

seen, had not it in his power to employ the troops in constructing

a road ; but the allotment of such other ' hands ' as could be ob-

tained was duly made by the Adjutant-General, Estcourt (the

officer to whom the task of allotting men for service belonged),

and he it was who allotted the 400 Turks mentioned in the text.

General Estcourt, however,— the matter being one of general,

nay, vital, importance—acted no doubt under the guidance ot

Lord Raglau himself, who, after consulting with the engineers,

must have sanctioned the decision. In trutli Lord Raglan, in

concert with the engineers, and in constant hourly communication
with General Aiiey, was eveiy day judging as best he could how
the cruelly inoufticient supply of labour at his disposal could best

be applied. The Commissioners, Sir John M'Neill and Colonel

Tulloch were not indisposed to criticise General Airey's adminis-

tration of his department in other respects, but they fairly ab-

solved him from all responsibility for not ' metalling ' the road,

saying truly that fatigue parties for the purpose could not be spared,

and that ' hii-ed labour could not be obtained ' (Rep., p. 33). The
Report of the Chelsea Commissioners gave a new sanction to that

decision. See their Report, p. xiv.

Note 23.—Sir John Burgoyne, speaking roughly, computed
that the construction of the road would be more than 1000 men
could compass in two or three months.—Sebastopol Conunittee,

Question 17,225.

Note 24.—See ante, note 21.

Note 25.—That our siege-works effectually deterred the enemy
from attacking the ridges they occupied, is proved by the tenor

of the Russian counsels when preparing for Inkerman. See ante,

vol. vi. of Cabinet Edition, chap. ii. sect. 3 ; and see ante, Note

20, p. 424.

Note 26.—Bosquet's troops on the Chersonese were of great value

to the Allies because (as Inkerman showed) they constituted a re-

serve force which might be moved with powerful effect to other

parts of the iield ; but the primary duties assigned to them were
not by our people regarded as having much importance. They
seemed to waste their power in fortifying and guarding the vei-y

ground which least required such an expenditure of military energy.

Note 27.—This was doubted by the Treasury; but Lord Rag-
lan's private correspondence witli the Duke of Newcastle seems

to dispel all uncertainty. On the 18tli November Lord Raglan
writes : ' Mr Filder's great fear is the want of forage for the
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' horses.' On the 28th: 'Our horses are dyiug fast, but until
' we are sure that we can feed them, I would not recommend any
' addition here

;

'
' our artillery horses are suffering much from

' exposure and hard work, as well as want of food. ' January 23,
1855: 'I did not, after the storm, attempt to get fresh horses,
' for the Coimnissary-General did not encourage me to hope that
' he could feed them, and there was no use in buying horses and
* letting them die of starvation and want of due care. I got
' some from Eupatoria for the Commissariat, and they, like the
' snow, have melted away ; and I now have sent for some to Con-
' stantinople, but they may share the same fate if the forage
' which should have been sent from England does not arrive.'

January 29th :
' Mr Filder complains sadly of the non-arrival of

' the supplies of hay which he was led to expect he should receive
' from England periodically.'

Note 28.—The exceeding scantiness of the ' hands ' that could
be obtained made it specially difficult to land such a thing as
chopped straw. There were times when, from this cause, the
famishing beasts were prevented from getting the chopped straw
which lay on board ship in the harbour.

Note 29.—A vessel of 600 tons measurement can only have,
besides her ballast, 50 tons of M?zpressed hay stowed on board her,
whilst of pressed hay she could carry, it seems, 120 tons. The
supply of forage was a matter so vital to our army, that the mere
question of cost became reduced to insignificance ; but one may
mention—for the fact seems curious—that the plan of resorting
to England for pressed hay proved not only much more sure and
practicable, but even cheaper than importing chopped straw from
Constantinople or the ports of the Black Sea.—Rep. Seb. Com-
mittee, Question 13,756. The cost of supplying a ton of English
hay to our army in the Crimea was about £20—viz.

:

Cost of ton of hay, . . . .£500
Preparing, packing, carriage, . . 2 13 4
Freight to the Crimea, . . . 12
Sea-risks and demurrage, . . . 6 8

£20
—Chelsea Rep.

, p. 545.

Note 30.

—

' Before Sebastopol, IWi September 1854.

' Sir,—Referring to my letter of the [blank], I have the honour
' to report for the information of the Lords Commissioners of her
' Majesty's Treasury, that the contractors having failed to provide
' the quantity of hay therein adverted to of proper quality, and
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• miller the unccrtamty of being able to procure in this country
' a suOicient supply of forage for the great number of aniinala

' belonging to the two Allied armies, I have the lionour to suggest

' that 2000 tons of hay be forwarded to Constantinople during
' the course of the autumn.—I have the honour, &c.,

' William Filder. '

Note 31.—In justification of this conclusion, they say: 'In
' ordinary official language, a suf/</estion rather than a request that

' any act may be done implies that it is subject to modification,

'and tliat it is to be acted upon according to the best judgment
' that can be formed by the person to whom it is addressed.'

—

Treasury Memorandum and Explanation, p. 22.

Note 32.—Treasury Memorandum, p. 23. The arrangements

for shipping these 457 tons of hay had gone so far that (despite

Mr Filder's countermand) the Treasury thought iit to let the

business proceed ; and their resolve was a fortunate one, for the

arrival of the hay in October proved exceedingly opportune. The
Treasury 'believed' (ibid.) that on the 13th of September, Mr
Filder did not know of the resolve which had caused this supply

to be on its way out ; and supposing their impression to have

been right, they were entitled to consider that the arrival of the

hay not expected would be equivalent to a first instalment of the

2000 tons demanded.

Note 33.—The vessel that sailed in compliance with this urgent

appeal of the 9th of October did not leave our shores till the 8th

of November ; so that, the ' pause ' of the Treasury having lasted

ten days, the time it took to charter a vessel and load her was far

greater—extending to more than a month.

Note 34.—Seb. Comm., 4th Rep., p. 349. Of the 270 tons

(called more accurately by the Treasury 1(58 tons) the Belgravia

carried 180 (called by the Treasury 179), the Esk 48, and the

Helen 42 tons.

Note 35.—The (quantity that the Treasury requested the Admi-

ralty to ship off in the course of December was G33 tons ; and

this added to the 270 tons despatched in November would make
only 903 tons ; but if the 457 tons sent out in August were reck-

oned as an instalment ' by anticipation ' of the 2000 demanded,

the deficiency would be reduced to 040 tons. Mr Filder, how-

ever, in the meantime had been augmenting his demands, inform

ing the Treasury frankly that he nmst rely u-holly upon England

for hay (letters of 8th and 23d October), and that his estimated

consumption of hay for three months was 9,000,000 lb.

—

i.e..
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3078 tons, or 1026 per month—a quantity largely in excess of

all the December shipments (despatch of 13th November), so that

under that aspect there would be a renewed deficiency at the

time when the cargoes shipped in December should reach the

Crimea. However, so far as concerns the period of the hardest

trial

—

i.e., the months of December and January, the instant evil

was—not the insufficiency of the December cargoes (which did

not reach the Crimea before February)—but the non-arrival of

any English hay (whether sent in the ' autumn ' or later) except

the 228 tons above mentioned.

Note 36.—The quantity he received before February 1855 on

account of the 2000 tons demanded on the 13th of September
1854 was only 228 tons (Chelsea Board Rep., p. 866). These

228 tons formed part of the 270 tons despatched in the course of

the ' autumn '

—

i. e. , in November. The Belgravia having sailed

on the 8th of November, and made a very quick passage, arrived

at Balaclava with her 180 tons on the 30th of the same month

;

and the Esk, too, coming in some time afterwards with her 48
tons, brought up the quantity received before February 1855 to

the above amount of 228 tons. At the end of Januaiy 1855 the

Helen with her 42 tons was still to come, and so also were all

those vessels which were to have been freighted in the course of

December with their 633 tons.

Note 37.—Chelsea Eep., p. 587. In March, after the change

of Government, the shipments made during the month sprang up
with a wonderful bound (as though under the effect of Palmer-

ston's or perhaps Lord Panmure's volition) to nearly 1700 tons (1698

tons).—Ibid., p. 588. And in every month thenceforth until the

close of February 1856 the shipments were great, amounting in that

same February to no less than 6,330,592 lb.—i.e., 2326 tons.—Ibid.

Note 38.— ' Send copy to Admiralty with letter requesting
' that Mr Filder's suggestion be acted upon with the utmost pos-

' sible despatch. Minute accoi'dingly. ' A few such words as those

would have been a sufficient instruction to the clerks.

Note 39.—When Pitt— the second Pitt—was First Lord of

the Treasury, he used certainly to watch, and even in no stinted

measure to transact its Commissariat business. I believe that

the Duke of Wellington, when First Lord of the Ti-easury, used

to take all his office functions aw strieux—used to come down
early, hang up liis greatcoat and his hat, and then travel all

round the great table from packet to packet till he had mastered,

or thouglit he had mastered, every one of the decisions which
were submitted \>y subordinate functionaries for the sanction of
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the ' Board ;
' but I also understand tliat this proceeding on the

part of the Duke was regarded in the office as a rather eccentric

piece of supererogation.

NoTK 40.—The steps taken by the Treasury were from time to

time imparted to the Duke ; and he might have insisted at once
that, instead of the fencing, there shouhl lie absohite and prompt
compliance witli Mr FiMcr's wishes. Of Mr Filder's appeals for

pressed hay, and of tlie non-compliance with them, Lord Raglan
was continually reminding the Duke, as e.<i., in his letters of

Nov. 18, Nov. 28, Jan. 23, Jan. 29, and despatches of Jan. 22,

Jan. 25, Jan. 30.

NOTES TO CHAPTER VI.

NoTK 1.
—

' The French receive meat only once in three days,
' and then only the half of a French pound. Occasionally
' they only receive it the fourth day. '—Lord Raglan to Duke of

Newcastle, 20th January 1855. In later years (1870-71), the

insufficiency of the French soldier's ration was admitted and an
augmentation took place.

Rations of the French Soldier,

The normal ration of the French soldier when he first came out

to the East seems to have been :

—

Grammes.

Bread,* 700, or

Biscuit,* 550

Meat,t 250

Rice, 60

Sugar, 20

Coffee, 16

Salt, 16

The meat-ration was increased in May 1854 to 300 grammes,

Ordre General, No. 51, 'Rapport,' p. 18; and at a subsequent

period the bread-ration was raised to 750 grammes.—Ibid., p.

123. The meat-ration might be represented by either fresh meat,

l)reserved meat, or bacon ; and in the latter case it was to weigh

250, not 300 grammes.—Ibid.

At a time (in February 1850) when the scurvy was raging, tlie

authorities, it seems, undertook that the alternations between

fresh and salted meat should stand thus :

—

Fresh meat, . . 4 times in 10 days.

Bacon, ... 3 do. do.

Preserved meat, . 3 do. do.—Ibid.

• ' Rapport,' p. 60. t ihid., p. 18-
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It was also at that time announced—it had not been so in the
previous winter—that the soldiers, by paying for them, might
obtain in the State magazines rice, haricot-beans, sugar, coflee,

potatoes, and sometimes onions.—Ibid. For the allowances of

rice, sugar, and coffee, the State was to be reimbursed.—Ibid.,

p. 16.

Tlie relation of a Frcncli ' gramme ' to a pound avoirdupois is

decimally represented by the figures 0.0022040; and 100 grammes
are equal to ahout 3^ oz. The extra allowances granted to the
men during the winter of 1854-55 will be shown post in Note
17 to chap. viii. p. 439,

Note 2.—The stoppage of pay for this supply of bread and
meat was 3^d.

Note 3.—For this addition to the ration there was to be an
additional stoppage of Id., so that for his bread or biscuit, his

meat, his coffee, and his sugar, the soldier would be charged
altogether 4^d. The change, although sanctioned by a ' Board '

assembled for the consideration of the subject, was one that
could not be made strictly lawful without obtaining the consent
of the Treasury ; but Lord Raglan, in the interest of the soldier's

health and welfare, took upon himself to direct that it should
come into force at once, and did the like also with respect to the
other variations above detailed.

Note 4.—The thirty-second part of a gallon.

Note 5.—The ultimate direction was that when fresh meat
could be obtained, the soldier's daily meat-ration should weigh a
pound and a quarter.

Note 6.—Mr Filder, a veteran campaigner and an excellent
judge of such things, said, speaking of the effect of the rum upon
the men during the sufferings of the winter, ' nothing seemed to
' do them so much good.

'

Note 7.—Lord Raglan also ordered an addition of one-third of

a pound to the ration of biscuit, but—after an interval of three
weeks—he was obliged to discontinue that increase, because the
Commissary-General represented that if subjected to a demand so
largely augmented, his supplies would not hold out.

Note 8.—Sailing vessels at that time of the year proved wholly
unfit for the transport of cattle across the Black Sea, and it was
only occasionally that the Commissariat could for this pui'pose
command the use of a steamer.—See ante, chap. v. sec. 3.
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Note 9.—When the soldier was camped before Sehastopol in

the autumn of 1854, the very enemy used to send him the means

of roasting and pounding his coffee ; for fragments of shell served

capitally for both the processes. The camp used in those days to

be fragrant with the aroma—too rare in England—the aroma

given out by the coiiee-berry whilst scorching under the action of

heat. In one of our campaigns at the Capo, green coffee had

been found to answer its purpose admirably, for there the roast-

ing and pounding of the berry proved easy enough ; and besides,

in its green state, coflFee had the great advantage of not being

spoilt by wet.

Note 10.—Chelsea Rep., p. 373. Whenever, after the 10th of

December, supplies of fresh vegetables came in, the men had them

gratis ; but as regards this portion of the food provided for the

soldier, he seems to have been rather indifferent ; so that when
apprised, as sometimes happened, that a supply of fresh vegetables

awaited his pleasure, he too often spared his weary limbs the

trouble of fetching them. Whether from prejudice or for some

good reason, he long I'ejected the preserved potato, and only after

nearly two months began to try it.

Note 11.—Mr Filder to Su- C. Trevelyan, 8th November 1854.

Note 12.—^The London authorities and the people they em-

ployed took between them more than six months in meeting this

requisition !

Note 13.—In the Esk, vSecond Seb. Comm., Rep., p. 503, and

—correcting the date—Chelsea Rep., p. 374. I have not Dr
Andrew Smith's requisition before me, but it seems to have been

made in October 1854, and upon so large a scale—40,000 lb. to

begin with—as to make some of the authorities imagine there

must be a mistake. Dr Andrew Smith, however, meant nothing

less than that there should be a ration of three ounces of the

lime-juice for every soldier during a period of three months.

Note 14.—Lord Raglan's interposition occuiTed in this way:
Having calUd for a return of the various goods in store, he found,

when he saw it, that a large provision of lime-juice was included

amongst them, and he thereupon—29th January 1855—issued an

order, directing that lime-juice should form part of the soldier's

ration.

Note 15.—A receiving ship, asked for in good time—so early

as the 8th of September 1854— ' for invalids and supernumeraries,
' with an experienced master, sui-geon, a sergeant's guard of
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' marines, three good warrant officers, and a small gang of arti-
' ficers and mechanics. ' The application, refused at first, was
granted some months afterwards ; and Sir James Graham ex-
pressed his regret for the error he had committed in refusing the
application, with a candour which disarms censure.—Seb. Comm.,
4th Rep., pp. 264, 265.

Note 16.—The designation was at first generic, distinguishing
the new establishment from regimental hospitals ; but when other
general hospitals had been founded, the designation—no longer
generic— became a proper name, distinguishing the particular
institution which Lord Raglan had organised from all the rest of

our hospitals.

Note 17.—The 'Medical Headquarters' at Scutari were in the
* General Hospital ;

' but excejit when he paid a visit of inspec-
tion, the principal medical otiScer used to be at the seat of war.

Note 18.—Lord Raglan to Duke of Newcastle, Jan. 1, 1855.

Note 19.—Seb. Comm., 5th Report.

Note 20.—After lengthened inquiry it seemed to have been
considered that Major Sillery, and some of the others concerned
in the hospital administi-ation, had constructively a right to draw
for all the funds needed ; but candid men will admit that the
possession of this constructive authority was not like having the
power conferred by written orders and warrants.

Note 21.—The warm and decisive language in which Sir
George Brown bore witness to the ' satisfactory state ' of our
Bosphorus hospitals must be accounted for in a different way.
At the time when he visited them, the improvements resulting
from the new and powerful element acceding on the 4th of No-
vember, had already made so great a progress that, in the eye of

one not having a very high standard of hospital excellence, and
only examining the internal administration, and doing this per-
haps superficially, there might seem to be little room for un favour-
able criticism ; but if Su* George had looked into the statistics of
the establishments, and seen the rate of mortality, his conclusion
must perforce have been altered.

Note 22.—When the Sebastopol Committee reported in June
1855, it had not been able to learn what had become of large

portions of the stores sent out in the previous year.

Note 23.—This is almost conclusively shown by the account

VOL. VII. 2 E
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of what happened in March 1855, after the arrival of the Sanitary

Commissioners.—See ante, chap. xi. sec, 5.

Note 24.—This condensed statement is based upon numerous

passages contained in Lord Raglan's despatches, as well as his

private letters ; and in the event of Marshal Canrobert's thinking

fit to challenge my words, I shall not be unwilling to cite the

authority on which I rely. Amongst the despatches and private

letters referred to, there are the following : Despatches, ' Secret,'

January 5, 1855; No. 145, January 13, 1855; ' Secret,' January

20, 1855 ; No. 150, same date ;
' Secret,' January 22, 1855

;

Private Letters, December 30, 1854 ; January 15, 1855 ; (several

passages) January 29, 1855.

Note 25.—Writing from his headquarters at Varna on the 14th

of August, Lord Raglan says :
' It is curious that where no great

' fatigues have been endured, the effects of the climate, independ-
' eM of the cholera, should have proved so serious ; and from the
' officers having suffered so much it is clear that illness has not
' been induced by privation. One month ago every commanding
' officer would have volunteered to say that he had fewer sick

' than he would have liad in the United Kingdom. Now they
' would one and all state that 7io man in the ranks, though not on
' the sick-list, feels well or is capable of the exertion he would
' display at home.'—To Duke of Newcastle. Notwithstanding

the change from Bulgaria to the Ci'imea, this statement continued

to be applicable.

Note 26.— ' Cholera in an aggravated form made its appear-
' ance amongst them ' [the newly-arrived troops] ' and proved
' very destructive. '— Report of Lispector-General of Hospitals

enclosed in Lord Raglan's despatch. No. 164.

NOTES TO CHAPTER VH.

Note 1.—Lord Raglan to Secretary of State, November 15.

Note 2.
—

' Cinquante-deux milles h, I'heure ' is stated to have

been the rate ascertained by M. Keller, a distinguished ' Ing6ni-

' eur hydrographique ' of the French navy. His report is cited

as a trustworthy authority by Marshal Niel (' Siege of Sebasto-

' pol '), and it is upon this work (p. 101) tliat I liave ventured tc

rest the above statement.

Note 3.—Ibid.
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Note 4.— * Official Journal of the Royal Engineers,' p. 53.

There the list of the wrecked and dismasted vessels will be

found.

Note 5.—On the 7th of November the fatigued condition of

H.R.H. had made it expedient for him to seek a few days of rest

by going on board ship.

Note 6.—Duke of Cambridge to Lord Raglan, 15th November
1854: 'Drummond,' H.R.H. writes, 'behaved nobly, and but
' for him and God's merciful hands we must have gone.

'

Note 7.—Neil, p. 101.

Note 8.—Journal of the Ro5'al Engineers, p. 53.

Note 9.—Djid.

Note 10.—Ibid.

Note 11.—Lord Raglan to Secretary of State, 15th November.

Note 12.— ' Journal of the Royal Engineers,' p. 55.

Note 13.—Ibid.

Note 14.—Ibid.

Note 15.—Lord Raglan to Duke of Newcastle, 18th Novem-
ber :

' You cannot,' he says, ' send us too iriany supplies of all

' kinds.'

Note 1 6.—Ibid. ' Mr Filder's great fear, ' writes Lord Raglan,
' is want of forage for the horses. He lost twenty days' hay by
' the tempest. As it is, the cold of the nights kills a vast num-
' ber of the animals employed for the conveyance of ammuni-
' tion.'

Note 17.—After speaking of the pleasure with which he had
looked forward to the issue of the warm clothing newly brought
by the Prince, Lord Raglan adds :

' I feel the misfortune deeply.

'

—Private letter to the Duke of Newcastle, IGth November. On
the ISth he writes :

' Our wants are very numerous, and the
' sooner you replace the supplies lost in the Prince the better.

' The destruction of that vessel is indeed a heavy misfortune.'

Note 18.—From Captain Dacres, the senior naval otticer in the
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Port of Balaclava, he obtained the completest account of the

wrecks that could then be furnished ; whilst from the reports of

Colonel Dacres comTnaiidiug the Royal Artillery, and Mr Young
of the Field Train, and from an examination of the Jura's bill of

lading, he enabled himself to give the rest of the above-mentioned

information.

Note 19.—Lord Raglan to Secretary of State, 15th November
—i. e. , on the very morrow of the hurricane :

' I earnestly, ' he

says, ' recommend that not a moment should be lost in replacing
' the ammunition. The Commissariat losses are very heavy, and
' lead Mr Filder to apprehend that we may be very shortly deficient

' in supplies ofprovisions and forage.' In his despatch of the next

day he adds :
' I earnestly recommend that 300 rounds per gun,

* as well as large supplies of Miniu ammunition, and a certain

' quantity of smooth-bore ammunition should be sent from Eng-
' land in a powerful and fast steamer at the earliest possible

' moment.' In his private letter of the same day (the IGth), to

the Duke of Newcastle, he writes :
' The ammunition should be

' replaced instantly, the other things as soon as possible ; but the
' Mini6 should be sent in the fleetest vessel without a moment's
' delay.'

Note 20.—Ibid., and private letters from Lord Raglan to

Duke of Newcastle, 16th and 18th November. Captain Wether-
all, a man of great energy and ability, was the officer charged

with this mission, and the instruction he received directs him to

' purchase all he can get '—Lord Raglan to Duke of Newcastle,

18th November. Whilst imparting to the Government his de-

termination to obtain what ' warm clothing ' he could from Con-

stantinople, Lord Raglan had the forethought to add :
' I would

' earnestly recommend that this should not prevent your Grace
' from forwarding from England a large supply without delay.'

—

Despatch to Secretary of State, 15th November.

Note 21.—Ibid. 'He ' [the Commissary-General] 'will write
' to the Commissariat officer in charge at Constantinople to send
' up all he can procure in that capital.

'

Note 22.—Lord Raglan to Secretary of State, 18th November

Note 23.—Ibid.

Note 24.—Lord Raglan to tlie Duke of Newcastle, 28th No-
vember :

' Our horses,' he writes, ' are dying fast, but until we are
' sure that we can feed them, I would not recommend that they
' should receive any addition here. But horses might be sent
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' out with drafts of men to Kululi and there wait my orders, if

' steam conveyance could be procured for them, not otherwise.
' Sailing-ships would be destruction to them.'

NOTES TO CHAPTER VIII.

Note 1.—Todleben, vol. i. p. 705 et seq. After saying that

the number of sick was at one time 25,000, he adds, that the

hospital accommodation sufficed for only 15,250 patients, thus

showing that there was deficiency for 9750.

Note 2.—It was so that the men used to call their tentes iVahri.

The construction was called by the French a ' dog-tent,' because,

like a dog, a man had to crawl into it on all-fours. Cam'obert
spoke with envy of the English tents, condemning the tente d'abri

as a wTetched expedient that kept his men ' dans la boue. ' He
said he had sent to France for tents like ours, but it seems that

what his Government despatched to him was only the canvas part

of the tents without the poles, and therefore—at least for the

time—the supply he received proved useless.— Lord Raglan to

Duke of Newcastle, 6th Januai-y 1855.

Note 3.—General Bosquet, after stating to Lord Raglan on the

12th of January, that he had that morning had reported to him
the seizure of 139 men in the night by frost-bite, referred to his

wretched tentes d'abri, and said, ' Oh that I could have your
tents ! '—Lord Raglan to Duke of Newcastle, 13th January 1855.

Note 4.—It is stated by a French writer (M. Rousset), who
seems to have seen a list of them, that the articles thus bought or

made were 60,000 cowled mantles (called by the French soldiers
' Crimeans ') ; 15,000 sheepskin coats, and supplies of leggings,

gaiters, socks, caps, woollen gloves; 100,000 flannel belts; and
50,000 pairs of 'sabots'

—

i.e., wooden shoes.— ' Histoire de la
' Guerre de Crimi^e,' vol. i. p. 348.

Note 5.
—

' Ddj^ la capote h capuchon, le paletot de peau de
' mouton dominent dans nos camps.' Canrobert, 28th Nov.

—

Ibid.

Note 6.
—

' War appeared in all its horrors ; men exhausted by
' illness, scarce protected by a few rags of covering, arrived on
'the beach to be embarked.'—'Rapport Officiel,' p. 76. The
reporter goes on to show, by way of instance, that out of the 720
hapless beings thus circumstanced, who formed the cargo of one
vessel, the Jean Bart, 300 were frost-bitten.—Ibid.
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NoTK 7 —' Pendant ce mois de Janvier, il n'y en eu pas moins
' de 2500 ' [cas de congelation] ' pour un tiers, suivis de mort,
' pour la plupart de mutilations douloureuses ; on conipterait le

' petit nombre de eeux qui ne demcurdnt pas k jamais estropi^s.*

—Ibid., vol. ii. p. 18.

yote respecting Frost-bite in the French Army.

A statement to the effect that more than 800 French soldiers

(a third of 2500) died from frost-bite in the month of January, is

one important enough to deserve the privilege of resting upon
something better than ' hearsay ' authority ; but the French offi-

cial returns are unfortunately in so defective a state that they

afford no materials for either affirming or contradicting the asser-

tion. They show that 15 men died from frost-bite in the ambul-

ances, but make no statement at all of the numbers who died from
the same cause in the Bosphorus hospitals.

It is curious that in the following winter—the winter of 1855-56
—when no conflict was going on, when the Allies had the whole
south side to themselves, and when there had been a long time, a

year and three-quarters, for preparation, the Lnperial Govern-
ment of France proved unable to protect its troops from frost-bite.

In the December, January, and Februai-y of that winter the

admissions for frost-bite were 2058.— 'Rapport,' p. 565.

Note S.—Rousset, p. 17.

Note 9.— ' Les chevaux sans abri mouraient par centaines. La
' cavalerie etait presque demont(ie. L'artillerie et le train des
' equipages perdaient la moititi de leurs attelages. ... II y
' eut des jours oh. I'admuiistration fut hors d'etat de faire une
' soule distribution de fourrage.'—Rousset, vol. ii. p. 17.

Note 10.—Ibid.

Note 11.—A state nearly as ' desperate,' says Rousset, as the

land -transport means of the English.—Ibid., p. 16. Fay, 173,

179 :
'

. . . qu'on manque de moyens de transport et que I'^tat

' du sol se refuse d'ailleurs compl6tement a tout mouvement de
' quelque durce. '—Canrobert, letter 28th January 1851, quoted
' Rapport,' p. 74. ' Vers la fin du mois ' [Dec] ' le sol des camps
* est tellement d6trempu qu'il forme une vase 6paisse qui rend la

'circulation et les communications trte dilliciles. '
—'Rapjjort,'

p. 71.

Note 12.— ' Le sol est tellement dctrempe ' [in January] ' qu'il a
' souvent fallu transporter d bras les munitions de toutes sortes et

• les provisions, les voiturcs nc pouvant circuler.'— 'Rapport,' p. 74.
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Note 13.—See chap. vi. p. 119. The normal ration of the

French soldier is shown ante, pp. 430, 431.

Note 14. — ' Le pain fit longtemps defaut. '
— Fay, p. 172.

General Bosquet, writing on the 27th December, speaks of bread

as a thing ' -which the 1st Division has not touched since Decem-
' ber began, except on the 7th, 12th, and 16th, and which since

' the same date the 2d Division has not touched even once.'

—

' Journal de la Deuzi6me Division.

'

Note 15.—The medical chief of the French army reported that

it ' re9evait bien de temps en temps de la viande de bceuf ou de
' mouton tu6s en Crun^e, mais ces animaux 6taient maigres, man-
' quaient de nourriture, et ne donnaient qu'une viande de trfes

' pauvi-e quality, et peu reparatrice. '
—'Rapport,' p. 84.

Note 16.— ' Absence absolue de v6g6taux frais.'
—

' Rapport,' p.

81.

Note 17.

—

Extra Allowances of Food and Drink to the French

Soldier.—October 11th, a glass of brandy to each man who icorked

in the trenches—Ordre General, No. 115. This extended, 18th

October, to the guards of the trenches—Ordre General, No. 122.

25th October, an ounce of rice (30 grammes) to each soldier.

Also to each soldier a glass of wine twice a-week—Ordre General,

No. 129. 3d November, 3-| ounces (100 grammes) extra of biscuit

to each soldier—Ordre Gmeral, No. 131. November 24, the

grant of a glass of wine twice a-week superseded by the daily

alloM-ance of a glass of wine, or a glass of brandy or of rum

—

Ordre G6neral, No. 139. What I have called a ' glass ' is the

16th part of a litre, and the litre, expressed decimally in pint

measure, is 1.7607. The French ' gi-anune ' in the decimal frac-

tion of the pound avoirdupois = 0. 002204. There was, besides,

on the 25th of October, for the assigned piu-pose of enabling the

soldier to buy a little brandy to mix with water, a grant of tivo

ceMimes to each man—Ordre General, No. 128. The value of the

two centimes together was less than one farthing. For his 30

grammes of rice the soldier was to pay by 'stoppage,' but the

other extra allowances he was to have gratis.

Note 18.— ' Rapport,' p. 81. I put this assertion in a positive

form because its truth is established by the outbreak of the ter-

rible malady which always results from the want of suificing and

appropriate food.

Note 19.—Of course there were great numbers of soldiers

who had never made a campaign in Africa ; but even those
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failed not to bcneiit from the experience of their war-inurcJ

comrades.

Note 20.—Not, however, it is true, without putting soinctiiues

what was thought a great strain on their powers. \Vlien they

were constructing their stone-laid road from Kamiesh up to camp,

the pressure caused by that and other duties was deemed to be a

very serious matter in reference to its bearing on the health of

the soldier, and the authorities marked with anxiety that his

nights for rest were only one in two.— ' Rapport,' p. 56. Compare

this French thoughtfulness with the wild guidance offered by

London advisers who, when our poor soldiers were having but one

night of rest out offive, would have had them work so much more,

and rest so much less, as to be able to construct all at once a

stone-laid road some eight or nine miles in length ! The strain

afterwards became yet greater. ' Our men are on duty five nights

' out of six. '—Lord Raglan to Duke of Newcastle, December 26,

1854.

Note 21.—A large quarto volume, already more than once

(]uoted, called ' Rapport au Conseil de Sant6 des Armies,' par J,

G. Chenu.

Note 22.—They fail, for instance, to show how many men
died in the hosjvtals from frost-bite, or scurvy, or, in fact, from

any other malady. There are two tables (pp. 564, 565), which,

giving returns 'par maladies,' seem at first to offer the informa-

tion required ; but upon closer examination, they are found to

contain nothing more than a recapitulation of the Ambulance

Returns fused with those of four small hospitals which did not, I

believe, receive any patients from the Crimea.

Note 23.—The 'Rapport' (p. 579) states that the admissions

into hospital or ambulance, in the course of the war, were 436,144,

but the compiler adds an assurance that the real number of

wounded and" sick did not exceed 225,000 (ibid.), thus ()uietly

ascribing to the Report an error of 211,144 ! The hospital re-

turns purport to distinguish wnth care between what our statists

have called ' primary admissions, ' and those of patients trans-

ferred from other establishments, by separating the ' entr6s par
' billet ' from the ' entr6s par Evacuation

;

' and whilst putting

those last at 119,900, they enumerate the 'primary admissions'

in figures which amount to no less than 452,223 ; but the cora

piler—perhaps rightly—warns us that if we were to accept the

official account of ' primary admissions ' (even putting it, as in

the summary, at only 430,144) we should be counting tens o^

thousands of patients twice over.—Ibid. The error (if error there
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was) would seem to have been caused by treatmg as ' eiitr(js par
' billet ' patients received from on board ship who, though not

transferred from any other hospital, strictly so called, had come
nevertheless from the ambulances. To people unversed in the

medical statistics of annies, a statement showing ' admissions

'

largely in excess of strength is apt to be startling, but may never-

theless be accurate. Every ailment that puts a soldier ' off duty '

for the moment shows itself in the form of a ' hospital admission.'

Note 24.—'Kapport,' pp. 58, 69, 72, 75, 82, 89, and 91, and
this out of a strength of

—

Li October 1854, .... 45,000
November, 56,000
December, 65,000
January 1855, .... 78,000
February, 89,000
March, 95,000
April, 91,000

—Ibid.

Note 25.—Besides the andjulances and the hospitals, there

were 'regimental iufiiinaries, '— one for each regiment, with

means of receiving fifty patients in each.

Note 26.—'Kapport,' pp. 75, 82, 89, 91, and Tables, ibid.,

from p. 535 to 554.

Note 27.

—

Note shoimng how the French Bc'infwcements inter-

fered with the expedient of judging Health from the percentage of
Sick.—Sujipose the commander of the French 'Army of the East'
to be on the ' Heights before Sebastopol ' with an army of 30,000,
of whom ten per cent are in hospital, when in comes a despatch
announcing that he is reinforced by the arrival in the Dardanelles
of 15,000 fresh troops, all in a sound state of health. He there-

upon sees that tlie ratio of his sick to his strength has dropped all

at once from 10 to 7i per cent ; biit he would not of course treat

this change of percentage as showing any improvement in the
health of his troops on the Chersonese. Before any such use
could be made of percentages, it would be necessary to base them
upon very special returns, showing how many of the reinforcing

troops had not only landed in the Crimea, but fairly come under
those influences—wet, cold, fatigue, and privation—which were
fast sending men into hospital.

Note 28.—'Rapport,' p. 5/9. The number (inconsistently
with the heading of the return) includes 308 ' marins,' and 846
deaths, occurring either on board ship or in naval hospitals.
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NoTK 29.—In December and January alone the men brought
into the ambulances, because stricken with frost-bite, were 2603.—

' Rapport,' pp. 72, 75.

Note 30.—Of course the question, ' What is appropriate food ?

'

depends upon a variety of circumstances, as

—

e.g., amongst others,

upon the temperature and upon the quantity of work exacted.

The principal medical officer of the French army thus states the

cause of the scurvy afflicting Canrobert's troops :
' Les causes de

' I'invasion scorbutique sont, comme toujours, I'absence absolue
' de V(ig6taux frais, I'usage prolongs de vivres de campagne, et
' surtout I'usage de la viande saMe ; la fatigue, pas assez de repos,
' pas assez de sommeil, le froid, et I'humidit^. '—Circular of the

principal medical officer, ' Rapport,' p. 81.

Note 31.—In chronicling the medical state for December 1854,

the ' Rapport ' says, ' Le scorbut prend des proportions 6normes
' dans la flotte '— p. 71.

Note 32.— ' Dans le mois de Fevrier, le scorbut prend un d^-
' veloppement considerable, et menace d'envahir toute I'arm^e. '

—

' Rapport,' p. 81.

Note 33.—Ibid.

Note 34.—836 in March, and 963 in April, making 1799.—
' Rapport,' pp. 89, 91.

Note 35.—Ibid., p. 565.

Note 36.—If a thousand men are brought into hospital for

recognised scurvy, and five thousand more 2vho hare had the same

fare are brought in for some of the intestinal maladies, as

—

e.g.,

for dysentery, it is certain, I learn, that the five thousand, though

also afflicted by other complaints, must be more or less heavily

suffering from the effects of the scorbutic taint.

Note 37.—Of the 23,250 French soldiers disabled by scurvy, a

large proportion were men attacked in the second winter. Speaking

of the month of December 1855, the ' Rapport ' says, ' Le scorbut
' envahit I'arm^e ; le nombre quotidien des nouveaux scorbutiques
' est au moins 100 ;

' and speaking of the next month—January

1 856—it says, ' Le scorbut prend des proportions effrayaiiles, ' pp.

120, 121 ; and the expression, though strong, had its warrant,

for the numbers admitted into the ambulances durmg that one

month alone were no less than 3980. The Chief Officer of the

Council of Health reports thus on the 31st: ' Le scoi'but ne
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• laissera plus si cela continue un seul des anciens soldats du 2™^

' corps ; le nombre des scorbutiques est 6norme. ' And then fol-

lows an indication of what (as always in case of scurvy) was the

cause of the malady, ' L'alimentation est plus que mediocre.'

—

' Rapport,' p. 121.

Note 38.—In December 1856, tlie French army of the East

reached its greatest strength—viz., 145,000.

Note 39.—A general officer, despatched one night by Lord
Riiglan to Canrobert's quarters, had been so baffled by the pitchy

darkness as to have to ride vaguely till he could see a light, and
then approach it for guidance. He came upon a train of carts

each laden with naked, dead bodies, and these bodies he presently

saw shot out massively into large pits.

Note 40.— ' Rapport, pp. 75, 76.

Note 41.—Speaking of this winter time of 1854-55, the ' Rap-
' port ' says :

' Insucc6s chirurgical d6solant. ' . . .
' Diar-

' rh6es, dyssenteries, complications typhoides, et typhiques le plus
' souvent mortelles. M^me insuccte medical. Pendant les mois
' de Decembre 1854, Janvier et Fevrier 1855, les iasucces auraient
' pu Jeter les m6decins dans le d^couragement. Les soins assidus,
' les traitments les mieux indiqut's restaient impuissants. '

—
' Rap-

« port,' p. 83.

Note 42.—At the 'later period' indicated in the text, the

French authorities became greatly dissatisfied with the state of

their hospitals ; and our hospitals by that time having been
brought to a high state of perfection, they frankly came to our

people for counsel and guidance.

Note 43.—The many authorities helping to warrant this con-

clusion are well collected under the head of ' Hospitals,' sec. iv.

p. 108, to the Index to Report of Sebastopol Committee. Of
' hospitals, ' as distinct from the regimental infirmaries and from
tlie ambulances, the French army possessed first and last as many
as 23, with room for 19,182 beds.—'Rapport,' p. 103.

Note 44.— ' Our men are on duty five nights out of six, a large

'proportion of them constantly under fire.'— Lord Raglan to

Duke of Newcastle, 26th December 1854. The 46th was at one
tune on duty no less than six nights out of seven.

Note 45.—Lord Raglan always wrote with a studied modera-
tion, but did not abstain from saying that our men were ' far
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' more constantly enipldyed than was desii-able considering the

' time they should necessarily liavc for repose.'—To Secretary of

State, oOth December 1854.

NoTK 46.— ' I reckon that the strength of the French army at

' present is at least four times that of the British, and the duties

' of the " corps d'observation,"and of the troops in reserve, many
' thousands of which have recently arrived in English steamers,

' are comparatively light.'—To Duke of Newcastle, 15th January

1855.

Note 47.—See ante, chap. vi. sec. 5. ' My conviction is that I

' have gone as far as was politic in my endeavours to obtain the

' participation of the French in the occupation of the position in

' which we stand. The advantage of keeping on good terms with
' them is too obvious to require discussion. '—Ibid. There was one

obvious mode of putting pressure on the French which, however,

our Government did not adopt. ' It is to be regretted,' Lord

Raglan wrote, ' that when the Government resolved to furnish

' the French with steamers for the conveyance of reinforcements,

' they did not stipulate that the duty thrown on the British

' troops should be lessened according to the number of French
' we might carry to the Crimea.'—To Lord John Russell, 10th

February 1855.

Note 48.—DEFICIENCIES IN ISSUE OF RATIONS.*

1st Division.—Months of November and December.

Coldstream, 18th November, \ gill rum per man short of the

double ration ordered.

S. F. Guards, 3^ ounces of sugar.

2d Division.—November and December.

Meat, nearly 5^ ounces. Coffee, about l^th oz.

Rum, rather more than J gill. Sugar, about l|th oz.

3d Division.—From 1st December 1854 to 26lh January 185C

(57 days).

21 lb. meat to each man, 2 oz. rice to each maru

1 lb. biscuit do. 1 oz. coffee do,

5^ gills rum do.

4th Division.—From 1st December 1854 to 26th January 1855

9 oz. biscuit to each man. 4o oz. sugar to each man.

9 lb. 4 oz. of meat do. 8jd gills rum do.

1^ oz. coffee do. 2(j oz. rice do.

See 3d Rep. Seb. Conmi,
, p. 416 et seq.
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but I am far from wishing to mention his name invidiously, and

do not for a moment question that a like recognition was fairly

earned by other officers of the depai-tment.

NoTK 51.—By his despatch of Wetherall to Constantinople,

ante, p. 146, and Note (20) to chap. vii. et seq.

Note 52.—I believe it was only after a struggle witli the Ad-

jutant-General that Yea obtained leave thus to employ the men.

Estcourt, acting as the apportioner of the soldier's tasks, sought

to protect him from overwork, whilst Yea was seeking to protect

him from the cold.

Note 53.—Address of the Quartermaster-General, p. 149.

Note 54.—Lord Raglan to Duke of Newcastle.

Note 55.—Address of the Quartermaster-General.

Note 56.—Seb. Comm., 5th Rep., p. 24.

Note 57.—The sick were:

—

In the last week of November, . 7,677

,, ,, of December, . 9,259

,, ,> of .January,. . 12,405

—Papers, p. 16.

Note 58.—Against 13,022 on the last of January,

Note 59.—I choose this date because the subject I am treating

is that of the winter misfortunes, and the date of the 1st of No-

vember would nearly enough coincide with the beginning of the

changeful, wet, wintery weather.

Note 60.—The return giving this number does not include the

Highland Brigade, or any of the few other men who, because

stationed at Balaclava, were not ' before Sebastopol or elsewhere

' away from the Chersonese.

'

Note 61.—So early as the 13th December— not many days

after landing—the regiment had only 300 men under arms.—Lord

Raglan, Private Letter 13th December 1S54.

Note 62.—Seb. Comm. Rep., 3414.

Note 63.—Statement by Colonel Walker.
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Note 64.—Out of an original strength of more tlian a thousand,
there only, it seems, remained thirty.

Note 65.—The want of an ambulance corps had driven our
people, as we saw, to the makeshift of employing the bandsmen
to attend the sick and the wounded.

Note G6.—The instance alluded to was that of an answer given
to Lord Raglan by a soldier of the 1st Battalion of Rifles, and
that battalion was one attached to the 4th Division—the very
division that suti'ured the most.

Note 67.—The Quartermastei'-General before the Chelsea Board,

p. 171.

Note 68.—The outer coat was one thoughtfully sent him from
Vienna by Lady Westmoreland.

Note 69.

—

Note respectincj the C'ausef; ofAdmissions into Hospital,

—Exclusive of cases treated at Scutari, the troops serving in the
Crimea, from the 1st October 1854 to the 31st of March 1855,
contributed during that time 52,548 admissions into hospital,

of which only 3806 were occasioned by wounds; so that 48,742
admissions were caused exclusively by sickness.

In this number the cases of zymotic disease were :

—

Scurvy, 1 678*
Cholera,

Diarrhoea,

Dysentery,

Fevers,

Total, 36,179t
• This number, it seems, only included those cases of scurvy which

were evidenced by the characteristic sores ; and it is believed that, in a
very, very large proportion of the other admissions, the patients were
suffering from the presence of the scorbutic taint. Thus, out of the
48,742 admissions on account of sickness, there were only 12,563—not
very much more than one-fourth—which could not be classed as zymotic.

Science likes, it appears, to declare that all zymotic disease is ' pre-
' ventible,' and perhaps there may be some refined sense in which the
proposition is accurate ; but it can hardly be meant that (except of course
by foregoing their military enterprises) the French and the English
Governments could have really averted those outbreaks of cholera from
which their forces cruelly suffered. What known precautions could have
averted cholera from Canrobert's Division in the Dobrudja, or from tlie

crew of the Britannia when suddenly smitten at sea, or from the army of

Lord Raglan on the night of the '24th of September, when receiving ex-

cellent food and lying on gi'ound newly reached, amongst pleasant villas

and gardens in the lovely vale of the Balbec?

t Dr Hall's Report.

2,167
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Note 70.—Occurring witliin the period occupied by a voyage

of ouly about 300 miles, this, of course, was an enormous rate of

mortality. The average of deaths on board durmg four months

and a half was 74 per thousand. Afterwards there was a sudden,

rapid, and sustained improvement.

Note 71.—For comparison with the figiu-cs about to be stated,

it may be convenient to say that, according to the Registrar-

General's Returns for 1851, the percentage of deaths to cases

treated was :

—

In eleven London general hospitals, . . 7.6

Fever hospital, ..... 11.3

Military and naval hospitals in London, . 2.4

Note 1'2.—Papers presented to War Department.—Preface to

Section III., p. xxviii. Stated more exactly, with their appen-

dant fractions, the death-rates are: 8.5, 15.5, 17.9, 32.1, and

42.7.

Note 73.—Ibid.

Note 74.—Table in p. 320 of Paper's quoted ante.

Note 75.—Ibid. Unnumbered page following p. 12.

Note 76.

—

Note respectim/ the Description of Malady which

occasioned Deaths in Hospital.—It seems that (for reasons assigned)

the causes of deaths occurring in the Scutari Hospitals cannot be

accurately known ('Papers,' p. 34); but those elsewhere occur-

ring in hospitals which received the invalided troops of our

Crimean Army from the 1st of October 1854 to the 31st of March
1855 were as follows:

—

Out of 52,548 admissions, the deaths were 5359, of which (373

only having resulted from wounds) there were 4986 occasioned

by sickness, that is, by

—

Scurvy, ... . . 92*

Cholera, 1297

Diarrhoea, ..... 1303

Dysentery, . . = 696

Fevers, . . . . . 1137

Total, 4465t

So, out of these 4986 deaths by sickness, there were only 521—
* The l;ist-but-oiie footnote is here again .ipj)licaljli-.

t Dr Hall's Report.
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i.e., little more than one-tenth—which did not range under one or

other of the hve zymotic heads above shown.

There is reason, it seems, to believe that if the additional

thousands of deaths which occurred at Scutari could be accurately

traced to their causes, the proportion marked out as attributable

to zymotic disease would prove quite as great as the one disclosed

by the above given figures.

NOTES TO CHAPTER IX.

Note 1.—One of the expedients for masking the weakness of

our people from the enemy's penetration is thus mentioned by
Colonel Steevens: ' The detail in orders for the trench and picket
' duties was always by companies, not numerically; this was
' done, I understand, with a view to mislead the Russians about
' the actual strength of the trench guards, &c. , in case they might,
tiirough spies, procure any intelligence about the daily detail. '

—

Crimean Campaign with the Conuaught Rangers.

Note 2.—In the early days of the war, the querulous letters

from officers were so rife in England that the Duke of Newcastle
becoming indignant, and even alarmed, imparted his disgust and
anxiety to the commander abroad. Lord Raglan, in answer, ob-

ser\'ed that the same ugly symptom had disclosed itself at the
time of the Peninsular war, and ascribed it to no really dangerous
spirit of insubordination, but rather to that exercise of tiie Eng-
lishman's indefensible 'right to grumble,' which was to be ex-

pected at times when no active operations were going on. He
said their letters would not do ' any real harm,' and reinforced
the consolation thus ofiered by archly predicting that they would
be eclipsed by ' our own correspondent. '—See quotation, post,

from letter of 17th September 1854.

Note 3.—A memorable example of this almost romantic fealty

on the part of newspaper correspondents was given by Mr Henry
Stanley, the great African discoverer. Without previous warn-
ing, he suddenly found himself summoned from Spain to Paris,

and thence ordered to go off at once into the interior of Africa,

and there find Livingstone ! How brilliantly he obeyed the order,

the world knows.

Note 4.—In justice towards the great nation whieli I like to call

' English,' and sometimes refuse to call ' foreign,' I ought perhaps
io acknowledge that the extraordinary triumphs of European
journalism at the time of the Franco-German war of 1870-71 were
due, in no slight degree, to the vigour, the sagacity, and the

VOL. VII. 2 J''
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enterprise that were brought to bear on the objects from the other

side of the Atlantic. The success of that ' partnership for the

' purpose of war news ' which had been formed between one of

our London newspapers and the ' New York Tribune ' was an era

in the joui-nalism of Europe, though not in that of the United

States, where the advance had an older date, deriving from their

great civil wai-. I cannot speak of tlie ' New York Tribune

'

without thinking of one of its concpiests achieved in another

direction. Years ago, it established in London a kindly, highly-

gifted correspondent, whose charming house has done more than

the stateliest embassies could well have achieved towards dispers-

ing old, narrow prejudices, and creating and maintaining good-

will, affection, and friendship between the two great English

nations.

Note 5.—And drive them ' out of the market.'—Lord Raglan,

private letter to Duke of Newcastle, 17th September 1854.

Note 6.— 'I am afraid,' he wrote, ' that these gentlemen ' [those

he had before called ' the gentlemen of the press ']
' will circu-

' late many unfounded impressions, and exercise an undue and
' baleful influence on the public mind, however ill-informed they
' may be on the subjects which they discuss ; but what cannot be
' cured must be endured, and we must make as light of the evil

' as we can, and pursue, notwithstanding their denunciations, the
' course which we may consider [it] our duty to follow. It ap-

' pears to me that the only way to diminish the importance of

' correspondents is not to notice their reports unless, as in the

' present case, they become matters of discussion in Parliament.'

—

Private letter to Duke of Newcastle, 14th May 1854.

Note 7.—A glance back to what is said of the Commissariat in

Chapter III. will show how it was possible that a power to bestow

rations upon civilians in Lord Raglan's camp shouhl be vested in

the Treasury.

Note 8.—A Division in camp is apt to take a tone from its

chief; and (Jathcart we saw (see ante, vol. v. of Cabinet Edition)

was in a highly critical frame of mind. It was natural that after

ins death, on the 5th of November, tlic tone should for some time

continue.

Note 9.

—

[Private]
' Before Sebastopol, Novemher 13, 1854.

' My dear Dukk of Newcastle,—The perusal of the article

' in the " Times " of the 2,'^d of Octo})er, headed " The War," ob-

' ligjs me in discliarge of my duty to draw your Grace's attention
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' to the consequences that may arise from the publication of de-
' tails connected with this army. The knowledge of them must
' be invalualile to the Russians, and in the same degx-ee detri-
' mental to H. M. 's troops.

' I enclose the article itself, and a note of the principal points
' of information wliich it affords, and which probably were for-
' warded to and Iiad arrived at Scbastopol by telegraph before
' the mail of the 23d reached Headquarters.

' You will perceive that it is tliere stated that our losses from
' cholera are very great ; that the Light Division Encampment is

' kept on the alert by shot and shell which pitch into the middle
'of it ; that 40 pieces of artillery had been sent up to our park,
' and twelve tons of gunpowder safely deposited in a mill, the
' position of which is described, and which of course must be
' accurately known by the enemy ; that the Second Division had
' moved and taken ground in the vicinity of the Fourth Division,
' in which a shell had fallen with fatal effect in a tent occupied
' by some men of the 63d Regiment ; and that the French would
' have 60 heavy guns, the British Ai-my 50, and 60 more would
' be supplied by the Navy.

' The mention of the employment of red-hot shell was then
' adverted to.

' The position of the 93d is stated, as is that of the Headquarters
' of the Commander of the Forces ; likewise the possible dearth
' of round-shot, and of gabions and fascines.

' I will not fatigue you by further alluding to what is announced
* in the letter, but I will ask you whether anything more injurious
' to the interests of this Army could be effected than the publica-
' tion of such details.

' I am quite satisfied that the object of the writer is simply to
' satisfy the anxiety and curiosity, I may say, of the public, and
' to do what he considers his duty by his employers, and that it

' has never occurred to him that he is serving much more essen-
' tially the cause of the Russians, and is encouraging them to
' persevere in throwing shells into our camps, and to attempt the
' destruction of the mill where our powder is reported by him to
' Iiave been deposited ; but the innocency of his intention does
' not diminish the evil he inflicts, and something should be done
' to check so pernicious a system at once.

' I do not propose to take any violent step, though perhaps I
' should Ijc justified in doing so ; but I have requested Mr Romaine
' to endeavour to see the different correspondents of the news-
' papers and quietly point out to them the public inconvenience of
' their writings, and the necessity of greater prudence in future

;

' and I make no doubt that they will at once see that I am right
' in so warning them.

' I would request tliat you should cause a communication to 1 ft
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« made to tlu; editors of the daily press, and urge them to examine
' the letters they reoeive before they publish them, and carefully

' expunge such parts as they may consider calculated to furnish

' valuable information to the enemy.'—Lord Raglan to Duke of

Newcastle, 13th November 1854.

Note 10.—Thrse are before me; and perhaps in years past

they would have been interesting to many, but considering the

lapse of time, I refrain from publishing them.

Note 11.—It was dated the 6th of December.

Note 12.

—

[Private and CoTifideniial.]

' Before Sebastopol, January i, 1855.

' My dear Doke of Newcastle,—I deem it my duty to send

« you a copy of the "Times" newspaper of the 18th December,
• and to draw your attention to an article or rather lettei' from its

' correspondent with this army.
' I pass over the fault the wi-iter finds with evei-ything and

' everybody, however calculated his strictures may be to excite

• discontent and encourage indiscipline, but I ask you to consider

' whether the paid agent of the Emperor of Russia could better

' serve his master than does the correspondent of the paper that

' has the largest circulation in Europe. I know something of

' the kind of information which the commander of an army re-

« quires of the state and condition of the troops opposed to him,

« and I can safely say, that during the whole of the war in the

Peninsula, the Duke of Wellington was never supplied with such

• details as are to be found in the letter to which I am desirous

' of attracting your attention.

' Some time ago the correspondent stated for general informa-

• tion, and practically for that of Prince Mentschikoff, the exact

' position in which the powder for our siege batteries was depos-

' ited, and he now suggests the ease with which the ships in

• Balaclava harbour could be set on lire.

' He moreover afibrds the Russian General the satisfaction of

' knowing that our guns stick in the mud, and our horses die

' under their exertions. But as regards intelligence to the enemy,

' the mischievous parts are so obvious that I will not further

' trouble you with a recapitulation of them. It will be sufhcient

' that I mark the parts which strike me as the most obnoxious.

' I am very doubtful, now that the communications are so

' rapid, whether a British army can long be maintained in pres-

' ence of a powerful enemy, that enemy having at liis command,
' through the English jiress and from London to his Headquarters

« by telegraph, every detail that can be required of the nunil)ers,

' condition, and e(juipnient of his opponent's force.'
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Note 13.— Aftei-Mards, i.e., in 18G7, there took j)lacc an
esti'angcment which separated him from a former comrade during
a period of rather more than three years, but oddly enough in

that instance it was the Editor of the ' Times ' wlio took umbrage
at M'liat, after all, was only a mere ' return thrust.

'

Note 14.—One of the most successful feats of journalism in
this direction was performed by the ' Morning Chronicle, ' in the
days of the Free Trade Debates. The late Lord Derby one night,
or rather far on in the morning, delivered a great speech in favour
of Protection ; but when he sat down amid the cheers of his

party, there already had been written in pencil by one of his

hearers a complete ' leading article ' which dealt at the instant
with his arguments one after another. So, the early trains which
carried down into the country the great orator's speech, carried
down with them also what Free-traders declared to be its com-
plete refutation. It is known that the hearer of the speech
whose pencil so instantly answered it by the leading article was
Mr Hayward.

Note 15.—The saying was by Mr Moseley, a man believed, as

I hear, to have been the most powerful of all leading-article

writers.

Note 16.—I have heard that when thus dealing with the
* proofs ' he disclosed a severe taste, striking out a great deal of

ornament, and many of what—to the WTiters—had seemed the
best parts. By this discipline, if so one may call it, he fostered

a disposition to write in sterling, unadorned English.

Note 17.—The conductors of the ' Times ' were fully aware of

this. ' Indeed we have ever had in our eyes the fact that there
' are Russian agents and partisans in this country who peruse
' the newspapers every morning in quest of hints for their em-
' ployers, and who, by means of the telegraph, can communicate
' what they may think of any service to Berlin, and thence to
' Warsaw, before the ' Times ' is in the hands of the London
' reader. We are well aware of the fact that, dm-ing the whole
* of the war, the shortest road from Sebastopol to London, and
' consequently from London to Sebastopol, has been through St
' Petersburg.'— ' Times,' 7th December 18.54,

Note IS.—' Times,' 24th November 1854.

Note 19.—The predisposition which inclined our people to be
delighted with the ' Flank March,' and to approve the subsequent
counsels owed its origin to a healtliy, patriotic impulse much
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more worthy to be admired than bhimcd. Still, this judgment
when decisively formed, and riveted by being expressed, had of

course a strong tendency to make critics persevere in their ap-

proval of the adopted strategy, and seek elsewhere for the cause

of the winter sufferings.

Note 20.—The citations in the text are from several numbers
of the ' Times,' beginning with the one of the 23d December 1854,

and ending with that of the 1 0th February in the following year.

Note 21.—The enemy, through the 'Times,' became imme-
diately acquainted with the asjiect of things at Lord Raglan's
Headquarters. See the next note.

Note 22.— ' Nonchalance ' was what the 'Times' imputed to

the Headquarter Stafl', and certainly an air of ' nonchalance

'

harmonised well with the ' policy ' indicated in the text.

Note 23.—The warm ' wrap ' was the one that, as mentioned
in a former note, had been thoughtfully sent him frum Vienna by
Lady Westmoreland, and not being I'^nglisli in shape, it seems to

have been somewhat disguising.

Note 24.—' Times,' January 20, 1855.

Note 25.—Ibid., February 3, 1855.

Note 26.—'Times,' February 8, 1855.

Note 27.—Ibid., February 9, 1855.

Note 28.—Some may think it surprising that communications,

liowever circuitous, should be going on between any member of

a Government and the conductors of a journal opposing it, but

these things happen.

Note 29.—Besides all the numberless passages finding fault

with Lord Raglan, there may be found here and there in the
' Times ' some sentences disclosing a ivish that Lord Raglan could

be recalled, but I do not observe any really ur<jin<j the change in

set terms. What the journal said of its own language was, that

it had asked, ' more or less plainly, that he ' [Lord Raglan] ' be
' recalled.'—'Times,' February 12, 1855.

Note 30. --There used to be a somewhat general belief in camp
that, for fighting purposes, the French soldiery placed great reli-

ance on Lord Raglan ; and this belief received a signal con-
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firmation when (as will be seen in my last volume) the French

Emperor proposed to place a large body of French troops under

Lord llaglan's command ; for no such proposal could have been

thought of, if it had not been warranted by the belief men-

tioned in the text.

Note .31.
—'Times' 23d Dec. 1854.—Passages contained in

tliat and many later numbers of the journal might be regarded as

disclosing an opinion against retaining Lord Raglan in the com-

mand of the army, but these did not in direct terms advise his

recall, and the writers, speaking generally, seemed to take it for

granted that in that respect there would be no change.

Note 32.— 'Times,' 25th Jan. 1855.

Note 33.—There was nothing, for instance, more worthy of

forethought than the care of our army in the approaching winter,

and it was so early as the 8th of August (see aide, p. 2) that Lord

Raglan initiated deliberation on this subject in a private letter

to the Duke of Newcastle. Of course, all such deliberation was

liable to be turned to nought by the joint sti-ategy of the Allies,

and the fortune of the war ; but the date of the cited letter shows

that ' forethought ' at least was not wanting.

Note 34.—Many causes—including, I believe, an unusually

lengthened continuance of strong westerly winds—prevented this

wholesome measure from coming into use until a very late day,

but the Duke initiated it with such admirable promptitude as to

be able to announce the completion of his arrangements for the

purpose so early as the 2d of December. ' Mr Peto and Mr Betts,'

lie Avrites, ' have in the handsomest manner undertaken this im-

' portant task with no other condition tlian that they shall reap
' no pecuniary advantage from it. They will embark rails, en-

' giues, &c., with 300 skilled workmen, in a very few days, in

' steamers, and engage to have the railroad at work in three weeks
' after landing at Balaclava.'—Duke of Newcastle to Lord Raglan,

2d December 1854.

Note 35.—Address of Quartermaster-General, p. 171.

Note 36.—He was asking Lord Raglan to advise him upon tiie

choice of a general who, to meet the event of his being killed or

disabled, should be secretly named as his successor. Of course

to advise usefully on sucli a subject, a judgment as perfect as

mortal judgment could be was beyond measure needed ; and (be-

cause of the susceptibility of generals who might feel humiliated

by the terms of the meditated dormant commission) the subject
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was so delicate, and requii-ed sucli absolute secrecy that, to treat

it was like handling dynamite.

Note 37.—For the task of supervising and regulating the sup-

ply operations going on at Balaclava, the officers selected by Lord
Raglan were men of whom he thus writes: 'There has .always

' been an officer of the Quartermaster-General's department at
• Balaclava. For a very considei-able time there have been two,
' and these are not to be surpassed in efficiency by any officers in
' the army. Their names are Major Mackenzie and Captain Ross.
' Lieutenant-Colonel Harding, late aide-de-camp to General Pen-
' nefather, is the commandant, and capitally does he do his duty.'

—Private letter to Lord Panmure, .3d March 1855.

Note 38.—For reasons stated ante, pp. 109, 110, 'chopped
' straw,' in large quantities, could not be conveyed on board ships

;

but it is the accustomed food of horses in Turkey. As well might
a man suggest for the slaking of a traveller's thirst in the Sahara

desert that a pitcher of good Nile water had been seen in Egypt.

Note 39.—The objectors to this suggestion were the horsea

and cattle. They refused to eat the hay. Endeavours, I believe,

were made to render the sea-soaked hay less repulsive, but always

in vain.

Note 40.—There had long been planks in abundance at Bala-

clava (see ante,, pp. 124, 125), but to drag them up to camp and
convert them into houses or fuel there was needed draught power
and ' hands

'
; and it was for want of drauglit power and ' hands '

that the army languished.

Note 41.—Duke of Newcastle to Lord Raglan, 22d December
1854. I look upon that complaint as a choice specimen of the

criticism which our people were applying to the subject. If the

object had been to throw everything into confusion, the sugges-

tion would liave been excellent. The ammunition was wisely

kept on board by the special directions of Lord Raglan, as the

best way of securing it against risks of explosion.—Lord Raglan
to Duke of Newcastle, 0th January 1855.

Note 42.—Duke of Newcastle to Lord Raglan, 1st Jan. 1855.

The staff officer (General Airey) pleaded guilty to having written

three letters to ladies in England— one to his own wife, one to the

sister of an officer prostrated by illness, ' who was in great anxiety
• about her l)rother,' and another to Lady Raglan, informing her

of her Lord's state of health. The fact of the Duke of Newcastle's

having listened, without indignation, to such a statement, seem?.
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to show that the strain put upon liiin had for the moment proved
to be more than his Ijiain and nerve could bear.—Lord Raglan to

Duke of Newcastle, January 20, 1855.

Note 43.— ' I am told that the want of change of linen, and tho
' state of the I'oads, are equall}' my fault.'—Duke of Newcastle
to Lord Raglan, 2'2d December 1854.

Note 44.—'Of course at present I have to bear the whole
' blame.'—Duke of Newcastle to Loi'd Raglan, 22d December
1854. ' I shall, of course, be the first victim to popular ven-
' geance ; and the papers, assisted by the Tory and Radical
' parties have pretty well settled my fate already. '—Same to

Same, 1st January 1855.

Note 45.—Expressions contained in the Duke's letters show
that this idea was runnmg in his mind. Thus, after saying
(see last note) that he has ' to bear the whole blame,' he adds,
' but already public attention is turning to the olHcjrs in the
' camp.' And in a subsequent letter there is a similar indi-

cation.

Note 46.—This sentence alludes to the measures (see ante,

chap. vii. ) by which Lord Raglan found means to replace the vast

stores of warm clothing and other supplies wrecked and lost in

the hurricane of the 14th November.

Note 47.—General Aii-ey was so far from having omitted to

send home requisitions that, on one day— viz., the 28th of

November 1854—he sent home requisitions for, inter alia, the

following things : 100 hospital marquees, 3000 tents, 7000
camp-kettles, 2500 spades, 2500 shovels, 2500 pickaxes, 2500
felling axes, 2500 saws, 6000 nose-bags, and 3000 I'eaping-hooks

;

and, indeed, his requisitions altogether were so vast and so many
that the fact of his having been censured by a War Minister for

making no requisitions at all becomes a 'Whitehall curiosity.'

Irrespectively of these requisitions, all duly sent home to London,
his department, with the sanction of Lord Raglan, efi'ected vast

purchases at Constantinople, there obtaining, with happy jirompt-

itude, huge supplies of warm clothing, of tarpauling, and of

tools, together with 4700 camp-kettles, and numberless other
supplies. The great supplies of timber (planks and scantling)

which General Aircy obtained, were drawn from various parts of

the Levant.

Note 48.—Duke of Newcastle to Lord Raglan, 29th December
1854.—It is curious that the Duke should have been admijiister-
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ing the department many months without knowing that the

business of providing for the land - transport rested with the

Commissariat. Lord Raglan, in his reply, had to explain this

to him as though to a pupil, at the very beginning of his admin-

istrative studies.

Note 49.—We before saw (see ante, chap. v. sect. 3) that

although General Airey's requisition for three thousand tents

was made by him in November 1854, the London officials, with

all the resources of England at their command, proved unable to

meet it until the May of the following year ! Even then they

did not meet the requisition completely ; and indeed, during that

month of May 1855, I iind one of the departments corresponding

with another of the London offices on the subject of the still

continuing delays, and endeavouring to account for them.

Note 50.—I scarce think that the question can be answered

decisively by appealing to dates ; for although the quaint scheme,

as a whole, may be said to have been first propounded by the

' Times ' (on the 23d of December), the Duke of Newcastle's

letters of the 18 th and 22d show him previously taking some

steps which tended in the same direction. The Duke's impres-

sion seems to have been, that the attack upon our Headquarters

was originated by himself on the 18th, but he apparently feared

that he might be accused (though erroneously) of following the

great journal, for after speaking of the personal attacks which

the ' Times ' had made on Lord Raglan, he adds :
' I should at

' first have written publicly as well as privately, if the sudden
' outbreak of that most versatile paper had not made me anxious
' to avoid the semblance of shifting the blame from my own
' shoulders to those of others. '—Private letter to Lord Raglan,

8th Januaiy 1855.

Note 51.—On the 11th, the Duke had written complainingly

about the reported state of the camp ; but I follow his guidance

in taking the 18th as the day when what he considered his

inculpatory remarks began ; for, vn-iting in January, he places

theii- commencement 'after the middle of last month.'

Note 52.—When once put into official form, the accusations,

of course, might some day be laid before Parliament. However,

the reason for this increasingly hostile step, which the Duke
assigne<l when addressing Lord Raglan, was a wish to 'strengthen

'

his ' hands.

'

Note 53.—Private letter to Duke of Newcastle, 6th January

1855.
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Note 54. Ibid., 13th January 1855.

Note 55.—Ibid., 15th January 1855.

Note 56.—Ibid., 20th January 1855.

Note 57. — Despatch to Secretary of State, No. 164, .30th

January 1855, in answer to the official despatch. No. 202, of the
Gth of January.

Note 58.—Private letter to Duke of Newcastle, 27th January
1855.—The command of even a brigade had been so satisfactory

to General Aircy that he did not give it up without much
reluctance when Lord Raglan, on the eve of the embarkation,
pressed him (in terms which could not be worthily resisted) to

take the office of Quartermaster-General ; and, it is known that,

apart from the considerations of duty and affection which must
have prevented General Airey from yielding to the temptation,
he would have greatly preferred the command of a Division to

his office at Headquarters. The objection to the Duke's proposal

was that, however attractive to General Airey the command of a
Division would have been, he had become Lord Raglan's ' right-
' hand man,' and could not be torn from him at such a time
without evident and wanton injury to the public service, as well

as to Lord Raglan himself.

Note 59.—To Duke of Newcastle, 10th February 1855.

Note 60.—The power of a Government to act upon opinion is

more limited in England than elsewhere ; but there are matters
about which an executive must needs appear to know more than
the rest of the world ; and at a time when the journalists were
assailing Lord Raglan with great savageness and persistency, the

acquiescence of Ministers was in reality equivalent to a bitter

attack on their general.

Note 61.—Perhaps the Government might have advantage-
ously sent out to Headquarters a judicious Staff officer who,
under Lord Raglan's directions, would have sifted the number-
less complaints and criticisms, whether printed or appearing in

manuscript. In some, the winnowing officer would have found
suggestions deserving to be submitted to the chief ; whilst in

others he might have seen charges which it would be well for

the Government to answer with means furnished to it from Head-
quarters.

Note 62.—In the course of the debate Mr Disraeli said ho
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imagined that by sitting down after simply reading his motion,

the mover had adopted the best expedient for ensm-ing its

success.

Note 63.—Seb. Comm. Rep., Question 21,287 el seq.

Note 64.—The word was siege (' lay siege to Sebastopol '), and

belonged to the cluster of momentous phrases which, having

crept in with the ' redaction ' of the despatch, were unwittingly

assented to by the ' sleeping Cabinet ;
' the man was Burgoyne,

the gift; was the siege-train.

Note 65.—The position of Su- John Burgoyne, until recalled,

was that of a general officer of Engineers, instructed to advise

upon questions connected with his branch of the service.

Note 66.—The difference between the responsibility of him

who framed the despatch and of those who only assented to it

was very great, because the assenters had some right to take it

for granted that their colleague—himself a Cabinet Minister

—

would not be bringing charges against the general which were

liable to be signally refuted upon the arrival of the return mail.

Note 67.—Knowing closely one part of this Minister's career,

but still only a part, and that, too, a small, ugly part of it, I no

more make pretension to understand his true character than

would or could Sir Thomas Lucy—thinking always of the tres-

passer who invaded his park, and never of Othello or Hamlet

—

to appreciate the whole nature of Shakespeare ; and it is fair

that the judgment of personal friends long acquainted with this

rugged Minister should either weigh heavily against my unfavour-

able conclusions, or at least be accepted as testimony strongly

tending to prove that Lord Panmure was a man of higher quality

than he showed himself to be during that particular period which

began on the r2th of February 1855, and ended in the following

June.

Note 68.—In ultimately foregoing his resistance to the pro-

secution of the Parliamentary enquiry sought by Mr Roebuck's

motion. Lord Panmure no doubt acted conscientiously, and per-

haps also wisely, but certainly strength of will was not the

quality he disclosed. On the 12th of February, he wrote: 'I
' think it impossible to carry on the Government unless the
' House of Commons put down Mr Roebuck's Committee ;

' and
four of his colleagues. Sir James Graham, Mr Gladstone, Mr
Sidney Herbert, and Mr Cardwell stood so fast to tliat very

resolve that rather than abandon it they resigned (see chap, ix.
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p. 308), but Lord Panmure did not. About ten days after his

resolve of the 12th of February, he abandoned it, saying it was
' useless to resist the storm, we must try and guide it. '—Private

letter, February 23d.

Note 69.—Mr Henry Grenfell (before entering Parliament)

served under Lord Panmure as his private secretary, and is one

to whose opinion I cannot help attaching great weight. In the

following thoughtful words, he says :'...! naturally should

like that what you liave to say of my old master should do
justice to him. There is one private letter to Lord Raglan
which shows tlie exact nature of the man.* In it he describes

the reasons why he accepted the place which the Duke of New-
castle vacated. Lord Panmure was in fact a thorough gentle-

man, violent, absolute, and strong-willed. Very impatient of

contradiction, and conscious of the disadvantages under which
he laboured from a want of polish which his antecedents pre-

vented him from attaining, and which was possessed by all those

among whom he sat, he still was in heart and conduct a homo
rjenerosus. As to his mind, you may judge from his despatches.

He had, I believe, found his want of education early in life, and
set himself to cure it by living at Edinburgh for the purpose

of improving himself after he left the army. . . . As to his

power of work when he had not the gout, it was unlimited. He
rose early, worked at home till two, came to the office, where
he staid as long as any one could stay with him, and then went
home to a light dinner, and worked till two or three in the

morning. Whatever he did, he did with his might. But of

epigrams, verses, sentiment, or light accomplisliments, he knew
nothing and cared less.'

Note 70.—In one instance known to me, a sagacious physician

inferred the access of gout from signs of mental disturbance, and
within a few weeks, the accuracy of his diagnosis was jiroved

;

for the malady breaking out visibly assailed one of the sufferer's

limbs. The mental disturbance then ceased, and did not return.

The mental disturbance thus caused is not necessarily accom-
panied by any delusion, and may show itself only in an access of

morbid energy, ill directed and ill controlled by the judgment.

Note 71.—Of the soundness of tliis very plain negative I hold

decisive proof ; for first, I see Lord Panmui-e writing :
' I cannot

' find that your lordship has been in the habit of keeping H.M. 's

' Government acquainted in a clear and succinct manner with
' the operations in which you are engaged, the progress which

* I believe the private letter above alluded to is the one of the 12th
of Feb. 1855 from which I liavo quoted at pp. 298, 299.
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' you have made in them, and the results likely to attend them

;

' your notices of the condition of your army are brief and unsatis-

' factory, and convey little more than is to be gathered from the
' gloomy character of the " morning states

;
" ' and secondly,

.having before me the two folio volumes comprising Lord Raglan's

despatches and private letters to the Duke of Newcastle, I per-

ceive them to be abounding—richly, largely abounding—in that

very information which Lord Panmure says he ' cannot iind. ' It

follows that, as stated above. Lord Panmure did not carefully

read, did not master the papers in question. I think that, pro-

bably, the explanation of this extraordinary neglect is as follows

:

For enlightenment upon some special subjects recently brought

under discussion in the Cabinet, selected portions of Lord Rag-
lan's correspondence had been confidentially printed ; and Lord
Panmure perhaps looked at those printed portions only under an
impression that they comprised all the material part of the

correspondence, and that the rest of the despatches and letters

were not worth reading. But whatever the cause, we know with

actual certainty that he had at his command a most admirable,

clear, and complete repertory of information, and unhappily

omitted to master it.

Note 72.—He, with some naivet4, avows this (see post) in his

despatch of the 19th March.

Note 73.—Lord Panmure himself says that the Department
was momentarily expecting the despatch evoked by the Duke of

Newcastle's demand of the 6th of January.

Note 74.—Private letter to Lord Raglan, 12th February 1855.

Note 75.—Lest it be said that, because not published, the

despatch could scarcely have served for any hoodwinking pur-

pose, I must remind the reader that there was nothing to prevent

the tenor of it from being confidentially imparted to an editor

;

and besides, whenever convenient, the Government could publish

the despatch.

Note 76.—After speaking of conditions affecting the health of

our army in the spring and the summer of the previous year

Lord Raglan showed how the sickness afflicting it began at Galli-

poll, continued at Scutari, became suddenly virulent in Bulgaria,

pursued our troops over the sea, and went on committing its

ravages throughout the field operations which preceded the siege

of Sebastopol ; and then wrote :

—

' From the end of September, when the siege operations coin-

' menced, to the present time, the troops have been fully and
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constantly occupied, and though, as the sick increased, and the

number of men in the ranks diminished, the force in the trenches

was deci'eased, yet it was impossible, without abandoning the

enterprise, and placing the army in extreme danger, to release

the troops from the obligation of performing this harassing duty

;

and, I believe, I incuri'ed some risk in allowing the working and
covering parties to be so reduced. Whilst the divisions on the

ridge were so engaged, the force left in the valley was busily

employed in the throwing up works of defence, and furnishing

fatigue parties for Balaclava ; and I can distmctly assert that

there was no British soldier who had not as much as he could

and more than he ought under ordinary circumstances to have
been called upon to do.

' The bad weather commenced about the 10th November, and
has continued ever since. A winter campaign is under no
circumstances child's play ; but here, where the troops had no
cantonments to take shelter in, where large bodies were col-

lected in one spot, and where the want of sufficient fuel soon
made itself felt, it told with the greatest severity upon the

health, not of the British alone, but of the French and Turkish
troops.

' I sent the Duke of Newcastle a paper upon this climate on
the 23d of October, and in that document will be found the

statement of a gentleman who had resided in the Crimea thirteen

years, that the inhabitants, as well as the Russian troops, are

obliged to take evei-y precaution for the preservation of their

lives in the severe mouths of the winter ; and I, quoting his

opinion in my letter of the 23d of October, state that "our
" troops could not during that period remain under canvas,
" even with great and constant fii-es ; and the country hardly
" produces wood enough to cook men's food."

' To the severity of the winter the whole army can bear ample
testimony. The troops have felt it in all its intensity ; and
when it is considered that they have been under canvas from
ten to twelve months—that they had no other shelter from the
sun in summer, and no other protection from wet and snow,
cold and tempestuous winds, such as have scarcely been known
even in this climate, in winter—and that they passed from a
life of total inactivity, already assailed by deadly disease, to one
of the greatest possible exertion,—it cannot be a matter of sur-

prise that a fearful sickness has prevailed throughout their

ranks, and that the men still suffer from it, although I may
venture to feel some confidence in a somewhat less degree.
What I have above stated did not check the eagerness of her
Majesty's Government for the expedition. So far from it,

indeed some impatience was expressed that, when I wrote to

the Muiister of War on the 14th August, I was not enabled to
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name the flay on which it would take its dejmrture from the

coast of Bulgaria.
' The enterprise accordingly took place, and it will suffice to

say that the landing was effected without opposition, that the

battle of the Alma was gained, and the march to Balaclava

accomplished in the space of twelve days. The investment of

the place on the south side was immediately proceeded with,

and all the infantry of the army was employed upon it, with

the exception of one battalion.

' In the siege of Sebastopol the British army is still engaged in

co-operation with that of France.
' Could I withdraw the troops under my command from the

undertaking, leaving the French to continue it alone? What
would her Majesty have said ? What would have been the

feeling of the country if I had announced that I found it neces-

sary to make such a sacrifice, and to risk the continuance of

the alliance which has been so happily established between

England and France, after ages of strife and rivalry ? And if

T had determined upon such a step, could I have acted upon it ?

liad T ships to carry off the troops and their material ? Had I

cant.onments to put them in, and to provide them with rest

and shelter? No such thing. I therefore had but one course

to pursue—to persevere through good report and evil report,

and to endeavour to overcome the diliiculties by which I was
surrounded by every possible exertion. This has been the con-

stant and unremitting object and study of my life during the

dreary months that have passed since the winter set in ; and if

•the efforts I have made have not been successful, or at least

have not been appreciated, I have only to regret that the result

has been so little in accordance with my anxious wishes.

' I have kept her Majesty's Government as accurately informed

of the operations of the army as was possible under the circum-

stances, as my despatches and letters to the Duke of Newcastle

will show. Latterly there has been little to report. The

repair of a battery, the attempt to clear the trenches of snow

or mud, are almost all I could have announced. The sickness

of the army was too clearly shown in the Morning State, which

I have been in the habit of transmitting ; and, moreover, the

weekly return of sick, which the Inspector-General has for-

warded under instructions from the Duke of Newcastle, affords

as much detail upon this painfully interesting subject as I could

supply.
' If tlie Government, on receiving the announcement that the

expedition was determined upon, had at once sent out reinforce-

ments, it is probable that I might have been able to employ a

considerable body of men in converting the track which leads to

and along this ridge into a stoned road before the weather
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broke up ; but the number required to effect so extensive and
' serious a work would liave been very great, and I had not an
' English soldier to apply to such a purpose, however important.
' Some time before the bad weather set in, a survey of the road
* was ordered leading from Balaclava, and as many Turks as
' were available were employed in its repair ; but their labour
' was not very efficient, and it was not possible to employ them
' beyond Kadikoi, from whence it has been carried on by the
' French troops under General Vinoy, nearly to the heights.
' No time has been lost in pi'oviding the troops with warm
' clothing, since any poi'tion of it an-ived at Balaclava ; and the
' moment I learnt that the Prince was wrecked, I sent a most
' intelligent officer to Constantinople to obtam all he could pro-
' cure, and his mission was successfully fulfilled. The men
' received the clothing as soon as it could be brought up, and
' they are now, and have been for some time, most abundantly
* supplied. I have already sent your lordship a return of what
' lias been issued since the 17th November. Winter boots are
' tlie only deficiencies, and they are issued as they arrive.

' I have called for a statement of the want of medical stores,
' and I will transmit to you Dr Hall's report upon that point as
' soon as I receive it.

' I have obtained fresh vegetables from almost every quarter.
' I have visited the camps as frequently as the constant busi-

' ness in which I am engaged, and which occupies me throughout
' the day and a part of the night, will permit ; and though I
' have made no note of those visits, I find from one of my aides-
' de-camp, who keeps a journal, and who frequently, though not
' always, attends me, that he has accompanied me in my rides
' above forty times in the last two mouths.*

' A ride is not taken for pleasure on this ridge and in this
' weather, and I have not had tinae to visit the monastery, the
' only spot worth seeing in the whole of the position.

' Your lordship has not hesitated to apply to me the charge
' that I know nothing of the condition of the army, and that the
* Staff is equally ignorant of it. My lord, I do not deserve this
' reproach, and, in justice to myself, I have to request you to be
' so good as to name tlie person who has uttered the slander.
' The Staff are equally innocent of it. In my despatch of the
' 30th January, I have fully stated my opinion of Major-General
' Airey. I adhere to that opinion, and in expressing my sense of
' his services, I deem it due to him to state that they were con-
' tinned when lie was suffering under severe illness, which he
' caught in the execution of his duty on a wet and tempestuous
' night.

* The aiJe-df-caiup referred to hy liOrd Raglan was Colonel Nigel
Kingscote.

VOL. VII. 2 G
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' Your lordship is doubtless in a position to dispense with the

services of this or any other Staff officer, but you will permit

me to obsei've that I cannot in fairness be called upon to with-

draw my confidence from, or alter my opinion of, officers whom
I hold in the highest estimation, and with whom I have always

expressed myself fully satisfied. If I am deprived of the

assistance of General Au-ey, I shall have a serious loss inflicted

upon me, and the army will be deprived of a most able, active,

and zealous officer, and it will be difficult to find a successor ui

all respects so efficient, and so worthy of my confidence.

' The duties of General Estcourt are less intricate, and do not

bring him quite so constantly under my notice, but he merits

the expression of my approbation.
' I will direct the reports your lordship requires to be fur-

nished by the Generals of Division and Brigade, and will take

steps to form a corps of scavengers. But your lordship is

doubtless aware that this ridge is occupied by many thousands

besides those composing the British army, and that the cleaning

the camp of the latter will do little to get rid of the ordures

which cover its surface. Having now replied to the several

points in your despatch, I must be permitted before I close this

to express the pain, mortification, and, I might add, surprise

with which the abuse that has been unscrupulously lavished

upon me by unavowed and irresponsible parties has been enter-

tained by your lordship and your predecessor.
' My lord, I have passed a life of honour. I have served the

Crown for above fifty yeai-s. I have for the greater portion of

that time been connected with the business of the army. I

have served under the gi-eatest man of the age more than half

my life, have enjoyed his confidence, and have, I am proud to

say, been ever regarded by him as a man of truth and some
judgment as to the qualifications of officers, and yet, having

been placed in the most difficult position in which an officer

was ever called upon to serve, and having successfully carried out

difficult opei'ations, with the entire approbation of the Queen,

which is now my only solace, I am charged with every species

of neglect, and the opinion, which it was my solemn duty to

give of the merits of officers, and the assertions which I have

made in support of it, are set at naught, and your lordship is

satisfied that your irresponsible informants are more worthy of

credit than I am.
' Your lordship informs me at the same time, that the Govern-

ment looks to me for a vigilant and vigorous administration of

every department, and my zealous co-operation in all measures,

whether witliin the strict routine of departmental etiquette or

not, which may be taken to recover the Iiealtli or efficiency of

her Majesty's troops.
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' Upon this I can only say that my zeal and vigilance have
' never slackened, and I am wholly at a losa to conceive to what
' your lordship alludes in speaking of the strict routine of depart-
' mental etiquette. I have never heard the word mentioned, nor
' has any question in allusion to it been brought under my notice.*

' Tiiere has always been an officer of the Quartermaster-Gen-
* eral's staff at Balaclava. For a very considerable time there
' have been two, and these are not to be surpassed in efficiency

' by any officers in the army. Their names are Major Mackenzie
' and Captain Ross.f Lieutenant-Colonel Harding, late aide-de-
' camp to General Pcnnefather, is the commandant, and capitally
' does he do his duty. ' +

Note 77.-—I say ' not intelligently,' because, though informed

that the construction of a road had been prevented by want of

'hands,' he continued to 'harp' on the subject without even

attempting to show how ' hands ' for the work could have been
found.

Note 78.— 'I have never doubted your deep pei-sonal anxiety
' for the safety and wellbeing of your army : all that I mean to

' say is, that while asserting your constant and uni'emitting study
' during the dreary months of winter, to overcome your difficulties,

' you have never furnished the Government with any details of

' your arrangements, so as to enable them to support you against
' those who taxed you with indifference to, and ignorance of, the
' real condition of your troops

' It is with 2)leasure that I learn your frequent visits to the
' different parts of the camp, as it enables me now to contradict
' the oft-repeated assertions to the contrary, on the authority of

' your own word, which I hold to be irrefragable.

* Despatch to the Secretary of State, 3d March 1855.

f The well-known excellence of the subordinate officers serving in the
Quartermaster-General's Department was not mere good fortune, but
ou the contrary, resulted from the wise measures taken by General
Airey. In anticipation of vacancies, he called upon the generals of

divisions to send him in the names of officers who might consider them-
selves qualified for the Qnartei-master-General's Department, with speci-

mens of their work in military surveying. He then used to see the
officers themselves, in order to judge of their general ability, and be-
sides, caused each of them to furnish him with a sketch and a military
report illustrating and describing some particular tract of ground which
he selected for the purpose. By these means he learnt beforehand who
would be the fittest men for tlie dej)artment, and was ready, when a
vacancy occurred, to make his recommendation upon thoroughly satis-

factory grounds. It was almost always by these recommendations that
Lord Raglan governed his choice.—Address of General Airey before the
Chelsea Board of Inquiry, p. 55.

X Letter marked confidential, March 3, 1855.
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' You appear to be much offended with that sentence in my
' despatch in wliich I state that " your Start' seem to have known
' "as little as yourself of the condition of your gallant men."
' You say that you do not deserve this reproach. I rejoice to

' find tliat such is the case ; but you never .so informed the Duke
' of Newcastle or myself before, and how could we know the real

' facts of your case ?
*

' Assertions, based on the fullest confidence in your good feeling
' and discretion, were the only weapons left us to contend with
' positive, and apparently strongly fortified, averments. Can you
' be sur^jrised that we required something more ?

' You a.sk me for the name of your slanderer. I will only say
' that my information has not been derived from the columns of

' the " Times," but from eyewitnesses of the scenes by which you
' have been surrounded, but whom it would be a base breach of

' confidence in me to betray.
' You seem to forget my position, and consider me as bound

' solely to defend you against all assailants. I have a duty to
' discharge to the army, for which the country holds me strictly

' responsible. If I am told that it starves amidst the means of

' obtaining supplies—that it continues to empty its ranks into its

' hospitals, and finds no medicines by which its diseases can be
' alleviated—I cannot turn a deaf car to such startling complaints,
' nor should you take offence when I shall call your attention to
' them, and require that they should be fully explained

' And now I hasten to the conclusion of your despatch, in

' which you give expression to the pain, mortification, and sur-

' prise at the manner in which my predecessor and myself have
' entertained all the abuse whicii has been so lavishly poured
' upon you.

' This is not so. It is my firm belief that, had my prede-
' cesser taken this line—had he exhibited less of magnanimity
' [in showing t] in personally confronting the storm of popular
' indignation— that storm would have rolled more heavily upon
' you.

' For myself, you need not doubt my readiness to defend you
' amid the trials and difficulties of your arduous career ; but I
' must have your confidence—I must know from yourself the
' dark as well as the bright shades of the scenes in which you
' move— I must be enabled to fight your battles even against
' invisible and anonymous foes ; and if you arm me with this

* This is surely a wouiierful jiaragnipli to liave been written 1)y a
Secretary of State. It apparently animuits to this :

' How could we
' help lielieving you to be a guilty and wicked deliuiiuent when you
' never said you were not ?

'

t Sic in original; but ap]iarently the writer meant to have struck out
the two words I liave placed within brackets.
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' power, you may look for all the support which a minister can
' give to a general.

' One word more : I trust that this very painful correspondence
' is done. Why, my lord, do you refer to your life of honour

—

' of which you may be justly proud—and the regard for your
' truth, which was entertained by the greatest man of the age?

' Is there a sentence in my despatch that calls in question
' either the one or the other ? If so, I extract * it at once.

' But surely I may be permitted to question your judgment
' without impugning your truth or your honour ? both of which,
' be assured, are as precious in my eyes, and in those of yonr
' countrymen, as they can be in'your own.' t

Note 79.—Report, dated Headquarters in the Crimea, 2Gth

April 1855.

Note SO.—Private letter, 1st June 1855.

Note 81.—I believe that soon after their accej^tance of office,

they became j^ained at the thought of having separated themselves

from their old chief. Lord Aberdeen, and the more so because,

like him, they were more anxious than Lord Palmerston seemed
to bo for the restoration of peace. Feelings of this kind contrib-

uted perhaps more or less to their resolve ; and with Sir James
Graham, in particular, that was certainly the case.

Note 82.—His determination to take that course caused, as we
saw, the secession of the four ' Peelite ' members of his Cabinet.

See ante, p. 308.

Note 83.—To some, unless I mistake, he spoke much more
pointedly, saying that the Constitution was on its trial.

Note 84.—A good instance of this might be found by referring

to the opening of Parliament in 1864, and to the week which
preceded it. The change in such cases does not generally await
the actual opening of Parliament, but takes place a few days
before, when members begin to meet, and compare their im-

pressions.

Note 85.—Even now, in 1880, the question is still awaiting
solution ; see Lord Melgund's interesting and suggestive article

in the ' Nineteenth Century ' for March 1 880.

Note 86.—This subject is amusingly and conclusively dealt

* Sic in orighial ; but of course tlie word meant was ' retract.'

f Despatch from Lord Panniure, 19tli March 1855.
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with in the third vohune of Sir Theodore Martin's ' Life of the

Prince Consort.'

Note 87.—The exception mentioned in the text wiis a very

great one, including, of course, Lord Raglan and all the officers

of the army and navy then engaged in the East, and besides, the

Commissary-General, Mr Filder, whose testimony could not but

be of great importance. Under such conditions it was impossible

for the Committee to deal with their subject completely ; but at

least they might make diligent use of the testimony within their

reach, and this they did.

Note 88.—The report incorporated some sentences taken (with

alterations) from Mr Roebuck's rejected draught, and also some
taken from Mr Drummond's ; but the main body of the adopted

report owed its source to Lord Seymour.

Note 89.—By saying this much of the report (which is of great

length) I trust I sufficiently dispense myself from the necessity

of fully stating its contents. With the excejitions above indi-

cated, the conclusions I have reached are so far in general accord

with the completed parts of the report that, if I were to give it

in full, or even to give an abstract of it, I should be repeating

much of what is contained in former chapters. The finding of

the Committee is in its Fifth Report. By ' completed parts of

' the report,' I mean those on which the Committee could deci-

sively report without the aid of the then absent witnesses.

Note 90.—This paragraph did not form part of the chairman's

rejected draught, but was afterwards proposed by him and adopted
upon a division by his casting vote. Lord Seymour voted against

it. The Committee on this occasion resisted Lord Seymour's
guidance, and in doing so at once went astray. It was not from

any administrative oversight, but by the peremptory exigencies

of their own strategy that the Allies were prevented from going

into 'winter quarters.' Where the Duke of Newcastle erred I

have freely shown ; but the Committee ought not to have blamed
him for omitting to jirepare ' winter quarters,' or failing to pro-

vide beforehand for so strange a contingency as that of the Allied

ai'mies placing themselves in duress upon the top of a barren hill.

We, however, saw plainly (see ante, p. 109 et scq.) that, in matter

of foi'age, the ' administration ' between them were answerable
for an error of judgment hugely pregnant witli mischief.

Note 91.—This jmragraph was based in part upon one proposed
by the chairman. The Committee struck out his vitupei'ative

words, and adopted the other parts of his sentence.
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Note 92.—Tliis well-conceived sentence was by the hand wliich

framed the great bulk of the report—that is, the hand of Lord

Seymour.

Note 93.—Large portions of the voluminous reports presented

by the ' Sebastopol Committee ' dealt with this subject, and be-

sides—though not until April—there came in the report of the

Commission which had been enquiring into our army hospital

management, followed, after a while, by the report of the ' Sani-

' tary Commissioners.'

Note 94. •— For their instructions, see ante, pp. 284, 285.

They omitted to take with them a shorthand writer, and the

evidence they elicited had to be recorded by ' condensed ' minutes.

It is true that (with one accidental exception) each officer had an

opportunity of correcting his evidence ; yet few, I suppose, would

deny that such documents as these ' condensed minutes ' were ill

fitted for the purpose of proof.

Note 95.—These strictures were upon the following subjects:

Rations, vegetables, lime-juice, fresh bread, tea, green coffee, rice,

fuel, land-transport, and forage,—for more complete particulars

of which see the Chelsea Board Report, pp. xx. to xxix.

Note 96.—Report, pp. 18 and 23, and see ante, the note, No. 16

to chap, v., in which the words of their report on this subject are

given. Li another sentence, the two Commissioners reported

that ' the demand for the services of the troops in the trenches,

' and for other military duties, was such that they could not be
' spared for other purposes.'—Rep., p. 33.

Note 97.—The Commissioners signed a report at Constantinople

which, though purporting (with one specified exception) to be a

completion of their labours, was said by Colonel TuUoch to have

been only ' preliminary,' and the ' final report '—signed in London

in January 1856—was the one mainly in question.

Note 98.—The ' animadversions ' applying to Lord Lucan, Lord

Cardigan, and General Airey, were criticisms upon these subjects :

care and shelter for horses, store-issues, tents, hutting, camp and

other equipments,—for full account of which see Report of the

Chelsea Board, pp. ii. to xv. The ' animadversions ' on Colonel

Gordon raised disputes with him which were in great measure

about words, and need not be here detailed ; but they are fully

stated and dealt with in the Report, pp. xv. to xix. Colonel

TuUoch denied that the Report contained any ' animadversions
'
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(Clielsea Rep.
, p. 53) ; but did not, appaicutly, mean that it con

taiued no unfavourable criticisms.

Note 99.—General Airey was Quartermaster- General, and

Colonel Gordon Deputy Quartermaster-General.

Note 100.— Lord Cardigan did not, like the other four oilicers,

demand an enquiry (Chelsea Board Rep., p. vii.), but in the same

way as they did, he used the opportunity of defending his

conduct.

Note 101.—The Board, as ultimately constituted, was formed

by General Sir Alexander Woodford, President, General Earl

Beauchamp, General Sir George Berkeley, Lieut. -General Sir John

Bell, Lieut. -General Sir Wm. Rowan, Lieut. -General KnoUys, and

Major-General Peel. The assistance of General Peel could not

but be of great value, for he had served upon the Sebastopol

Committee, and taken an active part in its labours.

Note 102.—The daughter of one of the generals present on

duty was then in the ' reign '—the early ' reign '—of her beauty.

Note 103.—The practice of putting each question through the

Judge Advocate, and thus putting it in effect twice over, became

after a while so tiresome that civilians could hardly endure so

irksome a trial of patience.

Note 104.— 'It is only by virtue of the opposition which it

' has surmounted that any truth can stand in the human mind. '

—

Essay by Dr Temple, the present Bishop of Exeter.

Note 105.—Report of Chelsea Board, pp. ii. to xxix.

Note 106.—Same Report, p. xiv.

Note 107.—Because at that time the war was still raging, and
the General officers in question, as avcU as Mr Filder, were en-

gaged in the campaign.

Note 108.—Amongst other witnesses examined by the Board

was Admiral Sir Edmund Lyons, and many circumstances com-

bined to make his testimony peculiarly valuable. The closes*

confidence had subsisted between him and Lord Raglan.

Note 109.—The Assistant Secretary of the Treasury. The
Paper, dated 15th April ']856, and Idling eight folio pages,

grapples closely with Mr Filder's statements.
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Note 110.—Report, pp. xxvi. to xxx. In my condensation of

this part of thu Report, I have fortunately been able to follow

pretty closely the language of the Treasury.—Treasury Memor-
andum, p. 4. The Board, after reporting its opinion, did not
advise that anything should be 'done thereon,' Rep., p. xxx.;

and apparently there was no apt recommendation on the subject

of the Commissariat which the General Officers could well make,
because they had been in that respect forestalled by the change
of the previous year—a change which had alreadi/ withdrawn
the direction of the Commissariat from the Treasury, and entrusted

it to the War Department. The Board did not go into motives

showing whi/ the Treasury omitted to comply fully and at once

with Mr Filder's demands ; but I may here remind the reader

that, by aid of the Treasury Memorandum of the 2d of February
1857, I was enabled to carry the enquiry a little higher, and
show that the hesitation of the Treasury in complying with the

demands for forage was caused by what proved to be a mistaken
use of the judgment, but still by an anxious—a too anxious

—

care for the interests of the public service.—See ante, p. 110
et seq.

Note 111.—Upon finding that the blame had been judicially

laid on the Treasury, the two pirincipal functionaries of the

Department—that is, the First Lord, and the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, then Lord Palmerston, and Sir George Lewis, called

upon Sir Charles Trevelyan, as one who was ' cognisant ' of the

matter in question, to furnish the additional explanations which
appeared, as they said, to be demanded by the finding of the

Chelsea tribunal ; and Sir Charles did not fail to supply the

statement required, doing this with great elaboration, and, as

may well be supposed, with much ability. This statement of

his, dated the 2d of February 1857, occupied 75 folio pages of

print, and was laid before Parliament ; but no further step in

the matter was taken by either the Treasury or any other De-
partment, and, accordingly, the word ' acquiesced ' is rightly

used in the text. The acts of the Treasury functionaries men-
tioned in this note were only acts ' inter se.

'

After the judgment pronounced by the Chelsea Board, there

was so little desire to aggravate the discomfiture it inflicted on
Sir John M'Neil and Colonel Tulloch, or to mtercept the reward
of their labours, that a motion in the Commons for an address to

the Crown praying the Queen to confer some mark of distinction

upon the two Commissioners in recognition of their services was
allowed to pass unanimously. Sir John M'Neil was accordingly
made a Privy Councillor, and Colonel Tulloch a Knight of the
Bath.
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NoTK 112.—The Talavera campaign was a victory followed at

once by a retreat, by the abandonment of Spain, and by the loss,

from privation and misery, of huge numbers of our troops, and
besides, of horses and mules. Wellesley's transport-power broke

down so utterly from Avant of forage that he had to leave his

wounded in the hands of the enemy, and to give away (to the

Spaniards) not only a main part of his reserve ammunition, but

the guns he had taken from the enemy. During a period of

thirty-one days, our troops had only ten full rations, and that
' full ration ' consisted mainly of wheat in the grain. The troops

in great numbers fell sick, went into hospital, and died from ' want
' of necessary succoui's. ' From dysentery alone there died 5000
men. When our army regained the Portuguese frontier, it was
' almost bereft of baggage and ammunition. '—Napier, vol. ii. p.

421 et scq. A more complete administrative collapse could hardly

be conceived, and yet the man who had personally organised the

preparations for that campaign was no other than the English

commander. If the ' Times ' of that day had been manned as it

was in the January and February of 1855, and connected with

our Peninsular army by swift and regular means of communica-
tion, how triumphantly it would have proved the imbecility of

—Sir Arthur Wellesley !

Note 113.—To make the fulfilment of this condition advan-

tageous, the well-ordered War Department presupposed to exist

would be one taking care to have ample machinery ready for

welcoming, for sorting and weighing the many statements ad-

dressed to it. Superimposed upon an Office unprepared for the

task, such a toil would of course be intolerably worrying, but

might be easily mastered, if entrusted to a sub-department well

organised, and well manned for tlie purpose. Of course, such a

sub-department would have to be equipped with a good many
waste-^iaper baskets ; but the tone of its Staff should be that of

men thinking more of the grain they might find and preserve than

of the chaff to be winnowed away. Amongst the many advan-

tages resulting from a sub-department conducted in this spirit,

one would be the establishment of a better understanding than

now exists between tlie transactor.s of public business, and the

people at large.

NOTES TO CHAPTER X.

Note 1.—Tlie rapidity with which troops could be despatched

from France or Algeria depended, of course, upon means of sea-

transport, and they necessarily arrived by degrees ; but in the

early stage of the conflict, General Canrobert was able to state
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tluat the aggregate of the reinforcements he expected was no less

than 200,000.

Note 2.—Lord Raglan to Lord Panmure, 3d March 1855. On
that day, the French part of the road had reached ' nearly ' to

the point above indicated.

Note 3.—Lord Raglan to Lord Panmure, 3d March 1855.

Note 4.—Writing to Lord Raglan on the 2d of December

1854, the Duke said :— ' They ' [Mr Peto and Mr Betts] ' have in

' the handsomest manner undertaken this important task, with
* no other condition than that they shall reap no pecuniary

' advantage from it. They will embark rails, engines, &c. ,
with

' 300 skilled workmen, in a very few days, in steamers, and
' engage to have the railroad at work in three weels after landing

' at Balaclava. All the assistance they will require from the

• army will be rations, and a few Turks or others to aid in un-

' skilled labour.

'

Note 5.—Despatch of that date from Lord Raglan to Secretary

of State.

Note 6.—Despatch, 31st March 1855, from Lord Raglan to

Secretary of State.

Note 7.—I suppose it mtist have been in that direction that

the thoughts of the Duke of Wellington were running, when he

laid it down that ' England could not have a small war.

'

Note 8.—Lord Raglan to Lord John Russell, Feb. 10, 1855.

Note 9.—What Lord Raglan had urged was that the French

should relieve our troops in tlic trenches one night in three, but

Canrobert rejecting that proposal, substituted for it the plan of

relief above stated.— Lord Raglan to Secretary of State. Secret.

Jan. 13 and 23, 1855.

Note 10.— ' The position of our troops is greatly improved by
' being relieved of part of the harassing duties they have had
' imposed upon them ; but speaking confidentially, I am of

opinion, notwithstanding what General Canrobert says, that

* more might have been done, considering that the French army
' consists of from 60,000 to 70,000 men.'—Lord Raglan to Lord

John Russell, Feb. 10, 1855.

Note 11.—That is, upon the supposition that the soldier had
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every week two iiiglita in bed.—To Secretary of State. Secret,

Jan. '_>3, 1855.

Note 12.—Lord llaglan. Despatch of that date to Secretary

of State.

Note 13.—Do. Despatch of IStli December.

Note 14.—Quartermaster-Generars Address, pp. 154 and 236,

and references there given.

Note 15.—Lord Raglan to Secretary of State. Despatch 13tli

January 1855.

Note 16.—The Quartermaster-Generars measures for collectmg

these materials began on the 8th of November, and soon resulted

in his obtaining from neighbouring countries 46,345 boards and
planks, and 11,697 pieces of scantling. The materials sent out

from England were additional to these.

Note 17.—Lord Raglan to Secretary of State, 13th January
1855. The materials composing each hut weighed two tons and
a half.—Ibid.

Note 18.—I might almost have said until two winters had
passed, for the task of placing our whole army under huts was
not completed until the end of January in the year 1856

—

that is, about fifteen months after the time when the efibrt

Note 19.—To Secretary of State, Jan. 23, 1855.

Note 20.—From 22d Januaiy to 22d February, both inclusive,

the numbers in hospital at the end of the successive weeks were

12,405, 13,022, 13,257, 13,594, 13,040. — Adjutant General'*

Returns.

Note 21.—With his knowledge of the state of the Sick List,

he owned himself surprised by this apparent healthfulness of tlic

men on duty.

Note 22.—The Sarnia and the Pioneer. The cargoes on board

these two steamers, and on board the Erminia (all three of these

vessels reached Balaclava within iifteen days of the same time),

comprised altogether about 1000 tons ; and these were ready for

distribution, besides some portions of the 30 tons before sent out

on board Mr William Lyon's yaclit the Fairy.
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Note 23.—An account of the tilings sent is given in the Report

of the Committee.

NoTK 24.—To the means of transport thus provided by the

Committee, Tower and Egerton, having touched at Malta, added

two Maltese cai'ts and sets of hai-ness, which proved to be of

great service. They also most thoughtfully—as though foresee-

ing scurvy—brought from Malta a large quantity of oranges.

Note 25.—Were at least causing ' various difficulties.'—Rep.,

p. 29.

Note 26.—The efforts to hire workmen had been made in

various quarters ; but at a time when our people were looking out

more especially for the arrival of some men from Croatia, the

importation of Asiatics took place, and the labourers who thus

really came received the designation intended for those who had

been expected to come. Apparently that was the way in which

the misnomer obtained.

Note 27.—In reference to Tower's vast energies, and his invet-

erate habit of taking thought for the morrow, it was said of him
that if he had been a member of the Government at the time of

the war, he would have destroyed all repose in Whitehall, and

tormented his colleagues to death ; but that still at that cost—

a

cost cheerfully borne by our people—he would have saved the

army from want.

Note 28.—Report of the Committee with appended thereto

the Report of Tower and Egerton, dated August 6, 1855.

Note 29.—For, although the cost of stores, freight insurance,

shipping expenses, wharfage, and packing was altogether £19,794,

18s. 7d., and although the goods distributed are believed to have

been of the value of about £60,000, the expenses of the Honorary

Agency, including the purchase of twenty-four transport animals,

and the salaries and wages of their staff, their hired men, their

' cavash,' their interpreter, their twenty Turkish ' hamals ' or

porters, and their ten muleteers, and including also all the food

and forage required for the men and the beasts during a period

of several months, was only £1600, 2s. 8d. ! There remained an

unexpended surplus of more than £7000. From first to last

(thanks to Lord EUesmere's generosity) the Honorary Agents

were receiving the priceless aid afforded them by the Erminia

yacht, by her crew and her stores ; but from the time of their

reaching Constantinople on the 8th of Februaiy (they had sailed

from England on the 3d of January), their administrative expense,
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began, and did not completely end until late in the month of

May. Still, these altogether reached only the small sum above

mentioned.

Note 30.—Rep., pp. 28.

Note 31.—Aware of the delicacy of their task as distributors

of religious books, the Honorary Agents specially record this

crowning success, attributing it to the ' harmony and goodwill

'

they believed to be characterising ' the mutual relations of Pro-

' testant, Roman Catholic, and Presljyterian.'—Rep., p. 36.

Note 32.—See in Lord Albemarle's interesting Memou'S an

account of the vile reception encountered by his regiment upon

landing on the English shore some five or six months after the

day when they had been fighting at Waterloo. They were hooted

as tax-consumers.

Note 33.—Autograph letter dated ' Before Sebastopol, May
* 22, 1855,' from Lord Raglan ' To the Honourable Algernon
' p]gerton and Thomas Tower, Esq. ' The feeling so strongly ex-

pressed by Lord Raglan in the letter, quoted in the text, did not lose

its force—except, as one might almost say, Avith his life. Amongst

the last writings he ever penned—it was on the 25th of June,

and only three days before his death—was a private note on tiie

same subject which he addressed to Tower, then in England.

Because connecting itself with the last days of Lord P^aglan, a

fac-simile of that note will appear in my next, and last volume.

Note 34.—Ibid. The exact number in hospital on the 22d of

April was 8G83. These statements alone would be incomplete,

because not showing the numerical strength out of which the

invaliding took place, but the ratio of that invaliding ' to strengtli

' per 1000 per annum ' follows.

Note 35.—Under the heading of ' Admissions into Hospita'

' (primary) to strength per 1000 per annum,' the Returns before

me show for January 1855 417G, and for June 185(J only 432, a

change not far short of a reduction from 10 to 1.— ' Notes' pre-

sented to War Department, pp. 320, 321.

NoTK 30.—As shown under census of 1851. Under the head-

ing of ' Deaths to force per 1000 per annum,'' the ratio of mortality

afflicting our army in January 1855 is represented by the figures

1173.6, whilst the ratio under that heading for June 1856 is

represented by the figures 2.4. The ratio under the same head-

ing ill each of the last five months of the occupation of the
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Crimea was, for Fcbruaa-y, 9.G ; for March, 10.0 ; for April, 8.4 ;

fur May, 7.2; and for June, as before shown, 2.4. The rate of

mortality in Manchester was 12.4.—Ibid. I have placed the

words ' per annum ' in italics to prevent readers unversed in

statistics from being mystified by what might otherwise look like

a statement that out of each thousand there died 1173.

NOTES TO CHAPTER XI.

Note 1.—For form's sake he worded the direction rather cir-

cuitously, but made his wish plain.—Seb. Comm., .Second Rep.,

1 1, 103 tt seq. Dr Menzies stated that he received similar instruc-

tions from I)r Andrew Smith.—Ibid.

Note 2.—Seb. Comm., Fourth Rep., 19,969.

Note 3.—Mary Stanley—now no more—a daughter of the

late Edward, Bishop of Norwich, and a sister of the late Dean

of Westminster. Her life has been sketched very briefly and

simply—the brevity and simplicity of a powerful writer—by her

brother Arthur Stanley, the Dean. Supplement to the 2d edi-

tion of his ' Memoirs of Edward and Catharine Stanley.

'

Note 4.— ' My mother used to say to me, " Remember, Mary,
' " your lot in life is to sow for others to reap." She was right,

' and I am contented that it should be. so,'—Dean Stanley, quot-

ing his sister, ubi supra, p. 14.

Note 5.—Where not following the Dean in reference to the

part taken by Miss Stanley, I rely a good deal upon the authority

of personal statements kindly made by her to myself.

Note 6.—At the time, in December, when Miss Stanley's toils

began, the ' surgical cases ' were chiefly ' cases ' of frost-bite.

Note 7.

—

The Mystery of the Soldier's Nature.—That many a

private soldier of the time of the Crimean war must have been

other than what people deemed our private soldiers to be, was

proved to our really surprised counti-y by the power, the touching

beauty of his letters from the seat of war ; and, when sick or

wounded in hospital, his sentiment of noble courtesy and grati-

tude towards the high-bred gentlewoman who deigned to be hi?

kuid nurse seemed to ally itself dimlj with what, if not piety,

was at least a pious tone of thought aud of speech—a tone which

under one aspect was all the more courteous if it sprang from no
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settled doctrine, Init rather from the worship lie owed to the

gracious lady beside him.

I do not pretend to understand the soldier's true nature, and

indeed all I learn tends rather to deepen than to solve the mys-

tery. It cannot be that he is an angel—if he were, notwith-

standing his inches, we should not want to enlist him—but (ex-

cept upon the supposition of his being an actor who is matchless

in playing a part) it is impossible to doubt that his character has

angelic phases. It is true, perhaps, that these show themselves

the most strongly when he lies on the bed of sickness, and finds

himself treated with gentle kindness ; but still I can hardly think

that what I have called the ' mystery ' of his nature is disposed of

by repeating the couplet which begins with— ' The devil was sick.'

The circumstance I am going to mention tends to show that

the ' angelic phase ' of the soldier's nature discloses itself—not

exceptionally in a few instances chosen out of the many, but—in

numbers and numbers of men laid low in hospital wards, and

selected entirely at random,

I was told by the late Mr Stafford (the generous friend to our

sick and wounded troops, of whom I spoke in the text) that, after

his labours at the bedside of our soldiery, he had become deeply

impressed by the piety, the gratitude, the gentleness of the men
whose sufferings he had tried to assuage, and that he spoke in

that sense to Lady Ellesmere. She answered in a way implying

that she thought his impressions must surely be fanciful. We
live, she said, in a manufacturing district where many troops are

quartered, and we hear only of their vice and profligacy.

Stafford said, ' Well, will you come to Chatham, and there

' form your own opinion after seeing and conversing with the

' men 1 I will arrange that you shall be in each ward at a time

' when no medical officer is there, and when no one is present

' who could be suspected of causing the men to act a part.' Lady

Ellesmere consenting, the project was carried into etfect. Lady

Ellesmere passed hours in the wards, conversing with the men,

and reading to them, and praying with them. When her task

had ended, she was rejoined by Stafford, and he said to her,

' Noiv, what do you say of the soldiers ?
' She answered, accord-

ing to Stattbrd, in these very words, ' It seems to me that every

' one of them is a Christian and a gentleman.'

Note 8.—That particular exclamation was one addressed to

Miss Anderson.—Dean Staidey quoting the words of Miss Stan-

ley, ubi supra, p. 11.

Note 9.—ibid. V. 11.

Note 10.—Ibid. P. 7.
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Note 11.—Ibid. There was a time, as we saw, wheu in the

hospital alluded to—KuUali—the ' dying irien ' were more than

one half.

Note 12.—There was of course a military commandant with

authority over the soldiers, and the fortunate choice of the officers

entrusted with this duty. Colonel Powell of the 57th Regiment

first, and then Colonel Storks, had much to do with the success

of the experiment. Under Colonel Powell, the hospital was
brought to a most perfect state, and his successor Colonel—soon

to be General—Storks had a ' tact ' so fine and unerring that,

for what men call 'practical purposes,' it was quite on a level

with ' wisdom. ' Under him, as under Powell, all went on

admirably.

Note 13.—So good, fur instance—and the instance seems a fair

test—that a respectable civilian who had many comforting re-

sources within his reacli, and in particular a berth on board a

well-found yacht, was glad, when seized with ilbiess, to have the

advantage of being received into this hospital. I believe that

the merit of making this hospital so good belonged in the main to

Miss Weare.

Note 14.—Something like actual proof of this avowedly sweep-

ing assertion was given when we spoke of the Commission sent

out by the Government to enquire into hospital matters.—See

ante, p. 386 e< seq.

Note 15.—When the hospital had in it 2400 patients, the

rows of beds ought to have been two miles and three-quarters

long ; but so great at that time was the overcrowding that the

length must have been much less—perhaps only about two miles.

Note 16.—He declared this belief before the Sebastopol Com-
mittee.—Fourth Rep., 19,881.

Note 17.—Supposing, as of course one well may, that she gave

herself due time for careful observation before addressing detailed

statements and counsels to the Minister, the last week in Novem-
ber was the earliest period at which he would be able to form

conclusions based on her testimony ; but then plainly (he wrote

wisely and cogently on the 29th) he already had gamed from her

letters a very good insight. It is diificult to help thinking of

what miglit have been done if the Government, instead of ap-

pointing a Commission of enquiry on the 23d of October, had then

delegated Mr Sidney Herbert to go out for a month to the Bos-

phorus and Hici-e dictate immediate action.

VOL VII. 2 H
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XoTE 18.—I cannot help believing that a perusal of Mr Sidr.ey

Herbert's evidence (Fourth Rep., pp. 161 to 198), and of the letters

he produced would elicit a general concurrence in the opinion

ventured in the text. A delightful candour and good feeling

runs through all his statements to the Committee, and he made
them so naturally, and so thoroughly in his own way, that to read

them is like hearing him speak.

Note 19.—Thus writing to Lord William Paulet, he describes

her counsels as ' excellent suggestions,' and adds— ' You will find

'her most valuable.'—Seb. Comm., Fourth Rei\, p. 343. His

similar intimations to other officials appear in the body of his

evidence.— Vide ante.

Note 20.—If a letter were answered inatantly, the interchange

might be a little less than four weeks ; but practically, as Mr
Sidney Herbert stated— ' a month ' was about the time occupied.

—Seb. Comm. , Fourth Rep. , 19,848. Communication by electric

telegi-aph covered only at that time a part of the distance, and

was not, I believe, resorted to except for somewhat brief messages.

Note 21.—From the contents of his letter on the subject, one

gathers that he had not conversed with her, and probably had

not even seen her. It was in company with another lady, and

with an officer whom also he names, that Burgoyne visited the

hospital.^—Letter of 27th March 1855, quoted, fost, note 28, p. 483.

Note 22.—In the letter speaking of this conviction on the part

of Sir- George Brown, and of the admiration with which Sir

George regarded the exertions of the Lady-in-Chief, Lord Raglan

adds:— ' Lord William ' [Paulet], 'like Brown, speaks loudly in

' praise of Miss Nightingale ;
' and Lord Raglan expresses his

own concurrence in these judgments, declaring the certainty he

felt that she had ' done great good. '—Lord Raglan to Duke of

Newcastle, 1st January 1855.

Note 23.—Dean Stanley, uhi ante, p. 5.

Note 24.—That the devotion and gratitude of the soldier and

his high tone of feeling did not cease when he came out of hos-

pital, I offer this proof—proof only, some may say, of the negative

sort, but not, I think, without weight :—Whoever in this country

tastes of even a little celebrity, discovers that one of its incidents

is an afflux of those petitions for gifts of money or loans which

are commonly called 'begging letters.' At the time I am speak-

ing of, the vast fame of the Lady-in-Chief had brought upon her

an enormous number of such 'begging letters,' but—I say it with

delight

—

there had nei-er come 07ie from a soldier.
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Note 25.—The kitchens she established were exclusively for

the preparation of what in hospital language is called ' extra diet.'

Note 26.—She established a laundry for the hospital. Until

she interposed, the ' authorities '—males—had only succeeded in

washing seven shu-ts.

Note 27.—See, for instance, the terms in which she speaks to

Lord Raglan of Dr Macgregor:—'I cannot mention ' [the name of

Dr Macgi-egor] ' without expressing my sense of the obligations

' which this ' [the Barrack] ' Hospital is under to him as being

' virtually its founder, and still supporting it with unabated zeal,

' vigour, and assiduity.'—To Lord Raglan, 29th December 1854.

Note 28.—This charge was so utterly without foundation as

to be the opposite of the truth. The Lady-in-Chief used neither

to issue her stores, nor allow any others to do so, until the want

of them had been evidenced by a duly signed requisition. Proof

of this is complete, and has been furnished even by adversaries

of the Lady-in-Chief. Li eye-witnessing statements laid before

me, the exceeding strictness with which she forbade the issues

until duly signed requisitions had been produced was not only

asserted, but made a subject of strong animadversion against her.

Sir John Bm-goyne, when at Constantinople in the spring of 1855,

became from some cause the recipient of statements adverse to

the Lady-in-Chief (private letter to Lord Raglan, 27th March

1855) ; and it is upon his testimony that I rely for the fact of

complaints such as those above mentioned having really, though

baseless, been uttered. What Sii- John Burgoyne writes is this :

—

' If anything is wanted for the sick, she will hurry ' [the italics

are Sir John's] ' to provide it from her own funds and stock for
' fear ' [Sir John's italics again] ' it might be obtained in the

' regular course.'—Ibid. It is almost fortunate that a charge

which, as we see, is refuted so conclusively, should have been

made or rather mentioned by Burgoyne in the very plain terms

above stated. I don't for a moment imagine that Burgoyne wrote

from any ill will originating in his own prepossessions, but simply

because chance had thrown him amongst cavillers—amongst cav-

illers who, as we see, did not know enough of the facts to be able

to cavil effectively.

Note 29.—Seb. Comm. Rep., 6010, 6011.

Note 30.—The appeal at first seemed embarrassing, because it

asked succour for men then in health, and ' the "Times" fund'

was one provided for troops lying ' sick and wounded ;
' but, the

surgeon showing that men without proper clothing, when all at

once subjected to the severities of whiter, would be sure to fall
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ill, and that ' prevention was better than cure,' Macdouald, with

good sense and high spirit, consented to strain his authority.

Note 31.—Seb. Comm. Rep., 7002, 7003, 7004.

Note 32.—To the kindness of Mrs Q-aven [n4e Florence Lees)

and the Sisterhood of ' the Home,' where her sway is still lo\'ingly

remembered, nay, still, I think, lovingly felt, I owe my means of

alluding to what I have called ' the gracious dynasty.' Mrs
Craven (who herself was in some sort the pupil—the gifted, the

radiant pupil—of the Lady-in-Chief) once told me that the ladies

of the Sisterhood are ' the most hard-worked women in London ;

'

yet in the few hours of holiday that—only now and then—they

allow themselves, they show none of the weariness that some-

times follows the industry of toiling after amusement. ' Reac
' tion, after great strain on tlie powers of self-sacrifice and endur-
• ance that they have to exert, ' may be thought to account in some
part for the happy result ; but, whatever the cause, their society

has in it all that can best and most surely a,ttract—grace, fresh-

ness, and natural ' charm.'

Note 33.—Alluded to ante, in note 32 to chap. iii.

Note 34.—Agnes, the first Lady George Paget, now no more.

Note 35.—Lord Raglan to Duke of Newcastle, 23d November
1854.

Note 30.—Fifth Rep., p. 22.

Note 37.—The day when the ladies disembarked on the Bos-

phorus.

Note 38.—The Sebastopol Committee was apparently unani-

mous when reporting ' that the first real improvements in the
' lamentable condition of the hospitals at Scutari are to be attrib-

' uted to private suggestions, private exertions, and private
' benevolence.'—Fifth Rep., p. 22. That the State defaiilt im-

plied in these words was caused by the want of what I have

called a ' real War Department ' and that that want was dis-

tinctly traceable to our ' mixed English polity,' we have else-

where seen

—

ante, chap. iii.

Note 39.—It was so early as the latter end of December that,

after having ' minutely examined ' the great Barrack Hospital,

Sir George Brown came to the almost enthusiastic conviction

which is shown, ante, p. 370.

Note 40.—That, whatever might be the process of self-decep-

tion, men, especially men in authority, had brought themselves
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to be thus satisfied with the state of the hospitals, there is ample
proof. See evidence of Mr Sidney Herbert, Seb. Comm.

,

19,8I6-17-20-84-85-87, 19,869-83-87, 19,900-10-42 ; and that

the satisfaction was ill founded, ibid., 19,905.

Note 41.—The latter end of October. It was then that the

ladies sailed, and then—the 23d—that the males took their step.

Note 42.

—

' Oh I good gracious! how like "them!"' If re-

membering and admiring, as I do, Mrs Oliphant's delightful
' Chronicles of Carlingford,' one can almost liear some such com-
ment on the masculine ' them ' from tlie lips of her charming
Miss Marjoribanks.

Note 43.—The Sebastopol Committee Rep., pp. 5, 7.

Note 44.—The first week of November 1854. The Commis-
sion at first consisted of Dr Gumming, Dr Spence, and Mr
Maxwell.

Note 45.—The Government detached Dr Spence on a mission
to the Crimea without providing that his two colleagues might
act as a * quorum,' and the powers of the Commission were thus
thrown into abeyance. Dr Spence being on board the Prince off

Balaclava on the 14th of November, there lost his life, and Dr
Sidney Laing was appointed to fill his place. The Commission
recovered its competency on the 27th of November.

Note 40.—-The principal change recommended to Lord Yv'illiam

by the Commissioners had been previously submitted to Lord
Raglan himself by the Lady-in-Chief.

Note 47.—Even then they had not had time enough to com-
plete the whole Enquiry directed, but the Government pressed
them to end theii- task, because one of them (Dr Gumming) had
become the chief medical oiScer at Scutari, and his services were
there greatly needed.

Note 48.

—

The Instructions to the Sanitary Commissioners*

' War Department, 19th Fehmary 1855.

' Gentlemen,—Her Majesty having been pleased to assent to
' your proceeding on a sanitary mission to Constantinople and the
' Crunea, you are instructed to obey the directions which follow :

—

* It is on account of the striking efTects it produced (see p. 390 et seq.)

that 1 think it advisable to print this despatch.
The italics are mine. I have resorted to them for the purpose of

showing how deeply the Government—at last—had become impressed
with the value of Time, anil also, I think, with a view of showing that

—
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' The utmost expedition must be used in starting on j'our jourucy,

in the journey itself, and in the execution of all that is neces-

sary at the place of your destination.
' On your arrival at Constantinople, and Balaklava, you will

put yourselves instantly into communication with Lord W.
Paulet, Admiral the Hon. F. Grey, and Lord Raglan respec-

tively, and you will request of them forthunth (according to the

official directions they will have received) full powers of entry

into every hospital, infirmary, or receptacle of whatsoever kind

for the sick and wounded, whether ashore or afloat.

' You will inspect every part of such infirmaries, ascertain the

character and sufficiency of the drainage and ventilation, the

quantity and quality of the water - supply ; and determine

whether the condition of the whole is such as to allow, by purity

of the air and freedom from overcrowding, fair Jilay and full

scope to medical and surgical treatment for the recovery of

health.
' You will call to your aid for this purpose, whether as wit-

nesses or as guides, any of the officers or attendants that you
may require.

' The result of your inspection and opinions, together with a

statement of all that is necessary should be done, whether in

the way of arrangement, of reduction of numbers in the wards,

cleansing, disinfecting, or of actual construction, in order to

secure the great ends of safety and health, must be laid, as

speedily as possible, before Lord W. Paulet, Admiral Grey, or

Lord Raglan, as the case may be, or such persons as may be
appointed by them to that special duty ; and you will request

them to give immediate directions that the works be completed.
' As 710 time is to he lost you may reserve your detailed and
minute reports, and give, in the first instance, a statement only

of the things to be done forthwith.

The Engineer-Commissioner will be expected to conduct the

inspection along with his colleagues, and to devise, and to see

executed, all such structural arrangements as may be declared

indispensable.
' You will examine the modes whereby the sick and wounded

are conveyed to the transports, or to the hospitals, ashore or afloat.

' You will take care that, as far as possible, all evil influences

from without be removed, so that the air inhaled by the imnates

of the hospitals be not contammated. It is reported, for in-

stance, that the hospital-ship in the harbour of Balaklava is

much surrounded by dead carcases.
' As a necessary consequence you will order that the dead be

however indirectly—the writer of the despatch had received impulsion
from a woman's mind. It should be renienihered that on the 19tli of

February Mr Sidney Herbert was still a member of the Government.
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' interred at a sufficient distance from the hospitals. You will

' lay do^^Ti rules both as to the time and mode of interment, con-
' suiting, of course, the convenience of the constituted authorities.

' Should any other hospital or receptacle for the sick be decided
' on, while you are on this expedition, you will examine it, and
' state all that must be done for health, decency, and comfort.

' You will not interfere, in any way, with the medical and
' surgical treatment of the patients, nor with the i-egulations pre-

' scribed to the nurses and attendants.
' Upon your arrival at Constantinople, you will determine

' among yourselves in what way you can best carry out the objects

' of your mission.
' It is important that you he deeply impressed with the necessity

' of not resting content mith an order, but that you see instantly by
* yourselves or by your agents to the commencement of the work, and
' to its superintendence, day by day, until it he finished.

' It is your duty, in short, to state fully, and urge strongly for

' adoption by the authorities, everything that you believe will

' tend to the preservation of health and life.

' The camp must also come under your immediate and anxious
' attention.

' You must consider, and apply, with the least possible delay,

' the best antidotes or preventives to the deadly exhalations that
' will be emitted from the saturated soil whenever the warmth of

' spring shall begin to act on the surface.

' You must consider how all decaying substances, present and
' future, may be removed speedily, or otherwise disposed of with
' safety. Also in what way the feculent matter of the camp may
be rendered innoxious.

' \"ou will pay special attention to the harbour of Balaklava,
* and state your opinion as to the best mode of cleansing it, and
' of keeping it clean from the accumulations of filth floating

' on the surface. It will be desirable to ascertain, not only for

' the convenience of the transport of the sick, &c., but also for

' the removal of all kinds of nuisances to the outside of the har-

' bour, whether jetties might not be easily constructed.
' As stated in your instructions relating to the hospitals, so

' here you m'UI, idth the utmost possible despatch, lay your plans
* before the proper authorities, in order that they may be carried

' into execution.—I have the honour to be, gentlemen, your obe-

* dient humble servant, (Signed) Panmure.

' Dr ScTUERL.\yD.
' Dr H. G.WIN.
' Mr Rawlinson.'

These instructions, given by the War Department on the 19th

February 1855, were so well devised, and produced such signal
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effect, that tney deserve to be carefully remembered by our army
admiuistrators. The tone of the instructions is very peculiar, aud

such as to make one believe that, whether directly or otherwise

—

perhaps through the wholesome inters^ention of Mr Sidney Herbert

—they owed much to feminhie impulsion. The diction of the

orders is such that, in housekeeper's language, it may be said to

have 'bustled the servants.'

iSTOTE 49.—When afterwards he went to the Crimea, Mr Raw-

linson, the engineering member of the Commission who had

achieved such vast good, had himself a sort of escape which

popular diction is still apt to call 'miraculous.' He was struck

by a 68-pouuder shot without being permanently or indeed very

seriously injured.

Note 50.—ri)id. Stated more exactly with their appendant

fractions, the numbers given in the text are: 42.7, 31.5, 14.4,

10.7, 5.2, 4.3, and 2.2.

Note 51.—That is, with the average rate in such of them as

were in or near London. In those, it seems, the average rate of

mortality was 2.9 per cent.

Note 52.—Being deaths to force per 1000 per annum :

—

1173.6OHiiuary looo,

February
,

,
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